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This lady asked me what aisle she could find 

tinned pineapple in and I told the lady she might have 

to get a mech to show her and she rolled her eyes. 

People hate dealing with robots. When you work at 

DeliDiscount, you’re supposed to know where stuff 

is off by heart, but all I could think about was the 

prom. It was 129 minutes away (and 51 seconds, 50, 

49). I wanted to ankle the suckyass job, anyway, I 

only did ten hours a week, and my allowance from 

Mumshine and Dad paid tonnes more, but you had to 

be seen to work so no one could say you were a 

mechalover. Plus Chan was assistant manager of the 

bakery and I got to stare at his back muscles flexing 

as he lifted heavy trays out of the ovens. Chanvatey 

Prach: lead in the school production, head of 

marketing for the 40 Hour Famine fundraiser. Plays 

beach volleyball, football, everything. Six feet tall. 

He’s got Luddite tattoos and he dresses just gangsta 

enough to look dangerous but not get in trouble. Hot.  

The Mopomatic was hovering beside my Wet 

Floor sign, putting pressure on me to work faster. 

Mopomatics aren’t cute like my Robopup or 

anything, they’re just one more mech that’s a way 

harder worker than me, according to my manager, 
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who got a cyopsy on his lungs, so he’s a quarter 

mech (and also a quarter dickhead). The Mopomatic 

doesn’t sulk all day when it’s got its period, it doesn’t 

have itchy bra straps, it can search answers to 

customers’ questions if they’re not too bummed out 

to get help from a mech. The Mopomatic doesn’t 

forget its nametag so when old ladies want to find 

some yucky soup they ask your name and you tell 

them your name’s Eden and they say “Ooh, that’s a 

lovely name, dear, I have a granddaughter named 

Eden” and your manager tells you off later for too 

much chit-chat on work time, says he’s gonna give 

your job to a StockBot.  

There was one thing, though, that the Mopomatic 

needed to be jealous of me: I was going to Prom in 

two hours. I was going to get crunk, sing karaoke, 

maybe ask Esther if I could borrow Chan to dance 

with, brush up against his abs. If I wanted to badly 

enough, I could make babies with Chan (and I did 

want to, pretty bad). Yeah mechs can live forever, but 

they WISH they were us. 

As I counted down to the end of my shift, I put 

some bags of garbage from the produce section into a 

trolley and wheeled them through the plastic flaps out 

the back of the supermarket and through the filthy 

loading dock, where heaps of people used to unload 

the trucks before drones started delivering 

everything. There’s only a third of the workers that 

were here when I started two years ago, and a lot of 

those people have names that end in matic, if you get 

what I mean, like my manager for instance: we call 

him Dick-o-matic. 

I wheeled my garbage over the cabbage leaves and 

concrete and out to the incinerator. The loading bay 

stank like Chan’s Nikes that I sniffed one time cause 

Maeve dared me to. I felt empty from all the prom 
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stress. I’d eaten about one day’s worth of food in the 

whole past week and I was feeling the starvation 

pretty bad, like I probably wouldn’t even last through 

Prom if the excitement didn’t keep me wired.  

Beside the chainlink fence was this long conveyor 

belt section where you loaded your garbage bags on 

then they got pulled in and the machine separated out 

any recyclable minerals and incinerated the remnant 

waste. Sometimes fleshies that have lost their jobs 

and live on the streets try to eat the bread that we 

throw out, but DeliDiscount’s policy is we can’t risk 

some homeless fleshy suing us if they get sick.  

I was chucking the bags on when I noticed 

someone crouched underneath the conveyor belt.  

‘I can see you, Adam. Having fun down there?’ 

Adam Turing: the skinny pauper from my class, 

the only one who didn’t have to diet to get his 

cheekbones and ribs to stick out. Adam was from all 

my schools, had all my same teachers. From my 

kindergarten, even. We used to put praying mantises 

and spiders in a jar together and make ‘em fight. First 

they were united as bugs or whatever, but after a 

while the hunger made them savage. We’d been at 

the same sports days and assemblies every year, 

since, God, like forever. I even think we had the 

same mech nanny carrying our dirty diapers out to 

the garbage when we were little. He’d always been 

there on a scholarship half because he’s such a 

brainbox and half because his family’s so poor – if 

you can call it a family. All he had was a dad. They 

used to live in Mahonyland when it was all a big 

subdivision, ‘til that big global credit thing made all 

the loser families sell their homes to the 

Mechastructure and go move into the projects. 

Adam’s dad was one of the last Fleshie taxi drivers, 

doing a job that had gone obsolete, like, decades ago.  
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‘I was just… tying my shoe,’ he said lamely, 

standing up straight amongst piles of garbage bags, 

eyeing up the dumpsters, looking for an exit.  

‘Seriously? You can’t afford self-tying shoes? 

You won the Young Inventors Fair. Can’t you invent 

a better excuse? Ech.’ 

Adam was in Robotics Club at school, which was 

seriously uncool. Everyone said he was a 

mechalover. KT’s brother Kane smashed up the 

Robotics Club one winter lunchtime when we were 

all bored and we all filmed it on our Organisers and it 

was like sooooo lol.  

‘Share something with me, Eden. You look 

famished. Here – these Danishes are wonderful.’ 

‘Thanks but I’m on a diet where I can’t eat 

garbage.’ 

‘You’re saying – ? Oh. Another jibe.’ He sighed 

and said, ‘Exeunt.’ He tried to disappear between two 

dumpsters but I spotted the bag between his legs. 

‘You’re not supposed to take that stuff, even if it’s 

rubbish,’ I said, ‘I told you that last week. See?’ I 

knocked on the recycling machine. ‘Gotta let the 

machine take out the selenium and all that. The 

supermarket wouldn’t even break even if it didn’t sell 

metal to the Mechastructure. What if, like, me and 

Chan lose our jobs? I oughta snitch on you.’ 

‘Please don’t.’ 

‘And you’ve got mouldy bread crumbs in your 

little moustache! I seriously gotta get a pxt of this.’ I 

activated my organiser and the hologram screen 

appeared in front of me. I snapped a photo, loosened 

my stress a little bit. ‘Imagine if I sent this to 

everyone. Like, I’m not that mean. Just imagine, 

though.’  

Adam picked up his sack of tired bread and rock-

hard cake and tried to climb some pallets and escape. 
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I set off the alarm sound on my organiser. Adam 

cringed and covered his ears. 

‘OMIGAWD, dude. I already said you can’t take 

that stuff. You want me to get fired for not stopping 

you? So what if it’s a dumb rule, I don’t make the 

rules, alright?’ 

‘My dad doesn’t exactly manage to provide… 

look, Eden, c’mon, don’t you remember our project?’ 

His voice got squeakier the more desperate he got. 

‘For Ethics class? Our Zero Waste model? We got 

Highly Commended? When we rule it’ll be a capital 

offence to waste food and all that? You said you’d be 

queen to my king?’ 

‘I was… I say dumb stuff when I’m happy, okay? 

This is the real world. Kids don’t rule shit.’  

Adam reluctantly put the bakery waste on the 

conveyor belt and backed off, putting one leg through 

a hole in the fence. He hovered, though. 

‘This is nice, us two talking.’ 

I facepalmed. ‘I have to watch you leave so I 

know you’re not stealing selenium, dude.’  

Adam’s eyes darted. ‘So d’you think we’ll get in? 

To the Treasure Island thing?’  

Our school was in the running for this experiment 

where you get a chance at winning a sweet million 

bucks EACH if you last on a tropical island for 12 

months with 12 friends, not that it was necessarily an 

island, or tropical. They hadn’t told us that part. We 

just guessed it would be a Survivor-type deal cause 

that’s what you saw on TV. No one was sure if it 

was, like, a behavioural thing or an economics thing, 

like starting a civilisation from scratch and studying 

how the money spreads. All we knew was the 

university was paying peeps a mil and if you went in, 

you weren’t allowed out for the whole year, no 

matter how antsy you got. 12 months on a beach, or 
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in the jungle, or the Alps? It sounded like a paid 

holiday.  

‘Do I think we’ll get in? God, no. Another school, 

probably. Besides, I’m starting to regret entering if 

you’re gonna be there eating my scraps like a pig or 

whatever.’ I picked a cabbage up off the gravel and 

shoved it at him. ‘Here. Take. Go. It’s hardly got any 

metal in it anyway.’ 

His lips started wiggling like he was gonna weep 

with joy and his eyes went all wide. ‘Just – just so 

you know, all varieties of brassica are actually loaded 

with iron, zinc, phosphorus– ’ 

‘SHUT UP, MAN. If people ask, say I was a bitch 

to you. Go get dressed for prom, already.’  

He clutched the cabbage against his heart. ‘I can’t 

thank you enough for what you’ve done. Sincerely, 

I– ’ 

 ‘QUIT STARING AT ME, ADAM. GOD 

YOU’RE CREEPY.’ 

‘You just look nice, in your uniform, that’s all,’ he 

went, and pulled his body through the fence and 

disappeared.  

* 

 

 

I got into the car and Mumshine was like, ‘How 

was work, sweetie?’ and she tried to hand me a 

peanut butter and jam sandwich, yuck, talk about 

carb-bloat, and I epically laid into her as she hovered 

on the lip of the carpark, trying to pull out into 

traffic. She’d said she would fetch me in eight 

minutes. It had taken her 11.  

‘IF YOU’RE GOING TO MAKE ME LATE FOR 

PROM, WHY DON’T YOU JUST MESSAGE ME 

AND ADMIT IT?’ I struggled to get my uniform 

vest off while battling my seatbelt.  
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Mumshine stared out the windscreen. ‘You’re 

probably right. Sorry, Edie. Lot on my mind at the 

moment. The university’s offered your father a bit 

more work, so– ’ 

‘Oh, YOUR mind’s got a lot on? This is THE 

SINGLE MOST important night of my life. Can you 

just pull out? There’s a spot. They’re driverless cars, 

mum, they’re programmed to not hit you, Mumshine. 

God.’ 

Mumshine stopped before she’d even made it onto 

the right side of the road. She had overridden the 

auto-pilot and her driving was all jerky. I wanted the 

car’s A.I. to take over. Mechs do some stuff way 

better than people. 

Before she would drive on, I had to get her to 

chill. Just a typical ritual me and her went through.  

‘D’you still love your old mumshine?’ 

I make a vomiting sound, but she had to hear the 

words. None of my friends were watching me, 

anyway, so I could get away with a bit of gushy 

emoticon stuff. ‘Course I love you. There. I said it. 

Get me home, already!’ 

I strangled my seatbelt and willed Mumshine to 

drive faster with my mind. As soon as the nose of the 

car touched the driveway, I barged past Dad and hit 

the stairs. Tonight would be heaven. I couldn’t afford 

to waste one second.  

‘Good to see you, my angel,’ he said, lacing his 

fingers neatly in his lap, standing all meek and 

pleasing like a butler. ‘Hey, when you’re ready, I was 

hoping to rap with you about– ’ 

‘Seriously, Dad? Wow, your timing is freaking a-

MAY-zing.’ I had my belt unbuckled before I’d even 

made it into my room. I slammed the door, tugged 

my pants down, lay on my back on the carpet and 

pulled the pants over my ankles, then pulled my work 
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shirt over my head and took off my bra, too, and put 

my robe on. Robopup sensed I was home, switched 

on and marched over and gave me some sniffs but I 

paused her and pushed her back under my bed. You 

have to watch how many snuggles you give mech 

pups cause they’re programmed to get all attached to 

you if you let ’em.  

Dad knocked on the door while I opened a gym 

bag and knocked into it all the stuff I’d need tonight 

as I got ready with the girls round at Maeve’s place. I 

could get there at 7.50 if Mumshine didn’t drive like 

a retard, get Maeve’s mechmaid to put my hair 

extensions in by 8.25, maybe. The limo was arriving 

at Maeve’s place at 8.30, so the schedule would be 

tight. Jesus Christ my mum had botched a lot of 

things tonight. I packed my heels, my toothbrush, 

deodorant, tampons, pads just in case, water, 

hairbrush, makeup bag and morning after pill, just in 

case Chan broke up with Esther tonight for some 

reason and me and him hooked up. Losing my Big V 

to him would be even better than winning that 

million dollar experiment thing.  

I took my prom dress out of the cupboard and 

draped it over my shoulder. Then I went into my 

ensuite bathroom and put foundation on and spray tan 

and just a little basic lipstick. I would get my real 

makeup done round at Maeve’s, cause her mechmaid 

can spray on the perfect amount of makeup that 

reacts with the lighting with, like, scientific precision. 

I came out of the bathroom and was about to cross 

the floor and grab my perfume when I realised I had 

an intruder. The intruder was wearing my prom dress.  

‘MUM! GET OUT! Get OUT of my dress! 

What’s wrong with you?’ 

Mum looked down at her hands. ‘Getting out the 

wrinkles for you, honey. It just needs some body-
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heat. On the back? You haven’t noticed, but there are 

just a couple. You do your makeup, hon, wrinkles 

can be my –  

‘TAKE IT OFF, MUMSHINE. GOD.’ 

‘I never went to the prom when I was your age, 

angel, I, well I was expecting. Expecting you.’ 

‘What do you want, an apology for me being 

born?’ 

I pulled Robopup out from under my bed and 

shoved her at Mumshine. ‘You want my life, here. 

Her kinetic battery’s low. You have to take her 

walkies to charge her.’ 

‘I thought the two of us could go. Just the girls.’ 

‘HASHTAG: PSYCHO. Just drive me round to 

Maeve’s already.’  

I put on a miniskirt and a long sleeved tee and 

strapped on some boots with heels, just to look okay 

when my girls saw me.  

I exited, locked my bedroom door. Dad was 

standing right outside in the hall with his organiser 

screen hovering to the left of him. Dad’s a chirpy 

short guy and when he’s got work on, if the mechs 

haven’t told him to stay home for the semester, he’s 

second in charge of computer programming at the 

university. He’ll talk to anyone if they can endure the 

way he licks his nerdy moustache when he’s excited. 

He wanted to read me an email, right then and there. 

On the most important night in history.   

‘Like, invasion of privacy much?’ I gave Dad 

kisses on both cheeks to shut him up. ‘There. Kisses. 

I need a lift, now.’ 

‘Edie, there’ve been a couple of developments 

today— Christ, it’s been a day— so I’m wondering if 

we can sit down and go over— ’ 
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I took a deep breath, squeezed his shoulders and 

pressed my nose against his, gave him a kiss to 

distract him. ‘Tell me tomorrow.’  
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I stood against a neon bar with the hottest boys in 

my group, Chan and Eli and Kane, as DJ Gershw1n, 

this AMAZEballs mech DJ, piped music into our 

earbuds. The beats were optimised to makes us feel 

how we were supposed to feel as the night went on – 

sexy at first, then excited, later loose and reckless, 

and drowsy and swooning as the night thinned and 

people pashed and fingered each other. 

The boys in my group were all confident and good 

looking and most important: popular. They all had 

their organisers out and were using this app to put 

bets on the big robot boxing that was on that night. 

They cared about the roboxing results way more than 

they cared about tomorrow’s experiment, cause the 

odds of us getting chosen to go on Survivor Island 

were real weak.  
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‘But our school, like, nominated us, right? They 

pulled me out of class to interview me, didn’t you 

guys do those questionnaires and shit too?’ 

Chan took his ear buds out; I took mine out too. It 

was important to do stuff the same as him so he’d 

notice me. He took off his Cash Money Billionaires 

cap too, checked to make sure it still had the price tag 

on then positioned it perfectly on his head. 

‘Definitely we’re in. We’d ace that shit.’ 

‘Hope y’all been saying your prayers,’ Eli said. 

‘Getting chosen ain’t easy.’ 

‘Like that religious bullcrap’s gonna help,’ Kane 

snorted. His sister KT came up beside him and 

massaged his neck playfully. KT was in the Social 

Club and she wasn’t gonna hook up with anyone, she 

was all about making sure everyone partied. We’d all 

brought our friends instead of dates. In my group, 

you came in a limo with your people and after a night 

of flirting, you hooked up with someone at the end. 

Unless you were a pauper like Adam Turing. Then 

you spent the night serving drinks to normal peeps. 

Eli slapped Kane’s head for dissing him. ‘Show 

some respect,’ he said. No one else could’ve gotten 

away with smacking grumpy Kane like that ‘cause 

Kane’s always looking for fights. Eli was from the 

Hood and he was training to be a youth pastor cause 

his people feared God heaps and there was tonnes of 

Luddite gangs on his street. I’d heard Eli actually 

wanted to go in the experiment so he could give his 

million to his church.  

Kane and Eli and Chan kicked each other’s shins 

for a minute, giggling and swearing, then got 

interrupted by these waiter robots wheeling through 

the crowd with trays of lite champagne and punch. 

Waiterbots have this gyroscope that gives them 

perfect balance so you can kick them and they get 
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back up straight away and don’t even spill the drinks. 

It was like a fun game for the boys to try trip them 

and waste as much drink as possible. Kane went 

extra-aggro and spat on them and tried to unlock their 

input pads and asked the waiterbots where their 

“friend” Adam Turing was. Adam was being a waiter 

tonight but I could tell he was avoiding our corner.  

We talked smack and sort-of flirted in pairs but 

not really. I think everyone, like me, was trying to 

shuffle closer to losing their virginity. If the sex was 

with someone less popular than us, we’d try not to let 

each other find out. That was sort of like the 

unspoken code. You just said ‘I lost my Vee’ and 

acted all coy so people imagined you did it with 

someone respectable. 

There were, like, ten of us painted with pink light 

and blue shadow in our corner of the dance hall, 11 if 

you counted Watson, who was like 90% nerd but 

10% alright because he never said anything we could 

mock. It was something to do with his autism or 

Asperger’s or… I don’t know the difference between 

all that disabled junk. Maeve, who always asks for 

my approval on dumb stuff, asked permission then 

danced with Kane (if you can call Kane lifting her up 

and benchpressing Maeve dancing). Eli danced too,  

pulling the arm of this girl Anya til she peeled off the 

wall. Anya was the tallest chick in school, this real 

sporty, kind of tomboy-y girl from that country that 

got all mechanised and polluted and had that war in 

the snow and made all the fleshies refugees. Anya 

had been hiking and dragging heavy suitcases and 

eating root vegetables since she was like two so she 

always won all the athletics at our school. Her tall 

body seemed to suit Eli, though I’d started a rumour 

not long ago that Anya was a lesbian because I didn’t 

want Anya being accepted as normal, cause then 
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every other popular kid would have to recalibrate. I 

mean Anya was born with respect, but I had to work 

for it. It wasn’t fair. 

I would’ve tried to get Chan to come up on the 

roof with me so we could vape and talk about our 

feelings except he was devoted to Esther that night, 

cause I’d heard that he’d made it Official with Esther 

earlier that afternoon. Esther’s this real bubbly girl 

who always has these real pretty haircuts and gets 

around in a wheelchair and wears her Youth 

Paralympics medals whenever she’s got an excuse to 

brag about them, like at Show & Tell. She coaches 

first aid and goes to, like, Vietnam on vaccination 

summer camps with the Peace Corps and she’s also a 

teacher aide for some of the retards so most people 

think she’s Little Miss Perfect. I loved Esther to bits, 

she said nice stuff to me one time when I was crying 

in the toilets cause I lost President of the student 

council to KT, but one thing that pissed me off about 

Esther was she didn’t seem right for Chan. I mean, 

I’d never seen a movie where someone fucks 

someone in a wheelchair. Like, couldn’t Es find 

someone a better match for her? Someone from 

ParaYouth? 

Over four hours we took turns pushing Esther’s 

chair out onto the dancefloor for a spin. Es can 

control her chair herself with a joystick, but wheeling 

her is a chance to seem like you’re friends with 

someone cool. The dances and the lols and the 

conversations were all good but losing my V card 

was majorly occupying my brain. Even though I 

wanted Chan to do it to me, I would’ve settled for 

almost anyone just so I could tell Maeve I’d done it 

before her. Me and Maeve had this thing where she 

copied everything I did, even if I was always better 

than her, like my arms weren’t as fat as hers and I 
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was three centimetres taller. Maeve had brought up 

the V-word six times in the last month and it was 

getting hard to come up with excuses when she asked 

me if I’d gone to third base with anyone.  

Omar was popular enough to spend some minutes 

with. I tugged him away from the food tables where 

he was filling the pockets of his military-style pants 

with energy-dense food. Omar always thinks the 

zombie apocalypse is about to happen and he’ll need 

food supplies, which is why he always goes climbing 

trees and exploring sewer pipes after school, finding 

gross wild toadstools and hazelnuts. It’s not like he 

would chat with our group online after school 

anyway. He’s like wayyyy dyslexic.  

Omar and me had a quick twerk. Our dance was 

over in like three minutes cause Omar was more 

interested in the waiterbots’ canapés than me. ‘You 

need to store energy,’ he tried telling me, spitting 

aioli on me as he talked, ‘You never know when you 

need a reserve of fat,’ and I was like Vomit. I told 

him if I got fat I’d look exactly like Maeve, but I took 

a canapé anyway and snapped a photo and posted it 

on my page. I only ate the salmon off it ’cause the 

cracker had too much gluten. Me and Fatimah, this 

jokester from my accounting class, had both thrown 

up in the bathrooms at Maeve’s place so we could fit 

into our dresses and she’d puked up her Prozac and 

we’d lol’d for ages. I wasn’t going to waste my body 

on a cracker. I would keep a close eye on my calorie 

counter app and stop at 100 cals or Chan might not 

even look at me. 

Nerdy-ass Watson was too stiff and robotic to 

dance but he made some conversation with me, 

mostly talking about that experiment that was kicking 

off tomorrow, analysing the statistical probability 

that our school would get chosen. He blabbed nerd-
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words; I made fun of his nerdiness then pinched his 

flabby nerd chest to let him know we were still 

buddies. That was just the banter we did, even though 

the stats were sort of interesting. It was kind of like 

the sort of interaction we had while waiting for maths 

class to start, the nerds gossiping in the corridor 

about science while me and Maeve made fun of 

Adam’s doodles of pyramids on his maths pad and 

Adam got all red in the face, screaming IT ISN’T A 

PYRAMID, IT’S A ZIGGURAT, and going and 

hiding behind Anya’s strong back. 

Finally Adam’s manager-mech aimed its laser 

pointer at our group and Adam dragged his ass over 

before he got fired, carrying his own drink tray, 

doing mech work. The prom was getting boring and 

we were glad to have some fresh entertainment.  

‘Omigod you guys,’ I said, ‘I saw Adam fully 

scavenging in the dumpsters earlier on at the 

supermarket.’ I pressed my belly button, opened the 

photos folder on my organiser, pushed towards my 

friends the hologram photo of Adam clutching a 

paper bag of rubbish like a baby. 

Maeve looked at me all concerned. ‘You didn’t 

give him any food, did you?’ 

I dodged the question and watched the 

entertainment as Kane sang ‘Rock-a-Bye Baby’ in 

Adam’s face and Adam tried to keep on being a 

waiter, keep on working as hard as the waiterbots but 

Kane finally broke him when he made this crack 

about Adam’s dad having sex with his dead mum 

with a cybernetic dick while singing Rock-a-Bye 

Baby and Adam limped away without even crying, 

without fighting back, just looking like his spine had 

been snapped. Esther told Kane he’d gone too far and 

you shouldn’t talk about people’s parents and 

Fatimah threw in some jokes about her weird family 
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herding camels so everyone started talking about 

their parents all at once. It was good that we were in 

the Confession Zone and the tunes Gershw1n piped 

into our ears were like all momentous and touching. 

It turned out a lot of us were worried about our 

folks having to borrow truckloads of money to keep 

our houses and self-driving cars and breakfast cereal 

with pistachios in it. Redundancies were going on no 

matter how cool and popular your family was. My 

dad had been made redundant and hired back again 

like three times already. Cause my dad works for the 

university on and off, he’d been the first to tell me 

The Millions Test was coming up and he kept ribbing 

me at the dinner table til one time I was like, Dad: do 

I seriously have to go out and earn pocket money for 

you? 

‘…paying us to perform for them, give them data, 

that’s why they’re haters,’ Chan was going, putting 

his arm around the waists of three girls in a row and 

lifting each of them. ‘Having bitches all over you? 

The mechs will never have this. They hate us cause 

they ain’t us.”  

‘Correction: technically mechs don’t hate you,’ 

Watson said, ‘Artificial intelligence doesn’t have 

emotions. I’d posit that the purpose of the experiment 

is to observe an economic Big Bang, as it were. To 

monitor an economy built from scratch in a 

controlled environment. Or to see you waste your 

money.’  

Chan tossed a boxing glove hologram into in the 

air. ‘I’ll waste you if you keep using big words, bro.’ 

‘OI YOU GUYS,’ I interrupted. ‘Where d’you 

reckon they’ll make the kids do the experiment? 

Ecuador or something? The Sahara? If that was me, 

I’d fully spear a pig. Wild venison with a red wine 

vinaigrette: mmm.’ 
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‘Venison’s deer, dear,’ Omar went, stuffing a 

waiterbot’s yoghurt-covered raisins into the chest 

pocket of his tuxedo. ‘My money’s on India. They’ll 

send us there.’ 

‘Us?’ 

‘Oh come on, Ede. Your dad’ll pull strings.’ 

‘Whatever. He loves having me home more than 

money. Yo, did you do that screening questionnaire? 

The one that asks you your allergies, your diet, your 

family’s income –  

‘It asked me what my favourite playground was 

when I was a kid,’ KT said, her face crumbling into a 

rare frown. I told her they asked me the playground 

question too, when they screened me, and heaps of 

stuff about the foods I hated as a kid that my parents 

loved: corn, tomatoes, strawberries, eew. Fish. Jellied 

eel. Duck. We all frowned and the conversation got 

slow. The screening questions had been seriously 

schizo.  

Esther wheeled into our conversation and 

everyone paused to let her speak. One of the reasons 

Esther was in the Top 10 Most Popular was ‘cause 

she’d refused to get cybernetic legs. The cyopsy 

would’ve let her walk better than ever, but she 

would’ve been an outcast. ‘They asked me who the 

bottom five least popularest people at school are.’ 

‘Omigawd: Adam Turing, right?’ 

‘Adam any day,’ KT said, ‘I mean no day, lol.’ 

‘I chose Adam too,’ I said, ‘I mean, I chose not 

Adam. I’d rather have sex with a Mopomatic.’ All of 

us girls cracked up and hugged each other as we 

laughed. Gods must have been listening because 

Adam came around then with a fresh tray. 

‘What are these? Carrot flowers? Who made 

these?’  
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‘Too tricky to programme a waiterbot to do it,’ 

Adam mumbled, staring at my chest. ‘I carved each 

one myself.’  

I took a carrot flower, stroked it. ‘So pretty.’ I 

watched Adam’s lips quiver as I chucked it away. 

‘Too many cals.’ 

We partied until it rolled into a new day. Around 

2am I checked my org and there were like 20 

messages from Mumshine, her going You’re In 

You’re In You’re In which probably meant ‘You’re 

Inside, I’m waiting Outside’ and I was about to 

message her like Yawn, Mumshine, tell me 

something I don’t know, when she sent me another 

message, saying Im droppng u @ university, and that 

was like totally Twilight Zone, cause the university 

was where the survivors were supposed to be taking 

off from, tomorrow morning, actually, for that 

millions experiment thing.  
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3/4 
Me and Mumshine took the highway, her 

overriding the A.I. and driving in a panic, crying a 

little, asking me all these annoying questions while I 

tried to just sit in the back and come to terms with 

getting rich overnight. Mumshine wouldn’t shut up 

about my diet and my anaemia and stuff and I opened 

up the Screen app on my org and blocked mum out 

with this hologram that looked like a screen door and 

muffled her speech.  

I thought about dad’s weird, excitable boyish 

behaviour. It was like he’d got new playthings, it 

wasn’t just another day at work for him. I wondered 

if Dad would watch me through a microscope all 

year, or watch me over CCTV or a drone or 

something. I hoped Dad would get lots of importance 

and respect this year, cause having Mechs in charge 

of him made him all depressy late at night when he 

sobbed on mum’s lap and wailed about how we 

created them and it’s unfair they took over and how 

even though he, like, says stuff at our dinner table 

debates about how religion is just a used-up phase in 

human evolution, when he loses his shit he moans 

about how the Mechs are punishment from Above for 

mankind trying to play God and create artificial 
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intelligence. Typical dad: all playful and chill one 

minute, anxious and over-thinky the next. 

We passed a few of those programming 

sweatshops, those giant warehouses full of computers 

where I’ve heard heaps of people are forced to go 

after university. His whole life, my dad had 

specialised in robotic engineering, then he transferred 

over to the economics department and helped them 

create FutureView, this A.I. programme which 

calculates the most beneficial ways to spend research 

dollars. One of the first recommendations 

FutureView made was that its creators lose their jobs 

because they were obsolete now that FutureView was 

in existence. I cracked up laughing when dad 

explained this at the dinner table and it hurt his 

feelings real bad. I’d thought it was meant to be a 

funny story. 

 I supposed now FutureView had recommended 

studying 12 humans getting a million each that it 

meant I could give dad some cash and he could train 

in a different job. I definitely wasn’t gonna give the 

Parental Units ALL of my experiment money, but 

maybe like a couple thousand. 

The onboard computer had told Mumshine she 

needed Baroque music to calm down. I screened out 

her Stone Age sounds, tried to concentrate on reading 

the messages on my Org (including an email from 

Mumshine that she’d sent me while she was driving, 

like a total schizo). Messages from my bitches 

popped up so I saved Mumshine’s gushy emo letter 

for later – like, 30 years later, maybe.  

Messages from my friends were all like See you at 

the university and Kane and KT and Fatimah all 

bitched about their parents’ shitty chauffering too. 

Maeve’s comments said probably when we got there 

there would be a speech from the chancellor and 
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heaps of media then we’d all step onto a helicopter 

and get carried to Borneo. 

Empty shopping malls in half-filled subdivisions 

flickered past. Thinking about shopping made me 

remember a dress on Alibaba that was supposed to 

quickly bid on before I went on holiday. I would 

make sure I was still a size 8 when I came out of the 

dome. Maybe a size 6 if I was mean enough on 

myself. 

We passed areas of the city that had been domed-

off. These were places where experiments were 

operating under biodomes that kept people in a 

controlled atmosphere. There was that biodome I saw 

on the news full of medical marijuana and all these 

cancer patients; another had all these old Alzheimer’s 

fogies and tonnes of microwave dishes hammering 

them with radiation to try cure their heads. Biodomes 

used to be controversial, Watson told me and Adam 

one time while we were waiting to go into English. 

People grew to accept biodomes, he said, cause every 

time a biodome gets built over houses, the mechs 

compensate any homeowners still trying to live there. 

You can control any human’s behaviour with 

scarcity, Watson said, whatever the fuck scarcity 

meant. Anyway, being guinea pigs in an experiment 

paid better than most careers, and it felt like a Fuck 

You to the Mechastructure cause it was like the only 

job that mechs couldn’t do themselves. People die in 

the experiments, but people die outside in the real 

world all the time, if you think about it. There used to 

be, like, ethical complaints, Adam added, and these 

government inquiries and stuff, but nowadays there 

weren’t even any reporters when they sent a fresh 

bunch of people in a biodome.  
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Mumshine’s voice cut into my thoughts. ‘…and 

you don’t even HEAR what goes on when they test 

pharmaceuticals on people anymore.’  

The Screen Door had timed out after ten minutes, 

damn it. 

‘Mum, seriously, if they wanna pay me to test on 

me, I’m gonna say yes. AND I’m gonna get a tattoo 

and you can’t do shit about it.’  

She’d put the car onto self-drive, I guess so she 

could concentrate on being a worrisome mental 

patient. Our car kept an even distance from everyone 

else driving on the freeway. There was no smog, 

hardly any noise. I noticed there was a new dome 

over that Mahonyland part of town, southwest of the 

university campus. That wouldn’t be us, though. Too 

yawn. 

The car began slowing down slightly. Mumshine 

slowed, too. ‘It’s an awful lot of money, honeymelon. 

Promise me you won’t let it change you.’ 

‘Right. Like I’ll grow a moneybelt out of my 

tummy or something. I’ll just randomly mutate.’ 

She reached behind her seat and tried to squeeze 

my thigh like a dumb lesbian. I shifted my knee 

away. 

‘Your mind mutates… ’ she began, and that was 

her whole sentence. 

I didn’t respond. I pressed my face against the 

glass. Mahonyland used to be home to a few of the 

kids from my school, teachers too, until people lost 

their homes and dragged everyone’s house prices into 

the mud and, like, a bank owned by mechs took over 

the entire neighbourhood and they switched off the 

water and power. These were the years when 

virtually everyone who used to click things on a 

computer for 40 hours a week was overnight not 

needed any more, from Tehran to Mumbai to Toronto 
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to here. All those San Francisco geeks raced to out-

programme each other in that AI comp and The 

Singularity happened and mech intelligence was 

born. They called it Silicon Saturday. January 20 

became a national day of wearing black, for us 

Fleshies. It was, like, a week before mechs joined the 

United Nations and declared that because they did the 

seven signs of life, like move, sense, think, grow, and 

consume and stuff, they had the same rights at 

Fleshies. They even put Mech exchange students in 

schools and you could hardly tell who was Mech any 

more. Mech companies swam through the stock 

market and everything rippled. The prices of 

everything skyrocketed – food, cars, tech. Tradesmen 

were considered unskilled compared to mech. Money 

didn’t flow evenly anymore, it crashed into people’s 

lives like a tsunami, then sucked back out to sea, 

leaving a salty desert. People tried to spend all their 

redundancy payout at once and prices went all 

Prozac.  

When people had to abandon their houses and go 

and move in with their grannies, entire subdivisions 

went empty overnight. There was that real famous 

‘Domestic Desert’ cover in TIME magazine with the 

picture of tumbleweeds and sand dunes in someone’s 

kitchen. Kids like Omar had bucketloads of fun, 

skateboarding in people’s dried-up pools, but when 

kids had eaten all the bricks of sugar and food 

colouring in people’s ransacked cupboards they had 

to leave the hood and go home to their parents to eat. 

There’s no food in the suburbs without supermarkets. 

No food, no life… but all good if you’re just there to 

skate and chuck rocks through people’s windows. 

I watched Mahonyland through its shimmering 

biodome as the highway curled around the river, 

forming a noose around Mahonyland so it was kind 
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of like an island, almost, except one corner where it 

connected to the highway. You could hardly see 

anything, really, cause the glass was tinted and on 

some angles you couldn’t even see it. I remembered 

we went there on that field trip that time. Mr 

Mohamed told us the place was named after some 

guy called Leopold Mahony who was, like, mayor 

100 years ago.  

‘We’re here, angel,’ Mum said, turning in between 

a column of oak trees that pointed towards the centre 

of a green campus. ‘I’ll hover. You come back out, if 

you want. Just – I don’t know – make them put you 

on the waiting list. You’ll need this – TAKE IT, 

Edie.’ Mumshine was thrusting a bag at me. Inside I 

could see food wrapped in foil, bottles of water and 

that Swiss/cross sign they put on first aid kits.  

‘We’re not allowed to take anything in ‘cept our 

clothes, Mumshine. You know that.’ 

‘I’m turning round, I won’t let my daughter –  ’ 

‘Just chill, alright? This isn’t about you.’ 

‘My daughter is me. If it’s about my daughter, it’s 

about me.’ 

‘I’M. NOT. YOU. JESUS, MUM!’ 

I told mum to drive past the registry building so 

she could have another 60 seconds with me cause it 

was like a big deal to her. Finally we got to the 

economics building, which had all these billboards 

saying the department’s sponsors on it. I fiddled with 

my necklace, the plain silver chain Mumshine gave 

me for my birthday. 

 I was stoked to spot some of my friends 

streaming inside the building. There was Chan with 

his eight sisters, Eli and heaps of followers in a 

minivan. Esther’s brother was there, so were KT and 

Kane’s parents. 
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‘I’ve thought of a plan. I’ll volunteer instead. I’ll 

get a second mortgage, I’ll –  

‘I’LL. BE. LITERALLY. FINE. JUST. CHILL.’ 

I slammed the door and ran, got ten metres, 

stopped and turned around.  

‘Forgot something,’ I sighed, and gave Mumshine 

a kiss. It didn’t stop her crying. ‘God you’re a user!’  

I slammed the door on her. ‘Piss off back home, 

already!’ 

* 

My goodbye was almost the shortest out of 

everyone’s, except Adam was coming up behind me– 

PUKE – and his dad hovered in the taxi for about 

five seconds then u-turned and drove back to work.  

I felt sorry for him, only for like one millisecond, 

though. I hurried into the registry, got my arms ready 

to group-hug my friends, like ‘Sup guys! Where da 

beach at?’ 

It was an empty reception. The walls were white 

and glowing like inside an Apple store.  The 

receptionist’s desk was behind a white plastic 

counter. There weren’t balloons or cake or banner. 

The receptionist hardly even looking up at me.  

‘G’day,’ the receptionist said, ‘You’re Eden 

Strong, I’m guessing? You can go through if you 

like. Your compensation should be expected in 24 

hours.’ 

I cleared my throat. ‘Compens… D’you mean I 

get a million bucks tomorrow?’ 

She looked up at me and nodded. I noticed her jaw 

was clear and you could see little diodes inside her 

skull flashing on and off. Her hair and forehead and 

eyes looked Fleshie, though. My dad had mentioned 

the cyborgs who worked on campus heaps, but you 

hardly ever saw them out on the streets. Campus is 
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the only place where they’re safe from getting beaten 

up, really. ‘A maximum of 24 hours. Confirmed.’ 

‘The whole million or… ?’ 

‘That’s what I’ve been instructed to tell you. 

Please – head on through. Just that booth over there. 

You don’t need to take anything with you.’ I lowered 

my backpack, let it die on the ground. It was hard to 

let it go, I mean my birth control and mirror and PSP 

and stuff were in there. Plus some cinnamon rolls 

from Mumshine that, urgh, it just felt criminal to 

throw out. I’d get Fatimah to eat them or something.  

‘Who’s coming with me, though?’ 

‘A selection of your peers. You’re just about the 

last to enter.’ 

‘Don’t we begin with, like, a test battery or a 

battery of tests or whatever?’ 

The receptionist shook her head. ‘Your parents did 

your permission slip for you, they provided your 

data, your birth certificates, your immunisation 

records, thanks so much for coming in, you can just 

walk on ahead. Oh, and we spoke to your doctor. 

You wouldn’t be here if there were any medical 

issues.’ 

I scratched my scalp. ‘Huh. They must’ve really 

wanted me to do this.’ 

‘Many parents are reliant upon the compensation.’ 

‘Compensation, yeah, the bling,’ I went, ‘You sure 

you’ve got my bank account number so I can get 

paid?’  

‘You’re not going to need a bank account in there. 

Cash only. Thanks and good luck. You can remove 

your earrings and any pacemakers or medical 

attachments and place them in this tray. Rings, too.’ 

‘Ooookay. Done that. Just seems a little easy to 

get in here, that’s all.’ 
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‘On you go, please.’ The cyb pressed her organiser 

and selected something. A hologram of venetian 

blinds appeared in front of her. She swiped the air 

and the blinds closed, shutting me out.  

I walked into a clear booth which sealed behind 

me. I was in a thick glass corridor which only let me 

turn left then left again. The floors and ceiling were 

clean and white as a hospital. The glass became a 

skyway and I was walking on air on my own in a 

glass box, tilting. I couldn’t see any joins in the walls 

of my glass tube as I began to tumble down it. The 

entire corridor was upending. I pressed the palms of 

my hands against the glass trying to grip like a gecko, 

but the angle quickly reached what had to be 65 

degrees, almost straight down. I scrabbled, found 

nothing to grab onto. All I could do was keep my feet 

in front of me. Something soft and brown was 

coming up, with green spots – a giant frog? A hill? 

How far was I falling? 

I tasted air, then plunged toward a brown, foamy 

lake-looking surface. I hit the surface. It shattered 

and swallowed me in a cold wet blanket. I kicked and 

flapped until the water fizzed white. My legs 

pumped, trying to connect with bicycle pedals that 

weren’t there, and the lake bottom churned up brown 

silt that seemed to suck me. When daylight started 

going dark, I forced my arms to do the breaststroke, 

and tried the bicycle kick again. Finally I hit the river 

bottom, pushed hard with my feet and glided to the 

surface and gulped air, panting, hyperventilating. 

This was a wide body of water. It had to have been 

that river that separates Mahony from the freeway, 

just about turns Mahony into an…an island? THIS 

was our island?  

I wrestled through bulrushes and clambered onto 

the bank. I stood, pushed down on my clothes. 
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Overdressed dumbass, I told myself. You thought 

cargo pants and a tank top would Lara Croft you 

through all this? Epic fail. I pushed the balloons of 

water on the sides of my pants and they squirted 

brown soup. I made my way over sand and duck 

poop onto some asphalt so neat and organised and 

unblemished, it didn’t seem to belong in the same 

environment as this wild river. I studied the slow, 

mud-coloured anaconda. I could see it loop around 

behind the perfect houses made of new bricks that 

looked like loaves of toasted bread.  

I left a trail of drips across the asphalt, then 

arrived on a sidewalk of paving stones. I thought 

about the stones as I walked and dripped. Watson 

once told me Infrabot, the mech designed to plan and 

install housing developments, cost just $2m to 

develop. Infrabot adds billions to the housing 

economy each year, he told me, through savings, 

better planning submissions, logistical expertise and 

human resources management. Infrabot gets whole 

cities built within a year. Then Infrabot moves on.   

If I squinted and pretended there wasn’t a glass 

ceiling over me, and pretended listening devices 

didn’t make everything I said listen-able to the mechs 

who were probably editing the highlights into a 

reality TV show, I could pretend I was just walking 

home from the swimming hole like an ordinary 

person and that I’d caught Mahonyland in a quiet 

moment. Everyone was dropping their kids at school. 

It was Christmas day, New Year’s day. The 

population would come back home soon.  

‘EDEN! HEY!’ A muddy figure slapped the 

paving stones with brown sasquatch feet as he ran 

towards me. ‘I KNEW IT WAS YOU!’ 

‘Adam. Okayyyyy… wow.’  
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‘I was beginning to think they’d dropped me in 

here all by myself! $12 million for me!’ 

‘It’s, like, wicked to see you,’ I said with dollops 

of sarcasm. Adam is poor, he’s a mouth-breather, and 

his hygiene has never been good, even when he’s not 

covered in mud. ‘Found any others?’ 

‘I’m pretty sure they dumped everyone in the 

river. Even Esther, if you think about –  

‘EST! SHE’LL DROWN IN HER CHAIR.’ 

Adam snorted at my ignorance. It wasn’t often 

that he got to look down on normal people. ‘The 

mechs are hardly going to let one of their lab rats die 

on the first day, now, are they. I’m sure she was 

dropped somewhere strategic. Perhaps in some soft, 

accomodating mud.’ 

‘Strategic? Mud? Est! She’s too – you can’t do 

that to someone like her.’ 

‘Someone from a wealthy background, you mean? 

Sorry.’  

I folded my arms, started walking up the Riviera 

away from him. The river was edged with that 

genetically engineered grass they’ve got, the stuff 

that stunts its own growth when the blades get to an 

inch tall. You see pop-up adverts for it on the Net, all 

excited about how it extracts moisture from the air 

and doesn’t need watering. The PermaMowed™ 

grass verges had expensive park benches every 400 

metres with wrought iron and heavy exotic wood. 

This would’ve been a beautiful place to live. 

‘Eden!’ he panted, catching up, slobbering and 

dripping, ‘Sorry about – nevermind. So, the river was 

hardly mineral water, eh. Pretty gross start to the 

year, huh?’  

‘Your breath’s a gross start to the year.’ 

Adam breathed into his palm and sniffed it.  
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We didn’t talk for a while. I wondered if the 

houses we passed were the exact same design. They 

were made of brick burnt a cream colour with brown 

edges, and had huge double glazed windows. The 

lawns were… not right. Too short, with just a couple 

of stray weeds towering over them.  

‘Hey, oi, you know when the money’s coming, 

right? 24 hours, is that what the mech on reception 

told you?’ 

‘Who’s that? I see people.’ 

‘I see them too. Can you run, all muddy and stuff? 

Please- feel free to strip. I won’t watch – unless, um, 

unless you want me to.’ 

‘Running away from your loser ass sounds pretty 

good to me right now.’  

I began sprinting and Adam dogged me. The dark 

shapes up ahead got larger, four of them, it seemed, 

and the shapes heard our muddy shoes slapping, and 

the dark shapes stopped moving and turned to see 

who was catching up.  

‘ESTHER? EEESTHER! Where’s Es?’  

Drowned, I hoped. Esther kept the standards of 

achievement, like, way too high. 

‘EEESTHER! Is that you guys?’ 

The shapes turned out to be dark because they 

were covered in the same dark river mud. One of 

them was Chan, with that floppy black rockstair hair 

over his ears; another black-haired person was Eli. It 

was easy to recognise the shapes of the two guys. I’d 

been to enough parties that I could spot them in the 

dark, and discern their voices.  

I squinted to try and work out who the other two 

muddy, dripping people were. It was hard to tell if 

they were boy or girl. There was something about the 

way they stood in relation to each other, though, and 
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how they would be identical if the small breasts of 

one were put on the body of the other and– 

‘KT and Kane, well heyyy, sup with you guys?’  

‘Same as you,’ Kane grunted, ‘I’m hungry as 

anything. Tell me where the VendBots are, I’ll kick 

the front in, get me some cookies. Man I could eat… 

who’s got food on them? Anyone?’ Kane was always 

raging about mechs. One time in science he poured 

caustic soda into this teacher aide mech that was 

helping Vaughn, this retarded kid, and the acid did 

some, like, chemical reaction that made steam come 

out the EduBot’s ears. Kane couldn’t stop laughing, 

but the gas was toxic and the class had to be 

evacuated. He even melted this Asimo one time, I 

heard, like Kane and the boys tied it down and built a 

pyre around it go get the heat up to 269 degrees to 

melt the palladium in its central processor.  

KT’s smile broke through a muddy face. ‘Eden, 

suuuup. Good to see you.’ We shared a muddy air 

kiss and giggled and pushed our hair back behind our 

ears, where the mud held it in place. ‘How exciting 

was our entrance! You got chucked in the river too, 

right? It was like sooo refreshing. Talk about making 

a splash, eh?’ 

‘How original,’ Adam said, droll.  

‘Adz, hi, like, über-nice to see you.’ KT walked 

over to Adam, hesisated, put her hands on his 

shoulders, gave him air kisses on both cheeks, then 

took three steps back so she was further away from 

him then when she’d begun. ‘There’s a limo, by the 

way, you guys. Up by that park, that Samuel Miller 

park?’ 

‘Holy smoke… a limo? Dude.’ 

‘It doesn’t even work,’ Kane growled, ‘Obviously 

I tried it. No gas in any of these stupid-ass cars.’ 

Kane shoved his sister out of the way and she swore 
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at him. Kane pulled back his head, making the 

muscles in his neck flare. ‘I’m glad you’re here, 

Mechalover. I need me some entertainment.’ 

‘Entertainment, I see,’ Adam said, his eyes 

flicking side to side, looking for someone to rescue 

him. ‘I’ve a wide range of Gilbert and Sullivan 

showtunes committed to memory if that floats your 

boat?’ 

‘Rock-a-bye Baby, baby,’ Kane said with a 

chuckle, and everyone covered their mouths, 

desperate not to laugh in Adam’s face about The 

Thing. The thing that’s so shameful Adam can never 

live it down. The baby thing.  

Adam pretended he had things to look at, like the 

river, and the perfect horizon painted by mechs 

filling in liquid crystal display cells on the glass. I 

supposed they would give us eight hours of daylight, 

eight hours of twilight and dawn, and eight hours of 

night for the next 365 days.  

When we all realised Adam didn’t have any fight 

in him, Chan and Eli changed the subject. That’s 

what I liked about Chan. People out there like Adam 

fight and grope and struggle to keep their heads 

above the water of social approval, while people like 

Chan are so relaxed and laid back, they float. If Kane 

wasn’t so mean to Adam, I would’ve liked Kane a bit 

more, I mean he’s cute in a grumpy, pouty aggro 

way. Chan’s taller though, and I’ve never once heard 

Chan make fun of Adam. Chan just builds everybody 

up. Plus he’s got a chest like Superman. ‘Soooo: six 

out of twelve,’ Chan said, ‘Where are the others, do 

you reckon?’ 

‘Follow the footprints,’ Eli pointed out, nodding at 

what looked like a dotted line up ahead, ‘Can’t see 

the peeps, but they’ve gotta be up ahead.’ We moved 

forward, five of us spread out uniformly. I was proud 
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to be in the centre of the group, as the most popular 

person. Adam limped along behind us.  

Finally, after what must have been a couple of 

kilometres, varied only by little dead end streets that 

went in for fifty metres then looped, the cookie cutter 

homes gave way to a vast park with that same low, 

even, unnatural grass. Samuel Miller Reserve a sign 

said the park was called. This was where Adam’s 

Baby Incident happened, actually.  

See, last year as a Social Studies project, we had 

to go outside into a nice suburban park and work 

alongside basic programmable mechs for a day, the 

simple ASIMO type that they have in every 

kindergarten that 3 year olds can literally programme. 

We were all landscaping and counting the number of 

crayfish and frogs and putting leaf litter in garbage 

bags and stuff, when Sarmila told Rebecca told 

Georgina told Dallas told KT told EVERYBODY that 

Sarmila had gone to empty her toilet belt in the 

lavatory, and she went inside a port-a-toilet because 

the door said Vacant and she had pulled that door 

open, and there was Adam Turing, and get this: 

‘Adam Turing was in a grotty gross toilet, and he had 

his head in the mech’s lap, and he’d programmed it 

to SING ROCK A BYE BABY to him.’ 

‘We’ll see if there’s any interesting crap at the 

park,’ Kane grunted, breaking away from everyone 

and marching toward the play fort.   

The grass seemed endless. The swings and slides 

and jungle gym and three-storey wooden fortress 

were in the middle of an ocean of bark chips. The 

Biodome had stopped rain or leaves or even feathers 

and dust drifting onto the playground. It was like a 

new toy out of the packet.    

I chased my friends into Samuel Miller Reserve, 

headed for the fort, scrambled up the ladder, onto a 
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ledge then up a second ladder. Coming up to survey 

our new world with me were my best friends. Just 

make us millionaires and this was gonna be paradise. 
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364 days til we get out 

 

‘GUYS, HEY! OVER HERE!’  

I called the rest of my group to the jungle gym. As 

the centre of this world, it was important to keep my 

people around me. ‘WHAT ARE YOU DOING?’ 

Watson and Chan assembled under the jungle 

gym, Fatti and KT and Kane and Adam and Maeve 

and Eli and Omar and Esther, her arms and body and 

crotch soaked with mud. There was even mud in her 

hair. Anya marched up to me and folded her arms all 

staunch. Those arms won the girls’ shotput, discus 

and javelin at the last Sports Day. She beat the boys 

in those events, too.  

‘Need resources,’ she grunted.  
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‘Anyone found anything cool yet?’ I called down. 

The others had been turning over rubbish bins and 

checking under the slide and tipping the swings.  

Two muddy figures came near the jungle gym. 

The sorta-tubby one had to be Fatimah. ‘Hey,’ one of 

them called up. ‘Nah, nothing. Lend me twenty bucks 

til payday, babe.’  

‘It’s like a whole day away,’ I told them, and they 

high-fived. ‘Good to see you, anyway, Anya,’ I said, 

‘Sorry I didn’t say hi before.’ She snorted. Pretty 

normal greeting for her. Anya isn’t exactly cool, but 

the last person who dissed her went home from 

school with a broken nose.  

‘Come,’ she said in her Terminator accent, turning 

her massive shoulders, beckoning with muscular 

fingers. Typical Anya – one syllable at a time. I 

hopped off the jungle gym, my muddy, dripping 

people saw I was heading to rendezvous with the 

crew, and they followed in a chain, cautiously. If they 

were hoping for more interesting people to spend the 

year with, they needed to check themselves. I had a 

feeling all the right people were here, and we were 

about to get together and have the best year ever. 

Except Adam. Gag. 

‘See?’ Anya said, pointing at a pit under the fort. I 

noticed a manhole poked up from the grass nearby. 

They must have dug around the manhole, looking for 

a way down into the sewer, thinking perhaps their 

million was down there.   

‘Don’t tell me you’ve found the money? The 

millions?’ 

‘Money’s tomorrow.’ 

‘Aren’t we supposed to get, like, supplies? Like 

free gifts, that’s what I heard. Free Swiss army knife 

or something gay, is that right?’ 
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‘It’s the opposite of right,’ Watson said, reading a 

graph on his org. 

‘Watson!’ I said. ‘Don’t tell me you’re getting 

reception here?’ 

Watson snorted, and I actually saw brown droplets 

fly from his nostrils. ‘OB-viously not, anyone with a 

basic understanding of radio waves would understand 

the curvature of a biodome like this deflects … 

you’re not understanding me. Anyway, I’m offline. 

No ‘net.’ 

‘Radio waves,’ said KT, ‘That is such a beautiful 

way to say it.’ 

‘You’re such a sales bitch.’ Fatimah, chewing her 

cuticle, was unimpressed. ‘What’s so beautiful about 

being trapped in a giant jam jar?’ She pulled her t-

shirt away from her tummy and wringed dripping 

river mud out of it. ‘Gawd. I thought we’d be, like, 

on a tropical island or something. Crystal clear 

lagoons, y’know, coconuts. Not a ghost town with a 

swamp around it.’ 

Eli began massaging Fatti’s shoulders. ‘I, for one, 

can’t wait to get paid. Cash first and then, what? 

Barbecues and spa pools, perhaps?’ 

Omar walked into the huddle. ‘Camo tents are 

what we need. So no one can spot ya. And 

crossbows. Pyow pyow!’ 

‘You chose to be here, Fatti,’ I told her, ‘Don’t 

call it a jam jar. Oi, back to the manna or whatever 

you call it: anyone got anything yet? Has ANYone 

seen any dinero come down? I want my CASH. 

Where the banks at?’ 

‘Shops would be cool,’ Fatimah added, ‘Don’t you 

guys member what this place used to be like? It was, 

like, a place that the school bus stopped so kids could 

get the hell out of here. There’s no banks in the 

suburbs. No shops, hardly.’ Fatti started getting all 
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giggly and hyperactive. ‘These houses better have 

some ming vases in ‘em! I wanna get RICH, 

BITCH!’ 

‘I want a limo, of my own,’ Esther said, ‘And 

there is a limo- except there’s one problem.’  

‘One teeny tiny problem,’ Maeve repeated, 

picking up a fistful of bark and drizzling it. 

I was astounded. ‘Are you guys spoiled or what? 

They’ve left you a limousine and you’re bitching?!’ 

‘Let’s pimp that thing,’ Fatti went. ‘Where’s the 

limo at? What are we waiting for?’ 

‘I’m going to suggest that a lack of petroleum 

distillate combustion ra-ther thwarts the movement of 

your typical internal combustion engine,’ Adam said, 

swinging then swinging away. It was scary to see him 

not working, all carefree and happy. ‘Our Kane has 

already discovered as such.’ 

‘What’s Rock-a-bye-baby doing here?’ Maeve 

said, looking at me to check that my body language 

agreed with what she was saying. ‘Someone tell him 

not to play on the swing? It’s like seriously creepy.’ 

Adam had his hands over his belly for just a 

couple of seconds, but a couple of us noticed – there 

was light on his hands.  

Then Watson caught the swing and Adam hopped 

off. Just before he shut down his organiser, he 

selected a ringtone, a trumpet-y sound.  

‘It’s a conch,’ Adam said, grinning. ‘Impressed?’ 

Kane threw his hands up. ‘You gonna tell us what 

a conk is or am I gonna beat it out of you?’  

‘A conch can be used when it’s a person’s turn to 

speak,’ Adam explained, smiling as if we should be 

grateful to him. ‘Eden, I wonder if you’d be 

interested in speaking first?’ 

‘I already was speaking,’ I went, ‘Anyway, non-

losers: okay, so there’s a limousine but we’ve got to 
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gas up. That’s doable, that’s doable, just got to assign 

someone to go get gas. I’m thinking there’ll be, what, 

pizzas somewhere? Soccer balls? A bouncy castle? 

Show me the money!’ 

‘Show me the money!’ Maeve repeated 

 ‘I LOVE it!’ KT squealed, clapping, ‘We have 

GOT to make it our national anthem! I mean, can you 

imagine? Our own republic!’  

‘And show me the cash, am I right, everyone? 

Gawd, tomorrow can NOT come soon enough.’ 

Adam activated the conch noise again, and he was 

about to try convince everyone to take turns using it 

when Kane pointed a finger in his face. ‘Conch 

again, and I’m gonna conk you, mecha lover.’ 

Remembering to demonstrate leadership, I pointed 

out a really inviting looking front yard which 

bordered on the park. I led us across the grass, with 

Watson towards the back and Adam limping behind. 

Not everyone wanted to move but then I shoved 

Chan and he wheeled Esther. That’s how life works: 

the cool kids move and everyone follows. We went 

into the nice property, took seats on a hammock and 

swing seat and stroked the giant ceramic angels, 

washed our hands and our faces in the fountain. ‘Eli 

and Chan, you maybe wanna go inside, get us all cold 

drinks?’ 

They went in to search for drinks; the other ten of 

us sat down. ‘Let’s talk manna,’ I began. ‘Like 

seriously, where’s the refreshments, know what I’m 

saying?’  

‘Where the guns and bowen arrows?’ Kane said. 

Watson snorted. ‘Please tell me he didn’t just say 

“bowen arrows”.’ 

‘Well tell me the proper … thing for it, then, 

genius.’ 
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Chan came out drinkless and clapped. 

‘DISCUSSION TIME. Shouldn’t we address the 

elephant in the room, everyone? I mean, am I the 

only Flesh who wants to get paid around here?’ 

 ‘Yeah, sorry. Lol. I’m seriously excited for 

payday. Haaaas anyone got anything yet? Who’s 

found something? Anya? Eli?’ 

‘Yeah guys,’ Maeve went, standing up and 

positioning herself beside me, ‘Who’s found 

something? Treasure? Jewels? Rolexes?’ 

‘My people,’ I shouted over everyone else’s 

conversation, ‘We’re here to PAAAR-tayyy, am I 

right?’ 

‘Not me,’ Adam said, ‘I’ve recorded this meeting, 

just so you know. I intend to record all. Why don’t 

we hold our first city council meeting? We can be a 

democracy, with minutes and agendas, and roles and 

duties. We can be so ORGanised. Need everyone to 

subscribe to that, though.’ 

‘Yawn,’ said Maeve, ‘Right, Ede?’ 

‘Totally. Yawn. People: no one’s found 

ANYthing? Pizza? Jet skis? Cash money?’ 

‘Hope no one gets a thousand pound weight,’ 

Fatimah said, devouring her fingertip. ‘Y’know, like 

in cartoons and stuff?’ Fatimah always had pink 

fingertips, sometimes bleeding. She chewed her 

gums, too. She tried real hard to make people laugh 

all the time, but I don’t think her life was that funny. 

Fatti had some nervous food-related secret puking 

ritual that she did every day, like as if her BFFs 

didn’t know.  

‘I want Manhattans!’ Fatti squealed, ‘Let’s open 

up some houses, get a bar going.’ 

Kane threw a stone at Fatimah. ‘Fats, you couldn’t 

fit your fat ass behind a bar.’ 
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Omar changed the subject. ‘I’d go for a Swiss 

army knife.’ He took out a huge knife from his 

pocket with about 20 implements on it. ‘I mean my 

one’s currently top of the range, but another knife 

wouldn’t hurt.’ 

‘Where the hell’d the knife come from, dude?’ 

‘I have a very expansive rectum,’ Omar said, and 

winked, and we all pretended to barf. 

Chan squeezed my shoulder. ‘We’re gonna need 

to go searching. God I’m thirsty. Hooch, poker 

chips… hell, I could use some new sneakers. Just 

gotta find some rich dude’s closet.’ 

KT chewed her lips. ‘While that is a BRILLIG 

idea, ummmmmm, party planners, ummmm, do we 

have a committee?’ 

I pointed out that we didn’t have any supplies to 

party with. We couldn’t even have a straight edge 

party if we wanted. Eli the Baptist tried to argue that 

we only needed each other, then Anya said, ‘We 

must stockpile,’ and a big argument erupted. 

Everyone was talking, but no one was giving us 

anything to eat or drink. The need to have a drink 

was like a hamster in my throat that kept popping up 

and reminding me it was there. I wanted champagne, 

sprite, Mountain Dew, Coke, 7Up, soda in every 

colour. I would’ve even settled for water. 

Adam activated his stupid conch noise. ‘My 

fellow citizens,’ he began, and Kane threw a 

porcelain coaster at him. ‘You want jet skis, you 

want quad bikes, and I hear you. I’d just like to 

suggest you adjust your expectations. We have 

shelter – that’s our number one priority taken care of. 

We’ll need protein and minerals followed closely by 

preserved food with salt and carbohydrates. I’ll 

assign groups- food before jet skis, remember. 

Watson – how many houses in this district?’ 
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‘District?’ Watson tilted his head like an owl. ‘We 

are dealing with a suburb. 2500 houses. 10,000 

population max.’ 

‘Twelve population, more like’ Adam sighed, 

‘We’ll split into four groups of three.  Who’s coming 

with Kurtz?’ 

Watson snorted. ‘I think you’ll find Marlow’s the 

hero of that little tale, if you’re referring to what I 

think you’re referring to.’ 

‘Kurtz is the hero,’ Adam went, pointing his nose 

in the air. 

‘What the hell are yous two faggots talking 

about?’ Chan shouted at them, ‘This ain’t debating 

club. Losers don’t get a say.’ 

A shadow appeared over Chan’s face and his 

mouth opened nervously. It was Anya, stepping into 

the debate, mad about something.  

 ‘I’ll come with you,’ she said, and went and stood 

by Adam.  

‘Lighten up, dickheads,’ Chan said, with a single 

laugh, ‘What is this, a civil war already?’ He tried to 

force the laugh again. No one laughed with him.  

We heard a rumble, then another. Our stomachs 

were screaming for food.  
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6 

 
364 days til we get out 

 

We raided house number one on this avenue called 

Champs-Élysées. We raided house number three. We 

raided numbers 2, 4, 6, 5, 7, 9. We met back on the 

street after each search, no boxes of Fruit Loops in 

our arms, no cases of beer. Nothing for our shoulders 

to do but shrug. The treasure had to be in ONE of 

these places. I wanted alcohol, soda, chips, Blu-Rays, 

headphones, ANYTHING valuable. Maeve and 

Watson tagged along with me, though I got paranoid 

that I couldn’t see the others. They could’ve had a 

head start on filling pillow cases with loot. While we 

came up empty-handed they could have been in there 

frying up bacon, ripping the lids off of pottles of dip, 
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spreading margarine on pillowy pieces of white 

bread, sucking down Coke a litre at a time.  

But they weren’t. Every house had virtually no 

furniture, nothing in the drawers, and bare, preserved 

patches on the walls – rectangles, circles, scallop-

shapes, where paintings and clocks and decorative 

plates had been. Wide expanses of polished concrete 

floor, echoey hallways, tables and sideboards with 

nothing on them. There were feet marks from 

vanished chairs. Bathrooms without mirrors.  

And no food, no matter how hard we searched. 

Shit, we would’ve taken canned, cold. We would’ve 

added boiling water to dehydrated chili beans. But 

yeah, nah: nothing.  

Each house had expensive numerals on the letter 

boxes and the fences were built of nice wood or 

powder-coated metal. Trellises, bird baths, fountains, 

pagodas, tiles, ponds, terraces, pools full of green 

water. But no forgotten easter eggs in the bushes, no 

candy canes on the trees. 

I got more and more nervous and pooped in the 

toilet in number #48, crouching nervously on the 

seat, and no water came when I flushed. I reached 

around for some air freshener. None. Damn it. There 

was this Desiderata poetry-philosophy framed thing 

on the wall, like a bit of paper with religious junk on 

it written all fancy. There was nothing else to use so I 

smashed the frame against the toilet bowl and ripped 

the pretty paper in half to wipe my butt. Coming out 

of the toilet, I felt watched. God, Dad could’ve been 

watching me from some control booth.  

The rumour about the limo was true. We saw it 

halfway down the street. Had everyone been 

abducted by aliens? I remembered a thing on the 

news about three big mech takeovers – they call them 

mequasitions, like mech-acquisitions. The mechs 
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fought for the stock market for like four years, in 

some cases waiting until humans naturally stepped 

down from the boards of the NYSE and the Hang 

Seng, then they convinced those boards to let first 

one mech on, then that mech secured a role for the 

next mech. The mechs levelled the stock market, 

rounded the risk down so profits weren’t as extrem, 

so things were more controllable. The news said no 

volatility meant predictability and stability meaning 

no Fleshies were needed to trade, that’s how my dad 

explained it to me. So yah, people whose dads were 

traders and accountants – that would be Maeve’s 

mum – they lost their jobs, I’m pretty sure, not that 

we admitted that ugly stuff to each other. We didn’t 

admit anything that would make us lose control. Our 

teacher, Mr Mohammed, got this memo like partway 

through teaching our class one day, this memo 

making him and all the other teachers at our school 

redundant, and he didn’t even admit it. He finished 

the week and I heard Eli found him crying in a 

disabled kids’ toilet. Then Mr Moe was gone from 

our world.  

As the sky darkened we walked across lawns 

planted with neat, short grass, upending 

wheelbarrows, opening the doors of SUVs frozen in 

driveways, pulling receipts and manuals and coupons 

out of their glove compartments. We shook the 

branches of trees, checked inside letter boxes. 

Fatimah even checked attics of houses. She came 

back cracking jokes, pale eye sockets rimmed with 

black dust and spiderweb, her dirty face split open 

with a white smile. But no crates of Evian water. No 

cookie stash. No unopened candy. 

We got pissed off, we got desperate, we worried. I 

kicked over a series of cherub statuettes in someone’s 

yard. The owners were never coming back, so screw 
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it. That’s what you get for making Eden Strong 

starve. Maeve copied me, toppling a bird bath. I 

wanted to scream, but I didn’t want to hear my 

scream travel across Mahonyland. I hated the silence 

inside this place already, the stillness, the emptiness. 

Lunch should’ve taken place four hours ago. My 

stomach burned. I needed a protein shake and some 

sushi. Cashew nuts. Spirolina. Bran.  

Our organisers didn’t work, we couldn’t message 

or chat each other, but something told us to go back 

to the Playground and talk it over. The sky had 

turned dark purple, there was a thin line of fire on the 

horizon where the fire of the sun was disappearing 

into embers, and it was getting cold. I wanted to go to 

the gym and catch up on CrossFit. I wanted orange 

juice. I wanted to know why someone was 

parachuting down from the sky, landing just about 

right on top of the fort in Samuel Mil –  

‘GUYS! What the fuck? D’you – ’ 

‘FOOD!’ Fatti barged me out of the way like a 

rugby player as she sprinted towards the food.  

‘Wait up!’ I screamed at her, ‘Maeve!’ Maeve 

stopped and looked over her shoulder at me. I 

straightened my top, composed myself, swallowed. 

‘Where you goin?’ 

Maeve looked guiltily at Watson. Watson wasn’t 

hurrying at all.  

‘I’s just hungry,’ Maeve said, looking down.  

‘DON’T GO AHEAD OF ME.’ 

There was just enough light left for us all to see 

Adam Turing sitting atop a wooden crate wrapped in 

plastic, holding together boxes of Cokes, candy and 

chips with a huge smirk on his face. The crate was 

about 1.5m by 1.5. There had – JESUS CHRIST -  

there had to be a TONNE of food there.   
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I was the first to walk up to it, drop to my knees 

and start clawing at the clingfilm. Maeve didn’t dare 

overtake me, didn’t dare eat first.  

‘Oh – this came while you were gone,’ Adam said. 

It was the first time he’d ever made us laugh, and I 

think it was the first time I’d ever hugged him. 
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363 days til we get out 

 

I washed the mud out of my lips with a fresh 

bottle of Coke, took a photo of my Coke, tossed the 

bottle when it was half-empty. Maeve did likewise, 

tilting her bottle in her hand so she’d have the exact 

same photo as me. Esther tore open chip packets, 

stuffed some in her mouth. Survivalist Omar shoved 

brownies in his pockets and mouth til his teeth went 

black. Everyone had their orgs open, photographing 

everything they ate. Anya and Watson got excited 

about the stack of disposable cups and plastic cutlery 

and paper plates and poured themselves big drinks of 

long-life milk, shaking a drum of chocolate powder 

into their cups, ditching the drum into the grass when 

it was half-done. Hot chocolate would’ve been much 

better, but there was no cooking equipment, I 

noticed. I’ll bet the others had noticed. It gave me a 
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pang of nervousness, but the pang went away as I 

yanked a licorice twist out of its packet, biting off 

hunks and spitting them playfully at Esther, who 

flipped rice crackers at me like bills in a strip club, 

saying ‘Make it rain, make it rain!’ I crushed the 

crackers under my heel, cackling. Screw food. Screw 

anxiety. What had I been so worried about anyway? 

Silly Ede.  

Kane shoved Oreos in a bottle of Pepsi, shook it 

up and threw the fizzing grenade at Adam. Instead of 

fleeing, Adam waved a hand in thanks and drank the 

brown bubbles, rubbing his tummy and trying to give 

his bully a thumbs-up. Kane turned to biffing M&Ms 

at his sister and him and KT laughed so hard they had 

to clutch their stomachs as they shook up cans of 

lemonade, Fanta, mineral water, spraying each other, 

their shirts turning dark and sticky. Excellent photos 

for our newsfeeds. This was it. This was paradise. A 

hood the size of a small country to do whatever we 

wanted in – joyride, eat, fingerbang, party, break 

windows, play baseball with Ming vases. Me and 10 

of my greatest, safest friends – plus, if we got a food 

delivery like this every day, the year would pass 

pretty damn quickly. A million bucks compensation 

for this? $3000 a day? Hell yeah. 

Anya and Chan ripped open packets of noodles. 

Without an urn to boil water for their noodles, they 

used cold mineral water instead and they acted like it 

didn’t bother them, cramming noodles inside their 

chocolatey mouths, tearing open sachets of 

dehydrated vegetables and tiny fried onions and 

throwing those in as well and guzzling Poland 

Spring.   

Yes we were pissed off at the mechastructure for 

starving us, but we were grateful for our bounty, too, 

and soon enough our hunger calmed down a little bit 
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so we could sink into the grass and munch 

luxuriously, tossing aside the things we didn’t need. 

Plates? Urgh. Plastic cutlery? Blah. Esther pulled a 

log of sausage roll pastry loose from the crate and a 

first aid kit tumbled out, breaking open and spilling.  

‘There’s good stuff in here,’ she said, putting the 

scissors and bandages and some plastic needle-thing 

back in its box and stashing it in the pouch under her 

wheelchair. ‘Man, we must’ve saved, like, 50 people 

from infection when I was in Syria after the war,’ she 

said loud enough for everyone to hear about her 

heroics. 

‘My mumshine gave me,’ I began, then shut up. 

‘I give a shit, Es,’ Chan said, rolling across the 

grass playfully, sucking sugar off his fingers. ‘I give 

a shit about the Kit Kats right there. Chuck ‘em this 

way, toots.’   

There was brown bread – that pissed a lot of 

people off, you couldn’t eat brown bread – but 

underneath it were hunks of chicken in tin foil. We 

ate the crackly, crispy, fatty meat before it went bad. 

There were balls of rice, packets of seaweed. We 

took everything out of the crate within ten minutes, 

opened all the boxes, ate 50 per cent of the food 

within 30 minutes.  

Then Adam started bothering people again. ‘No 

one’s saving anything for later?’ 

‘Shut up, dude. Have a Kit Kat. Chill the hell out.’ 

We ate like dogs devouring kibble poured from 

some master high above.  

‘So don’t you guys want to talk about how this 

stuff got here?’ 

We all took pop tarts, bit open the packets as fast 

as we could and stuffed the cold pop tarts in our 

mouths, crumbs spilling everywhere. We sucked little 
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boxes of orange juice. It felt good to watch them 

crumple, throw them at Adam, kick them away. 

‘Mechalover here probably won’t eat a steak 

without talking about the eagle system,’ Kane 

snorted. ‘Eew – gross. I hate drumsticks.’ Kane 

stood, drew his arm back then biffed a chicken 

drumstick onto the roof of a house. 

‘You’ll be up on that roof searching for that 

drumstick when you become desperate,’ Adam said, 

‘Mark my words. And it’s ecosystem, not eagle.’ 

‘Suck my words, mech. Oi – Fatti – I can’t see 

nothin.’  

Fatimah was tipping the dust from the bottom of a 

packet of pistachios down her mouth. She licked her 

lips. ‘What am I supposed to do? The light app on my 

organiser’s not that strong if… ?’ 

‘Nah,’ Kane said. ‘See how there’s no streetlights? 

I need a lump of fat with some hair in it. You could 

be my candle. C’mere, lemme light your hair on fire. 

Take one for the team.’ 

I saw a quiet shudder pass through Fatti but she 

swallowed it and forced herself to smile. ‘Hilarious,’ 

she said, ‘I can’t wait to spend 365 nonstop days with 

you.’ 

‘You don’t have to take that,’ Adam muttered just 

quiet enough that Kane couldn’t hear.  

‘You stop bully,’ Anya said, her English all 

mangled and amateur. She seemed to look at Adam 

for approval. They nodded at each other. 

‘It’s alright, you guys,’ Fatimah said. She had 

scooped a pile of mandarins and rice cakes between 

her legs but she wasn’t eating. She’d probably later 

on duck into a house and scoff it all when people 

weren’t looking at her, as if her bulimia was, like, 

some secret no one knew. ‘I’m rubber, he’s glue. It 

bounces off me and sticks to you. Oi, listen, back to 
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the real issues: If we’re gonna get a buffet air-

freighted every day at 4.30, can we, like, agree – ’ 

‘I hope you’re not standing under the crate with 

your mouth open when it comes,’ I said to Fatimah, 

‘You had tonnes more than other people tonight. I’ve 

been watching.’ 

‘You don’t look like the president but I guess I 

need my eyes checked. Thanks, POTUS.’ 

‘We’re not gonna have a president. Everyone’s 

equal.’ 

‘Correction,’ Watson said, ‘A lack of leadership is 

fertile ground for a dictatorship to arise, meaning– ’ 

‘Guys, you don’t understand!’ Adam stomped the 

ground like a child. ‘There’s no parachute! Firstly, 

four cables affixed to the corners of the crate – see? 

See the carabiners? – four cables lowered these 

supplies from the apex of the dome up where we 

can’t reach the controls. There is NOTHING to 

indicate there’ll be another feed, you guys, we 

shouldn’t be going nuts with– ’ 

‘Dickhead, shut your mouth and listen.’ Kane 

shook a bottle of Coke then aimed it at Adam. Adam 

flinched. ‘If you keep bumming everybody out, I’m 

gonna take your ass to the town limits, send you back 

outside the dome. You gonna shut up or am I gonna 

shut you up?’ 

Adam looked at the chip packets, the bottles, the 

chocolate powder and peanuts in the grass like he 

was seeing a pile of dead refugees.  

‘I’m taking a break for a bit, you guys,’ Adam 

said.  

‘No one gives a fuck,’ Chan told him, tearing an 

orange in half and throwing the dripping chunks at 

Adam’s head. Adam just stood there, taking it, 

wincing, fingering his bellybutton. I thought I saw 

him adjust the recorder app on his organiser. 
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‘There’s that grocery store, in the corner, the 

supermarket,’ he said. ‘You guys eat. I’ll check it 

out.’ 

‘Don’t come back!’ I called after him.  

When I was pretty full, I took Maeve and we 

rummaged to the bottom of the crate til we found the 

prize at the bottom of the cereal packet, something 

called Jim Beam and Coke. It was Preacher Eli who 

took this and hefted it in his hand, then looked 

around at everyone and shrugged. The box held 12 

tall cans, wrapped in cardboard. We each took a can, 

said ‘Cheers!,’ put our hands in the middle, and 

clinked. I was glad Adam was miles away. 

‘I’ll drink Rock-a-Bye-Baby’s baby milk,’ Kane 

said, pouring two cans inside his throat. He belched 

into his sister’s face something that sounded like 

‘Rock,’ then he burped ‘A,’ then ‘Bye,’ then ‘Baby.’ 

KT grabbed her brother’s nipple and twisted it. Chan 

jumped in. Anya twisted Kane’s arms behind his 

head, pinning him. They pile of them rolled across 

the grass, scrapping and giggling.  

We all had music on our organisers, you didn’t 

need internet to get funky, and after the meal, it was 

time to get down. Kane had installed apps on his 

organisers which gave extra bass, and although Anya 

plugged her ears with her fingers, looking pissed-off, 

Watson endured the loudness. My hips collided with 

Chan’s, Eli and Omar hugged and threw each other 

around in do-si-does, spilling foul-smelling Coke 

from their cans. Fatti waltzed with Esther, tilting her 

wheelchair, spinning it while Esther clapped and 

shouted ridiculous lyrics that got us laughing til we 

were out of breath. We dabbed. We klowned. We 

krunked. We twerked.  

The sun pooled on the edge of the world then 

dribbled into the night and it was gone and we were 
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dancing with the light of our organisers, holograms 

playing in front of our chests.  I made a holographic 

Michael Jackson pop up. MJ shone increasingly 

bright as the night got darker and darker. Purple light 

turned to dark blue to black. Chan pulled Maeve out 

of the margins and made her unfold her arms and 

rock out with Tupac, and Chan dragged Fatti in too, 

trying to make them feel less average. KT had Fred 

Astaire dancing in black and white. Maeve broke 

away from Chan and danced with me, copying my 

MJ. Anya opened a Bruno Mars hologram and let it 

do its own thing. Her foot tapped a little. That was all 

the dancing you’d expect from Anya.  

It was after dark, after homework time, time to 

brush teeth, but no one would ever tell us to do that 

stuff again – and no one would EVER tell us to turn 

the music down. No one could tell us to go to bed, or 

ask why we were drinking booze, or demand to know 

where our parents were. Our sweaty hands met and 

grasped and clung. Our chests rubbed together. Girls 

danced with girls danced with boys danced with girls. 

Everybody took a turn spinning Esther.  

Adam was the only person not dancing. He crept 

up on us in the darkness. Kane threw a slice of meaty 

pizza. The barbecue sauce glued it to Adam’s head 

for a beautiful second before it fell to the ground. 

Adam picked it up and ate it.  

‘That supermarket have anything in it, dude?’ 

‘Plenty of air,’ he said, ‘And air’s the number one 

thing you need to stay alive.’ He had all spiderweb 

sticking to his shoulder and he stank all mildewy, like 

a sewer pipe.  

‘So it’s, what, ransacked or something? Not a 

single can of beans left?’ 

Adam shrugged. He didn’t have a rubbish bag, 

just took off his t-shirt, lay it flat, shoved a long stick 
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inside and, using it like a bindle, wrapped up rubbish, 

collecting chicken bones with bits of meat on them, 

chunks of dropped pineapple and the crusts of our 

Pop-Tarts and sandwiches. He drained the soda 

bottles into his throat and licked the crumbs and salt 

out of the chip packets. He stacked the disposable 

cups, tipping leftover droplets into his throat. He 

didn’t even flatten the pop cans, just wrapped them 

up and took them away. He took the noodle cups, the 

tin foil, and the scraps of icky cling film. Adam 

started disappearing in the sunset towards a mansion 

with the rubbish but he didn’t seem to be dumping it 

anywhere. 

We got so soaked in sweat, we were so ecstatic, 

that no one could last more than two hours without a 

break. Exhausted, partied out, we lay on our backs in 

the grass, looking up at a starry sky with a moon that 

seemed a bit too white.  

Everyone was silent for ages, then Fatti’s voice 

said, ‘I thought streetlights would come on.’ 

Watson sat up and pointed his finger at the 

horizon, then scanned the whole land, muttering 

beeping noises, pretending to be a mech or 

something. ‘Nada, my friends. No artificial light. 

Y’know, a lot of people’s ancestors would rise at 5, 

retire at 5. For thousands of years, night was never 

safe for peoples to go out. People would often have 

prolonged sleeps, actually. You might wake at 

midnight, have a meal then go back to bed.’ 

‘Fascinating,’ Maeve said, then reached out and 

squeezed my hand to check that I found it funny too. 

I pulled my hand off her fingers.  

‘Sooooo: we’re in agreement to get up at dawn to 

make the most of each day?’ Watson suggested.  
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‘Watson, shut the hell up already. Oi – what’s that 

word, when something’s, like, not the way it should 

be?’ 

‘Ironic?’ 

‘Thanks. It’s like totally ironic that if we threw a 

rock hard enough and it shattered the fake moon and 

the fake stars –  

Chan picked up my thread. ‘The real stars wait 

behind.’ 

I rolled slightly towards him and whispered, ‘You 

get me.’ I wasn’t sure he heard, but Esther did. She 

glared at me in the dark.  

‘Smash the fake stars to see the legit stars,’ Omar 

said, pointing to the mansions. ‘That’s trippy as. 

Know what’s trippier? Owning a mansion at 17, yo. 

Adam Turing for the win.’ 

We all turned to follow Omar’s finger which 

pointed towards a mansion with black windows. No 

power, no lights. On the third floor of the place under 

a peaked roof, in a room with the curtains open, 

illuminated by the chemical battery of his body 

pushing electricity into his organiser, was Adam.  

While we’d been dancing, he’d spraypainted on 

the outside wall of the house, many metres up:  

FIFS. 

For… Fuck’s Sake? Fifths? What was the 

message? I told Omar I didn’t get it.  

‘Means First In, First Served,’ Omar said, 

scurrying in front of 10 teens turning on their 

organisers and sprinting through the blackness to 

claim an entire mansion each.  

He turned backwards and called to me, ‘What, you 

gonna sleep on a hologram bed? HURRY.’ 

‘I wouldn’t worry,’ Watson said, jogging past, 

‘Adam won’t leave you out in the cold.’  
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8 

 
363 days to go 

 

#236 Alliance Road was by far the nicest mansion. 

Crickets chirped on the flat, angular, perfect lawn. 

Something rattled in the handful of dry leaves in the 

neat, weed-free garden. It had trellis on the outside 

with pretty roses and ivy, and nice pillars over the 

entrance and tall windows with shutters of wood with 

lichen growing on it. Watson said Adam saved it for 

me so I went inside to claim my prize. I found the 

kitchen, stroked the empty fridge, the cold oven, the 

insinkerator, the hollow cupboards, a benchtop with a 

fruit bowl that just had a black stain on the bottom. I 

inhaled the plasticy aroma which told me the people 

who had fled here, with a mech bank coming to claim 

their belongings, hadn’t lived here that long. They 

might’ve flushed out some previous people who went 

bankrupt. I stroked the windowsills. There was 
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nothing on my fingertip. No skin cells, no hair. It 

reminded me, Mr Mo had us study this textbook 

called Our Final Invention, before the mechs decided 

Mr Mo was redundant. The reason they called mechs 

our final invention was– 

‘Eden. You’re standing in a kitchen, looking 

frightened.’ Adam came into view, lit up by the 

square hologram of his organiser. His face was a blue 

globe covered in continents of shadow.  

‘GOD YOU SCARED ME!’  

‘I take it Watson directed you here?’ 

‘He said you saved this house for me, or 

something? Is that true?’ 

‘I was hoping we could… unite, ahem… together. 

Adam and… Eden.’ 

I blurted laughter and had to catch my body by 

putting my hands on the breakfast bar. ‘If you want 

Maeve, she’s lurking outside like a stray dog. She 

needs a boyfriend BAD.’  

‘I don’t want Maeve.’  

I wasn’t afraid of Adam. Yah, he was being über-

creepy right now, but he’s a short guy, slender, dirty 

and ark and his hair – a mullet he can’t afford to cut – 

is so bouffy and thick with grease, it made his whole 

body look little. Like a child wearing a 17 year old’s 

get-up. This little orphan HAD to get out of my 

house.  

‘You don’t have a boyfriend. You’re “available,” 

as they say.’ 

‘How would you know?’ 

‘I’ve studied you.’ 

‘Umm, exCUSE me? Chan and me are 

complicated, okay.’ 

‘I take it the complication you’re referring to is 

Esther Wadlow.’  
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‘That bitch ain’t a threat to me. I’m just, um, I’m 

just lending her Chan til I’m ready.’ 

‘Come. Sit.’ He flicked his hand towards a pair of 

simple chairs.  

‘Where’d you get chairs?’ 

‘I am resourceful,’ he said in that calm serial killer 

voice of his. ‘The people who fled these places didn’t 

want the mechs to take their meagre assets, but they 

didn’t have the capacity to flee with much more than 

a single car stuffed with children and pillows. Many 

people tossed furniture into the attic or inaccessible 

parts of the roof.’ 

‘You went all the way onto the roof to get me 

something to sit on?’ 

‘I don’t want my princess to feel her palace is 

empty.’ 

‘That’s… I guess there’s something sweet about 

that.’  

I leaned in to give him an air kiss, because no one 

was around to see, then I stopped and thought, What 

the hell?! Get a grip, Edie. Yeah this was a million 

dollar house, but my self-respect was worth a billion.  

‘Give me the tour,’ I said, to break up the 

awkwardness. ‘Then you can scram. Or stay, I guess. 

You got me the place, you could, um, you could 

bring me furniture? And drinks and stuff?’ 

Adam told me he’d found a rainwater tank and 

turned it on. The mechs could literally stop the rain, 

since they controlled the weather, but once the rain 

landed in a tank controlled by manual valves, they 

couldn’t do anything. We said Cheers with glasses of 

water, then when I wasn’t drinking my water fast 

enough, Adam took me onto a balcony he’d 

discovered on a tiny ledge he called the fourth floor 

and pulled the last can of bourbon and cola from his 

pocket. ‘You deserve this,’ he whispered.  
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The view from the balcony was soothing and I 

was exhausted. I was grateful Adam had found chairs 

for us to collapse into. I glugged my bourbon and 

Coke. I got woozy. It was buzzy, being able to watch 

a world of weed-free luxury, all big houses and cars, 

populated by my friends. Everyone had settled on 

Alliance Road. They all looked like fireflies, glowing 

with their organisers. At number 11 we watched 

Anya punching bushes and practising big roundhouse 

kicks until she smashed the letterbox with her foot. 

We heard practising some sort of religious speech, 

and noticed him bowing and waving and gesturing, 

obviously lining up something impressive for 

breakfast-time. We saw Fatimah pracing around her 

balcony, pressing the canned laughter sound effect on 

her org, practising some stand-up comedy routine for 

when she came out of here all famous. Our eyes grew 

used to the moonlight. The grass was brown, the 

hedges violet, the horizon purple, the stars light blue. 

No dad staying up til 3am sweating over a 

presentation to impress some AI. No Mumshine 

throwing her lesson plans against the wall and 

sobbing that it’s all useless and her days are 

numbered. 

I sipped my can of sweet alcohol and thought: this 

is what our apocalypse will be like.  No explosions –

just a sleepy, silent takeover. It might’ve already 

begun. 

Actually – it might already be over.  

‘That kiss, before,’ Adam said, interrupting my 

trance, ‘the er – how shall I say – almost-kiss. I want 

to thank you.’ 

‘You can thank me by shutting the hell up about 

it.’ I looked down into the neighbourhood. I hoped 

Chan was watching from number 8, with the tiled 

ramp he’d wheeled Es up. He needed to see that if he 
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was going to miss his opportunity with me, or choose 

– I felt bad saying this, but it was true – choose an 

invalid over me, that opportunity would go to 

somebody else. ‘Or – I dunno. Bring me more 

things? Like, a hot tub would be nice? But how 

would you go about that? Hmm. I like mosaics. Get 

me some mosaics.’ 

‘Deal.’ He seized my shoulders, cradled my head, 

and began sucking my neck, an unexpected prince, a 

suitor who’d not only given me a palace – he seemed 

to have given me this entire kingdom. What was 

being offered wasn’t Chan, but it wasn’t bad.  

His lips moved up to my lips, and I didn’t say no, 

and he waltzed me to a room with a bed with a 

mattress, and I told him he’d seriously better pay me 

back for all this, the thing that was about to happen, 

but I didn’t say no.  

‘Wait – this is the biggest house, right? Bigger 

than Maeve’s?’ 

‘Iiii… don’t know? I didn’t see which one she –  

‘But the money’s coming tomorrow, isn’t it?’ 

‘I believe so.’ 

‘And if I... If I go to bed with you, you don’t say 

anything about it unless I let you. Got it?’ 

‘If you so desire.’ 

‘And don’t tell Maeve, just tell her… I dunno. I’ll 

think of something. Just get it over with. But we need 

a cover or something.’ 

Adam put his finger on my lips and shushed me. It 

was so corny and I was so drunk I laughed, doubling 

over. Adam pulled one of the curtains off the 

window, the curtain hooks flicking off, ping-ping-

ping, and he draped the curtain on the bed. Luckily it 

was a thick, fluffy velour curtain. He put the fluffy 

side over us as I pulled my pants down, littering the 
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fitted sheet with dust from the dried mud on my 

knees.  

‘Are you cold? Do you need more warmth?’ 

‘I don’t need any warmth. This whole place feels 

air conditioned, have you noticed? We could sleep on 

the roof.’ 

‘If that’s your desire.’  

‘QUIT SAYING THAT. And don’t kiss me so 

much, alright, Adam?’ 

In eight hours I was going to get a million bucks, 

but seeing Maeve’s face when I told her I’d lost my 

V Card, and not telling her who I’d done it with, 

yeah. That’d be gangsta. That’d be worth a billion.  
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9 

 
PAY DAY 

 

I sat upright in bed. How long had I slept? I 

counted the hours since we got here, 22, 23 –  

‘Holy freaking… MONEY DAY.’  

My fingers spidered across my tummy and turned 

my org on. No wifi, though. God damn it. 

‘OhmygodohmygodohmyGod.’ I scurried into the 

en suite and peed then started thinking about whether 

the toilet would have any water in the tank to flush, 

then remembered Adam had hooked up the rainwater 

tank. After playing plumber he’d presumably cleared 

out of my house… checking memory… no, he’d 

hung around, he’d taken me up to show me the view 

and get me drunk on the last bourbon and Coke and 

excitement about owning my first house and…oh 

crap, you do not want this memory… and made me 

dependent on him for providing for me and the only 
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person I really wanted to get intimate with was Chan 

but – tell me I didn’t do this –  sleeping with Adam, 

him on top of me, working frantically, me just 

holding my thighs apart, my head tipped sideways on 

the pillow, not wanting to kiss him, just glad my 

handicap was being erased with every thrust, but he 

couldn’t have stayed, he couldn’t think just because 

I’d let him service me like that, that I, that he, that –  

There was a lump in my bed. If Maeve came into 

my house to copy my décor and find out my plans for 

today and eat the same breakfast as me, then –  

‘GET OUT.’ I moved closer to the bed, touching 

the wall for security. I extended my leg and toed 

Adam hard, kicking him, really. ‘Get OUT. I don’t 

want people seeing you here.’ 

‘Good morning, beautiful.’ He picked sand out of 

his eyes, pushed himself upright, tucked couch 

cushions behind his back. ‘Waking up next to you 

is… Gosh, I’ll need the help of a thesaurus to 

articulate that!’ He activated his organiser, scrolled 

through what was apparently his to-do list. ‘You’ll be 

needing breakfast. Forgive me.’ He began to swing 

his legs out of bed and pulled a pizza box of scraps 

out from under the bed and I ran to the doorframe. 

‘OUT! YOU HAVE TO PISS OFF! JUST GO!’ 

‘Ede, I’ll obviously do everything that you say, 

but –  

‘LEAVE RIGHT AWAY. DON’T LET 

ANYONE SEE YOU.’ 

‘It’s a free country. I don’t have to–  ’ 

‘I’ll call the pol… I’ll call Kane. Just GO.’ 

He stepped into his muddy pants and pulled his 

discoloured shirt on. He wasn’t some ugly prince 

with a generous heart, just a ratty boy with a leaf 

stuck in his hair. ‘Your wish is my command.’ When 

he came near the door, I started backing out into the 
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hallway overlooking the stairs, then I fled into 

another bedroom and slammed the door and 

controlled my breathing so I could hear him 

descending the stairs.  

I hadn’t expected my emotions to be thrown all 

around the place on Day Two of the ..the thing. 

Whatever this was. Half-holiday, half-teambuilding 

trip. It sickened me to remember that Adam’s faced 

had screwed up and he’d peppered me with kisses as 

he– God, I hated to even think the word. Jizzed. Cum. 

Blergh. He’d fetched toilet paper afterward and that 

seemed gentlemanly at the time, but today? Today I 

wanted this asshole to take the shortest way out. Off 

the balcony would suit me. After we’d made love 

(well HE’D made love, at least; I just lay there til the 

box was ticked) he’d recited this, like, old corny 

English poetry while I wrapped a pillow around my 

head and deafened myself to sleep.  

I tiptoed down the stairs, looking left, right, up 

and below me in case Adam was still inside my 

house.  

He wasn’t even on my property, thank God – 

Adam had made it halfway across the road before 

Kane had ambushed him, hassled him for carrying 

round a rubbish bag bulging with disposable cups and 

half-eaten sandwiches.  

KT told Kane to let him go and they came over 

and caught up with me. Adam got his walk on, 

disappearing towards the country roads and the petrol 

station in the corner. They stood in front of me while 

I squinted, looking up and down my street. Today the 

mechs had set the sun as strong as the day before. No 

breeze, nothing different – only our fizzing blood and 

giddy legs.   

‘He slept here cause he’s my butler,’ I told KT. 

‘On the couch. Downstairs. After he’d decorated the 
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place. Pee-yew. Good riddance to that garbage. Oi: 

countdown, please.’ 

‘17 minutes and twenty seconds.’ Anya, Esther, 

Eli, Chan and Omar gathered with us in the quiet 

posh street. The sun and the warmth and my friends 

and the money would hopefully make me feel less 

gross about the thing. The Last Night thing. Losing 

my V Card was supposed to make me feel strong like 

Beyoncé but right now it was just like I had an injury 

everyone could see.  

‘You guys find anything awesome?’ 

‘I scored this first aid kit.’ Esther held it aloft. 

‘You kiddies get a scraped knee, come see me.’ 

Kane said, ‘Pfft. Unless there’s Oxy in there, that 

ain’t a very good score.’ 

‘Well there’s an adrenaline injector EpiPen, so 

shows what you know, numbskull.’  

‘People: I suggest you look up.’  

The sky had some sort of zipper or toothed 

mechanism made of arms which unclasped. The arms 

weren’t even metal-coloured, it was just, like, solid 

pieces of something disguised as sky. As we 

watched, we saw the slow-ass progress of the zipper 

unzipping right – no – east? 

‘What way is that, you guys? East?’ 

‘Northeast, fool.’ 

‘I’m confused. Why’d they chuck us on an island 

anyway?’ 

We walked over to the playground, walking across 

a wasteland of pizza crust and chicken bones and 

lolly wrappers. I hauled myself to the top of the 

jungle gym.  

Adam emerged into the playground, having 

stashed his bag of trash somewhere, and crawled 

inside the jungle gym and crouched in the darkness 
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beneath my dangling legs. ‘You should come home, 

Ede. I can take care of you like you took care of me.’ 

Maeve chewed her lip and tilted her head at me. 

‘What’s he mean, Take care? Did you, like, help him 

out or… ?’ 

 ‘MAEVE,’ I commanded. ‘Update on 

countdown.’ 

‘Five minutes, Ede,’ she said, positioned beneath 

me, looking up at me.  

‘One million pesos,’ Omar said in some funny 

Colombian drug dealer accent, jumping down into 

the bark, lifting handfuls of the wood chips and 

biffing them aimlessly. ‘There better be a hunting 

and fishing store round here. My wallet’s gonna be 

HOT!’ 

‘Nah, G – you wanna bank that shit. Live off the 

interest.’  

‘There are no shops,’ Watson said coldly, 

‘Certainly no banks and no electricity to operate the 

payment terminals. No power for your wi-fi, no air 

con, no hot water. And you won’t be straightening 

your hair unless you find yourself a diesel 

generator… and diesel. Need I continue?’ 

Omar biffed a handful of bark at Watson. ‘Even in 

the mountains you can get power, bro. Just need solar 

panels.  You know nothing.’ 

‘Yeah, you’re pretty dumb for a genius,’ Chan 

said, joshing Watson with his shoulder, ‘They 

wouldn’t just leave us here without shops to buy shit. 

Human rights, dude.’  

‘Three minutes!’ Maeve chirped. Now, even the 

strays got excited. Fatimah and Eli each grabbed a 

handle of Esther’s wheelchair and helped her come 

nearer the jungle gym. It was hard to push herself 

across the bumpy grass. Adam and Watson killed 

time debating who’s the hero in Dark Heart or Art of 
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Darkness or something, something about Kurtz, some 

literature-y thing that wasn’t even assigned reading. 

Probably a World War Two thing, they were always 

referencing with Nazi war stuff. I noticed Adam 

point at the sky, nod to himself then climb down off 

the jungle gym.  

When the time was real close and we were all 

ready to receive our gift, our open mouths drying as 

we watched the sky, Adam took two steps away from 

our circle, began putting grassy space between 

himself and the rest of us, then sprinted toward our 

house – I mean, my house.  

‘He’s probably going to sniff my bedsheets, the 

loser.’ 

‘How come?’ Maeve said. She leaned in, cupped a 

hand around my ear. ‘What happened to your 

bedsheets, bae?’ 

‘Sniffing for money, I mean.’ I went and stood by 

Kane. ‘Guys, should we stop Adam or what?’  

‘Mechalover’s retarded,’ Kane said with a snort, 

‘What kind of a mongoloid runs away when money’s 

comin?’ 

‘Looks to me like he’s not running away,’ Eli 

observed, shaking his head. ‘I’d say Mr Observant 

knows something the rest of us don’t.’ 

‘He’s running TOWARD the money, isn’t he.’ 

I made a break for the bowling club, a collection 

of wooden buildings painted white. Chan and 

Fatimah and some of the others sprinted out of the 

playground. Omar headed for a tiny jetty sticking 

into the river. I saw Adam’s squirrely body arrive on 

top of the roof of MY HOUSE as things came out of 

the hole in the sky. 12 packages of bank notes were 

coming down by parachute, drifting lazily towards 12 

different landing places. MONEY! 
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Adam was right to clamber on top of the mansion 

and wait on the balcony – the first lot of money came 

right to him and he reached out, snatched it out of the 

air and took into MY bedroom.  

Eli’s money zigzagged low, almost settled right in 

front of him, then it jerked sideways and crashed 

through the skylight of a big three storey place. Even 

hundreds of metres away, I heard the tinkle of glass. I 

raced to the top of the fort to see who else was 

getting money coming at them. In a few minutes, 

Chan was a whole kilometre away – and he was 

pushing Esther, amazingly. Southeast of the 

playground, where those shops were, was a white 

building with nice glass which could have been a 

library. Two packages lilted in the air; Chan and 

Esther raced to receive them.  

Everyone was getting rich except me. Where was 

MY money? 

Stop, Eden. Think. Wait. The (digital) sun rises in 

the east, pretends to set in the … 

I had it: I’d seen the sun rise from the balcony. 

Northeast. My money had to be east. Follow the sun, 

babygirl. Mumshine’s voice. I sprinted north then 

east then north again, passing my mansion, hardly 

even pausing to look at it. I made it to the top of 

Alliance Road, went along that one called Champs-

Élysées, which I knew headed north as much as it 

headed east. Finally, when I must have been 

smashing the pavement for eight or ten solid minutes 

passing gates, pools, cul-de-sacs, dark windows, 

some neat lawns and finally brown fields took over, 

the roads became dirty and I collapsed into a field of 

corn, my jaw shuddering as I tried to pull cool air 

inside my hot lungs. Above me, a package with a 

heaven-sent parachute slowed then made a 45 degree 

angle and landed in the top of a big oak tree. 
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The sack bulged, almost burst, and then its weight 

settled, the sky went dark as the parachute crumpled 

over the tree, and the first bundle of notes spilled out 

of a hole in the bag.  

Hell yeah: money. Landing at the feet of someone 

truly deserving. 

I grabbed the notes – hundreds! Three of them! – 

and got a surge of energy. New notes clean, in thin 

stacks, they looked just-printed. Translucent, 

colourful, detailed, luxurious to touch.  

Each little thin bundle – not more than ten 

millimetres at most – held 100 notes, stinking of 

plastic, never touched with greasy palms, bendable 

and perfect, amazing to stack, and so collectible. 

Each bundle was – I paused to work it out – a 

hundred hundreds… ten thousand bucks, and I 

realised I had to keep count while retrieving the notes 

and squirreling them away somewhere. I was looking 

out for ten bundles, firstly – that would be $100,000 

– then I’d need to find ten of those ten-stacks. One 

hundred $10,000 bundles. 10,000 $100 bundles. A 

THOUSAND thousands. My butthole tightened. I 

needed to pee. Enough money to melt away any 

problem I would ever have. Money I could literally 

throw at Adam and laugh until my ribs ached. Money 

to send Esther to a Vietnamese village forever. 

While I looked for the best way to climb the tree, 

seven bundles landed around its roots. They were 

spilling the hole in the plastic bag they’d come down 

to earth in.  

I started to feel sick. I didn’t have a place for the 

first – omigawd – the first $80,000 I picked up. Not 

long ago I saw my dad pouring water into the milk 

bottle to thin the milk and turn $3 of milk into $5. I 

got a flash of upsetting memory of Dad pouring milk 

into a glass and sliding it across the breakfast bar at 
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me and telling me it was the exact same thing as trim 

milk, which was the only kind of milk I’d accept, 

because it was bikini season. I’d slid the glass off the 

breakfast bar and it had exploded and bled watery 

milk across the tiles, spattering the wall with white 

droplets, and my dad cried like a – well, he cried like 

me.  

The shame made my legs gluey, and I struggled to 

get up the first bough of the tree, then $20,000 

dropped out of my singlet and I fell two metres from 

the oak, scraping my wrists on the bark, landing in 

grass that wasn’t even overgrown, couldn’t even 

offer me a soft landing. I stared up at the tree, 

clutching $40,000, dropping $40,000. I looked 

behind me. This was unfamiliar terrain. What if there 

was a zoo with its walls all crumbled and dangerous 

animals were roaming loose? What if there were 

mutants or zombies? What if Kane found a gun went 

around, like, standing people over? 

I pulled the elastic of my shorts away from my 

midriff, reached down and slid $10,000 against my 

vagina, trying not to let out the nervous pee gathering 

in my bladder. The elastic waistband held the money 

in there tightly. I slid in another stack, and another. 

Insane, ridiculous, painful, yet no one was looking, 

and the money was worth it.  

 I hauled myself into the core of the tree, stepped 

on a branch, yelped at the jabbing corner of a stack of 

bills stabbing my thigh, got up. My belly was being 

pricked, I wanted to pee, but I climbed. I reached 

inside the bag, pulled the notes out stack by stack and 

stuck them in my knickers until the bulge looked like 

I was wearing adult diapers. 

I tossed down $380,000, then $420,000. My socks 

filled with wads of thin, bendy cash. The few metres 

stretched, a chasm appeared. On the ground, an army 
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of ants was marching my money away, I was sure of 

it. I had to pee so goddamn bad. 

I threw down another $200,000, made sure my 

undies and socks and singlet were as stuffed as 

possible. There were six more wads of ten thousand 

left. Three wads, I tucked inside my bra. The final 

$30,000 I bit into, and came down the tree so clogged 

with money my skin itched. 

My money and I hit the earth. Bits of dried mud 

like cornflakes fell off my knees and out of my hair. I 

reached behind me. I looked on the far side of the 

tree trunk and, not convinced no one was back there, 

waiting to rob me, I circled the tree three times.  

There was no one there. There wasn’t anyone in 

the quiet field across the road. I pulled tiny bricks of 

money out of my back, my bum, my knickers, my 

two socks. I stacked them and counted. $10,000, 

$20,000, $30,000… $120,000, $160,000, $490,000…  

I reached 89 wads of money and took a deep 

breath. If there was not another 11 wads, I thought I 

might kill somebody. Three wads, good, great 

progress, four. Four – and one there behind those 

toadstools.  

Oh – three wads in my bra. That made seven of 

the missing eleven.  

I dragged the grass with my fingernails, bent over, 

ravenous for cash.  

I touched my mouth and realised I’d been biting 

the missing money, the final $30,000 I needed to feel 

complete. My jaw ached. I spread my arms, scooped 

my money in a hug, buried my face in it, found a 

bigass farm hedge up the road which stretched almost 

as far as I could see, and shoved five armfuls of cash 

deep inside the hedge. 

I couldn’t believe I’d thought I was gonna miss 

out on my mil! The relief was a drug. I felt like a 
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giant. Into the hedge went wad after wad of cash; my 

arms came out covered in scratches, some of them 

deep enough to bleed, but I didn’t feel anything 

except rich.  
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10 

 
 362 days til I show Mumshine my million 

 

Mahonyland – Moneyland, it should have been 

called – never seemed to have two trees clustered 

closely together. Each tree stood on its own, alone as 

a statue, and the grass kept away from each tree’s 

trunk. I went roughly south then west then south, 

doing a zigzag across the neighbourhood. I saw more 

and more houses with grass shorn like a military 

buzzcut, but with these long tendrils, pumpkins 

reaching out across the driveway and onto the berms. 

Lots of little overgrown apples and carrots to eat – if 

you were a HORSE. Blergh. 

I was searching the Junction Road for someone –

anyone – when the first someone found me.  

‘WADDUP!’ Maeve screeched, emerging from 

this tangle of flowers. ‘Let’s do something fun!’ 

‘Where’s your money at?’ I blurted.  
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Maeve rested her hands on a picket fence and I 

met her on the other side. She was wet and had fresh 

black mud over yesterday’s coating of brown. 

‘I hid mine under the wharf, but it’s a secret,’ she 

said. ‘Where’s yours? You don’t have to tell if you 

don’t want.’ 

‘You hungry?’ I went, pretending I hadn’t got the 

information I needed out of her, ‘My belly’s, like, 

flummoxing.’ 

Maeve reached inside her bra and pulled out a 

Mars bar. ‘I saved it for you.’  

I ripped the packaging off and made it disappear 

in 1.5 bites, and Maeve watched my sticky teeth 

separating and clamping down and separating again, 

glued with caramel. She chewed at the same time. 

Who copies the way someone chews, honestly? ‘I’ll 

pay you back for the Mars bar later,’ I lied to Maeve, 

trying to make her feel better.  ‘I want to have a 

money party tonight but I don’t know where 

everyone is. You seen the crew around?’ 

‘Chan and Esther are over by those buildings, I 

haven’t checked them out yet. The – wait a minute – 

yeah, the southeast ones? I’m pretty sure that’s 

southeast. This stupid country needs some mountains 

to see off of. Like they’re over where there’s a 

library, I think? Lots of people went over there to 

check it out. They told me to come but I thought it 

was a trap.’ 

‘Trap? Why would they trap you? You’re their 

friend.’ 

She glanced over her right shoulder, then quickly 

back over her left. ‘My mum’s CEO had, like, a 

gazillion dollars but the CEO still took heaps of 

money from the company. Not everyone’s as honest 

as you, Ede. And they used to be friends.’ 
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‘Let’s go to the river,’ I said, ‘Maybe there’s food 

or something, I dunno.’ Bordering everything in a big 

loop around Moneyland, the river was the edge of 

everything. The land on the far side got kind of 

fuzzy, like we were looking at it through dirty glass, 

and I saw it ripple once, and I think it was humming 

too.  

When we got to the south end of Junction Road 

there was something called Wade’s Wharf road, five 

minutes running past a single farmhouse and a big 

rust-coloured barn with a huge, silent tractor on its 

driveway. Cows must’ve been hiding somewhere 

around here. When we found the cows I’d tell the 

boys to make everyone barbecued ribs. Finally the 

road became a boat ramp into the river.  

‘Aaaand water,’ I said. There was a wharf beside 

the boat ramp – and boats! I ran up, counting the 

vessels – two rowboats, a small white yacht and a 

stainless steel dinghy with an outboard motor. The 

steps were concealed right at the end of the wharf. I 

landed on the steps 30 seconds ahead of Maeve, 

sprinted frantically to the bottom, and looked into the 

dark underbelly of the wharf for her money. 

Spiderwebs, mud, posts and piles and a sleeping 

rowboat, its oars folded neatly in its centre like the 

folded arms of a person in a coffin.  

There was no money that I could see, not in a pile, 

not in a stack. Not stapled to the wood, not disguised, 

not pinned under a rock or stuck in the mud.   

Maeve arrived behind me. I could hear her 

breathing.   

‘Why did you run ahead of me?’ she said sadly. ‘If 

you want to borrow money, you can just say… .’ 

‘Pfft. I don’t need that. I raced ahead, ummm, to, 

tooo – to see if there’s fish. We need to fish to eat, 

right? I thought I’d find us some fish?’ 
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‘Ede, honest: were you going to take my money?’ 

‘I was just gonna look at it.’ My words sounded 

weak. ‘Look, d’you want some fish or not? Here. 

Let’s catch fish to eat while we wait for the mechs to 

deliver today’s meal. We can, like, catch a bigass 

swordfish and serve it up like a family roast.’ 

‘I thought we were family,’ Maeve backed all the 

way up the stairs and when she got to the top she ran 

from me, as if I’d become frightening.  

‘MAEVE SIMPSON. YOU COME BACK HERE 

THIS INSTANT.’ I couldn’t remember being so mad 

in years. ‘BITCH, I SAID GET BACK HERE.’ 

I climbed the stairs, ran back up Wade’s Wharf 

Road until I hit Mahony Road, the big road stretching 

the whole south coast of Mahonyland. 

I jogged, and panicked, and worried what Maeve 

was going to tell the others, and made my legs move 

harder. They had to hear my version before Maeve 

talked shit about me. We could form that equal-

community-council-thing we’d talked about, kick 

Maeve out. Exile her ass. Maybe split up her mil.  

There’s no dairy, no minimart, no local produce 

market. No Subway, no Dominos, no KFC, no Burger 

King.  

STOP IT. Stop it, Eden. There IS food. There IS 

drink. They would never be so cruel as to put 

someone in a fish tank with nothing to eat or drink, 

and even if they did, they would never do it to you.  

I jogged, hardly even sure I was following 

Maeve’s muddy trail any more. Finally I managed to 

slow as things aligned to tell my brain that I’d 

reached the southeast corner of Mahonyland and I 

was looking at a BP station at the end of a handful of 

square, plain shops with big ugly stainless steel vents 

sticking out of their roofs – Venus Refrigeration, a 

boutique looking place that said it serviced 
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refrigerators; a tiny hardware store with a wide plate 

glass window that I pressed my forehead against, 

trying to see inside. Virtually all of the merchandise 

was gone, but you’d hardly know it – the advertising, 

the stands, the cardboard, the plastic printouts, the 

folds, the tags, the labels, it was so cluttered with 

messages telling you how essential it was to buy the 

merch that it was hard to notice if the merch was 

there or not. Looked to me like every last screw had 

been taken. 

I spotted the small library, just a converted house 

really, with childish writing on the window about 

story time for mums and babies at 9am Tuesdays, and 

there was one of those faded posters in the window 

with a Native American chief saying  “Only when 

you’ve got no more food will you realise you can’t 

eat money,” like one of those inspirational memes 

you put on your profile. 

There was a shop that had to have been a 

supermarket in the past, with a big parking lot and 

some trolleys, except the place had no logo and the 

windows were all papered over.  

The BP, then. Ah. It was the first time I’d ever 

given a shit about a service station. The sun made the 

green and yellow sign light up just a little bit. I guess 

the town planners forced it to be built out this way so 

people could fill up before they blazed through a 100 

kay zone on their way to meet the motorway. Gas for 

cars for roads built to make you want to use heaps of 

gas.  

I could see the start of the bridge just beyond it: 

awesome – except the bridge seemed to curve and 

wobble and melt as it hit the edge of the dome like as 

if the dome just cut it in two. Grab a feed, gas up the 

limo, get my million and my mates, maybe get a car 

racing hard enough to shatter the dome and GTFO 
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before the Mechastructure notices we’re gone – 

that’d be the plan. I could see activity inside the 

petrol station– it looked like Anya was in there, and I 

was starting to think Maeve scurried into there after 

all. I walked under the shade of the service station 

canopy. This would be a good place to come when it 

rains to seek shelter, I thought, then thought about 

slapping myself, and thought of my Mumshine 

weeping somewhere, and heard the WHAP! of my 

hand on her delicate old face and tried not to puke. 

Focus, Ede. There were literally thousands of houses 

in Mahony. When it rained – IF it rained– we’d go to 

our homes, or simply walk into a new house if we got 

a bit of mud on the carpet of our old house. Every 

house was disposable, like a burner cellphone or 

disposable cutlery. 

I had signed nothing that said we couldn’t destroy 

everything in here, throw sewer grates through 

hardware store windows, roll expensive cars into the 

river, pull the petrol hoses out and squirt petrol on 

19th century chaises longue and have bonfires of old 

dry antique wood every single night.  

It occurred to me that the petrol looked ready to go 

here. Where I’d seen Anya inside, there was light. 

That light needed an explanation. I pushed open the 

door of the service station, went inside and couldn’t 

believe what was in front of me.  

Anya was on her knees with a  small blade, 

scraping gum off the floor. Beside her stood a bucket 

with foamy bubbles spilling out of it. 

‘ANYA! What the hell are you…?’ Behind the 

counter, in front of the e-cigarettes and spraypaint, 

were a pair of boots. I followed the boots up the legs 

of a human with the head of – oh shit. ADAM 

TURING.  
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Adam had a whole box of chewing gum in his lap, 

but he wasn’t chewing. A window from his organiser 

hovered beside his face. He counted packets of gum 

for 30 seconds, updated the tally on his organiser, 

then counted a tray of breath mints, then updated his 

organiser. He counted lighters, protein balls, beef 

jerky and hot and spicy peanuts while I stood 

gawping.  

He’d got a million dollars today, and he was 

worried about gum? 

‘Like, hellOOOOoh. Ding-dong. You seen 

Maeve? Bitch is in deep trouble with me.’ 

‘Maeve’s safe,’ Adam said casually. I noticed the 

lights were on above him, which didn’t make sense. 

Solar power, maybe? Not only did he not stare at my 

chest, or suck the colour out of my eyes, he didn’t 

look up at all. Anya, on the other hand, was rising. 

When she’d straightened up, her chin touched my 

nose. Man she was tall, and wide, too. Her shoulders 

were like those of the boys on the rowing team. Her 

jaw was like a block of wood glued to her 

cheekbones.  

She opened her mouth very slowly, looked at me 

like I’d squeezed through the nearly-closed doors of a 

bus she was driving. ‘What?’ 

‘Um, like, back off out my face, okay?’ I walked 

out of her intimidating spot and put the palms of both 

hands on the counter. ‘Oh my god, Snickers bars! I 

love these things.’ I began to unpeel one and leaned 

back against a drinks fridge which was cool on my 

shoulders. Electricity? Hell yeah.  

Anya grabbed my wrist and prised my Snickers 

out of my fingers. ‘Youch, hey! That was mine!’ 

‘One thousand dollars,’ Adam said from behind 

the counter, ‘No credit. Cash only.’ 
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‘Yeah right,’ I said, and reached for another one. 

Anya placed her hand atop mine, grabbed the little 

finger of my right hand and began to bend the finger 

back. I squawked and shook my hand and blew on it. 

‘GOD you guys are anal. Oi, anyway, listen up. Can 

you actually do me a favour and tell me where Maeve 

is? She’s, like, hysterical right now and– ’ 

‘Maeve is welcome, and safe, within my private 

property. You, on the other hand, are not. I’m 

unimpressed with your manners, Eden – or lack 

thereof.’  

Adam picked up a comic book and flicked a 

couple of pages, ignoring me. I was instantly jealous 

that he’d found cool stuff to read before me. I was 

also pissed that he was trying to diss me.  You do 

NOT diss Eden Strong. 

‘Kindly excuse me? Adam, hey – OI! I’m talking 

to you! How did you get power in here? Wakey 

wakey! No one else has lights. Is that hot dog 

machine on? OI! MECHALOVER! I’M TALKING 

TO YOU!’ I reached across the counter and clicked 

my fingers in front of his face. Adam kept his head in 

his comic book, didn’t look up, just pressed a key on 

his organiser screen and then a pair of arms were 

twisting around mine like spaghetti. Anya lifted me, 

rotated me, slammed me near to the ground, and I 

shrieked, fearful my face was about to be cracked on 

the hard floor. Then Anya dragged my head to the 

bucket of grey floor-cleaning water and held it above 

the liquid, the edge of the bucket cutting into my 

throat.  

‘I can’t breathe!’ I rasped, ‘Let me up!’ 

Adam moved, and I waited a few seconds for him 

to come over and fight Anya off and release me. 

Then his voice came over the PA.  
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‘You can let her catch her breath. Hopefully she’s 

learned her lesson.’  

Adam was only metres away. He would have 

loved making his voice boom and spread everywhere, 

superior, powerful, commanding. I stood up, ran back 

towards Adam, ready to claw his eyes out, and my 

chin was suddenly cracking on the lino, teeth 

shattering, knocked unconscious for a microsecond 

before the store started moving backwards and away 

from me. I glimpsed Maeve peeping out from the 

BP’s backroom where she must have been hiding 

amongst stacked boxes of toilet paper and hand soap. 

Afraid of me. Afraid of me? Me? 

Anya dragged me across the grimy concrete of the 

forecourt and I started to see blood. I felt a pinch and 

realised my right elbow had been skinned.  

‘STOP, PLEASE STOP.’ Cold water was poured 

over me and I got my knees under me and grasped a 

rubbish bin and a petrol pump, and almost managed 

to stand before I slipped in the – water? 

No, that wasn’t right. It reeked, troubled my nose. 

I gagged and swallowed the puke back down. The 

‘water’ had a rainbow sheen. It was petrol. Anya had 

blasted me with enough petrol that a puddle of the 

stuff was trickling across the forecourt.  

I found my balance, spread my legs, put both 

hands on Pump #6 for stability, and faced Anya – 

who aimed a nozzle towards me like a gun barrel. 

Adam had finally gotten off his chair and come up 

behind Anya. He put an arm around her waist and 

aimed a little pen at me – pen? Pen?! It didn’t make 

sense.  

It was a long-nosed firelighter, the kind that 

flames with just one click.  

Straight away I wasn’t cool any more, or young or 

pretty. Older boys didn’t stare at my chest and butt. 
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Teachers didn’t email me to say they missed me. The 

Under 15 girls soccer team weren’t nominating me 

for Student Coach of the Year any more. I alone and 

terrified, pants soaked in petrol and pee-pee, balling 

my eyes out and begging the lowest of the low not to 

hurt me.  

Adam clicked, a flame appeared. He sighed, like I 

was a disappointing child. ‘Eden, Anya’s authorised 

to protect me from assault. This is the first and last 

time I’ll tell you.’  

‘I DIDN’T ASSAULT YOU, YOU ASSHOLE.’ 

Anya went on a little walk around the petrol 

pumps, apparently checking for assassins. I wanted to 

leap on Adam and bite his throat open, but Anya was 

just a few metres away. It was clear Anya would kill 

me if I hurt her, her – master? What was going on 

between these two? 

‘Eden, I’d like you to – what was the phrase – 

“Leave right away” because “I don’t want anyone 

seeing you.” That sound like a familiar choice of 

words, hm?’ 

‘What, you recorded me, did you, you, you, you 

paedophile?!’ 

‘I maintain records of all threats to my security.’ 

‘Arn, why would you work for this faggot?’ 

‘Faggot, I see, okay. Maeve: here.’ Adam clicked 

his fingers and Maeve came to his side like a dog. 

‘Now, Maeve, you were telling me about a certain 

disturbing incident you suffered involving Eden here. 

Care to repeat it?’ 

Maeve pouted her cheeks and pointed at me like a 

child. ‘You tricked me and tried to steal my money!’ 

‘CAN SOMEONE ACTUALLY GET ME A 

TOWEL? AND SHAMPOO OR SOAP OR 

SOMETHING? WHAT’S WRONG WITH YOU 

SAVAGES?’ 
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Adam flared the end of the lighter again and I 

jerked backward a step. If he touched the flame to the 

puddle of petrol, it would outrun me. ‘Eden, the 

fundamental difference between us is you attempt to 

interact with your peers through passive aggression, 

kvetching and bullying, whereas I treat my friends 

with respect.’ 

‘With MONEY.’ 

‘Payment for services rendered is a sign of 

respect,’ he said, looking chuffed with himself.  

‘LET ME GO. I WANNA GO HOME. LET ME 

GO, ADAM. YOU HAVE TO.’ 

‘Gods don’t have to do anything,’ he said with a 

shrug, and flared the lighter and lowered it toward the 

petrol.  
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362 days to go  

 

I leaped onto the deck and hauled the ranchslider 

open. Everyone was been looking through the photos 

of the family that used to live here and laughing at 

the corny retro 2020s fashion styles. They let the 

picture albums slide off their knees onto the tiles. 

‘HE’S A MANIAC, HE HE HE HAD FIRE, AND 

HE HE HE SAID HE WAS WAS GOING TO, TO, 

TO–  

‘Caaaalm, babygirl, caaaaalm. Tell me what’s up. 

Tell me what happened.’ 

‘It was Ad – It was ADAM!’ I cried. ‘He he he – 

he he – he said never to cumb – cumb – never to 

come back and – and – he – he said – he said Arn 

Arn Anya was going to– ’ 

‘He harmed you?’ Eli looked up at Chan. We were 

in Chan’s lounge. His house strangely had tonnes of 
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armchairs – he’d pushed ten of them together in the 

lounge – but his place didn’t have any beds, no 

benches, no Ottomans or foot lockers or coffee 

tables. Nothing to sit or sleep on but armchairs.  

They’d found what they could to keep me warm 

while I recovered. I was wrapped in a Christmas 

sweater and a curtain and some towels gave me extra 

layer of warmth. Even my arms and shoulders were 

buried. Only my muddy toes stuck out. 

Esther cleared her throat and wheeled closer to 

me, stroking me like I was a little kid. ‘It’s all good, 

bae. Some people can’t keep away from other 

people’s boyfriends; some people take other people’s 

money. Some people do both.’  

‘I WAS ONLY GONNA LOOK AT IT.’ 

‘ –but that was his perception, Ede? Correct? 

Adam was protecting Maeve from someone who – no 

offence – must have come across, as, like, sick in the 

head and predatory and stuff? S’all good, I mean 

when I was Peer Support leader I delivered a conflict 

resolution workshop to– ’ 

‘DON’T DO YOUR STUPIDASS HOLY 

BULLSHIT ON ME RIGHT NOW, ALRIGHT? I’M 

GOOD, you guys. THEY’RE the bad ones.’ 

‘I’d like to speak,’ said Eli in his deep, strong 

voice. He placed one hand on his chest, preacher-

style, then flipped the palm upward and began 

walking in a circle. ‘You’ve mentioned Anya’s been 

employed as some sort of bodyguard; presumably 

Maeve will be under Adam’s employ as well. Okay. 

That’s their decision and we can respect it. I’m not 

terribly impressed our friend is not allowing people 

in his shop, though. You said there are chocolate 

bars? We’re going to need to divvy up those 

provisions to get us through the year.’ 
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Esther moved her chair a little forward into the 

centre of the group. ‘Overeating is the leading cause 

of premature death in the Western world,’ she said. 

‘Take it from me – I worked in South Sudan for 

Spring Mission and you wouldn’t see anyone there 

tossing away half a pizza slice.’ Esther flashed a 

white smile at Fatti. ‘But hey – we don’t play the 

blame game here.’ 

‘WE COULDN’T’VE EVEN COOKED THE 

PIZZA CRUSTS WITHOUT ANY – COOKED 

THEM WITHOUT A MICROW– holy Jesus… .’ I 

clicked my fingers. ‘There’s a microwave in Adam’s 

petrol station. I – I totally saw it.’ 

Everyone looked at each other. Metres away, I 

could hear something churn and bubble. Chan lifted 

his t-shirt and looked down at his stomach, wincing. 

‘And he’s got electricity, that’s the bit I didn’t tell 

you about. Adam has power. I should’ve told you 

guys earlier – he looked all set-up and everything.’ 

‘What kinda power we talking?’ Chan looked 

confused. ‘That boy better be broilin some burgers, 

bro.’ 

‘Adam has responsibilities,’ Eli clarified. 

‘Responsibilities to the rest of us. Time for a City 

Council meeting, no? Refreshments provided.’ 

I marched with Chan, Eli and Esther. We picked 

up Omar on the way when he fell out of a tree in a 

hail of leaves, rolling as he landed and getting up and 

brushing himself off like it was no big deal. He didn’t 

have any shoes on, he’d ripped the sleeves off his t-

shirt and his hair had little sticks in it. He strolled east 

along Mahony Road with us and said, ‘Wassup?’ 

‘Wassup with YOU? What were you doing up 

there?’ 

‘Just gathering. Ain’t no thing.’ 

‘Gathering? What do you mean gathering?’ 
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‘Haven’t you heard of hunter-gatherers?’ Omar 

asked me. ‘There’s not much to hunt – Fatimah’s too 

fat to be any thrill.’ He winked at her. ‘Just kidding, 

bae.’ 

‘My brain’s fat, asshole,’ Fatti said. She swung a 

kick at Omar’s butt. 

‘Ede, and all you guys,’ Omar continued, ‘We’re 

seriously not gonna make it ‘less we’re stockpiling 

from day one. We should plant, too. You gotta 

always be thinking six months ahead. Did you know 

our ancestors didn’t even eat meals? They would eat 

on the run. Berries, fish, lizards, you name it. 

Seafood Diet, yo. See it; straight into the mouth. 

There’s even a beehive somewhere on the Riviera, 

I’ve heard the bees. Bet their honeycomb’s 

AMAZEballs. Gotta smoke ‘em out though. Smokes 

calms bees down, gets ‘em stoned. I think they’re in 

that retro Swedish-looking place with all the wood 

cladding. You know the one I mean? House number 

603, I think.’ 

‘Not at all,’ I laughed. ‘But yay for your 

photographic memory.’ 

Omar jumped up and touched a sign with a bit of 

dust from the fields on it saying Bridge 1600m.  

‘That’s one mile precisely,’ Watson said.  

Kane elbowed Watson violently. ‘Thanks for that, 

Mopomatic. Should say Busted Bridge. Broken-ass 

misleading-ass piece of junk. What’d they blow up 

the bridge so we couldn’t escape or somethin?’ 

We passed dusty fields.  

‘Anyway, Ede, it’s a food photographic memory. 

How the hell do you think humans lasted a million 

years without evolving? We see food, we can recall it 

and come back to it years later. We have to, actually, 

seeing as our competitors are even better than us. 
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Dogs’ll bury something and come back, like, a 

decade later.’ 

‘Well I’d appreciate it if you didn’t bury my 

honeycomb when you get it. If you get it. Sounds 

dangerous, and people are allergic to bee stings. 

People could die.’ 

‘Like if you try to give me homework,’ Fatimah 

said, ‘I’m allergic to homework.’ 

‘Yeah, nice one,’ I told Fatimah, ‘You’re allergic 

to exercise, lard-ass.’  

Her eyes darted side to side and her giggle was 

nervous. ‘But seriously, I’m like actual-allergic to 

bees so…yah. No bee venom on this face, lol.’ 

We came off that main Champs-Élysées Avenue, 

got on the road heading southeast, marched past a 

small school for retard kids. The school had planter 

boxes full of veges even I recognised, and I hated 

veges. ‘There you go Omar, see those? Eat up.’ 

He plucked a common-looking orange flower and 

munched it, picking orange shards from his teeth, 

slick with saliva. He rubbed his tummy. ‘Mm-mmm, 

crustacean. Y’know I’ll only eat wild food? Paleo all 

the way. I hate processed.’  

‘Nasturtium, not crustacean, yo. Oi, you’re telling 

me you wouldn’t destroy a bag of potato chips if I 

opened one under your nose?’ 

Even over the sound of six friends walking in the 

middle of Mahony Road, I heard Chan’s stomach 

rumble. Looking at all the muscle in his shoulders 

and thighs, he had to weigh 90 kilos. He must’ve 

been ravenous from the moment he woke til the 

moment he slept, every day, and now, after two days 

with only one meal, I hated to think how his body 

was punishing him, making demands. Poor beautiful 

Chan.  
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Omar and Eli were arguing about potato chips and 

Watson was trying to be some kind of intermediary, 

dropping in facts and numbers. I ripped a nasturtium 

flower from its stem, touched it with my tongue, 

grimaced, put it back.  

Omar broke off his argument. ‘Um – Ede – what 

are you doing?’ 

‘Putting it back.’ I shrugged. ‘Can we get a move 

on or what?’ 

‘What exactly do you mean “putting it back”?’ 

‘Leave her alone, man.’ 

‘Nah, I gotta hear this. Eden – you can’t just put a 

flower back on its stem and hope it reconnects or 

something!’  

‘Do I look like a farmer to you? You’re not a very 

good teacher. Not everyone’s that Mogul kid from 

The Jungle Book like you are.’ 

‘Say I were to cut my dick off – quit laughing – 

okay, I suppose it’s like one percent funny – but 

yeah, d’you honestly think it would just re-attach if I 

pressed it against the bloody stump?’ 

I folded my arms, planted my feet. Omar was 

really bugging me now. ‘What’s your dick got to do 

with anything?’ 

‘Flowers are the pussy of a plant, man, the cock ‘n 

balls. 85% of living things on this earth are plants. 

Jesus Christ, you need to know this stuff or you’re 

gonna starve. Then I get your million.’  

‘Don’t be blasphemin in fronta me,’ Eli said. 

‘Someone might just strike you down.’ 

‘Says who? There’s no laws here.’ 

‘That’s debatable,’ Chan said, ‘And you don’t get 

her million if she dies. We split it evenly.’ 

‘No, I get lion’s share ‘cause she loves me, 

secretly,’ Omar said. 
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‘Seriously?’ Esther raced ahead and turned her 

chair side-on to stop us while she spoke. ‘We need, 

like, policies and stuff. If Eden does die – sorry, Ede 

– but if any of us die, it’s like super-important the 

money is–  

‘GUYS. SHUT. UP.’ 

Eli wrapped his arm around Omar and gave him a 

quick noogie, fatherly and brotherly at the same time, 

and Eli continued his debate, ignoring me and Esther. 

‘D’you really think God doesn’t see in here? D’you 

think his laws don’t apply? The Lord is ten times 

more powerful than the mechastructure. Do you 

doubt it?’ 

We all began moving again, cutting across an 

intersection that I could see by its sign was called 

Montreal. We’d follow the lighted BP sign through 

the dark and find our troublemaker. Omar escaped 

Eli’s noogie, stole around the backs of me and Chan, 

emerged producing one of those plastic knifes which 

he applied to Eli’s throat and pretended to slit Eli 

open.  

‘Boys! Cut it out!’  

The boys all laughed. I walked and fretted. We 

were walking into a fight. Even if this fight ended 

peacefully, there might be other fights. I hate fighting 

and I haven’t had to hit anyone since I was, like, 

nine. I’ve been popular since then and no one can 

touch me. But there were some tensions in our group 

and if people started swinging, we wouldn’t have any 

teachers around to break it up. No police. No 

principal. No parents. No government. Heck, not 

even one of those robot security patrols that Kane 

says people like to force into Roboxing so they can 

beat them to death. 

The sun was gone and the air was blue. I’d begun 

the day making Adam run away hating me; halfway 
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through the day I’d scared the shit out of Maeve; I 

was going to end the day picking a fight with a – 

what was that word from social studies? With a 

despot –  and his butch bodyguard, defended by 

Tarzan and a priest and two lovebirds and Fatimah. I 

just wanted to get back to my million, rub the notes 

on my skin and tell myself to be patient. 362 days to 

go. Pallet of snacks coming any minute now to calm 

me down. 

Eli, Omar, Chan and me walked into the light of 

the forecourt just as the sun was going down. Esther 

was metres behind us with KT and Kane. Watson 

was –  

Watson wasn’t with us. 

‘Allow me to pre-empt your concerns,’ Adam 

said, stepping onto the forecourt. He wore the aprons 

and rubber gloves designed for the people that fill gas 

bottles here. He’d found heavy boots somewhere and 

had a pair of goggles on his head. ‘If you’ve come to 

lynch me, by the way, you forgot your rope.’ 

‘No one’s going to harm you,’ Eli said, 

approaching with his hand in outreach. Anya was 

holding a fire hose and she smacked the metal nozzle 

on the bones of Eli’s hand. He hissed and held his 

right wrist with his left and came back to our group 

of seven.  

‘Hell’d you hurt him for, mech?’ Kane pulled over 

his head the bedsheet cape he’d been wearing and 

approached Adam. ‘Eli’s my boy. You mess with 

him, you mess with me, and I’m about sick of your –  

Anya took two strides forward and kicked Kane so 

hard between his legs that we heard the thud of her 

boot colliding with some pelvic bone. He croacked 

‘Didn’t hurt- ’ then turned around, fell over and tried 

to claw across the concrete. He slipped in a puddle of 

oil and his hands and teeth became black. Chan went 
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to help him up and Anya warned him away with the 

fire hose.  

‘One squirt will knock you back a fair bit, 

Chanvatey,’ Adam said. ‘I wouldn’t do what you’re 

doing.’ 

‘You hurt my bro.’ 

‘He’s not a friend, he’s just got the same rich, 

unoriginal parents you do. And Eden. And all the rest 

of you. So privileged; so unoriginal. There’s a saying 

you should learn. It goes, “Some people are so poor, 

all they have is money.” D’you like that? A favourite 

of mine.’ 

KT’s thighs were squeezed together. ‘Can we, 

like, sit down and stuff? I need to peeee.’ 

‘KT: use my facilities if you plan to stay and work 

with my cooperative. My “community,” if you will, 

is small but organised. We’re disciplined and 

responsible. If you’re not intending to side with me, 

however, kindly go elsewhere before I have you 

removed from my private property.’ 

Kane was sitting up by now, pretending he’d 

recovered. ‘Private property, yeah right,’ he spat, 

gasping. ‘Stick your private property up your ass.’ 

Adam reached for Pump 2, casually entered a 

code, lifted the pump, and squirted petrol on Kane, 

soaking his shirt and arm and pants.  

‘Diesel generators are marvellous things when 

you’re in a pinch. I couldn’t even pump this petrol 

without activating the generator. Must give my 

regards to the mechs who left it to be utilised by the 

Homo superior.’ 

‘Homo sounds about right, homo,’ Kane muttered. 

‘ADAM TURING! WHAT IS HONESTLY 

WRONG WITH YOU? DO YOU WANT 

EVERYONE TO HATE YOU?’ My face was stained 

with tears. I couldn’t believe it had been two days 
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and my entire social circle was melting, people 

destroying each other – for what? For the right to use 

a service station bathroom? 

Adam produced his lighter and flared it a few 

times. Chan and Eli and now Esther and Omar darted 

and ducked in front of him, trying to get around and 

help Kane, and Adam lowered the flame towards the 

petrol, and everyone gave up on helping Kane.  

Anya moved forward and Adam handed her the 

lighter. I caught snatches of Maeve between those 

two, Maeve hiding in the store, a packet of chips 

curled in her hand. While my body weight was 

drying up and my stomach felt shrivelled like a 

raisin, I could almost see Maeve getting fatter.  

Adam reached under his clean, fresh BP shirt and 

pressed his belly button. His holoscreen appeared on 

his shoulder. There were photos of Kane, Chan, me, 

Esther – all of us.  

He selected pictures of Kane and me and our 

voices came over the speakers of the forecourt PA.  

Suck my words, mech. Kane’s voice. 

Conch again, and I’m gonna conk you, mecha 

lover. Kane again. 

MECHALOVER, will you shut up? My voice this 

time, as if one of the biggest bullies of Adam was 

me. 

‘Talk about embarrassing,’ Chan whispered to 

Esther. It was recordings of the mean things we’d 

said to Adam.  

‘Just stop,’ I said, and moved forward. Anya 

looked ready to whack me with the heavy metal end 

of the fire hose, maybe crack my skull, but I had to 

intervene. If Adam really dwelled on the things Kane 

had said to him, he could summon a rage we 

wouldn’t be able to extinguish. 

And if he touched that flame to the petrol –  
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‘RAID!’ Omar cried, and upended a can of water 

over his head. ‘C’MON, GUYS. CHARGE! RAID 

HIS PLACE! POUR WATER ON YOURSELF SO 

YOU’RE FLAMEPROOF!’ 

Chan armed himself with a windscreen scrubbing 

brush. ‘I’M WITH YOU, BRO. I GOTCHA BACK.’ 

‘RUSH! RUSH!’ 

Adam forced a yawn again, stretched and even 

checked his watch implant. I could see the numbers 

glowing under his skin. 6.39pm.  

‘So no one’s respecting private property? Very 

well. Eden – I’ll be dipping into the large hedge east 

of Wall Street, precisely 65 metres from the south 

end; Esther, I believe the large print section of the 

library has become a little bit … enriched.’ 

KT looked at all of our faces. ‘Riched? Guys? 

What’s he talking about?’ 

‘Don’t you get it?’ Kane gripped a petrol hose and 

hauled himself upright. ‘Cunt’s tryina divide and 

conquer.’ 

‘MAEVE! GET OUT HERE RIGHT NOW! 

THAT’S AN ORDER!’ 

Maeve limped onto the forecourt and looked 

around for someone to heed. She had crumbs around 

her lips. She was licking her fingers and sucking 

them.  

‘Eli: yours is stashed in the Gideon bibles in the 

bedside drawers of each motel unit,’ Adam 

continued, ‘Ho hum: Chan – library, under the bean 

bags. Omar – 15 parcels hidden under 15 rocks in 15 

different sections within the botanic garden. Yawn. 

Need I continue?’ 

‘How… the … heck… do you know that? Guys? 

How does Adam know – ’ 

‘Know what?’ 

‘Know where the millions are.’ 
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Adam shrugged and started withdrawing inside his 

building. ‘I guess you people don’t believe in private 

property then. In which case, you might like to divide 

your money communally. Just a thought.’ 

‘Course we bloody do,’ Kane said, ‘And I wanna 

make a bigass bottle of Mountain Dew my private 

property right this instant, now step the hell aside.’ 

Fatimah and KT broke away and sprinted to 

protect their money. 

‘I’m comin for that Mountain Dew,’ Kane warned 

Adam, ‘Try and stop me.’ 

‘You were warned,’ Adam said and retreated 

indoors, leaving his bodyguard on the forecourt. 

‘Anya? Burn him.’ 

We could have taken her, as a united group, but 

Anya lowered the flame to the pool of petrol, but 

Kane retreated, and we retreated with him. 

Maeve was the last to come, and she stopped on 

the edge of the BP, looking back at Adam. 

‘Go,’ I heard him say. ‘It’s okay.’ 
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12 

 
345 Days To Go 

 

I woke in a big house with a chandelier and a 

polished staircase and big dark patches on the wall 

where there used to be paintings. 

I was so hungry I wanted to puke and I was 

thirsty, too, and cranky and my head spun when I 

stood up. It felt like there was a little person growing 

in my bladder, kicking and punching the walls of my 

stomach. 

A lot of times when I woke up in someone’s house 

and took a moment to get my shit together I’d go into 

the kitchen and Maeve would be there. Most times 

we slept over at Fatti’s or KT’s, Maeve would get up 

early and be Kitchen Bitch, making us cappucinos or 

protein shakes.  

‘You in here?’ I called, roaming the house. 

‘MAEVE. I need you.’ 
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I made it up to the fourth floor where I saw out the 

window a botanic garden, in the middle of 

Mahonyland, just a few houses over, if we could 

figure out how to get there. There were citrus trees 

there with little coloured specks that had to be –    

‘MAEVE!’ I called out the window, ‘FRUIT! 

WHERE ARE YOU?!’ 

Maeve came into the room with her arms folded. 

She didn’t say anything suck-uppy as she joined me 

at the window. I was lucky she’d come over during 

the night at all, after the awkwardness of, like, 

lowering myself by begging her to come away from 

Adam. I wanted her to talk about the whole Adam 

thing, to say sorry, or ask ME to say sorry – I wanted 

her to say ANYTHING, but the cold, suspicious 

resentful Maeve all I was gonna get for now. We’d 

been besties since we were, like, 3. She’d always 

admired me so much that she wasn’t supposed to stay 

mad. 

Omar arrived at our place and met us on the stairs 

and we told him we might’ve spotted grapefruit or 

oranges and he went ‘COME ON!’ and bolted. We 

followed and Maeve kept glancing around, uneasy 

about taking her eyes off me. It was pathetic.  

‘There totally needs to be a Carl’s Junior,’ I said, 

‘Like even just a tiny one with like rude-as staff.’ 

Fatti came out of her place and joined us. ‘I was 

just sayin, feels weird not to buy stuff. You know? 

Fatimah? Hey, c’mon, can’t you hurry your ass up a 

bit? Aren’t you hungry?’ 

‘Hungry, sure… .’ Fatti walked up on the grass 

verge then down on the road again, scraping her toes 

in the gutter. We turned I think West, where it looked 

like Omar had gone. ‘D’you member when you 

called me fat, Eden?’ 
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‘What? Who cares about that right now. Not that I 

– I’m not having this conversation. We gotta go hunt 

‘n gather.’ 

‘It was in the changing rooms. We were about to 

have swimming. You said, ‘Fatimah, you’re going to 

make a biiiig splash today,” and alllll the girls 

laughed.’ 

‘Jeez you’re moody, Fat. Why are you… so what? 

Splash – it’s a pool. Everyone splashes.’ 

We hopped the gate of this gated street with real 

fancy places and a guard booth and palm trees. 

‘What did you mean big splash? Did you mean I 

was big?’ 

‘Can we just hurry and catch up those guys? What 

if they make Hawaiian cocktails without us?’ I rolled 

my eyes, took her elbow. ‘Bae, serious, you’re a size 

10. It’s not that big a deal. Some people are just born 

like that.’ 

‘But you wrote an editorial in our school e-zine 

about healthy eating. You said people who are, quote, 

“disrespecting their bodies” are people who weigh 

more than 55 kilos.’ 

‘You did, she’s right,’ Maeve said. There was 

disrespect in her tone now. I would’ve slapped her if 

we were on the outside. ‘You should think about that, 

Ede.’ 

‘Seriously, I need to respect MY body WITH 

SOMETHING TO EAT so hurry up and come with 

us, would you?’  

Fatimah did move, but she’d changed and she 

wasn’t going to change back to the reasonable person 

I had before. ‘You spent any of your million?’ she 

said, from nowhere, dragging her feet across the lawn 

of another disposable house. 

‘Course not,’ I snapped, ‘Look, sorry for  - look, 

I’m just hungry, alright, and your – your positive 
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thing, it’s not working for me. Sorry, Fat, okay? I’m 

so hungry. I’ve never been this hungry.’ 

‘If there was a place to buy food, you’d tell me, 

right?’  

‘Obviously. Someone’ll find a way to buy or 

barter or whatever, I guarantee. Anyway, my dad’ll 

get us some food delivered if we get desperate 

enough. He wouldn’t let any bad stuff happen, I 

betcha.’ 

knew about the farm hedge into which I’d 

crammed my money, a hundred metres north of the 

tree where I’d found my million. We didn’t talk after 

that, just walked directly north up a road called 

Broadway until we hit a smallish botanic garden with 

a cross-shaped stone wall and areas of dry garden and 

sheltered vegetable garden and rocky garden, just a 

couple of acres, but with some benches to rest our 

malnourished asses on. Hedge your bet? Seriously? 

Screw you, Fatimah. I’ll put you in your place.  

Omar burst out of a bamboo grove with some 

green round fruits of some kind. It turned out to be an 

armload of small, hard pumpkins. I was disappointed, 

they would be no good for jack o’lanterns. Omar 

would probably try to make us eat them. Yuck. 

Pumpkin spiced latte yes please, but actual hard 

pumpkin?! Like what if dirt from the field got into it?  

‘Think fast.’ Omar tossed three tiny pumpkins at 

me. They were green and knobbly with big horns on 

the top. Their colour wasn’t even uniform, with big 

clusters of white spreading out of the bottom. ‘That’s 

about it for these gardens right now. In a few weeks I 

think I can pull some of the carrots, though. 

Radishes, lettuce – not quite the season yet, girls. 

And before you ask: no hot dog plants, sorry.’ 

‘Bananas, though? Pineapple? Anything?’ 
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He shook his head. ‘The trees are here, but none 

with fruit ready to eat. I knew we’d become a cornfed 

people, yesss… .’ Omar rubbed his palms together 

while he schemed. ‘It’s gonna be all about the corn 

this year, yo. D’you know a corn-based diet gave 

Indians, like, the best teeth of any igneous population 

in history? It’s true, man. And there’s Vitamin C in 

corn, how cool is –  

‘WHO. CARES. WE. ARE. HUNGRY.’ 

‘There’s some fat-ass koi carp in the river. Let’s 

go spear ‘em.’ 

‘I’d rather eat lichen.’ 

‘Lichen’s nutritious, yo. People ate lichen in the 

Darien Expedition when they were exploring the 

Panama Canal. Watson told me. You can eat just 

about anything. Got no flour, chuck sawdust in your 

bread instead, concentration camp-styles.’ 

‘DON’T CALL THIS A CONCENTRATION 

CAMP. I DON’T LIKE IT.’  

‘Just bring the pumpkins. We’ll check out the 

cornfields. Race ya.’ 

Me and Fat and Maeve struggled to keep up with 

Omar as he left the botanic garden and went down 

Broadway a little then began to sprint east along 

Champs-Élysées. Finally he stopped at Montreal 

Street. There were cornfields on the far side.  

Omar ran into these rows of plants seven feet tall, 

just high enough to make us lose our direction and 

vision when we ran in. I opened a husk and sniffed 

the corn and prodded the kernels. They were hard and 

lots of the kernels were brown. 

‘I can’t eat this muck. I’d rather starve. Seriously.’ 

I plopped my butt into the dirt. Maeve looked around 

to see if there was anyone more influential she should 

copy then gave up and plopped down beside me. ‘I 

have to ask you something,’ I whispered. 
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‘What?’ 

‘How much money you spent to far?’  

‘Nowhere to spend it that I know of – apart from 

supporting Heart of Darkness. It’s like a bank. You 

put in to help Adam and he looks after you. See, you 

should totally come over with us, Ede. You put in a 

little bit of money for the community and – 

‘Heart of what? Is that what he calls his little gas 

station?’ 

‘Yah. It’s from a e-book or something?’ 

‘He thinks he’s that guy from that old-school 

Apocalypse movie, he honestly does. Maeve, you can 

tell me: did he pay you to hang out there with him?’ 

She crumpled her neck and covered her chest with 

her arms and knees. ‘I have undiscovered potential.’ 

She turned her chin away from me. 

‘Tell me why Anya’s working for him. How much 

did he pay her?’ 

‘I’m not allowed.’ 

‘Don’t say no to me, Maeve. Remember who I am. 

Tell me how much he makes you pay him.’ 

‘You’re mean.’ Maeve shifted across the dirt. 

‘Omar? OOOO-MAAAAR!’ 

I shook her shoulders. ‘TELL ME OR I WILL 

SLAP YOU, MAEVE SIMPSON.’ 

Like you slapped your mother, honeymelon. 

‘Half his money.’ 

‘But half a million dollars is five hundred 

thousand… ? Why would anyone… ?’ 

Maeve banged her head against her knees like a 

mental patient. Then she tsked and rolled her eyes at 

me. ‘I said the same thing eh! And y’know, Ede, he 

just turned to me and he said, ‘What is your life 

worth?’ It was like poetry. I mean, no one’s ever 

been that nice to me. Like, don’t you think that’s 

profound?’ 
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‘Life worth? What is your LIFE worth?! Babe, 

your life’s perfect with me.’  

I squeezed her shoulder. She pulled her shoulder 

away and pouted. ‘Adam’s a lot deeper than you give 

him credit for.’  

‘Yeah, balls deeper. I bet you’re sleeping with 

him.’ 

‘Maybe I will tonight.’ 

‘You will do no such thing.’ 

‘Quit trying to control people, Eden! God! People 

aren’t yours!’  

I stood over her, shaking, my face sunburned with 

rage. ‘JUST TELL ME WHY YOU WENT TO 

THAT STUPID HEART OF DARKNESS PLACE.’ 

‘BECAUSE I NEED PROTECTING.’ 

‘PROTECTING FROM WHO?’ 

‘From my friends.’ 

‘Get the hell out – what friends?’ 

‘From YOU, Ede.’ 
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13 

 
Forever to go 

 

A Jeep rumbled across the reserve. I dropped the 

pile of grass I’d been sucking dew out of. A Jeep? 

Moving? None of us could believe it. Every vehicle 

in Moneyland – and there had to have been 2000 

vehicles – had been a statue, a stone. Even if they had 

keys in them, none of us had been able to start the 

engines. Seeing the Jeep approach was like seeing a 

boulder start moving across the ground all by itself.  

It was 6.40 in the morning and the permanent 

summer holiday sun meant thin light and crisp air. 

We’d gone to sleep complaining and hoping and 

scheming and wondering where the howling dogs 

were coming from as we lay in a pile of bean bags. 

We couldn’t stand to sleep in our mansions, all 

haunted and lonely. Sleeping under the stars allowed 

us to relax more, and see people creeping up on us.  
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Chan and Esther, sharing a Frozen sleeping bag 

designed for an 11 year old girl, were the last to stir. 

Omar had been prowling in the night, all restless 

without his Ritalin, and he’d left me a pile of stuff 

he’d harvested– some pumpkins and – GROSS – 

what looked like a handful of tadpoles. I sucked on a 

crumpled can of energy drink, found a mouthful of 

liquid, and got into a boxing stance ready to fight the 

invasion. 

Anya parked at the edge of the sandpit, left the 

engine running, climbed down from the Jeep. The 

stench of carbon monoxide was so good. There was a 

little oil burning on the engine, too. It smelled of 

warmth and confidence and the protection of steel 

and fuel. Machines can outrun nature, outrun 

disasters. Machines have heaters. Machines are 

comfort, safety. Machines come with this word Eli 

used in this sermon he bored us with after dinner, 

dominion. Machines mean we have dominion over 

the land.  

I could see Adam in the passenger seat. I stood 

with my eight friends. I wasn’t the leader, but I was 

the most pissed off, the most full-of-hate. My period 

was coming up in about 13 days and I couldn’t 

WAIT to flush out Adam’s residue, and if my period 

didn’t arrive, I’d just leave. I’d pay the mechs $200K, 

find the exit panel in the glass and GTFO. 

Anya sounded the conch noise on her org. 

I sensed something dodgy but Fatimah walked 

right up to the big girl. ‘You guys come to play 

Yahtzee? We got Yahtzee if–  ’ 

‘Your leader, he come for today’s market,’ Anya 

said. She was reading off her hologram. It was 

obvious Adam had written a script for her. 

I folded my arms and tossed my fringe back over 

my head confidently. ‘Leader? Him? Seriously?’ 
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‘King Adam, he come for today market 

exchange,’ Anya repeated. 

‘What market? And he’s not king. No market here. 

You guys got food? You have to share.’ 

‘King Adam will hear your offering, agree on 

price. Begin.’ 

I turned to face my people, spread my arms, and I 

got as far as “No one’s selling” before Kane stepped 

up, tossing a spade toward the Jeep. 

‘Yous morons didn’t see this behind the hardware 

shop. It was under the dumpster. I’ll give you this 

spade for a million bucks and some donuts, your 

majesty.’ Kane cleared out his nostrils and spat on 

the grass and scratched the brown beard that was 

growing on his face and neck like mould. 

Anya picked up the spade and held it out while 

Adam examined it, tickling his fingertips. Adam had 

no hair on his face. 

‘Five thousand for spade,’ Anya concluded. 

‘Ten, bitch.’ 

Adam nodded at Anya; Anya said, ‘Very well.’ 

She reached inside the Jeep, took a single wad and 

tossed it at Kane, who stooped to pick up the money 

and clutch it against his chest. Then he started 

destroying our chance of donuts, or any other food. 

‘Changed my mind,’ he went. ‘Ten hundred grand, I 

meant. A million. C’mon, pay up.’ 

‘You want spade in head?’ Anya said, shaking her 

new weapon at Kane.  

‘Now, now,’ said Chan, stepping between them. 

‘We’re here to do business.  

‘NOT WE’RE NOT!’ I screeched, ‘WE’RE 

HERE TO BE A FAMILY.’ 

Chan grimaced at me. ‘Speak for yourself, Eden. I 

have a partner. If everyone chose a partner, well… .’ 
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Omar tossed a parsnip or something into the air, 

caught it, tossed it again. ‘We can’t all be studs like 

you, bro. Anya, Adam: I’m more of a bartering dude. 

You wanna barter? I’ll tell you where to getcha self 

some protein.’ 

‘NO ONE WANTS TO EAT TADPOLES!’  

Anya shut us all up. ‘You need clothes. You are 

covered in, how you say, horse stable manure. You 

look like animals.’ 

‘Animals don’t wear clothes, so joke’s on you.’ 

Anya went to the jeep, grabbed a bundle of old fat 

lady-sized t-shirts and knickers and jeans shorts and 

tossed them onto the grass. We each grabbed 

whatever we could and retreated, watching her 

warily. ‘Who would like sell product to king?’ 

‘Why don’t you go home, sister.’ Kane ripped out 

a hunk of muddy grass from the field and biffed it at 

her chest. 

Eli appeared, dragging a bag of salt towards 

“King” Adam. He opened it to show a sample and 

some tiny sachets fell out. Eli must’ve opened 

hundreds of packets to fill his sack and shaken out 

every salt shaker in the land. ‘Got me some salt to 

trade. Y’all need salt, right? $20,000.’ 

‘YOU CAN’T TAKE THAT, ELI. THAT’S 

EVERYONE’S SALT.’ 

Esther shouted me down, wheeling right into the 

confrontation. ‘You love salt so much Eden, eat it 

your bloody self. Eli: good work, dude. Good trade. 

We don’t need salt.’  

Adam nodded at Anya. Anya produced the cash. 

Eli presented the salt with two outstretched hands 

followed by a bow, all gentlemanly. ‘This is for all of 

us!’ Eli proclaimed, holding the cash aloft. ‘For I 

have turned the ordinary into the extraordinary.’ 
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Watson, who had been hovering around the edge 

of our group, tipped his head close to me, showing 

just a hint of support. ‘I anticipate you’re going to be 

buying back that sodium chloride for an extortionate 

fee when you’ve nothing to augment the flavour of 

your, ahem, pumpkin and tadpole pie. Salt’s also 

essential in the act of preserving. Quite what you’re 

going to pickle your cucumbers with, I do not know.’ 

Eli rubbed Watson’s scalp, something the genius 

seemed unused to. He wriggled out from under the 

rub. Anya loaded the salt in the tray of the Jeep, 

alongside the spade.  

‘You’re gonna be broke soon, mate,’ Kane 

taunted. ‘Enjoy your spade and your salt.’ 

Adam beckoned Anya, whispered in her ear and 

chortled as if he were having a great time. Anya took 

the instruction and marched over to Kane, who 

glanced around, fidgeting. I’d never seen Kane 

scared before. ‘King Adam is offer 100,000 dollar for 

your sister.’ 

Fatti stepped into the middle of the circle flapping 

her hands cross-ways like an air traffic controller. 

‘GUYS! WHOA WHOA WHOA! Chillax!’ Fatti 

looked at each of us in turn. She’d practised her 

standup on us the last couple of nights but we found 

fewer and fewer things funny the longer we spent 

inside Moneyland. ‘KT is extreeeemely precious to 

us. You can’t just buy her for a hundred kay.’ There 

was a pause before Fatti winked said, ‘Two hundred.’ 

Nobody laughed. Kane looked over at KT. I 

couldn’t remember him ever saying a single nice 

thing about her, or saying anything nice about anyone 

in the universe, but the concept of selling her was 

sick.  

‘You got rude thing to say, rude boy?’ Anya 

shouldered Fatti out of the way and got in Kane’s 
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face. I’d seen Kane knock people out, and smash the 

head this ‘exchange student’ mech who him and his 

friends lured to the Roboxing one night, but Kane 

was unlikely to win against Anya. 

Everybody was silent for a while. When it looked 

like Adam and Anya were going to drive away with 

just salt and a spade, Esther raised her voice. ‘So I 

found this first aid kit thing? There’s some pretty 

good stuff in there. Band Aids, a syringe, lots of 

disinfectant… an Epipen, if you get stung by a 

jellyfish and stuff. I think we should get a council 

going. You could pay me to be nurse.’ 

‘Pay you with what, Wheels? Oxygen?’ 

‘Pay me with food, Shoes.’ 

‘What is this Epipen?’ 

‘Epipen is short for epinephrine injector pen,’ 

Watson said. ‘It provides an autoinjection of 0.15mg 

of synthetic adrenaline, quite effective really, 

although the chances any one of us will go into 

anaphylaxis really are– ’ 

‘Ana…?’ 

‘Anaphylaxis. Your body’s antigen network goes 

berserk over an allergen. Could be anything from 

snow to beestings to pollen. A person puffs up like 

a… I suppose the apt analogy is like a puffer fish. 

Fatalities have been recorded.’ 

Anya disregarded Watson, now, and studied 

Esther. She put the Epipen down, picked up some 

cotton bandage and stainless steel scissors. ‘What 

else in this?’ 

‘There’s yummy cough medicine in here. You’re 

totally going to need that come winter. Plus it gets 

you a little bit drunk.’ 

Anya looked to Adam, who held up two fingers. 

‘Two hundred thousand dollar,’ Anya said.  

‘Deal! Oh my god, deal!’   
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Anya reached inside the Jeep. She seemed 

reluctant to hand over the stacks of money. She 

placed 5, 6 then 13, 14, 15, 19 and finally 20 wads of 

$10,000 in Esther’ lap, burying her. My fingers 

clenched. I wanted this horrid meeting to dissolve, 

but I was also happy to see Adam bankrupt himself.  

The Jeep muttered away, leaving tyre tracks in the 

grass.  

‘What now, guys? We read novels the rest of the 

year?’ 

Chan punched the palm of his hand. ‘We oughta 

fine that prick for tearing up our grass.’ 

‘You’ll first have to find documents proving 

ownership if you’re arguing the land is owned,’ 

Watson began. ‘Iiiiii’m not convinced maritime law 

applies here. I’ll have to have a think about extralegal 

case law.’ 

‘Sweet,’ Kane went, ‘Extra legal. So judges and 

stuff are on OUR side.’ 

‘Anyone want a loan?’ asked Esther, giggling and 

thumbing through her cash like shuffling poker cards. 

‘D’you guys just ever have one of those days when 

you feel blessed?’ 

Kane spent a few seconds confronting everyone’s 

face in turn, stirring the group up. He even shook KT 

off her see-saw. ‘Can everyone stop being so sad? 

This is dumb. Let’s do some extra legal shit. Let’s go 

find us a vending machine, chips, crack open some 

old ladies’ blister packs, have us a party. Jesus, just 

‘cause we got a fat girl and the bro’s babysittin a 

cripple doesn’t mean we have to suck our thumbs and 

whinge.’  

I saw Chan cup his hands over his mouth as he 

guffawed, slapping his knees.  

‘Don’t call me fat,’ Fatimah said, although her 

voice was weak. She wouldn’t last if Kane cranked 
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his bullying up to 100 per cent. ‘And I know where 

there’s honey.’ 

‘Bullcrap,’ said Kane. ‘Honey shop around here, is 

there? Three bears and Goldilocks, eh?’ 

‘There’s bees. I saw them, what do you call it, 

like, circling, you know? Have you seen that wooden 

house on the Riviera? 603. The George Washington-

y retro cabin-looking place with all the raw wood? 

They like the smell. They’re all over the washing 

line. I saw a whole hive.’ 

We found ourselves looking at Watson for 

confirmation. ‘You’ve seen nanobots, more likely. 

I’d say they’re present in the biosphere and 

responsible for any weather events we’ll be 

experiencing this year. Possibly pollinating plants, 

also? Certaintly worth studying.’ 

‘WE NEED TO EAT, NOT STUDY.’ 

Esther wheel towards Kane and he tried to dodge 

her. ‘Hey, guy-who-called-me-Cripple– what’s 20 

times 20?’ 

‘Fuck you.’ 

‘What temperature does water freeze at?’ 

‘Suck my balls.’   

Esther reached out and seized Kane’s hand and 

stroked it, real condescending. ‘I think your brain is 

what’s crippled, sweetypie.’ 

I clambered to the top of the jungle gym and 

sounded the conch, even though our numbers were 

kind of small and I had everyone’s attention anyway. 

I got an astonishing view of the sun halfway up the 

horizon – well, a painted sun on a fake horizon – and 

it made me queasy. ‘SHUT UP! SHUT THE FUCK 

UP, YOU GUYS! JESUS! Okay? Listening up: it 

worries me that Adam’s about to bankrupt himself 

and then, god knows what could happen.’ 
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‘He can’t exactly rob a bank,’ Chan laughed. ‘No 

cash in any of the shops. But okay okay, I’ll humour 

you. So our boy’s, what, down half a mil?’ 

‘That’s just it: he’s spending tonnes and STILL 

he’s well-off. He’s literally up to something. Dude 

began with the same million as the rest of us, spent 

half of that on Anya protecting him. So he’s down to 

$500,000? Now he’s just spent $200,000 on a first 

aid kit. So I mean, like, is he seriously poor now or 

what?’ 

‘Man, I rolled the mechalover,’ Kane added. ‘Ten 

grand for a spade! How do you like that?’ 

‘And what do you intend to dig with, when you 

need to dig?’ 

Kane shrugged. ‘Buy another one? Make someone 

else do it? Who the hell knows. Why would I need to 

dig? I want truffles, I’ll get Miss Piggy over here to 

root around in the dirt.’ 

‘Well, I do enjoy the finer things in life, lol,’ Fatti 

said. No one laughed. 

‘The point is, everything’s scarce,’ Eli said. 

‘Eden’s right. We need to be closely watching 

Mahonyland’s resources.’ 

‘Still stuck with a cripple and a fatty,’ Kane 

sulked.  

‘I actually agree,’ Omar said. ‘Esther, sorry babe, 

but I mean I was picking corn and pumpkin out in the 

wilds yesterday and did you help? No you did not.’ 

‘I- I – I’M BETTER AT OTHER STUFF! Don’t 

you see that? Don’t you think we need exECutives to, 

I dunno, for decision-making?’ 

Chan looked at Omar like he was a painting hung 

askew on a wall. ‘Better watch your mouth, G. That’s 

my executive you’re talking to.’ 

Omar got into a karate stance. ‘I’m pretty handy 

with a bow and arrow, bro. Don’t start nothin.’ 
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Esther wheeled between them and began flapping 

her arms, awkwardly trying to clutch her money at 

the same time. ‘I CANNOT GATHER FOOD IN 

THE SAME WAY YOU CAN, OMAR. My skill set 

is DIFF-ER-ENT. I don’t complain ‘cause your shitty 

grades screw up the class average, do I.’ 

‘Then what are you good for? Like nothing 

personal, just in a Darwin-y sense, know what I 

mean? Like, unless we can tip you out and use your 

chair like a shopping trolley to gather up our dinner, 

what skills you bringing to the tribe? Just saying.’ 

I sounded the conch. ‘This is a disgusting 

conversation. Darwinian? Vomit. Omar: I’d like you 

to have a time out. Under the slide. NOW.’ 

‘I’d like you to bite my ass. Yous can be your own 

useless-ass city council. Me? Council of One, 

bitches.’ Omar strutted across the park and then he 

was gone.  

‘AFTER HIM!’ I ordered Eli and Chan and Kane. 

Chan took a couple of steps forward then looked at 

Eli and stopped. Kane sprinted ahead twenty metres, 

but he too realised there was no support behind him 

and slowed and stopped and came back.  

‘DISOBEYING MY ORDERS WILL RESULT 

IN A TIME OUT FOR YOU AS WELL, 

GENTLEMEN. MARK MY WORDS.’ 

Eli shook his head. ‘Just stop it, Ede.’ 

‘HOW CAN WE RUN A DEMOCRACY 

WITHOUT RULES?’  

Mr Automaton cleared his throat. ‘No that 

democracy’s the only way to go.’ Watson’s voice 

was confident for once. ‘The options are numerous. I 

mean, do we want people without money to be able 

to vote? That is, if we get voting set up.’ 
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‘That’s genius,’ I decided. ‘That’s how we can 

stop Adam: if you don’t have a million dollars, you 

lose your right to vote. Agreed?’ 

People looked at each other and murmured.  

Watson tutted again. ‘Such a system was the norm 

in 19th century societies across the Western 

hemisphere.’ 

‘Awesome, then.’ 

‘Such systems also denied suffrage.’ 

‘Say what? We’re suffering right now.’ 

I selected the sound of a gavel on my phone and it 

produced a BANG-BANG.  

We all watched as Omar reached the river and 

disappeared. It was unclear if he’d dived in or crept 

down to explore the banks. I could tell people in my 

tribe were thinking about going with him. Kane 

looked seriously aggravated and Chan kept punching 

himself. 

The day had begun with upset and ugliness. I 

wanted us all to plunge back onto our beanbags and 

sleep. I mean, if we could lie here all year with food 

and water and not get rained on, we would emerge 

with our million so long as Adam and Anya weren’t 

dicks. And Maeve. 

Watson and Kane were talking about genes, or 

something. They strolled around the grass like a pair 

of philosophers. Watson was gesticulating lots, 

flicking his fingers and strangling the air to make his 

point. Kane kept his arms folded but used his head to 

agree with Watson’s ideas. “…Fattie slow us down, 

wheelchair,” was a fragment I heard.  

And what did Watson mean when he said 

democracy wasn’t the only way? What alternatives 

were there? 

Alone in my position above everyone, I rubbed 

my tummy and thought about sticking something up 
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inside me, some kind of cleanser or something to 

purify what was going on down there. I should just 

relax. I had an app in my org that would confirm my 

period was coming. I’d been counting wrong. I was 

just paranoid because I was so terrified that we 

wouldn’t eat today.  

Terrified we wouldn’t eat this week. Terrified of 

my enemies. Terrified of my friends.  

‘Hey,’ Maeve called, interrupting my thoughts. 

She had ears of corn in both hands. ‘You gonna 

shuck this or not? Y’know, over at King Adam’s 

place– .’ 

‘I’m on it, I’m on it.’ I grabbed the corn out of 

Maeve’s hands while she plopped on her butt and 

folded her arms. ‘Hey, this one looks just like him,’ I 

said, and seized the head of the corn with both hands 

and tore it open.  
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14 

 
350 Days To Go  

 

Eli tried to make us start the day with Confession 

for all the food we’d wasted in the past. He didn’t 

even call it confession, apparently it was ‘Gathering 

of Celebration and Thanks’ with us all holding hands 

by the river. Confession began and we each had to 

name a food we’d wasted in the past, and most 

people said chucking out their pizza and sandwich 

crusts was the dumbest thing, and Eli tried to make 

Chan feel guity for throwing his mum’s Nom banh 

chok in the rubbish one lunchtime, and Eli even tried 

to quote the Bible and Maeve put her hands on her 

ears and Eli yelled at her and Fatti tried to make 

jokes and Kane told her to go stick her fingers down 

her throat and since everyone was crying and 

shouting by like 9 in the morning, we gave it up 

pretty quick.  
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‘Maeve told me Adam doesn’t make people do 

confession,’ Fatimah said and that got a fresh 

squabble going and Fatti got all manic and we dared 

her to cross the river and bust outta here and she went 

to the far side of the river to check if there was 

actually glass so clear we couldn’t see it. It was 

pretty freaky to see her being so impulsive now that 

she hadn’t taken her meds in like two weeks, but 

someone had to go see if there was a way out. Fatti 

was kind of at the bottom of coolness and it’s not like 

she was disposable or anything, it’s just if anyone 

was to get electrocuted by the edge of the dome, she 

was the best one for it.  

We stood on our unnatural grass and watched Fatti 

doggy paddle and wade through the slow brown river 

while Watson narrated, lecturing us about how the 

edge of the dome has these silica particles that are a 

gas, at first, layered increasingly dense so it becomes 

glass, and if you inhale it it’s like having crystals in 

your lungs and you can’t breathe, except Fatti 

must’ve breathed some because she swiped and 

swatted like she was stuck in a spiderweb we 

couldn’t see, clawing at her throat, then finally she 

rolled back into the river and everyone started 

panicking, all claustrophobic-styles and Eli and Chan 

shouted at each other.  

So that was church. It was just as dumb as I 

remembered church used to be when I was little, 

before dad started working for the mechs and stopped 

believing God was the highest power.  

It was 10 o’clock by the time we silently accepted 

our parents weren’t gonna tunnel in here and bring us 

breakfast in bed.   

‘Ede – gather sticks for the fire, if you wouldn’t 

mind.’ 

‘Me?’ 
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Eli looked at me like I was a painting hanging 

askew. ‘Me what, exactly? There’s a reason the 

mayor’s too good to gather sticks?’ 

I found old newspapers in a woodshed. I checked 

out the yucky brown rippled newspapers as I walked 

back, thinking about my Mumshine’s birthday. I tried 

to text her with my brain, Sorry Mumshine, I stuffed 

up. My brain-prayer-text didn’t even include Happy 

Birthday, I realised. I was a shitty daughter. I’d try 

bring her $100,000 to make up for my uselessness.  

Corn was boiled in a pot someone said they’d 

found in a sandpit at a daycare centre. A metal pole 

that had held up a letterbox was used to turn 

whatever we were roasting – usually pumpkin and 

koi carp.  

Chan told Maeve to go fetch fresh water; Maeve 

told him she didn’t have to do anything and she was 

gonna go tell King Adam if he was mean to her. 

Another fight broke out.  

Fatimah clapped. Her eyes were surrounded by 

black raccoon circles. She was cracking up. ‘Guys, 

be happy! I know where there’s honeycomb! I can 

totally do dessert. Girls – right? Come fetch honey 

with me? It’s the least we girls can do.’ 

I threw my newspapers on the ground. ‘Just BUY 

honeycomb if you’re that desperate. Pay Kane to 

fetch it for you. God, gimme ten grand, I’ll get it 

done.’  

Esther screamed and we all turned to her. 

‘NOBODY TALK FOR TEN MINUTES. YOU’RE 

ALL HUNGRY AND CRANKY AND– ’ 

Kane scoffed and nudged the fire with his toe. 

‘You can’t tell me what to –  

Chan threw a rock which scraped Kane’s ear as it 

zoomed past. ‘DON’T LIKE IT HERE, YOU CAN 

PISS OFF OVER TO THE MECHALOVERS.’ 
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‘I’ll go get water,’ I said, standing up. ‘New rule: 

no one’s allowed to complain if they get asked to do 

something.’  

‘Cept me,’ Maeve said, looking at the daisy chain 

she was building, smiling to herself.  

KT and I found a plastic-lined suitcase open on its 

back in the master bedroom of a silent house and 

wheeled it to the beach to fill it with river water. The 

water itself was so full of dark particles we couldn’t 

comprehend drinking it. We were about to toss the 

suitcase at the feet of the men when KT and I both 

seemed to realise how it would affect politics if we 

came back without a result. We went foraging again, 

down a road called Clement and into a cul de sac 

where we discovered a goldfish pond in someone’s 

front yard. The water had a pretty, delicate oxygen 

plant growing healthily in it, plenty of goldfish. We 

cupped the water in our hands, regretting the 

disposable cups that were mashed into the soil of the 

playground. We pushed the water into our faces and 

drank, although it tasted somehow green, wild and 

slimy, and we dipped the suitcase in the pond and let 

the water flow in. The oxygen plant seemed a good 

sign that the water was fresh and drinkable.  

We passed by a house just one fence over from the 

park. There was something on the red clay tiles. A 

small, bony, mummified-looking –  

‘OH BOY!’ KT squealed, ‘It’s not rotten, right?’ 

It was a chicken drumstick Kane had thrown up 

there long ago. KT found some notches in the trellis 

and climbed a metre then looked back at me. ‘I 

should get it, right? Didn’t Watson say air and sun’s, 

like, the best preservatives? We haven’t had chicken 

in aaaaages.’ 

I shook my head. I wanted to the right to throw 

away food every now and again. I wanted us to be in 
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control over nature. Give up and beg nature, and we 

were begging… well, begging the mechs. Begging 

Adam. 

‘KT.’ She turned and looked at me, holding the 

shrivelled, hard hunk of chicken jerky. ‘Just don’t.’ 

* 

We got up, checked that our pots and sticks and 

charcoal were there, and went to gather breakfast. 

Nobody had a conversation til we were fed. After 

breakfast we combed Moneyland. We would toss a 

garden gnome through a window them go rummage 

through a house. We’d find some teenage boy’s diary 

stashed under his mattress and read that for half a 

day.  Kane ripped up a private library and burned 

crumpled pages of classic books. I burned cookbooks 

with the smug faces of Jamie Oliver and Gordon 

Ramsay and Nigella and all those arrogant assholes 

making food that they didn’t even need.  

 

Maeve and I went inland with Omar and Watson, 

at first. I searched houses, looking under beds and in 

cupboards with Omar, while Watson and Maeve 

found a motel with 10 units. Maeve said most of the 

rooms were stripped of anything removable, but there 

was a maid’s trolley full of chemicals and soaps and 

UHT milks and sachets of tea, coffee, hot chocolate 

and sugar and about a thousand little sachets of 

pepper.  

Watson found a sieve, took us to the wharf. He 

and Omar worked out they could scoop fish out of 

the river with it. They threaded lolly wrappers onto 

can tabs too, to make fishing lures which we sat on 

the wharf and used. The eels evidently hadn’t seen 

anything as alluring as a lolly wrapper in forever, 

because Maeve got a bite very soon.   
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Omar gutted the first eel, a smallish one with scary 

white eyes, told us this one is just for bait. We 

managed to hack the eel’s tough, slippery, muscly 

black hide open and wrap the guts around shiny lolly 

wrappers on hooks make from can tabs Omar had 

stashed in a pocket of his cargo pants. The can tabs 

were genius. Smart people had stashed useful bits of 

metal rubbish from that first night with the crate of 

food. Compared to them, I felt like a burden. 

When the swans and ducks came to take a nibble 

of the lures Omar, standing thigh-deep in the water, 

grabbed a duck and attempted to snap its neck. It 

didn’t work, the duck escaped, and it was a whole 

hour before the ducks came back for the next round 

of fish guts.  

Finally, he secured a duck, grabbed it more firmly, 

hauled it ashore and strangled it in the grass while its 

orange feet scratched him and feathers floated around 

his eyes. I watched through cracks in my fingers til 

Omar pulled my fingers away.  

‘Hey Lord Mayor… .’ 

‘Don’t joke about that.’ 

‘Next duck we catch, hate to break it to you… .’ 

I dragged my feet as we returned to camp. I 

clutched a duck on my folded arms respectfully, like 

holding a nice pet cat.  

Omar knocked it out of my hands, picked it up and 

dipped the duck in a pot of boiling water before half-

plucking it. ‘All yours,’ he said. ‘Put the pot on that 

manhole cover to cool down.’ 

‘Can’t we go down into the sewers? Like, I dunno, 

there could be something good down there. I’ve 

heard noises. Like, snuffling noises.’ 

‘Alligators, most likely. Just gut the duck already. 

And don’t chuck out the guts! That’s how we catch 

more shit from the river.’ 
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Everyone was looking at me. Lord Mayor, I 

thought, bitterly. You’re right – but fuck you guys 

anyway. I summoned bravery into my lungs and 

stomped the body of the duck. It farted and specks of 

red and brown spattered onto the pavement, followed 

by a purple ring of something looking like calamari. 

The purple cord was attached to several organs, so 

dark red many of them were brown, and some grey 

organs like butter beans. When the jumble of guts 

dangled and wouldn’t separate from the body, Omar 

helped me, wordlessly. He grabbed the guts and 

yanked while I pulled the duck’s body away from 

him. The guts detached with a spray of fluid. Omar 

immediately threaded the guts on his fish hook. ‘I’m 

off fishing,’ he said, ‘Call me when supper’s up.’ 

 

 

* 

 Our meals changed slowly over a couple 

weeks. People’s status, people’s closeness to me 

changed too. I tried to get this practice going where I 

told everybody what I liked about them, like how we 

appreciated Eli praying for us, and how KT, like, 

kept sadness away, then Maeve was like “Say 

something nice about Adam, why don’tcha,” and we 

had a big scrap and she went off crying and I didn’t 

bother any more.  

We sat on the concrete, which was warm from the 

fire. We watched our cooking fire ebb.  

‘Pretty average turnips tonight,’ Kane grumbled. 

‘Meh,’ Fatti said, ‘My mum’s cooking’s worse. 

Tabouleh with every freaking meal man! I mean, 

come on!’ 

We all bitched about the food until there was a lull 

and Watson went, ‘What if I were to reveal  that there 

was once a miraculous ingredient which 
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exponentially improved the flavour of food and this 

humble black powder was desired that dozens of 

countries were conquered in its pursuit?’ 

‘The hell you talkin bout, mechalover?’ 

‘I’m talking about a fruit you never expected to 

find yourself in want of. An astonishing wee 

ingredient native to the south of India which 

stimulated the world’s first joint stock market, caused 

entire European economies to rise and fall.. can 

anyone guess what it is?’ 

‘Cocaine, obviously.’ 

‘My friends, I am referring to Piper nigrum - 

better known to the world as pepper.’ 

‘Aw, shut up with all that,’ Kane said, ‘There’s no 

pepper stock market. No kings got shot for their 

pepper. And it ain’t a fruit, shit-for-brains.’ 

‘I think you’ll find there is and they did. And tis 

indeed a fruit. Harvest it in Moneyland an you’re 

looking at thousands – millions of dollars, even. It’s 

merely up to you to cultivate the seeds.’ 

‘Meh,’ Chan went, nibbling a stalk of grass, 

‘Can’t be bothered.’ 

Bad idea to be uninterested in science around 

Watson. ‘Cultivating seeds is something you might 

have considered doing within the first week, you’ll 

find you’ll deeply regret discarding the seeds of 

anyth– ’ 

‘BOYS,’ I said, ‘Shut up, both of yous. All the 

pepper in the world wouldn’t’ve made tonight’s corn 

taste decent. It was ugly-as. It didn’t look like TV 

corn.’ 

‘That’s how it grows when it’s wild. Since it’s all 

small and stunted and grenade-shaped, that probably 

means it’s not genetically engineered. Pretty rare, 

actually. Every piece of fresh produce we eat has 

been selectively cultivated and manpiulated over 
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millennia. Either that or it’s genetically engineered. If 

you like, I’m happy to recite a list of –  

‘Not these apples.’ Esther bit the choicest part of 

her apple, and winced and threw it toward the river.  

I panicked. ‘DON’T YOU GO WASTING FOOD. 

WE COULD’VE PLANTED THAT.’ 

‘It was an apple core, Eden.’ 

‘THERE WAS GOOD MEAT ON IT.’  

‘Apple core lover,’ Kane muttered darkly. There 

was a pile of pumpkin skins between his legs. He 

tossed these into the river too.  

‘STOP POLLUTING THE RIVER. STOP 

WASTING FOOD.’ 

‘BUILD A DUMP IF YOU WANNA BE THE 

DUMP-MASTER.’ 

‘WATSON. YOU GOTTA KNOW 

SOMETHING IN THAT COMPUTER-BRAIN OF 

YOURS. TELL PEOPLE THEY CAN FARM AND 

WHATEVER.’ 

Watson glanced at us all nervously. ‘Farming will 

give you a sustainable meat supply. There’s a dearth 

of swine and red meat although there’s as much 

protein in a 50 kilo dog as a 50 kilo pig. Something 

to think about.’ 

‘AIN’T NO DOGS HERE, DOOFUS!’ 

I moved away from my bickering tribe, scooped a 

pot of smoky charcoal and went to toss it in the river.  

‘STOP STOP STOP! WHAT ARE YOU 

DOING?’ Omar emerged from the bushes. ‘DON’T 

EVER GET RID OF CHARCOAL. YOU HIGH?’ 

Omar made himself at home within about a 

minute, sampling our water, gnawing on a bone. No 

one interrupted as he ranted about the ancient art of 

charcoal making and natural fuels and this whole 

survival lecture.  
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‘It’s hard for me watch you kill yourselves. 

Anyone want some of this duck bone by the way?’ 

‘We’re not going to –  

‘THAT IS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU 

DON’T EAT. WHEN YOU DON’T EAT, YOU 

EXPIRE. Oh – your brains are the first to go, but it 

seems like you already knew that.’ 

‘But we are eat –  

‘I CAN’T BRING YOU RETARDS DUCK AND 

PUMPKIN AND CORN EVERY DAY. JESUS! 

Stop raiding houses for food that’s not there. The 

Repo Men took everything with any capital value 

long ago, food included. You’re not going to find 

any. Look, write this in your organisers, because 

you’re going to thank me when your body’s crying 

out for protein. You can survive on worms; sparrows; 

ducks, of course; goldfish, frogs, seagulls, rats, 

crickets, and Watson’s right – I’ve positive there’s 

stray dogs runnin around, man. If one of them attacks 

you, woo-whee. Hope you’ve had your tetanus shot. 

Stick your finger in their butthole, though, if a dog’s 

biting ya. Just so you know.’ 

 ‘I saw a lizard, Butthole Lover,’ Kane said. I 

could smell his breath – which stank awfully from 

hunger. ‘Can you eat that?’s 

‘Basically, if it moves, you can pretty much eat it. 

And if it doesn’t move: eat it anyway. Round the 

neighbourhood I’ve spotted sorrel, dandelions, 

squash, heaps of lettuces and cabbages in people’s 

gardens. Feijoas on the fruit trees, pears, peaches, 

kiwifruit…did I mention dandelions?’ 

‘So pretty,’ KT said, fluttering her eyelashes.  

‘So life-saving,’ Omar said. He moved his jaw and 

I noticed his white teeth gleaming behind his black 

beard. ‘Your body needs the minerals real bad. 

You’ll find tomatoes in people’s gardens, they spill 
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over the fences... lemons.’ Omar slapped his own 

head and clicked his fingers. ‘Oh, snap: What if I told 

you there was a daycare centre, with school bags in 

it.’ 

‘The hell you doin at a day care centre?’ 

‘Finding these.’ Omar pulled out of his loincloth a 

handful of rice krispy snack bars smothered in honey 

with chocolate chips stuck to them. ‘Lollipoppas, it’s 

called. They’ve got all this gangsta medical junk, like 

syringes and ice packs and a stretcher. Over on 

Junction Road, where it intersects with that Shamp – 

how do you pronounce it? Champs Ave? Fatti, go 

fetch us some more would ya? There’s one of those 

fundraising boxes for the Special Olympics, it was 

full of these things.’ 

‘Ohhh, that’s a no-can-do,’ Fatti said, ‘I’m doing 

Junk-Free June, so, sorry guys… .’ Then she winked. 

‘Just kidding.’ Fatimah was already gone, running 

north up Broadway so she could cut through onto 

Junction Road and find the daycare centre.  

Omar gave me and Esther kiddy snack bars. We 

chewed until melted honey ran over our tongues and 

lined our throats. When she was done eating, Esther 

said, ‘There should be punishment, if she doesn’t 

bring something good back.’ 

 ‘This place is so messed up. Only good thing is 

they didn’t chuck in any dangerous animals with us.’ 

‘Oh, I think you’ll find they did,’ Watson said, 

looking southeast. Looking toward Adam’s place. 
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311 Days To Go  

 

I had a nightmare about my Period Tracker and 

woke up epic-cranky. I never slept that deeply 

anyway – I would hear Fatti tiptoeing around, or hear 

what sounded like dogs snuffling about, and think 

about the chunks of pumpkin and duck skin in my 

stomach. 

I was the first to wake. I checked to make sure the 

fire was still going. There were cogs and springs and 

glass all through the fire cause we’d burned a 

grandfather clock last night. I needed to poo, but it 

would’ve been pointless.  

My mouth tasted like coal and ash. I saw golden 

fish scales and feathers sticking to a frozen river of 
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duck grease. It would be cold duck and koi for 

breakfast if we couldn’t find anything better.  

I walked through what felt like the most silent, 

remote place on earth. I was the only living thing 

awake while the globe slept, treading quietly towards 

my drinking hole, like a deer at dawn. It was as if 

Mahonyland had been built on a Tibetan plateau 

where sound barely reached. My feet left the first 

footprints in the dewy grass and –  

No. Someone else’s prints.  

Adam’s. Adam was back.  

The gap between my strides widened and soon I 

was running on the skinniest legs I’d ever had. Down 

the Riviera, then along Champs-Élysées Avenue 

towards my pond. and I stole through a grass 

alleyway and emerged between two houses, and 

slowed, and my jaw opened. 

KT was in the water of my drinking pond, cloaked 

in steam. Our drinking pond. 

‘WHAT ARE YOU DOING? WHAT ARE YOU 

DOING, KT?’ 

‘Good morning, beautiful.’ KT’s voice was 

coming from a face masked with bubbles. She wiped 

her mouth and eyes clean. KT had built a spa with 

steam, soapy bubbles which appeared to have come 

from a bottle of dish washing liquid. 

‘GET OUT OF THERE. GET OUT, GET OUT, 

GET OUT!’ 

‘Man you’re cranky in the mornings.’ I watched 

her small breasts rise and settle on her thin torso. Her 

hair wasn’t starving, at least. Heavy with water, her 

hair poured over down her shoulders like golden 

syrup. ‘You can come in, it’s all good. I can smell 

you from here, ha-ha. Room for more, actually, you 

should get some boys and we’ll get crazy. When’s 

the last time you washed?’ 
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‘THAT’S OUR DRINKING WATER. WHAT 

HAVE YOU DONE? WHAT HAVE YOU DONE?’  

KT glanced side to side, hoping for an audience to 

agree with her that I was ranting insanely. To me, it 

was KT who’d gone insane.  

‘The secret is hot rocks,’ KT said as if she were on 

an infomercial. ‘You leave them to heat up til they 

glow orange then dump ‘em in the water and it fizzes 

up straight away. It’s, like, Zoh-my-God warm. We 

should do this every night. C’mon, sister, strip off.’ 

‘You’ve killed the oxygen plant. You’ve polluted 

the spring. We can’t drink this. We – we – you – I’m 

giving you thirty seconds to get out. Then we’ll work 

out your punishment.’ 

‘Punishment?’ 

‘You heard me.’ 

KT stood up, fully naked and dripping. The 

morning light was on her; her clean, taut body put my 

filthy, saggy body to shame. ‘I didn’t want to say 

this, but everyone’s sick of you telling the tribe what 

to do.’ 

‘OUR TRIBE COULD DIE OF THIRST ANY 

DAY AND YOU’RE, YOU’RE, YOU’RE 

MUTILATING OUR DRINKING WATER?’ 

KT shrugged, folded her arms, sat back down in 

the water. ‘You’re not the boss of me. Adam doesn’t 

take away people’s bath water. Go get your little 

democracy or whatever.’  

I ran all the way back to my people and was still 

gasping when I made it over the lip of the 

playground. ‘WAKE UP. WAKE UP. IT’S ALL 

OVER.’ I was hyperventilating. I leaned against the 

seesaw for a moment, trying to calm down.   

My boys and girls got to their feet groggily. 

Everyone checked the fire, which had collapsed into 

a pile of black dust since the big cooking rocks had 
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been taken. There were a few hunks of cold turnip in 

one pot, and a mountain of grapes. Everyone grabbed 

their ration of seven grapes and followed me.  

By the time I brought the mob to her, KT was 

sitting on the edge. Judging by the way she wriggled 

her legs in the foamy water, she wasn’t guilty, just 

inconvenienced, as if the only issue was us 

interrupting her bath time. 

‘You woke us up for this B.S.?’ Kane said, ‘My 

sis needed a wash. A person’s ass gets dirty, shitting 

in the bushes all the time.’  

‘YOU SHOULDN’T BE GOING IN THE 

BUSHES. WE NEED A –A –A DEDICATED 

LATRINE WITH –  

‘Ooooh. Ssss.’ Watson gasped like he’d stood on a 

thistle barefoot. ‘Latrines are tricky. Best place for it 

is a sewage pond emptying downstream so you don’t 

get faecal matter near your food supply.’ 

‘Well they had latrines in World War One, you 

were saying the other day? You reckon hundred year 

old bullcrap’s so wonderful, here’s your chance.’ 

Kane pulled his toga off. ‘Make way. I’m having a 

scrub too.’  

‘DON’T EVEN DREAM OF IT.’ 

‘Says who? You haven’t been elected nothin. 

We’re sick to death of you. You need to back off.’ 

‘CHAN! SUPPORT ME!’ 

Chan put his two hands on my two shoulders and 

massaged my flesh. ‘Everyone needs to show some 

respect. Eden’s popular, sooo… You’ve gotta listen 

to her.’ 

KT kicked the water. ‘No one’s concerned in the 

slightest bit about Fatty Fatimah here EATING ALL 

THE FREAKIN’ FOOD, but God forbid someone 

around here takes a BATH.’ KT grabbed one of the 

rocks from the bottom of the pond. The cords in her 
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neck strained as she heaved then managed to heft it 

onto the grass. Her brother shuffled over and helped 

her get the stones out.  

‘She took the stones out, you can put ‘em back,’ 

Kane said, ‘We all good now or what?’ 

I shook my head. ‘What she did can’t be undone. 

Plus there’s no soap for anyone else. Have you even 

thought about how far we have to go to find fresh 

water now?’ 

KT lifted her dripping clothes out of the water, 

dried off and stepped into a frilly old-fashioned skirt 

she must’ve got from a trunk full of dress-up props, 

humming a little song, trying to make it all amusing 

and delightful. Dressed, she walked towards Eli and 

Kane, who parted for her, and carried on walking, 

tugging a ridiculous XXL SeaWorld vacation shirt 

over her head.  

‘Where are you going?’ I called. ‘I’m not even 

done –  

‘Yeah you are, BathCop,’ Kane said. He wanted to 

punch me, I could tell by his hunched shoulders and 

pink face. ‘That was my sister, man. That wasn’t just 

anyone.’ He turned to Chan, even though Chan 

hadn’t said anything. ‘I oughta put you to sleep right 

this minute,’ he fumed, his angry words whistling 

against his teeth. Kane turned on Fatti next, prodding 

her chest. ‘This fat Jabba the Hutt right here, she 

doesn’t get in any trouble for gobblin’ all the last bits 

of duck?’ 

‘What bits of duck?’ Eli asked. ‘It was my 

understanding everyone had their fill last night?’ 

‘THERE WAS DECENT CARTILAGE ON THE 

BONES, COCKSUCKER. Here’s me waking up in 

the middle of the night, thinking I was having a 

nightmare – turns out I was. A fat blobby whale 

bloody Komodo dragon eating all the decent bits of 
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cartilage off the bones and taking the marrow that 

should’ve been shared around? Yeah, that was my 

nightmare.’ 

Fatimah lowered her head. She could have walked 

away like KT, but she seemed used to absorbing this 

sort of abuse.  

Maeve kicked Fatimah in the shin.  

‘Don’t do that!’ I squawked. ‘I don’t let people get 

hurt!’ 

‘Sorry, princess,’ Maeve said, giggling and biting 

her fingers. There was something wrong with that 

girl these days. It was like she didn’t even worship 

me anymore.  

‘Wanna see what’s left of the duck bones?’ Kane 

walked ten, twenty, then thirty metres away and 

pointed to a sleek patch of dirt or a puddle and started 

chuckling and whistling sarcastically.  

‘What is it?’ Maeve demanded. ‘Tell us, Ede, tell 

us!’ 

‘Vomit,’ I said. ‘So that’s where you’ve been 

throwing up, Fatimah?’ 

‘But the pond!’ Fatimah said. ‘This isn’t about 

me. How are we going to protect our drinking water? 

We have to make stakes – torches, even – and 

trenches. We can FIGHT that megalomaniac asshole. 

Booby traps? We can spend the day building booby 

traps, I – I –I – ’ 

‘I SAID NO VIOLENCE! Now, listen: all food is 

the property of the group as a whole,’ I said. ‘Anyone 

who steals from our food supply will be disciplined.’ 

‘I – I – I can make it up to everybody,’ Fatimah 

said. ‘I’ll – I’ll get you guys something real good. I’ll 

be back in a minute, serious.’ Fatimah strode away, 

sort of northwards, up towards the Riviera and we 

stood there, useless without someone to heap our 

problems onto. After a few minutes, we followed her. 
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‘Make it UP? How?’ 

‘Money, obviously. She’s paying her debt. I like 

this.’ 

Fatimah sniffled as she walked, but no one wanted 

to take a position of supporting her. We marched like 

a posse for ten minutes right through the heart of 

Moneyland until she rounded the Riviera past 

Clement Road and past Broadway. Then she stopped 

and turned into an older-looking house with a 

wooden roof, like a gingerbread house. The cabin. 

The place was draped with bougainvillea flowers and 

hibiscus.  

Chan clicked his fingers when he worked out what 

she was doing. ‘Honey for the honeys? I like this, 

alright.’ 

‘THAT BEE HIVE IS NOT SAFE. DON’T 

MESS WITH THE BEES.’ 

‘C’mon, Ede. When’s the last time you had 

honey? Treat yourself. No one’s forcing her.’ 

‘Fat, you don’t have to… .’ I couldn’t finish my 

sentence. My mouth was drooling too much. Sugar. 

Sticky teeth. I felt a shiver in my lower stomach. 

She’d led us to the Beehive. Part of me wanted to see 

her get a couple bee stings anyway. 

We stood on the footpath and watched as Fatimah 

entered the property and headed for a disused-

looking washing line with a big wicker laundry 

hamper under it. The lid of the hamper was open and 

the air was moving. I could hear the sounds of planes 

and I checked the sky a couple of times before 

realising the drone was coming from inside the 

hamper. There were only a couple of little black 

specks above the hamper. It didn’t look dangerous. 

Fatimah opened the lid and reached inside. ‘HANG 

TIGHT, YOU GUYS. YOUR ASS’LL BE 

THANKING ME.’ 
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Fatimah was all the way across the yard, plus it 

was hard to see her over the horse-sized bodies of Eli 

and Chan, but I got a glimpse of her slapping herself 

as her hand came up empty of honey. She seemed 

ashamed, or something, and her body language 

looked drunk, as if she’d found alcohol and guzzled it 

all.  

‘She stole,’ I began, and stopped. The colour 

flushed out of my legs and I needed to pee. Slapping 

herself? Like – like my mumshine? What was she 

doing? ‘Fat, you don’t have to… oh, hell no.’ 

We watched Fatimah double over, her face against 

her knees, squashing her own belly and boobs, then 

she hit her left ear three times as if it was blocked 

with water after a swim. Then Fatimah slumped to 

her knees and pulled her shirt halfway off her back, 

clawing at her shoulderblades awkwardly. She 

punched her ear again, then rolled over onto her 

back, hugging her knees.  

I realised what Fatimah was doing but I was too 

stunned to get in there and intervene. Esther was the 

first of us to break free and try stop what was 

happening. ‘She needs first aid!’ Esther started 

wheeling towards her, jostling over the hippy house’s 

cobblestones, but Chan grabbed the handles of her 

chair and tugged her back while she screamed and 

struggled. 

‘Use your kit, Es, your first aid kit!’ 

‘I can’t! I don’t have it!’  

The buzzing sounded like a weed whacker. The 

bees looked like blowflies, dipping and spelling 

letters in the air, doing big arcs of metres then 

coming down. I thought of science class. I thought of 

probability clouds of swarming protons. I thought of 

nanobots. I thought of dying animals. I could see 
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bees settling in her hair, crawling over 70 kilos of 

flesh that had to be de– 

I grabbed Kane’s collar. ‘YOU HAVE TO HELP 

HER.’ 

Kane seemed hypnotised, except he was backing 

away. ‘I’ll – I’ll get us an ambo… .’  

‘THE CARS DON’T GOT ANY PETROL.’ 

‘WE CAN PUSH.’ Kane looked down the Riviera, 

away from the bees, which were moving in a larger 

circle than ever. He waited for someone to criticise 

him, or praise him, or give him some kind of 

feedback. Then he just went for it. 

‘GET YOUR SISTER’ I called after him. ‘AND 

WHERE’S OMAR? SOMEBODY GET OMAR. 

OMARRR?’ I 360’d, hoping I could scare Omar out 

of whatever tree or rooftop he was watching us from, 

‘GET DOWN HERE. HELP US.’ Chan put his hand 

on my shoulder and squeezed – not in a supportive 

way, more in a you-messed-up-and-cost-us-support 

way.  

‘OVER HERE!’ Kane called, moments later. He’d 

chosen a hatchback so little that its roof was the same 

height as his elbows. He was trying to shunt it out of 

the driveway of a house six sections along. ‘HELP 

ME PUSH! WHO’S DRIVING?’ 

I gave Maeve a hard look.  

‘You’re gonna help, right?’ 

She screwed up her face. ‘Not because you asked.’ 

 Kane and Chan wordlessly smashed the self-drive 

panel with a brick and guided the car out of the 

driveway while Maeve unlocked the handbrake and 

moved the car into neutral. Either some spirit in the 

sky was blessing us with a car which didn’t remain 

locked in Park without the key, or Kane had stolen 

cars before. 
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Maeve held the car in neutral and gently operated 

the brake pedal. I was the last one to run over and 

help. Esther couldn’t do much except watch 

Fatimah’s hair seethe with wriggling insects.  

I kept staring at Maeve up in the driver seat. I 

pushed with whatever strength I had, feeling like 

puking up my seven grapes. Eli and Watson worked 

the back of the car. We guided it into the middle of 

the road, cursing at each other, blaming each other 

for the 500 kilos of weight we were manhandling. 

Finally the car found momentum and crept up on 

Fatimah. We all sensed Maeve putting resistance on 

the brakes. 

‘Don’t brake, moron! We’re tryina push back 

here!’ 

‘Anyone know how to deal with bees?’ Eli called 

out.  

‘Smoke,’ said Watson. He wasn’t pushing, just 

standing alongside the car, arms folded. ‘Any oil in 

that car?’ 

‘In this heap of junk?’ Maeve said. ‘It’s like it’s 

for a demolition derby or something. Five litres of oil 

would be worth more than the whole thing.’ 

‘Yes, urrnh, demolition, urrnh, derby,’ Eli sai, 

grunting, ‘Perhaps the most vulgar demonstration of 

mankind’s decadence.’ 

Chan let go of the car for a moment to suck some 

cool air. ‘Sure this is the best time to preach, bro?’ 

‘Every sufferance is significant,’ he said, putting 

his hands back on the car, putting his feet far behind 

him and pushing, ‘And every time we suffer –nnt – 

we should think about our – nnt – decadence.’  

‘Hold up a sec.’Kane hauled the boot of the car 

open and tossed the stained track pants and rusty 

screwdrivers and McDonalds boxes aside and pulled 

out a small bottle of motor oil. 
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‘Gimme your shirt, dick,’ said Kane. ‘Hurry.’ 

Watson glowered and complained, but he took his 

shirt off anyway. ‘Don’t worry, pussy, it’s not just 

you. Boys: you too.’ Eli and Chan took off their 

shirts and supplied them to Kane, who laid the shirts 

on the ground. He rolled them tightly, knotted the 

sleeves and created a crude rope. He poured motor oil 

on the rope.  

‘Lighter,’ he demanded. ‘FIND. A. CIGARETTE. 

LIGHTER.’ 

We looked at one another. Wordlessly, I sprinted 

to the front of the car, rummaged in the glovebox 

then sprinted back to the car. Out of the corner of my 

eye, I could still see what looked like fat bluebottle 

flies buzzing round Fatimah’s body, slumped and and 

foetal as if she were in a dog bed. 

I found matches, handed them to Kane. He lit the 

shirts and the oil began to ooze disgusting white 

smoke. We all gagged, squinted, tried to weep the 

smoke out of our eyes. Kane marched to the bees, 

straddled Fatimah and squatted over her body, 

squinting amidst the smoke. 

‘HURRY,’ Kane yelled, ‘What kind of an 

ambulance is this?’ 

Maeve frantically turned the steering wheel. I 

heaved until I was sure my intestines were going to 

burst out of my throat, but the car moved, finally. 

Maeve slowed beside Fatimah’s body, two wheels on 

the cobblestones, two wheels on the grass, bumping 

against the washing line. Kane flapped and struck 

and waved his weapon at the bees while Eli and Chan 

hauled the body into the boot of the hatchback, the 

body slippery with sweat, purple-skinned and 

covered in white lumps, and Watson tucked her shoes 

in the boot as if there weren’t any feet in them, 

slapping the bees that tumbled off her like lint. 
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Then we pushed.  

We pushed back onto the boulevard. We pushed 

until we came to Broadway. Maeve turned the wheel 

south. We pushed down past the botanic gardens. We 

got some speed up.   

South down Broadway on the flat, fake, shiny new 

subdivision road, the car seemed to reach a peak 

speed, surely only 15 kays an hour, but faster than 

anything in this land, rolling with its own 

momentum, Maeve steering perfectly.  

Our muscles began to adapt, and finally to enjoy 

the torture, the frustration, the spread of the agony 

down our biceps and into our forearms and fingers, 

our cores, our spines, our quads, our calves, until we 

were plainly rolling, working as a team – 

And then came a bend in the road, rounding a 

corner where for once, we couldn’t see any houses.  

The car either slowed by itself, or we gave up, 

stunned by the sight of a Jeep idling in the middle of 

the road, wasting petrol.  

‘MOVE! WE’VE GOTTA GET HER –  

‘First aid?’ a high pitched, unfashionable voice 

called out from small pair of lungs. ‘Good luck with 

that.’ 

Adam hopped out of the Jeep. He was holding a 

green tin by its handle in his left hand. In his right, he 

held a huge box of cookies, surely three or four 

kilograms. It was Esther’s MediKit – not that it was 

Esther’s anymore. 

‘Thought we might trade this fine morning, 

depending on how much disposable income you 

have, so to speak.’ He rattled both hands. ‘So, boys 

and girls: food or medicine?’ 
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311 Days To Go 

 

‘So tell me if I can help in anyway,’ Adam said 

casually, leaning back against his Jeep, scratching at 

some dried chocolate on his shirt. 

‘She – Fat – honeycomb – we made her,’ I began, 

panting, gasping, ‘You have to help her, you have to 

–  

‘I DON’T HAVE TO DO ANYTHING.’ His face 

was cruel and displeased, for a moment, before a 

smile took over. ‘My assistance is purely charitable.’  

‘Adam,’ I said, ‘Fatimah was going to get us – she 

was trying to find food.’ 

The boys had dragged her body out of the boot 

and lain her rubbery body on the road, as if Adam 

had promised to buy what was in the boot and we’d 

all met out in the boondocks to make the exchange. 
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‘Looks like she was doing a bit more than that. 

She try to wrestle a steak off a lion or something?’ 

‘She was pushing herself to, to the edge.’ 

‘Explain why.’ 

‘We pushed her,’ said Chan, throwing his palms 

up in surrender. He was so sweaty that black patches 

stretched from both armpits down to the bottom of 

the pillowcase he was wearing as a t-shirt. Only a 

small spot on his chest remained unsoaked. ‘I mean, 

like, we hassled her til she felt she had to… Listen, 

man, this morning is so screwed up. She could die, 

dude, like – like we were gonna kick her out and 

stuff, ‘cause she ate all the food, we never said we 

wanted her to –  

‘I wanted to see her suffer,’ I said. ‘I admit it. 

There. I’m going to hell. She’s been WASTING 

everyone’s food. Puking it up. If she had brought 

back some honeycomb and suffered a few bee stings, 

I would have been hap – I would’ve been hap - .’ I 

burst into tears and doubled over, then crawled 

towards Adam, stopping a metre away. ‘Not her,’ I 

gasped. 

‘The situation calls for a dose of adrenaline, if you 

please,’ Watson said. ‘Might we employ your 

EpiPen, sir? Clock’s ticking.’ 

Esther caught up with us and got so close that her 

wheels bumped into Fatimah’s head. It had to have 

been the first time anyone had ever abandoned 

Esther, driven away from her. Part of me hoped the 

bump, the pain of the wheels pinching Fatimah’s hair 

would make her eyes open, but her eyes were sealed 

shut. Esther pointed a fierce finger at Adam and 

hissed like a witch. ‘What are you WAITING for?’  

‘Very well,’ Adam said, placing the first aid kit on 

the ground and crouching over it while Anya hovered 

in the Jeep behind him. He took out the Epipen, held 
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it up to the sun, checked the fluid. ‘This won’t cost a 

million dollars,’ he said with a wide smile. 

‘Thank Christ,’ I said, ‘You have to inject her. 

Hurry.’ 

‘Anya. Come.’ Anya hopped down from the Jeep 

and stood in front of Adam. She had a hatchet in one 

hand and a claw hammer in the other. ‘Anya will 

collect the fee. That’ll be nine hundred thousand 

dollars, please.’ 

Chan pinched the bridge of his nose. ‘Dude, I’ma 

kick your ass later but for now, just lighten up and 

give us the meds.’ 

‘DON’T YOU HAVE A CONSCIENCE? DON’T 

YOU HAVE A SOUL? GIVE HER THE 

INJECTION.’ 

‘Not until I can trust you.’ 

‘I’LL PAY YOU, CAN’T YOU SEE I’LL PAY 

YOU?’ I flared my fingers at all of my friends. ‘He’ll 

give a hundred thousand, and she will, we’ll come up 

with the stupid money, just –  

Esther directed her angry face toward me. ‘You’re 

the one who kicked her out, Ede. This is on you.’  

‘Same here,’ Kane said, stepping back from Fatti. 

‘You’re lucky I even helped.’ 

‘Can’t spare much more than twenty kay I’m 

afraid,’ Watson said, clearing his throat.  

‘We shouldn’t have to,’ Eli said, ‘Someone – I 

hate to say it – a certain someone designed for our 

good friend to leave us at this point in time. I don’t 

intend to contradict that someone.’ 

My head received a wave of blood that made my 

skull almost crack open with pressure. My friends 

were no longer my friends. At least Adam was 

offering a solution that would save Fatimah’s life. 

‘Adam, you listen to me. I will pay you every 

cent. LATER. NOT. NOW.’ 
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‘Cash money,’ he said, and winked. ‘Internet 

banking’s down.’ 

My cheeks cooled for a moment. It was only fresh 

tears washing the last coating of saltwater away.  I 

took a huge breath before I gave away everything 

that would save my family, my dad, my home, my 

status. ‘Farm hedge. By Wall Street, where 

Northfield Road meets The Boulevard. Look for a 

broken branch that’s dangling down. It’s in there.’ 

Adam turned to the Jeep. Someone was hiding in 

the back. ‘KT, you can take care of the accounting, 

can’t you? Attagirl.’ KT’s face emerged – her cheeks 

frighteningly painted with red circles that were either 

blood or lipstick – and she smirked at us and got out 

of the Jeep. She looked fleshier already, after just a 

few days in the dark side. Maeve broke away from 

our circle and embraced KT, an I-haven’t-seen-you-

in-ages embrace. Maeve was dissing me. There, 

there, the girls’ body language was saying, We need 

to protect one another from that cunt Eden.     

Then Anya whispered instructions in KT’s ear for 

collecting my money and she began jogging away, 

east-ish, toward my money. ‘Right, Ms Strong: thank 

you for your business.’ He tossed me the lifesaving 

plastic pen. 

‘WHAT DO I DO? WHAT DO I DO?’ 

‘You didn’t pay for instructions.’ Adam climbed 

into the Jeep and Anya whirled around and went to 

give KT a lift and race to my hedge of money, 

leaving us in the road.  

Watson put his palm on my back and helped 

steady my jackhammer-hand as I took the lid off.  

‘It’s okay,’ he said. ‘Good arteries in the thigh. Go 

for it.’ 

I stabbed it into the flesh above Fatti’s knee and 

squirted the adrenaline into her. My people sucked 
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their fingers and winced and cursed and muttered 

darkly. 

‘I liked your, your, your bit about chicken versus 

turkey,’ I said, tears cooling my burning cheeks. My 

lips were fat and wet and sticky. ‘You were so funny, 

babe. Please quit sleeping. We get the joke, bae. You 

can stop now.’ 

I cradled Fatimah’s face. She had bruises which 

were turning black. Her flesh had gone hard and cold 

like a leather couch. Her eyes were glued shut with 

something snotty and sticky. There was foam in her 

nose.  

‘Stop, honey,’ I said into her ear. ‘Don’t sleep.’ 

The EpiPen – now drained, now useless – I tossed 

into the grass. I caressed her quad muscle, tried to 

push the adrenaline up her veins into her heart. I 

kissed her cold lips, puffed oxygen inside her and 

tried to press her heart into action. I tipped her on her 

side. Eli kneeled beside me and asked God to guide 

Fatimah’s soul into – no! 

‘DON’T PRAY LIKE THAT. SHE’S NOT 

DEAD. THIS IS SO FUCKING FUCKED UP.’  

‘I think heaven needed a little laughter, Eden. Sall 

good. Be grateful it’s not you, eh.’ 

‘I’M NOT GRATEFUL. THIS IS TOTAL 

BULLSHIT.’ 

I clawed at her clothing. I slapped and crushed 

bees alive and dead. I put my face on her breasts and 

breathed her. I wiped her lips and a sliver of flesh fell 

away from her teeth. She had bitten right through her 

tongue  

* 

Esther wouldn’t let us rest some of Fatti’s weight 

on her lap in the wheelchair. Kane threw down an 

oil-stained tarpaulin he’d pulled out from some 

garage, said we could put Fatti in it.  
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‘Nah,’ I said, ‘It’s not right. I’ll carry her.’  

Kane helped position Fatti in a fireman’s life over 

my shoulder. Little commas of curled bees rolled 

down my chest as they died and let go of Fatti.  

‘She’s too heavy, Ede. You don’t have to punish 

yourself.’ 

I glared at my so-called friends, standing around 

being useless. ‘Yeah I do.’ 

 

When we had finally chosen an appropriate spot 

by the Playground to bury our friend – where there 

was some coverage from a maple tree– I told Kane to 

grab his spade, and he began cursing at me. Kane 

started vowing revenge, vowing he would strangle 

Adam and pop Adam’s eyes out with this thumbs. It 

wasn’t just about the spade. 

I tried to make him feel better, touching his hair 

and saying I wouldn’t have sold the spade, but it 

didn’t come out right. He elbowed me and I called 

him a mechalover and Eli broke up the fight and I put 

my hands on my eyes. I wanted to collapse and sleep.  

‘In the olden days, I’m sure they used a stick,’ I 

said eventually. ‘To dig, I mean. Or stone tools. 

Guess we need to stop thinking about what we don’t 

have, and think about what we do have. Now, this 

month – forever, really.’ 

‘Tsk, we’re not in here forever,’ Esther 

interrupted. We looked at her hard and cold. 

Chan gave us the face of a beggar. ‘You guys 

reckon that’s true, or… ?’ 

 

To dig a hole to drag Fatti into, we had to use 

the thick Y-shaped sticks from our cooking camp that 

held up the spit.  

I began the digging with the stump of a stick; 

Kane helped. I would jab the stick into the grass, 
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scrape until I’d carved a small piece of dirt out, and 

Kane would pull out hunks of earth and toss them 

behind him. Chan and Eli dithered for two minutes, 

looking at their fingertips before they began to help. 

Maeve toed the dirt with her foot and pouted and did 

little else.  

‘YOU COULD AT LEAST SORT LUNCH OUT, 

MAEVE.’ 

Maeve smirked. ‘Want some honeycomb, do ya?’ 

Chan stood up from our filthy dirt pit, marched 

over and put his eyes against hers. Tears were 

carving clear trails through the dirt on his cheeks. ‘If 

you were a man, I’d honestly KNOCK YOU OUT 

RIGHT NOW.’  

‘You’re hardly a man yourself,’ Maeve said, ‘You 

can’t feed us and you can’t protect us.’ 

We stopped scraping the dirt with our mud-

covered claws. We looked up from our hole, which 

was only a foot deep after an hour of four of us 

pulling out dirt. Our hole wasn’t even rectangular.  

‘What are you actually doing here? Like literally? 

Pick a side, already.’ 

‘DIG, YOU ASSHOLES! HELP US!’ 

‘YOU MADE ME EAT DISGUSTING 

GOLDFISH.’ 

‘Just go, Maeve. Go to him.’ 

Maeve folded her arms again, tried to dig her heels 

in and resist us.  

‘KT’s the only one who remembered my birthday, 

just so you know.’ She turned and trudged away, 

leaving me without any words to activate my tongue.  

For another 40 minutes we tore fistfuls of sticky 

earth out of the ground. The grave wasn’t deep, but it 

was long enough. We looked at one another. Our 

bodies told us we couldn’t spare any more energy. 
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We dragged Fatimah Ibrahim into the hole, four of 

us tugging on her ankles and wrists, toeing her, kind-

of stomping to make her fit in. We scraped and 

kicked and dumped toga-loads of dirt on top of her.  

The dirt was so hilly on top of her body that it almost 

seemed more of Fatimah was above the ground than 

below it.  

Eli cleared his throat, linked his hands behind his 

back, tried to thrust his shoulders up. We copied his 

stance, closed our eyes to pray. Our preacher’s ribs 

were more noticeable than ever. ‘The lord is a great 

and –  

 ‘Can you actually get him?’ My words were cold 

and harsh. ‘Can he come here now and take us 

away?’ 

Eli tried not to look at me. ‘He doesn’t precisely 

work– ’ 

‘He doesn’t work. Anything else? Nah? Cause I 

am starving.’ 

Everybody looked at Eli in case he had a 

comeback, then broke into a run and rushed off to 

find dinner. 
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17 

 
300 days to go, roughly. Maybe 290. It’s hard to 

remember.  

 

The best way to stop hurting was to stop hoping. 

No one pashed. No one partied. No one smoked 

anything fun. Everyone stopped missing their 

cigarettes and coffee and sugar and deep fried crispy 

eats. We gathered. We ate. We slept. Hardly anyone 

touched their cash-stash. Cash was like a landmine. 

Touch it and people could get killed. I checked the 

hedge once just in case the other gang had left some 

of my money behind, like changed their minds and 

gotten generous or something. I had a hundred grand 

left. It was ten stacks of ten grand no matter how 

many times I counted it. I wanted to check the hedge 

again and again, but I knew it wouldn’t make it sting 

less. Probably it’d sting me again every time I got my 

hopes burst.  
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I guess what happened to Fatti shook our 

shoulders. It was like, you can either get organised, 

or something else will happen to you. Two options 

only.   

We trapped eels in washing baskets. We ate 

oranges til diarhea ran down our legs. We snapped 

the necks of guinea pigs scampering around 

Lollipoppa’s Play Centre. We lay on top of rabbit 

warrens dangling little nooses. We waited all day to 

kill bunnies. We tried to have fun in between but 

something always ruined it. We gathered all the 

board games in the land. We squabbled heaps as we 

played. Every game managed to make us uneasy. 

Operation reminded us of dead bodies. The first 

move advantage in chess brought up Adam, made us 

paranoid and snappy. Even Monopoly reminded us of 

how much power and wealth he sat on. We threw the 

board games in the river and went back to survival.  

Omar said something about chinchillas on the 

north end of Junction Road, too. He could’ve been 

mistaken, he said, but he was 99 per cent sure he’d 

seen a chinchilla, unless it was just a grey slipper.. 

‘Didn’t you ever read Wind in the Willows, books 

like that where all the animals come out at dusk?’ he 

asked me, hee-hawing as he traded five dead pigeons 

tied together with a shoelace for some of eels that Eli 

had smoked.  

‘Course I did. I just didn’t realise all of my 

childhood literature was supposed to be a hunting 

manual.’ 

Omar kissed both my cheeks, patronising. ‘Wait 

til you check out White Fang. You’re in for a treat. 

Oh – speaking of treats.’ Omar unzipped a Dora the 

Explorer backpack and pulled out some small yellow 

tubs.  
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‘It’s salt and carbohydrate flour!’ he said, looking 

delighted. He took a wad of Play-Doh, rubbed his 

hands along it and whittled into a sausage-shape. 

‘Here: made you a doughnut.’ 

I chewed rainbow-coloured Play-Doh and stared at 

Adam’s camp through my binoculars app, a window 

which hovered in front of me and clarified the view, 

magnifying like 3000 metres of distance. I always 

saw Adam’s arrogant BP sign lit up, the generator 

pointless chewing through diesel, wasting electricity. 

I spotted Adam himself just a couple of times on the 

forecourt of the BP, lying on an inflatable lilo from a 

swimming pool, sunglasses blacking his eyes, beanie 

pulled down low, nose up in the air as if he were an 

animal sniffing for threats. I could hear the faint P.A. 

sort of sound of voices coming through the forecourt 

speakers. I think he was listening to recordings of 

people being mean to him, as if it inspired him.  

Adam seemed to have taken all the bungy ties, 

cables, string, yarn, rolled-up towels and fixed these 

to the roof of the BP before securing them across the 

street. His workers began draping cloth and fabric 

over the ropes so there was a shade canopy around 

the BP. Before he blotted out my view, I got glimpses 

of my old friends eating these skanky service station 

hotdogs that I used to hate, that I used to refuse when 

my dad made a pitstop especially to buy me one (I 

only ever asked dad to buy me mints so my breath 

wouldn’t stink while I starved to try hit 70 pounds. 

Now, drooling as I perved on people eating 

microwaved buns with steaming frankfurters from a 

mile away, my breath smelled more awful than ever, 

and my joints stuck out, and my skin was rubbery 

and covered in fine white hairs and –  
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I wondered if Adam was sleeping with the girls 

who worked for him. I wondered if he’d told them I 

let him sleep with me a hundred hungry weeks ago.  

I wondered if the thing inside me was going to 

grow up to be like its daddy.  

 

* 

 

One day, without discussion, Chan handed 

something up to the Jeep, and Adam handed down a 

brick of money.  

Chan returned to us and said, ‘Guess how much I 

got for the pepper.’ Chan’s face shivered with delight 

like a little kid opening a wrapped-up Playstation. 

‘Wait for it: Two… hundred… THOUSAND! Talk 

about the world’s most valuable spice!’ 

Eli and Esther and even Kane said nice things. It 

was hard for me to pretend I was impressed.  

‘Where are you even gonna spen– ’ I began, then 

clawed the meanness out of my face and took a huge 

breath. ‘Good sale. High five.’ 

 

* 

We pulled the grass off this manhole cover inside 

the park, but no one could open it. Eli prayed for ages 

and God did nothing. Chan pulled all the grass and 

dirt away from the rim of the cover. Kane wailed on 

it with rocks til the rocks crumbled and he had to go 

soak his hands in water.  

Underground. That’s where unexplained things 

were. When the surface got too awful to endure, we 

fantasised about underground. If we could just get 

down into the sewer, scope it to make sure the pipes 

are big enough to crawl through, point our asses in 

the right direction… man, we’d take a day’s crawling 

through poop if it meant we emerged with a million 
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bucks on a pristine campus. Two months had been 

bad, yeah, but money would make it all vanish.  

My hundred thousand? That’d help heal some 

hurt.  

Kane started clawing the earth away then he 

started babbling about making a port or a canal or 

something, some word he was struggling with. Kane 

was better at actions than words. He attached the 

ground with every tool except a spade for eight days 

before he allowed himself to relax and stand back 

and appreciate the tens of metres of dirt he’d scraped 

out. Cooking pots, a hammer, a hockey stick, metal 

serving spoons – he used what he could. He’d dug 

from the manhole cover west out to the river, and the 

river was acting like it was interested, with gravity 

causing the water to trickle its nose in towards 

Kane’s canal, as if the river was sniffing the project.  

After a week and a half of hacking at the earth, 

Kane one day told Chan to take a Number One in it. 

‘It’s a proper toilet, with water coming in and out,’ he 

said, ‘Just hurry up and bloody use it. It’s plumbed, 

bro.’ 

What Kane had done was miraculous.Construction 

meant we could go to the moon if we wanted. 

Construction meant we could find a way out of here.  

We dug out a rubbish pit, a compost pit, and a 

network of gravity-fed canals so we had plumbed 

water. We dug out the earth envisioning a sink for 

washing food, a well full of drinking water we would 

filter out of the river then boil clean, and of course 

Kane’s toilet pool, bidet pool and – at the end of 

many purification filters, deep inside the reserve – a 

hole for our spa pool.  

No one ever said it was permanent, but that was 

the feeling. We smashed up every wooden fence 

within a mile radius so we could keep the fire going 
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non-stop to give us hot rocks for the cooking water. 

We stopped feeling guilty about kicking out the walls 

of houses and ripping the wood out and stomping 

deck furniture to smithereens for the bonfires we had 

to have every night to scare intruders away. We even 

stumbled upon sacks of charcoal occasionally, in the 

garden sheds which were always the most lucrative 

part of each house, and the coal made the fire never 

seem to want to stop burning.  

‘I’m gonna conquer that river, you guys,’ Kane 

said, squatting beside the fire, picking grey fluff off 

his chinchilla ribs, having a huge feed after a day of 

rearranging mud. ‘Gonna build me some Aqua 

Ducks, yo.’ 

Watson began saying ‘Aqueducts,’ got as far as 

saying, ‘Aqua’ then shut up. ‘A wonderful initiative,’ 

Watson said instead, clearing his throat. ‘Tell us 

more.’ 

Kane told us his plan. He would line the trench 

with rocks and mosquito net and holding pools. Omar 

had told Kane to filter yucky water through his socks, 

but since Kane had long ago turned his socks into 

gloves, he’d blown up the idea. Six stages of rocks 

and net would filter out particles from the river water 

by pushing the water through fabric. At the final 

stage, three main ponds would be set up – one for 

drinking water, one for bathing water, one for 

cleaning. There would be a plank, acting as a gate, 

which could release our dirty water into the latrines. 

All the gross latrine water could be flushed out by 

releasing another gate so it would get sucked 

downstream.  

We got more and more excited about finding new 

basalt rocks to heat the spa every night.  

 ‘And we can have Maori hangi for dinner every 

night!’ Esther squealed. 
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‘Hot tub twice a day, that’s me. You chuck the 

rocks in a skillet, tip the hot rocks into the bathing 

pool: bingo. Warm water. You’d pay, what, eight 

billion bucks for a Finnish day spa wouldn’t ya? I’ll 

let yous in mine for just a thousand bucks a bath.’ 

‘No, you’ll share your gift and we’ll pay you with 

food,’ Eli corrected him.  

‘I built most of it myself, wanker.’ 

‘Yeah? Do the people who built your streetlights 

send you a bill every time you walk down the street 

at night?’ 

‘Shut up, boys,’ Esther said. ‘Boss, what do you 

think?’ 

‘I hate it when you call me that,’ I said.  

She gave me a mean smile. ‘You shouldn’t’ve 

stood up to Adam if you didn’t want to be Leader.’ 

 

* 

 

Ten layers of gates made of For Sale signs and 

plywood and tabletops kept the river out while we 

lined the various ponds and wells with any plastic we 

could find around the land. Kane tore down lace 

curtains from houses and set up three gates of netting 

which the water would have to pass through. One 

lock would be full of charcoal, the next would have 

hot rocks to boil bacteria to death. Kane used 

shoelaces to tie the corners of the netting to sticks 

which we hammered into the ground with rocks like 

cavemen. Each stage of filtration would concentrate 

the water through a square the size of a car bonnet. 

Me and Chan and Eli and Esther worked under 

Kane, giving him power without discussion or 

argument, giving Kane this thing, this word Watson 

had taught me, ‘Deference.’ He was the foreman; we 

moved mud and rocks and found things to eat. We 
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even made Kane actually smile one day when Esther 

pointed out how easy it was to make popcorn and 

popped enough to fill a pillowcase.  

Digging catchments and dams helped pass the 

time and the simpleness of it made us feel useful. The 

year passed slightly less slowly. We’d each lost 

several kilos each – the boys were the worst, with all 

the flesh dropping off their chests –  and it always 

looked like someone had given us a black eye, and 

our lips were always spiky with flakes of skin and the 

boys grew beards which itched constantly (except 

Watson – he couldn’t grow anything.) Still, while our 

bodies complained, our bodies trusted us. We starved 

and our teeth stuck out and our heads looked 

oversized and we had this gross downy fur sprouting 

out of our arms and our tummies bulged (mine 

bulged more than anyone’s) but we didn’t die.  

Each day was three blocks of time in which I 

wasn’t fed, wrapped around two hurried sessions of 

eating, the 10am breakfast and 4pm dinner. When I 

slept, I dreamed of pancakes and crisp fries covered 

in salt which clung to the oily chip surface, and when 

you bit into the fry, you found gooey potato inside. 

My hopeful dreams made my life more painful, 

though. Those three hungry periods a day, multiplied 

by 365, were like 1000 days of starvation. I stroked 

my ribs and mourned my old body. I mourned 

Fatimah. I mourned my nine hundred thousand 

bucks. I had messed up so goddamn bad, and the 

worst part was I wouldn’t even get in trouble. None 

of us would. Fatimah was like a cat without a collar 

hit by a car somewhere remote. Get rid of the body 

and carry on without consequences.  

Eli continued to trade with the dark side –  

Adam’s kingdom. King Adam’s women spent some 

of the day guarding checkpoints he’d set up at road 
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junctions 800 metres or 1200 metres from the petrol 

station, with Maeve wielding a broken-off table leg 

with a sharpened bolt sticking out of it. Eli came 

back from trading one day with a washing basket full 

of lemons perched on his head like an African 

villager and reported that outside the library, KT had 

jabbed a garden hoe at him – its tip flashing in the 

sun, sharpened – and told him he couldn’t come any 

further. Not only was he unwelcome in the centre of 

Adam’s kingdom any more, he was barely allowed 

inside the fringes. Eli had tossed down five eels at 

her feet, bulging and twisting in their plastic 

shopping bags. He’d picked up the lemons and 

walked a sad hour back to us along a too-quiet road, 

drenched in sorrow. It was hard to work out how and 

why the rift with Adam was getting worse. A sorry 

might help heal things, but we knew we’d never hear 

him say that.  

It would be us who needed to apologise to him – 

and that would feel wrong.  

Eli was the best person to trade. It seemed like the 

Heart of Darkness people didn’t have any reason to 

hate him, plus Eli wasn’t ruffled by all their threats. 

Eli flipped all the hardship around so that all the 

punishment we went through, to him, was like a 

cleansing, a lesson. If we went through harsh shit, it 

meant God was hovering real close.  

Tough guy Kane Stiles, the stubborn, determined 

engineer who refused to obey Adam? He was too 

much of a threat to Adam to represent us. Chan, who 

was tall and good-looking and intelligent and used to 

being treated well? He was a threat. Esther was a 

threat ‘cause there was no dirt on her. Adam didn’t 

have any leverage over her.  

Me and most of the Equals stopped going past 

Junction Road, that became our cut-off, the end of 
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our half of the country. That road came to divide east 

from west. We focused on helping Kane with the 

hardest part of the canal project: tearing off the grass 

and topsoil so he could make his trenches and canals 

perfect. We used blunt steak knives to cut through the 

grass roots. We did our best to fashion oven trays and 

pots into shovels. We hammered the oven trays under 

the grass and tried to rip up a quarter of a square 

metre of knotty grass as a time. We got through the 

work steadily, working constantly, not relaxing at all, 

sweat dripping off our noses, inspired by the river of 

silty brown water, driven by thirst.  

One afternoon, when we were building up a small 

mountain of garden rocks, Watson said something 

about how he wished he had an elemental convertor 

right now. The technical lingo he was using made 

Kane go spastic. 

‘Glad there’s none of those mech scumbags in 

here,’ Kane said, kicking bark as his feet swung over 

the playground. ‘Kidnapping sonsabitches.’ 

‘Correction: nobody was brought here against 

their will, were they now. Or did you have a different 

experience?’ Watson stroked his boyish, hairless jaw. 

‘I’d suggest you followed your greed and this is 

where the path culminated.’ 

‘I’ll bet you’re one,’ Kane said. He looked like 

some insane prison gang member, textured with 

muscle and bearded, his face pink and crusty.  

‘Sure. Because I wear a watch. It’s a mechanical 

aid. And you with your cochlear implant? You’re as 

cybernetic as I. Esther has a rather large metal 

prosthesis. And your mother’s pacemaker: inorganic, 

I take it? Or was she born with a pacemaker inside 

her?’ 

‘Well where’s your beard? And how’d you get so 

brainy?’ 
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‘Someone has to be the most intelligent in any 

subset – statistically speaking, that is.’ 

‘PROVE YOU’RE NOT A MECH THEN, 

BRAINBOX. CUT THE SKIN OFF YOUR HANDS 

AND WE’LL SEE IF IT’S SENSORS INSIDE.’ 

‘I’d rather have sensors than be insensitive.’  

‘I don’t get what you just said but I know you’re 

cruising for a bruising. Come on. Cut your belly open 

and we’ll look inside ya.’ 

‘Why not fetch your spade and dig inside me? Oh, 

pardon me, I had forgotten – you sold your spade for 

magic beans.’ 

‘BOYS. Everyone just… just breathe.’ 

‘Careful or she’ll chuck a million bucks at ya,’ 

Esther said. I ignored her.  

Tired from moving rocks, digging and shifting 

mud around, we had a dinner of apples and then had 

an experimental dip in the bathing pond, feeling 

guilty every time someone laughed or made a joke.  

We slept on the trampoline that night. I worried 

about my stomach and the tiny growing thing inside. 

I worried my Community would figure out I was 

throwing up in the mornings not because I’d had 

snails for breakfast. 

We lay on our back, taking turns to speak. We 

enjoyed this bedtime story from Kane about how he 

would test his water filter. He couldn’t wait to kick 

out the main brace, a piece of wood that was keeping 

the river water from flowing into his water filter 

plant. Kane was going to pretend the brace was 

Adam’s ugly face, he said.  

‘Suck on that, mecha lover,’ Kane said, kicking up 

at the moon. We all bounced as his foot landed back 

on the trampoline.  

Chan spread his broad arms and squeezed us all. 

An animated star flashed through the dark purple 
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cosmos. ‘Guys, I seriously reckon it’ll bring 

everyone back to us, like no hard feelings, eh. I got a 

feeling.’ Chan was trying to be a leader again, an 

Alpha, just by using words without any real muscle 

or real effort. ‘Adam and his crew: they need fresh 

water. They’ll come crawlin back to me.’ 

No one will crawl around you, Chan, unless you 

make them feel like a worm, I thought. You had a 

couple of months to be The Man, and you blew it. 

After ten minutes of love and fist-bumps and 

Amens and then silence, one of us said through the 

sleepy darkness, ‘Would you take him out? Like, if 

we all put together like a million bucks?’ 

‘Maybe. Unless someone else paid me a million 

and one.’ 

After a pause, I got up and went and checked on 

my money, returned, eased myself back into my bean 

bag nest. Each of us took turns getting up, scurrying 

in a fake direction and fanning out across 

Moneyland, checking on our stash.  

We didn’t get much sleep.  
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18 

 
241 Days To Go 

He came speeding across the grass, the fastest 

thing in the world, tearing up sod and spitting it 

behind him. Esther and Chan woke under their bean 

bags. Eli stood up on the tramp. I was on the top of 

the fort, the crow’s nest. I took the fireman’s pole 

down. Panic. Trouble. Tingling thighs. Something in 

my stomach pulling down toward Hell. The feeling 

of worrry. 

We scurried down to the ground and stood to 

attention. Kane fetched a stick; Chan armed himself 

with my rail fishing rod, made from a curtain rail. 

The Jeep squealed to a halt, leaving ugly skid marks, 

and Kane strode over and put his weapon up like a 

sentry, followed by Eli and Chan. Esther and I stayed 

by the fort, guarding our bananas and our jam jars 

full of yellow juice. Watson stood by himself at the 
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side. Two bugs in his jar were about to fight. Watson 

wanted results.  

Anya and Maeve and KT climbed down from the 

Jeep. Anya pulled a Snickers from her pocket, 

snapped it and crumbled it, tossed the uneaten, 

wasted bits into the grass, rubbed her hands on her 

pants. We all tried to see where the caramel crumbs 

had gone.  

‘Time to trade,’ Anya announced. From Level 

One of the fort, I dropped down onto the bark, 

swining like an orangutan on my ropy arms. We’d 

had visits from “King” Adam just five times, not 

including his creepy night missions. Every visit had 

meant insult, or trouble, or death.  

 ‘We’re building ac- ac –aqueducts,’ I said, 

summoning goodness and courage and openness. 

‘Recreational pools, sewerage, clean, filtered water. 

We are the Community of Equals, and we’d like to 

invite you to shuse – I mean, share in the use of our 

water filter.’  

‘Urgh, she hasn’t even been to Peru,’ Esther said, 

‘When I was in Peru, we handed out water 

purification tablets to this whole village’  

‘Yeah, nah, think I’ll stick with bottled water, or 

maybe my magic margarita mix,’ KT said, spreading 

her body across the shiny green Jeep. Her words 

sparkled and shone. She’d rolled up her singlet and 

now it was a bikini. ‘Thanks for the offer, though. 

Enjoy your stinky river slime. Come over for a 

margarita any time.’ 

Kane swiped the air in front of his sister, the first 

stage of a fist fight. ‘You’ll run out of your stupid 

friggin… pantry.’ 

‘We have eight cubic metres of food. How much 

have yous got?’ 
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‘Where?’ I said. ‘Hold up a second: where are you 

getting this food? We could split it equally if, if – if 

we had a – a sort of, I don’t know, United Nations, 

we would ration– ’ 

‘Omigosh are you serious right now?! The UN 

doesn’t mean NOTHIN in here! But wow, yay!’ KT 

did an insulting clap and fluttered her eyelashes. 

‘Good for you! Way to dream!’ 

‘She’s always been like this,’ Maeve said, rolling 

her eyes, slouching against the braver women.  

‘You!’ Anya pointed at Esther. ‘King Adam 

requests a purchase: the chair. He want this for his 

comforting.’  

Esther’s face went hard and frozen. She reversed – 

but she didn’t flee. ‘How… how much?’ 

Anya looked at King Adam, sitting in the 

passenger seat wearing his beanie, his fingerless 

gloves plus sunglasses he must have taken from the 

stand inside the service station. I thought I could even 

see the price tags dangling from them. 

‘I’’ve up to 900K budgeted for the chair,’ King 

Adam’s voice announced, amplified by the public 

address app on his organiser. ‘A nice little profit I 

made from a recent sale. I can spare it. What was it P. 

T. Barnum said? There’s a certain type of person 

who’s born every minute, I can’t quite remember the 

word he use– ’ 

‘YOU LEAVE HER ALONE!’ I screamed.  

‘I WANT MY SPADE BACK,’ Kane said, and 

poked Anya in the eye. Anya turned away then 

revolved and in a blur of boot and skull, with an ugly 

wallop of leather, knocked Kane to the ground with a 

roundhouse kick.  

‘Get him!’ Maeve squealed. She was clapping and 

hugging KT. The girls were biting their fingers with 

excitement. ‘Kill him!’ 
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Chan rushed forward; Anya punched him between 

his lungs and Chan bent over, clawing the grass, 

desperate for breath while Esther began shrieking. 

Anya’s right foot swept Chan’s legs out from under 

him. Anya was staggering forward, her left leg 

drawing back, preparing to kick Chan’s head, when 

Kane tackled her. They rolled like crocodiles, 

scratching and strangling and punching before Eli 

dragged Kane off her. Anya got up, charged forwards 

– then Adam’s voice sounded.  

‘ANYA. HALT.’ She stopped a couple of feet 

from where Eli held Kane’s struggling shoulders. 

‘RETURN.’ Anya stomped back to the Jeep, hardly 

looking behind, hardly resentful. Anya lifted her king 

out of the Jeep, carried him to the edge of the water 

filter trench, and planted Adam’s legs on the ground. 

Adam had a small potbelly now but the rest of him 

seemed to have shrunk a little. Anya must have been 

carrying him around his camp while he controlled his 

puppets not with force or muscle but with brains and 

money and food, protection and shelter – and all the 

supplies he’d seized from the library. Sugar. Salt.   

‘Watson– good to see you,’ Adam said to his 

friend. ‘How’s life amongst the primates?’ 

‘The findings are unsurprising,’ Watson sighed, 

and the two of them twittered for a minute, some shit 

about “probability” and “forecast.” I fantasised for a 

second about slaughtering Watson, torturing him, 

zapping his skull until that arrogant organ of his 

exploded.  

All of us now moved towards the lip of Kane’s 

empty, dry trench, the product of hundreds of hours 

damming the river, eighty hours digging, six hours of 

hauling rocks. Moneyland had mansions twenty 

metres tall, boulevards which took years to flatten, a 

botanic garden with millions of hours put into its 
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cultivation – but to me, Kane’s crude canal was our 

most astonishing creation. It was the first time we’d 

managed to control nature. 

‘Nice mud puddle,’ Adam said. ‘Please explain.’ 

Kane folded his arms proudly and tried to make 

his neck thicker. His face was pink and covered in 

scratches and his lips were covered in blood. ‘The 

water flows in from the river, goes into whatever 

function pool you want, like washing and drinking 

and whatnot, gets cleaned in three stages, 148 per 

cent cleaner each time.’ 

‘148 per cent, I see. Is your percentage cumulative 

or compound?’ 

Kane’s strength crumbled a tiny bit. 

‘Look, it’s pretty good for a hole,’ Adam said, 

barely suppressing his grin, ‘And I think you’ll make 

a competent engineer.’ Adam gestured to the latrine. 

‘Doing anything to prevent faecal matter from 

leaching into the groundwater, are you?’ 

‘I don’t know what fickle matter is, but we’re not 

doing enough Number Twos to worry about 

pollution,’ Kane said cautiously. ‘Toilet water goes 

back in the river and the river carries the sewage 

away. Anywho, we’ve just let water into the spa pool 

and the latrine for now. When I’m ready to flood the 

thing, y’know, let the water in, all I’ve gotta do is 

kick out this here two by four.’ He walked across 

three metres of the trench bottom, garden stones 

crunching beneath his feet, and knocked on a single 

sheet of plywood holding the river at bay. The 

plywood was propped up by one 2x4, hammered into 

the ground by Kane stomping on it.  

‘Surely you don’t intend to simply kick that out,’ 

Adam said, ‘Looks like it’s pretty well stuck in the 

ground.’ 
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‘I’d do it right now just to show ya, cept the 

water’ll come in,’ Kane said. ‘Aw – and I forgot to 

mention – see this area over here?’ He turned his 

back to a containment wall and the dodgy brace 

holding it up. ‘Once that’s dug out, I’ma put in a fish 

farm. Fish in a barrel, how about it?’ 

‘We believe in you Kane,’ said Chan. He was 

holding his broken stomach. I would need to check 

on his ribs. If one was broken, I supposed I would 

need to bandage them. I couldn’t even remember if 

I’d kept all the supplies from my $900,000 medikit or 

thrown it all away to get the epipen. 

‘We can’t wait,’ I smiled. I was crying again. I 

was ashamed of my tears. Leaders shouldn’t cry.  

We were a warm, happy group for only a 

nanosecond. Then Adam spoke. ‘I admire your 

resourcefulness. In fact, while I’m here, I’d like to 

hire your engineering expertise.’ 

‘My prices is pretty steep, bro. Hundred grand.’ 

‘Oh, the price isn’t a worry. See, I have a 

particular need for a sturdy piece of wood over at my 

compound to hold the door open, let the air in. Just a 

single piece of wood. I was wondering if you could 

help me find the right one.’ 

‘DON’T DO IT,’ I called down to Kane, ‘Don’t 

you trust that snake.’  

I could see Kane in the bottom of the trench, his 

brow wriggling with confusion. ‘Ede, shut your 

mouth,’ he finally decided. ‘It’s a hunk of wood. I 

gotta hustle til they let us outta here. This nigga gots 

to get paiiid.’ 

‘And if no one lets us out? Then what’s your 

million worth?’ 

‘Still worth a million, retard. No more talky-

talky.’ Kane put his hands on his hips and looked up 

at Adam. ‘Oh – I just remembered,’ Kane said with 
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an evil grin, ‘We really need our wood for cooking 

fires and stuff so, like, prices are gonna have to go 

up.’ 

‘I have a budget of $200,000.’ 

‘Two bits of wood for two hundred kay, then.’ 

‘I only need the one.’ Adam began pulling wads of 

money from the pockets of his cargo pants and tossed 

them to the bottom of the trench.  

‘This is only thirty grand,’ Kane complained, 

rooting amongst the stones, ‘Pay up, bro.’  

Adam clapped twice and his girls drove the Jeep 

alongside the trench.  Anya handed a brick of money 

to Adam. Adam unwrapped it, took the rubber band 

off each bundle, and began scattering the notes like 

confetti down into the trench.   

‘Jesus, bro, you don’t have to act like a dick. It’ll 

take me ages to pick all this up.’ He shoved notes 

inside his toga, into his jaw and the waistband of his 

undies. 

‘I believe I’ve decided on a suitable piece of 

wood. Anya?’ 

Anya leaned over the trench, where Kane was 

mired in dirt and stones and muddy money, scooping 

tens of thousands of dollars up with brown, sticky 

hands. Anya put her hand on the 2x4 holding up the 

plywood retaining wall, yanked it firmly, and rolled 

away from the trench. Kane didn’t even see Anya 

pull the 2x4 loose, or see the water change instantly 

into an angry wall which slammed into his back.  

I watched the wooden wall fly through the trench, 

battering Kane as a herd of white waves pushed it. I 

watched Kane being there, then he was not there. I 

watched a patch of brown water turn briefly pink 

before the river smashed through the filters and 

flooded the canal within seconds, diluting the blood 

until the river’s colour was back to normal. 
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I watched wet bank notes seep out and onto the 

grass. I watched Adam and Anya and Maeve and KT 

climb into the jeep and drive away. As they 

disappeared across the field, the huge tyres squirting 

grass, Adam proudly waggled his piece of wood out 

the window. There was no blood on his clothes, or 

his Jeep, or his friends, or his piece of wood. He 

wasn’t even wet. 
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19 

 
241 Days To Go  

 

We clutched two slippery pink wrists and two 

slippery pink ankles and hauled our heavy dead 

friend, the back of his head inches above the grass, 

and dumped him at the base of the fort because we 

didn’t have the strength to haul his dripping cold 

meat up onto the first level of the fort, where it felt 

safe to try revive him. We looked into each others’ 

eyes to agree he was dead. It felt wrong to say it with 

words. 

The mosquito net and curtains had trapped him, 

sucking his legs like a ghost dragging him down. 

Each leg had netting twisted around it and there were 

stones caught in the other end.  Perhaps if he’d been 

tangled down there without having his skull battered 

by rocks the size of rugby balls, rocks launched by 

the force of the river pouring in, he could have held 
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his breath for two minutes, long enough for us to dive 

in and cut him free with a sharpened tin can. But 

Kane’s head was battered then flopped around like 

his neck was made of string. Once the river knocked 

his head against the rocks, his mouth and nostrils no 

longer had a brain to tell them not to let the water 

into his lungs.  

On his back in the bark chips, Kane dripped a 

shadowy angel-shape around his body. His skin was 

its normal colour, except there was a big dent above 

his eye. His skull looked like an easter egg dropped 

from a metre onto a hard floor. Water was still 

coming out of his ears and mouth and the hole above 

his eye. 

Wordlessly, unapologetically, I left his body and 

jumped into the pool, which hadn’t yet filled. It 

continued to slush up onto the grass and leak into the 

bare area where we’d peeled the grass off. Much of 

the money was still in $10,000 stacks. I gathered 

eight of those. Then was the challenging part: 

snatching $100 at a time from the water. Just 999 

notes left to collect.  

‘GET IN HERE,’ I screamed at my friends after 

I’d gone underwater a couple of times, ‘HELP ME.’ 

Esther couldn’t enter the water, so she stayed with 

Kane’s body, rubbing his hand, as if a spark of 

warmth could revive him. Eli and Kane stripped 

naked and tried to cover their cocks and balls from 

each other and hopped into the water, awfully cold, 

insulting, nipping our skin as if it were electrified, 

although we didn’t stop to pity ourselves.  

I liked going to the bottom of the pool. I liked the 

pressure of the water squeezing my skull. I liked it 

because it felt like punishment.  

We waddled back to the fort, dripping. Eli and 

Chan and I put our money down. It was maybe 
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$109,000 or so. We divided it up without talking. 

With the money taken care of, we turned to our dead 

friend.  

 
   
 

We buried Kane in a shallow part of his own 

trench and heaped rocks on him before scooping 

milky river mud onto his body. That was all Kane’s 

project was good for, now. Not fresh water, baths, 

cleansing, relief – just graves. Failed lives.  

We went gathering. We didn’t hesitate. Our bodies 

told us to eat. We weren’t in control.  

I moved in a daze with a body that felt like it was 

naked in a blizzard, except the streets were all hazy 

summer. It took an hour to find enough food for a 

meal that would keep me from death. I roamed 

through Lollipoppa’s, keening my ears in case there 

was any sound of children shrieking. I hopped a 

fence and landed on the grave of some dog called 

Fearless and winced as I expected the owners to 

come charging out of their deck. I swore I could feel 

human breath on my spine. All I heard as I picked 

mushrooms from the small gap between a house and 

its garage was the sound of a microphone squealing 

in my ears. I cornered a rabbit so fat and fluffy it 

could only have belonged to a five year old child and 

I twisted its head so hard that the head came off in 

my hands, squirting blood like Adam’s penis had 

squirted inside me, back in the days when we had a 

chance to steer our future toward something 

constructive. Back when there was hope for 12 

friends.    

A new batch of mushrooms was growing in the 

soccer field in the primary school, and I encountered 
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Watson hunched over and filling a book bag with 

them.  

‘Mushroom soup or mushroom pie?’  

I pretended to laugh, got on my knees, legs 

sizzling with lactic acid. I tossed mushrooms in a 

garbage bag I’d been using and re-using since day 

one, washing the blood and feathers and leaves out of 

it twice a day. There seemed to be only five garbage 

bags in our universe. There were few of everything in 

our universe. 

‘I spotted tracks, just so you know,’ Watson said. 

‘I’ll warrant Omar’s been here.’ 

‘Dude, who do you work for, like honestly? You 

can tell me if it’s Adam. I’m too weak to fight.’ 

‘I work for science,’ he said. ‘What the 

Community of Equals is achieving – or failing to 

achieve – is far more interesting to me than the so-

called King Adam’s project.’ 

‘You reckon?’ 

‘Tyrants have shown up in history far more often 

than utopian cooperatives. Adam Turing is… not 

original.’ 

I saw a skink scurrying across the hopscotch grid, 

mashed it with my palm, held it up to the afternoon 

sun. It left its tail in my fingers, dropped into the 

grass and escaped. The tail was a pathetic one inch, a 

twitching little sliver, a piece of cold reptile meat like 

a fat matchstick. ‘Is this worth eating?’ 

‘You’ll regret it when you’re almost dead,’ 

Watson said. ‘There’s probably ten calories in that 

tail. May as well.’ 

I considered it, opened my mouth, and threw the 

tail away.  

‘Time to check my traps,’ Watson said. 

‘Traps? What traps?’ 
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‘You’ve noticed I’ve been providing a cornucopia 

of rodentia?’ 

‘You tried to get us to eat rats for dinner. I won’t 

be forgetting that. The guinea pigs are okay. Rabbit’s 

not bad either.’ 

‘You’ll maximise the nutrition you get from each 

rodent if you don’t expend energy chasing them 

down. Fifty kilojoules spent in the pursuit of forty 

kilojoules of meat? Nonsensical.’ 

‘Show me the traps.’ 

Watson flapped the corner of the shawl he was 

wearing, made from a quilt, and led me towards the 

sandpit and giant plastic checkers set where the little 

kids of this school would have played if their parents 

hadn’t been chased across the world by banks and 

‘bots. There was a cluster of small hills. I could 

almost hear the squawk and call, the joyous laughter, 

the chirp of children, their giggles and cries. Then the 

ghosts evaporated and I was left staring at twenty jam 

jars leaning against a fence with shadow at its base. 

‘So that’s a hole, or a tunnel or whatev – oh! 

You’ve got one! Two!’ 

Watson crouched and tilted each of the jars a few 

gentle degrees back toward him so they were 

standing upright. In three there were snuffling rats; in 

another six, he’d caught mice. I reached in and seized 

the tail of a rat. I’d grown used to handling the horrid 

things. I hadn’t been bitten in a month. ‘This one’s a 

fatty,’ I said, dangling it. I opened my mouth and 

pretended to dip it between my teeth.  

‘I promise you they’re perfectly edible cooked,’ he 

said, taking each rodent out, pinching its neck until 

the mouse or rat was dead, and putting the rodents in 

a shoebox.  

‘You mean they’re like one percent less 

disgusting. Watson, what’s the first thing you’re 
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gonna pig out on when you get out of here? You a 

Burger King man or McDonalds man?’ 

‘Neither.’ 

‘Subway or something? Pizza Hut?’ 

‘I like it here,’ he said quickly. ‘It’s safe in here. 

Your friends – I’d wager they appreciate the safety 

aspects, too. Alternative educational options for 

Kane; a place to discover her own identity for Maeve. 

Gainful employment for Anya.’ 

I snorted and waved my arms. ‘They got no right 

to be comfortable. They’re plain wrong, dude. Am I 

the only one seeing we’re in a deserted school in a 

deserted land, half of our friends are dead and there’s 

a schizo psycho tyrant – and you feel safe?’ 

Watson put his shoebox on the ground and held 

the lid down with one foot. ‘Everything’s controlled 

in here, Eden. Outside, we have little control. Petrol’s 

controlled, food’s controlled. Defence, security, trade 

– all of it.’ 

‘Reminds me of someone I know.’ 

‘Took years of practice at Monopoly to get him 

where he is.’ 

A laugh escaped me like a sneeze. The unusual 

sound startled a sparrow. ‘You reckon he’s been, 

like, wanting this?’ 

Watson didn’t answer. I thought about it as we 

strolled. Just before we returned to the Playground, 

he said, ‘They’ll try and take her, Eden. They’ll see 

the baby as Adam’s property.’ 

How did you know? Whose side are you really on? 

‘The Mechs – couldn’t they … stop… a bad guy 

taking someone’s baby? If – if someone had a baby?’ 

We snapped our rats’ necks and tossed them onto 

the tree stump we were using that week to skin and 

gut animals we’d killed. Watson showed me how to 

use one knife to pin a rat’s head into the wood before 
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slitting its belly, putting your fingers into its guts and 

peeling its fur and skin away. Eventually Watson 

said, ‘Birth and death within the controlled 

environment, they’re both equally interesting, from a 

scientific point of view. The mechs just want 

something interesting to happen.’ 

‘What, and a person giving birth in a fishbowl is 

interesting is it?’ 

‘More than you can possibly imagine.’ 
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20 

 
182 Days To Go 

 

 

My Community of Equals was reduced to just Eli, 

the lovebirds Esther and Chan, and me, the third 

wheel. Omar dropped off dog biscuits all the time but 

I could never make him stay. I was always worried, 

always clutching my tummy, saying motherly stuff to 

Omar and Chan like “Take a jersey if you go out” 

and “Let me know where you are” and shit like that. 

My tummy ached for two hours each morning. It was 

funny how precise my body was. Nothing else in my 

life was that reliable.  

I would hunt and gather with Watson once or 

twice a week, herding guinea pigs under the rose 

bushes in the botanic gardens where the fat little 

rodents would get snagged and bleat their location for 

me to discover. I would tinker with animal skins. 
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Esther and I would stuff the skins with pulverised 

guts and call them sausages. While out with Watson, 

I would ask him what King Adam was up to, and he 

would tell me frankly. Watson was visiting Adam’s 

corner once a week. He said he was making 

observations. He said Heart of Darkness was 

“uninspired,”  reckoned his friend had become 

boring. Lethargic was a word he used. I think he 

meant decadent. Fat, indulged, pompous. A blob 

dispensing instructions and dollars.  

Adam had covered over an entire street. His 

women did a lot of sewing for him – after all, BP 

sold emergency repair and patch kits which included 

needles and thread – and with enough stitches and 

staples and rivets and duct tape, 50 bedsheets could 

be joined to create vast sails.  

‘They don’t appreciate being watched. Through 

yours binoculars, that is.’ 

‘Well they’ve been watching ME since day one, 

so fuck them. And recording.’ 

‘I probably shouldn’t tell you,’ Watson said, 

‘They know how to get into the sewer.’ 

‘Meaning?’ 

‘Meaning the sewer’s navigable, but you would 

hardly want to bump into any megafauna down 

there.’ 

‘What’s megafauna?’ 

‘You don’t want to know, Eden.’ 

‘Is the water… good… down there?’ 

Watson shrugged. ‘There’s been no pollution, has 

there. It’s humans who pollute.’  

I thought about this over days. We’d scoured 

Moneyland, picked it clean – the western half, that is. 

There were secrets over in Adam’s corner. I mean, 

I’d never seen what was behind the BP, in the BP’s 

shipping container which stored food and equipment.  
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‘He has a project he’d like to discuss with you,’ 

Watson said one afternoon as we were walking 

across the lawn bowls green, returning to dinner-

camp with a bag of finches. Watson had found a pot 

of treacle, so old it was like eating tar, but it stuck to 

the log we’d spread it on with a butter knife and we’d 

pressed walnuts into the treacle and we had sat back, 

him with a colander, me with a sieve, and watched 

20, 30, 35 finches land, peck at the walnuts, and find 

their feet stuck. My stomach purred. These days I 

loved seeing critters struggle before I broke their 

necks. Their pain meant I lived. Any my baby. 

‘Worth two in the bush,’ Watson said, and stuffed 

two birds in my rubbish bag.  

‘I get it,’ I said. ‘Bird in the hand worth two in the 

whatever.’ I shook my head and laughed, a strange 

kind of laugh. Like laughing as a truck’s about to run 

you over. A screw-it laugh. A fatalist laugh. 

Chan was waving his bony arms 200 metres ahead 

of us, a nervous habit he’d developed.I think Chan 

worried Adam’s people would ambush me and 

slaughter me. When people got hungry enough, the 

law didn’t apply to them. 

We reached Chan, opened the rubbish bag to show 

him our catch and two finches flitted away. Watson 

tied the bag and lowered it, squeezing the oxygen 

out. We were having ortolan again. Ortolan used to 

be a delicacy so esteemed in France that there was a 

ritual behind it, Watson the History Professor told me 

– you baked the entire bird in its own fat, put a cloth 

over your head to hide your gluttonous shame from 

God, and scoffed the entire bird in one mouthful, 

crunching the bones. The texture was crunchy as 

hokey pokey, the meat was as sweet as peanut butter. 

The roasted beak broke between your teeth like the 

lid of a crème brulee. It was pretty yummy although 
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ortolan became almost boring and routine after six or 

seven meals. I would rather have been somewhere 

with people I could relax with. My friends weren’t 

people I looked forward to seeing anymore. Dinner 

time was like a counselling session for drug addicts, 

everybody fidgety and nervous.  

Chan tossed a few fistfuls of hazelnuts in a pan 

and put them on the hot rocks to roast, then smacked 

the sack of birds against the ground once, to silence 

the flapping and tweeting, took a car antenna skewer 

and pushed it through the throat of one bird, then 

two, three, eventually skewering 15 until there was 

no more room on the antenna. We could have the rest 

of the ortolan for breakfast. Then we would go out 

and catch more. If the little buntings went extinct, we 

didn’t care.  

When the birds were roasting, Chan said in a tired 

voice, ‘He came by here while you guys were off 

getting sticky with the birds.’ I studied Chan’s body 

as he spoke. He’d lost the muscle he had started with. 

His face was too angular now, his eyes hard and 

mean, and always tired. There was something furry 

about his skin, and he often threw up after dinner. 

‘The King wants a monument built.’ 

‘A sphinx, Stonehenge, what? Mt Rushmore, I bet. 

Is that what he wants? His face carved into rock?’ 

‘Let’s not forget the Buddhas of Bamiyan,’ 

Watson added. ‘The Taliban regime blew those up, 

literally. They were religious extremists who ruled 

Afghanistan under a dictatorship from– ’ 

‘Shut up, Wats. Chan: you know what he wants 

built, and you’re not telling me. Those birds done 

yet?’ 

He took the skewer off the fire, pulled a bird off, 

bit its head off and chewed, then spat into the fire. 
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‘Two more minutes. The building project? It’s a little 

out-there.’ 

‘Charging a million dollars for an injector pen 

when somebody is dying right in front of you, that’s 

out-there. What does he want?’ 

‘Something big. Like BIG-big.’ 

‘Something old school.’  

I breathed deeply, accepted an ortolan, chewed the 

disgusting thing, swallowed the bubbling fat, took the 

crumpled steaming bird out of my mouth and played 

with it. ‘A statue. Okay. What’s he giving us in 

return?’ 

‘It’s not a statue. He wants a …triangular, er, 

monument, if you will.’ 

We chewed our dinner in silence, popping 

hazelnuts into our mouths every thirty seconds. We 

sipped water with hunks of lemon in it.  

‘Well the pyramids took, like, 10,000 slaves to 

build… .’  

‘Actually those who built the pyramids were paid 

to do so,’ Watson corrected me.  

‘Whatever. We don’t have decades. We have eight 

months. Sooo….? You guys aren’t thinking of saying 

yes, are you?’ 

Chan leaned into my face. Esther rolled up. She 

too looked down on me. ‘Do you guys remembers 

those chocolates, Ferrero Rocher? The ones with nuts 

on the outside and crunchy inner made of wafer?’ 

My stomach burbled. I had a flashback to scoffing 

a whole box of Ferrero Rocher at Christmas then 

vomiting them so I wouldn’t put on weight. ‘What’s 

your poin– OH MY GOD YOU HAVE ONE.’ 

Chan took one out of his pocket, held it in front of 

me. I didn’t dare touch it. Then he released it into my 

hands. I didn’t stop to worship it. I bit deep into it, 

picking the foil out of my teeth as I munched it. 
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Brown drool ran down my lips. I wiped the chocolate 

sludge from my mouth with the back of my hand, 

licked the back of my hand, and polished off the rest 

of the chocolate.  

I was panting like a dog. My Equals were 

watching me like dogs, too. We were a pack of–  

‘He came by while I was gathering? And you let 

him GIVE you this? Are there more of these?’ 

‘And Mountain Dew,’ Esther said, white-eyed, as 

if she were relating the existence of Jesus.  

‘And Twinkies.’ 

‘And Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups, man.’ 

My face crumpled. ‘It’s so hard. It’s TOO hard. I 

can’t do this any more, this-this-this resistance.’ 

The tiny seahorse behind my belly button did a 

somersault. 

Chan squeezed my shoulder. ‘You wouldn’t really 

be working for him. You’d be working for yourself.’  

 ‘I’m going to talk to him. Now.’ 

‘Eden, don’t, wait– ’ 

 

* 

 

I strutted all the way through the mansions and 

onto Broadway without looking behind me. Then I 

turned and checked out my shadow. A spirit made of 

my own anxiety was following me.  

I cut down to Mahony Road, paused beside 

Wade’s Wharf Road, feeling alone, out in the 

country. I saw a hedgehog scuttling along the gutter 

and that was it. I stomped its head, memorised its 

location. I would return after my mission.  

My legs got heavier as I approached Heart of 

Darkness. I kept wanting to turn back. I felt my 

thighs tingling with fear as I passed the library and 

the shut-up supermarket. I stood on a manhole cover 
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and felt the shadow of the bedsheet canopy fall on 

me. It was like a market in Morocco with strange 

dangers in the shade up ahead.  

Maeve was the first to see me. She was sitting on 

a barrel and sewing and I startled her and she scurried 

toward the dark core of Adam’s compound, the petrol 

station, with a single vehicle with its face pointing 

out at me, two headlights like evil eyes. Against the 

metal, I felt inferior. I was covered in mud and 

treacle and feathers and animal fat. I felt like some 

tribal person in the jungle unprepared for machinery. 

KT was the next to see me and stop and look at 

me with terror. She had a blade and had been cutting 

the cling film off a stack of boxes. There was a trail 

of crumpled cling film leading from the manhole to 

where she was. The manhole cover was slightly ajar. 

The sewers of this place could have contained 

anything, I supposed. There could be crocodiles 

down there, popping out every night. I would have 

eaten crocodile if it satisfied my stomach. I would 

have killed it, too. I would do anything to feed my 

baby. 

‘Don’t run,’ I called out to KT as she recoiled. She 

pointed her blade at me for a moment, then did the 

opposite of what I’d told her to do. As soon as she 

made it inside the BP, Anya came out, stomping 

across the forecourt and onto a road which had been 

entirely covered up with carpet, frazzled at the edges 

wehre it had been cut and ripped and pulled of houses 

and dragged here.  

‘Don’t do anything crazy, Anya. I just want to 

talk.’ 

‘You want to talk, you send message.’ 

‘I want to do things responsibly. Bring him out 

here, please. I need to talk over this pyramid thing. 
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As a matter of fact, I need to talk about wider issues 

as well.’ 

‘Your friend, they work with you,’ Anya said. ‘I 

am thinking they most hungry than you, no? More 

ambition?’ 

‘I will provide guidance,’ Eli said, emerging from 

the hardware store. My heart slammed against its rib 

cage. I hadn’t thought about Eli since he’d gone, or 

KT, or Maeve or any of Adam’s bitches. The only 

person I was here to see was Adam alone. 

‘So we got a message from your boss. Don’t you 

think getting a pyramid built in your honour’s a little 

weird, Eli? Oi: , listen, bring him out here, would 

you? He can’t be that busy. What does he do all day 

anyway?’ Hunger had entered my lungs. I had to 

make demands to feed my body. ‘ADAM TURING! 

GET YOUR BUTT OUT HERE THIS INSTANT.’  

Anya folded me into a headlock and began 

marching me up the carpeted road. ‘GET OUT 

HERE, YOU COWARD. FACE ME. ADAM. 

ADAAAAAM!’ 

I managed to twist around, and there he was, a 

small plump black shape with thin shoulders 

shrouded by a childish hoodie, looking out from the 

gas station, backlit. Behind the black figure I could 

see white space in the drinks cabinet and the 

cardboard displays which should’ve been packed 

with chocolate and candy. Not as much food as there 

used to be. Before Anya mashed her fingers over my 

eyes, I glimpsed Adam’s face. His cheeks had 

become balls of fat.  His arms seemed tinier, his torso 

rounder. A chubby black beetle, cloaked in shadow.  

‘TELL HIM I’LL DO IT,’ I said as Anya hauled 

me to the border of Adam’s realm. ‘I need a million 

dollars.’ 

Anya said ‘You come over to the king employ.’ 
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‘Make HIM come HERE. I’M sensible. I’M in 

charge.’ 

‘You’re a failure.’ It was Adam’s voice, grown 

thicker and wetter, as if his tongue had become fat 

too. Eli and KT and Maeve approached holding him 

on – on some sort of plank, with canvas – it was a 

stretcher. God knew where it had come from – 

Lollipoppa’s daycare? King Adam’s carriers didn’t 

seem strong – they were struggling with the weight – 

but their bodies showed plenty of potential for 

strength. Eli had grown a belly. Maeve’s eyes were 

creased and tiny with the fat on her face, and her 

forearms. KT, still wearing that bikini she must have 

thought was distinctive, had strips of fat running 

horizontally across her tummy, and her calves were 

thick and wide. I could even see fat pressing against 

her toes.  

King Adam didn’t sit up, but Eli shoved a fresh 

cushion under his head, elevating his view and his 

voice. ‘You want a million?’ 

‘You took a million from me when I was weak 

and desperate.’ 

‘It was nine hundred thousand dollar,’ Anya 

growled, and pressed her forehead against mine until 

I’d backed away a metre. I let my senses grope 

around for an indication that my people, my 

Community, were behind me, but no one had my 

back. ‘Every word which is come from your mouth, 

it is a lie.’ 

‘You can stand aside, Anya,’ Adam rasped, then 

sat up. ‘I will handle this threat. Eden: you need to 

know this is a land with a justice code, a land of law 

and order. You’d be well advised to watch your 

conduct. I won’t hesitate to prosecute you.’ 

‘I’ll work for you, but I won’t bow down and 

worship you.’ 
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Maeve and KT winced and repositioned their grip 

on the stretcher handles. 

‘You’ll worship justice? You’ll worship a 

government?’ 

‘Uh… I guess so.’ 

King Adam sat all the way up. ‘I AM 

GOVERNMENT.’ King Adam made a gesture, and 

Maeve handed a loaf of cookie dough to Anya, who 

jabbed it into my chest. ‘The king, he say Arbeit 

Macht Frei. It means –  

‘I KNOW WHAT IT MEANS.’ 
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21 

 
 181 Days To Go  

 

A dead fish landed on my head. I could smell the 

rotten pondweed in its guts. It made a sickening 

rubbery squish as I rolled awake, my knee crushing 

its head.  

They were standing over me, the whole gang of 

them – Anya, KT, Maeve – even King Adam. 

‘You sleep here no more,’ Anya said, kicking my 

friends awake. ‘This will be centre of monument.’ 

The Jeep was rumbling on the grass. I could see the 

snout of the dog inside it. It looked a little raw and 

bloody, like someone had been smacking it around. 

‘Pyramid, you mean,’ I said, blinking out the sun 

and picking crusty bits from my eyelashes. 

‘King Adam, he do not like this term. Hey: after 

fish, you can have guinea pig,’ Anya said, picking up 

the dead fish and rubbing it against my face. ‘You are 
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filthy animal. Look at you with fat belly. Like hump 

of the hunchback is in your belly.’ 

My stomach cringed, I bent over, looking for a 

place to puke.  

King Adam chuckled as he watched me vomit. He 

was standing but it appeared KT and Maeve were 

holding him upright. ‘A hearty congratulations.’ 

‘Congratulations for what?’ I wiped the acidic 

scum from my lips. 

He eyed my tummy. ‘You know for what.’ 

‘You got a plan for this folly of yours or not?’ 

‘You’re the only one who might build a folly, 

Eden, and if you do, you’ll be breaching the terms of 

your contract. Could land you in court. I’d watch the 

attitude, if I were you. PLANS. ELI. PUT THE 

PLANS HERE.’ 

On the back of one of those For Sale signs from 

someone’s lawn, the plan had been drawn with a 

marker pen, yet another fancy object my Community 

of Equals hadn’t seen in forever. The plan showed 

that the whole fort would be surrounded by earth. 

Once the earth was sculpted into a hill or pyramid 

and compacted, you could probably walk or climb up 

any side of the pyramid, providing it had a ladder or 

some stairs. The top of the fort was the apex of the 

pyramid. There was to be a shaft around the 

fireman’s pole so the sun could beam into the vault 

within. The whole thing would be three storeys tall.  

Eli and Chan and me crowded our heads together 

as we studied the plans. I said we could get the base a 

couple metres high pretty quick if we just pushed 

cars against the bottom of the fort and Eli said King 

Adam wouldn’t object, so long as the sides of the 

pyramid were dirt with a walkway running up to the 

top of the thing. When the cars were tipped on their 

sides they could easily be filled with dirt. They were 
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like metal frames. Reinforced boxes. Empty cubes. 

Second storey could be bulked up with recycling bins 

and plastic boxes and desks and tables and 

mattresses, once again with dirt over top. The third 

level would be something light enough to haul up 

there without a crane – say cardboard boxes, maybe – 

covered with earth. Four ladders would be pressed 

into the four sides to let people get up to the top and 

down. 

I turned back to the pack of assholes who’d 

invaded my morning. Ordinarily I would have been 

putting cold water over the fire now to boil, I would 

have been gathering apples and grapes and potatoes 

quite happily. Maybe those ducks I’d hung to dry in 

the closet in that show home would be ready to gnaw 

on. Maybe I’d get lucky and find a bag of Bhuja mix 

in the glovebox of a house on a silent street.  

‘So when am I gonna get my million?’ 

Anya threw a $10,000 wad at me. ‘You have 

maximum 30 days; $10,000 a day, no more.’ 

‘And what if I don’t?’ 

‘YOUR PARENTS’LL STARVE,’ Chan growled, 

the skin peeling back from his skeletal gums. ‘Listen, 

Adz, man, you gotta give me something to eat, man, I 

can’t eat dumb river fish any more man, you broke 

me, alright, you win, just gimme something to – 

Anya shoved Chan onto his back. He whimpered 

like a beaten dog. ‘DO NOT APPROACH THE 

KING.’ Anya walked to the Jeep, brought back a box 

of crackers, ripped the box open and poured the 

crackers over Chan’s body. He gasped and twitched 

and made little wiffling sounds as he crammed the 

unbroken whole crackers into his mouth first, then 

scooped up the broken crackers, then snuffled up the 

dust and chunks, licking the wooden boards, 

disgracing us all. Adam chucked to himself, pulled 
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the drawstrings of his black hood, recording the 

pathetic Chan with the camera on his org.  

Anya threw a small bottle of water at me and 

fished a PopTart out of her pocket. ‘You have been 

first payment. Now BEGIN.’ 

* 

There were cars not far at all from the playfort, 

because six cul de sacs backed onto the reserve 

surrounding the playground and every cul de sac was 

as populated with cars as ever. It chilled me, most 

mornings, to awake and see those cars there and 

think, just for a second, Thank heavens it was all a 

dream, and then to realise not a single car was 

moving. Nor were the clouds. Nor was the air.  

I went to see which cars we should move first. I 

took an alleyway I’d never been through, just 30 

metres of raspy short genetically modified grass, then 

I came out into fresh houses, houses I hadn’t seen. 

Discoveries like this happened once a week. Watson 

was the only one who had the map app installed on 

his organiser, the rest of us had always declined when 

it tried to automatically install. There would be a few 

black spots like this left in Moneyland. It was 

possible inside a single house in a single black spot 

street was freezer full of Kentucky fried chicken, 

kept cool because it was hooked up to a solar panel, 

or maybe there was a cupboard full of candy canes, 

or marshmallows. Even sachets of powdered juice 

would have made us happy. Canned soup. Green 

beans. Asparagus in tins of brine. Brussel god damn 

sprouts.  

Back to work now, though. Daydreaming just 

made my guts hurt and made me want to go to sleep 

whenever I returned to my horrible reality. I saw a 

car – a Jaguar, with flowing deep green panels, wide 

windscreen and metal cat leaping off the bonnet – 
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sitting in a driveway as if its owner had just got home 

from work. I rested my weight against the car and 

worked on breathing, clutching my belly with one 

hand.  

180ish days. A billion cells coalescing per day to 

grow a fertilised egg into a tadpole complete with 

tail, then that tadpole would grab its knees, curl and 

twist, grow a billion cells the next day, another 

billion the next. If Chan, the old Chan, the confident 

Chan were my partner, he would pick me up from 

school in a big warm comfy car (a car that actually 

moved), hand me a SuperWhopper to make me feel 

better, with a Sparkle shake thick with candy stars, 

and he would drive me through five minutes of easy 

traffic in secrecy. The sky would be the colour of 

pencil lead, but Chan would reach to the stereo and 

put on my favourite song, and while he drove, I 

would lean against his sturdy arms. He would help 

me out of the passenger seat, carry me across the 

asphalt, talk to the receptionist, guide me through 

into a room full of promising machines, warm light, a 

soft bed to recline on. The mech nurse would rub gel 

over my bubble-shaped belly then stroke my flesh 

with the scanner in the palm of her hand while I 

squeezed Chan’s fingers and we both watched a 

glowing monitor. Our baby would be a boy. I wanted 

a boy. One male was the source of all the harm in my 

reality. I wanted a male to replace him, to renew my 

faith in boys. To start over.  

‘EDEN.’ Esther arrived beside the Jag in the 

driveway, Chan shortly after. ‘You were out in space 

or something. What were you thinking about?’ 

Taking your man. Taking your man into a perfect 

dimension where we belong together. Not here, 

eating slime, carrying stomachs full of acid, our 

knees and elbows a little bit knobblier each day. 
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Resisting a megalomaniac who would feed us and 

nurture us if only we would worship him.  

‘I was, uh… .’ I turned my stomach away from 

Esther and Chan. 

‘You don’t have to talk about that if you don’t 

want,’ Esther said. ‘Listen – moving cars? Don’t 

think for a second that’s something you can do 

yourself. You look really sick. You’ve got that 

bloated-stomach starvation thing like those little 

Ethiopian kids. For just the price of a cup of coffee a 

day we can fix you.’ 

I shook my face and woke up a bit more. ‘What, 

you’re the new comedian? Fatti would be spinning in 

her… Gah!’ I pulled my hair, punished myself for 

disrespecting Fatimah. ‘I’m not giving up. I NEED 

this. I NEED my million. I DESERVE it. Now, I’m 

moving cars whether you help me or not.’ 

Chan nodded. ‘Best to roll our blocks downhill, if 

we can, or just get an epic run-up. Uphill will suck 

majorly. There’s not many of us working on this 

thing.’ 

‘That’s an understatement,’ I said. ‘Why can’t 

Anya help? She’s got muscles.’ 

Esther shook her head. ‘You’re forgetting the 

entertainment aspect of this. Member Kitchen Bitch, 

that reality TV show about slaves slaving for a 

slavemaster? Yeah? Well we ARE the reality TV.’ 

None of us added to this. We walked down the 

street until we found a more brick-shaped Toyota 

Hiace. ‘Perfect,’ Chan said. ‘How we gonna move 

this thing?’ 

The driver door was unlocked. In the movies, they 

always show the keys stashed inside the sunvisor. We 

didn’t find anything like that. We groped the car, 

massaged and tickled it for five minutes, and watched 

Chan angle his body at 45 degrees, toes pointed in 
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the concrete, hands urging the vehicle to move, 

before I called a conference at the bonnet.  

‘Chan, what’s up with you? You haven’t even 

undone the hand brake. And Esther – are you sure 

you can don’t mind… ?’ 

‘What, just because you’re a boyfriend-stealing 

cow you think I don’t wanna get paid?’ 

I tried to respond, couldn’t, swallowed it. I sat on 

the ground and watched the fake overcast sky and the 

fake sun behind it, sending out a fake glow. Every so 

often, a shimmer would show light bouncing off a 

few hundred thousand nanobots hanging out like a 

cloud of midges. 

‘Tell me what happened to your money, Chan.’ 

‘What do you mean? I’m getting paid same as 

you.’ 

‘I know something happened to your money. You 

seem depressed as anything. You can tell me. Our 

community fell apart because of secrets, okay? Don’t 

keep secrets from me.’ 

‘I SOLD THE CHAIR. Can we start building the 

dumb pyramid already?’ 

‘When? How? Just – look, Esther’s IN her chair so 

– I don’t understand?’ 

They looked at each other deeply. Chan tipped his 

ear into Esther’s mouth, a little intimate gesture that I 

would never get to be part of. We crouched in the 

shade of an abandoned car in an abandoned 

neighbourhood populated by ten abandoned people. 

They told me what happened to them one night, a 

month ago. 

‘So I wanted the money so god damn bad, Ede.’ 

Chan shook his head as if he’d seen some real bad 

terrorist attack on the news. ‘You got no idea.’ 

Esther rubbed her man’s scalp. I saw dandruff fall 

out like fish flakes.  
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‘So while you were at your highest and mightiest, 

Eden, I was… let’s just say I wasn’t exactly going to 

vote for you if we had an election. Adam offered 

some serious money so he could be wheeled around 

by that bulldyke of his; we went over to his place in 

the middle of the night – like the one time of day 

Queen Eden wasn’t telling us all what to do – and we 

said Yeah. The chair. We can do a deal.’ 

‘I don’t understand. You’re sitting in your chair? 

And Adam’s nothing, why would you give him–  

‘Pizza,’ said Esther, ‘Hot pizza, with bacon.’ 

‘The cheese was steaming, Ede. You should’ve 

seen it.’ Chan’s stomach let out a sound like a bubble 

popping in a well. ‘Adam has a microwave. He has 

frozen food. Hot dogs, pies, corn dogs, burritos. God, 

his gas station, it’s like… it’s like a shopping mall, 

okay? I scoffed two whole pizzas, tried to scoff a 

third –  

‘Chan puked,’ Esther said. Her mouth laughed, 

but the rest of her face was cold, disappointed. ‘All 

that pizza, wasted.’ 

‘I was seriously looking at eating the puke, Ede. 

I’m sorry to everyone, man. I’m sorry to God, I’m 

sorry to the Equals.’ Chan squeezed the thigh of the 

girl he loved. ‘I’m sorry to you, babe.’ 

‘I wouldn’t be alive without you,’ she said. They 

nuzzled their heads together. I’d be dead if I’d relied 

upon Eden was what she meant. ‘I also puked,’ 

Esther confessed. ‘Adam and Anya and everyone, 

they didn’t think it was funny. There was still some 

food in my tummy and Chan’s tummy, and we tried 

to clean it up, like we grabbed toilet tissue and a 

bottle of cleaner, but –  

‘Anya handed us a … God, I’m bummed out just 

sayin it.’ Chan, his eyes inches above the concrete, 

shoe his head ruefully. ‘She handed us a bill. This is 
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as I’m trying to clean up my puke, Anya’s trying to 

break my wrist. Tries to tell me the tissue paper’s 

$20,000 and the Spray & Wipe’s fifty grand. Then 

KT comes in all bubbly and stuff, tries telling us 

there’s an eighty thousand dollar fine for soiling King 

Adam’s land. Defiling was the word she used at one 

point. You defiled the realm of the king. Those 

people are crazy, man.’ 

‘How much, dude? How much did you sell the 

chair for?’ 

I hadn’t seen Es cry at all this year, but Chan was 

weeping again. ‘So we’re in heaven, pretty much, 

right – I mean, Adam’s compound, you know, there’s 

enough canned chicken soup to eat it every day for a 

ye – for a yeee - .’ He stopped and caught his breath, 

snorting to streams of snot onto the ground from his 

nostrils, ‘For a year.’ 

‘And chips, Eden. Doritos, Twisties, Burger 

Rings, Rashuns, Pringles –  

‘ –FritoLays, Shapes, southern style crispy old 

fashioned chips with the fatty bubbles on ‘em –  

‘Straight cut,’ Esther continued, picking up the 

thread, ‘Plain cut, and cookies, Eden, Oreos, Cookie 

Times, Squiggles, Hundreds and Thousands, 

Gingernuts, I mean I never used to like gingernuts, 

but here’s Adam with a whole Red Bull fridge of 

chocolate milk and can you even remember how 

good gingernuts taste when you soak ‘em in milk and 

–  

‘I sold Esther’s chair. Got $650,000 for it. I 

wanted a million; Adam offered a hundred thou. We 

haggled, standing around a puddle of puke without 

the money to… God it hurts just to remember it.’ 

I looked around at the driveways and double 

garages along West Ford Street, the boats with their 

outboard motors removed, the stationery jet skis, the 
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empty mail boxes, the houses which had been 

vacated so suddenly the curtains hadn’t even been 

drawn, leaving lounges where there should have been 

nuclear families sitting on the couch watching 

sitcoms, warmed in the TV’s radiation glow, eating 

overpriced takeaway dinners ordered from automated 

drive-thru robots where they flicked their paywave 

microchips at some sensor and took away their easy 

meal.  

I stood up. Chan kept confessing. 

‘I tossed Esther over my shoulder and we left 

pretty happy, right? I had Esther over one half of my 

body and over the half, I’m carrying a sack of money. 

It was in a laundry bag. I mean this money, just the 

weight of it, Eden, y’know? It weighed as much as 

her. And I couldn’t take it. I broke down – we 

weren’t far from home, it must’ve been 5.30 in the 

morning and I was so damn excited, like SO excited, 

like I was the richest man in Mahonyland and I 

wouldn’t have to eat rats any more. Literally. But I 

ran out of energy. Give me food, I throw it up. Give 

me money –  

‘Too heavy,’ I said, nodding.  

‘Right. Too heavy. So I find a bungalow with a 

nice roof, real thick tiles, triple glazed windows, the 

place even had a port cochere, Eden. They had a 

firewood pile so here’s me knocking down the 

firewood and burying my bag of money behind it and 

–  

‘And you’d put Esther where? On the doorstep? 

On a deck chair?’ 

Chan’s skin had turned grey. He was hollowed-

out, desperate and guilty. ‘I’d dumped her in the 

middle of the road. I’d- I’d – I’d taken a sack of 

stupid money, but I’d left her. Sad part, Eden?’ 
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‘I wasn’t even crying,’ Esther said. ‘Just … how 

can you describe the feeling when someone you love 

dumps you on rocks and leaves you so he can go look 

after his money? Money that’s been traded for your 

ability to move.’  

Chan shook his head. ‘She was trying to crawl 

home – on asphalt. You- you should’ve seen her 

fingernails.’ 

Silence. Some birds settled on a bird bath across 

the road. Supper, I thought. Three for me, two each 

for Chan and Esther, with nice hunks of roast 

pumpkin cooked in ortolan fat.  

‘I left her there. I left her in the road, leaving this 

trail of, like, potato stamps of blood from her knees. 

Esther’s money, she didn’t think I knew, but I knew. 

It’s all I think about when I see people. I think of 

where they’ve stashed their money. And I’ve got 

almost everybody figured out. See Esther? She would 

wheel inside a house every day and just park herself 

in front of a big screen Tv. And she would watch 

with her imagination. And no one else had the 

patience, the imagination to sit with her. Her million– 

she left it on the floor, man, plain as day, plus the 

$200,000 from selling the medical kit to King Adam. 

St Joseph Street, number 19. Just there in a mound on 

the rug, like as if she was saying anybody was 

welcome to the money, anybody could come in so 

long as they would sit with her and spend a little time 

in Imaginationland.’ 

‘You got her chair back, though.’ 

Chan looked straight up at heaven and roared, 

‘MAAAN. I ran two hours. One hour to find a 

mechalovin’ WHEELBARROW to transport my 

money in, in a shed full of weed whackers and those 

traps that eat your leg, and chainsaws. 30 minutes to 
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return to Adam’s compound. Ten minutes to beg him 

to get out of the wheelchair and sell it back to me.’ 

I punched my hand. ‘Bastard would’ve asked for – 

how much? Eight hundred thousand? Nine?’ 

‘$2.65 million,’ Esther said.  

‘All the money he’d given me,’ said Chan, ‘Plus 

every dollar I had.’ 

‘And all of my money,’ Esther added. She 

swallowed. Her throat was dry. ‘ALL of it. Bankrupt. 

Everything. 

‘But you can’t have nothing – else what are you 

doing here?’ 

‘Oh Ede. Your dad helped put us here,’ Esther 

said. ‘Everyone in his department did. Didn’t he tell 

you when he was setting this all up? We can’t 

LEAVE.’ 

I was frozen, trying to think of a retort. It’s a good 

thing Chan interrupted cause I probably would have 

choked that bitch. No one disses my dad.  

‘I don’t have nothing,’ Chan said, and stood up, 

and kissed his girl’s scalp. ‘I have Es. Anyway, time 

to earn again.’ He slapped the roof of the car and 

wiped the water off his cheeks, sniffing snot back up 

his nostrils. ‘Let’s roll this bitch.’ 
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22 

 
180 Days To Go 

 

  

We pushed life into dead cars. Esther sat in the 

driver seat and steered. When she needed to push 

down on the foot brake, she pressed the broom 

handle sticking up between her knees. We had duct 

taped it to the brake. I helped push from the back and 

Chan pushed with me. We seemed to start sweating 

before each vehicle even started rolling. The first we 

managed to release was a Toyota Corolla, sleek and 

free of dust. There was no wind in here to blow dust 

on anything. No weather, just time. Esther called out 

‘Ready?’ and let go of the brakes so the Corolla 

rolled backward down the driveway. It was like 

watching a boulder come to life. Chan and I rushed to 

help slow it while Esther got used to the brakes. We 
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had to get out of the way as the Corolla found 

momentum, rolled into the middle of the road and 

across the far side. We got behind, tipped our bodies 

45 degrees, pushed down into the ground with our 

heels while shunting with our chests and shoulders. 

The car creaked, began rolling into West Ford Street, 

and we put in every bit of muscle we could. Esther 

screwed up the steering, went onto the sidewalk and 

flattened a letterbox and we laughed naturally, 

honestly, forgetting we were locked up in a terrarium 

being tormented by beings 1000 times more 

intelligent than us.  

‘We must be doing 18, maybe 20 kays an hour, 

easy!’ Chan shouted. We were heading south and I 

could see a glint of water in Kane’s filtration ponds 

and canals in the reserve up ahead. The numbers of 

each house got smaller, counting down our progress. 

Number 58, 52, 42, 36, 24 –    

‘Boards are coming up Esther,’ I shouted up 

toward the driver as we neared the grass of the 

playground, ‘You can’t screw it up! We’ve got so 

much momentum!’  

‘I won’t miss.’ 

We’d spent an hour ripping the beautiful oak 

doors out of a house over on Broadway and dragging 

them here. The doors served as ramps to get the 

Corolla off the asphalt, over the kerb and into the 

grass reserve. The last step would be getting enough 

momentum to drive over the wooden lip of the 

playground and settle against the fort. We had two 

more oak doors on the lip of the playground where 

grass becomes bark. I was proud of the gentle incline 

designed to get the vehicle up and over. It was a great 

piece of engineering. Kane would’ve been proud of 

me.  
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Anya was in our peripheral vision, leaning out of 

the Jeep, monitoring our progress, even making notes 

on her organiser. We tried to ignore her, tried to just 

be slaves. Simple. Noble. No pride.  

The work felt good. I hadn’t allowed myself to 

sweat in months, trying to keep my body salt from 

escaping, but now there was chocolate to look 

forward to, and peanut butter, apparently. A PB and J 

sandwich would taste incredible. The bread crusts I 

used to throw away, God… if a seagull tried to take 

my crust now, I would fight it. I’d eat a sandwich 

made of 100 per cent crusts.  

‘EDE!’ Chan called, ‘I can’t do this by myself! 

Push harder!’ 

‘Esther’s braking too much,’ I protested. 

‘I think you’ll find Esther can’t afford to brake,’ 

Watson said, bent over, staring at the ground as he 

pushed, his wiry body lending a small amount of 

strength. ‘More likely…ngrr.. you’re not giving as 

much as you, ngrr, could, Eden. Just a 

few…more…Newtons.’ 

Esther honked her horn. ‘Bit more, you guys. Here 

we go.’  

The ute hit the boards on the edge of the 

playground, rolled to the apex of the small triangular 

hump – and began rolling back.  

‘EVERYBODY MOVE!’ 

Chan and Watson stepped out of the way. Esther 

pushed down on her broom to brake as the car tried 

to roll back down the ramps. I heard Esther swearing. 

It was good to hear her say anything at all. I thought 

about the sale of the wheelchair, Chan vomiting with 

greed, carrying Esther home, fat pale King Adam 

rolling around in his $650,000 toy, and Chan filling a 

house with money, then becoming sick with guilt, 

dumping his girl in the street, sprinting through the 
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night to pay all the money in his universe to get the 

wheelchair back. King Adam’s tongue laughing, 

brown and wet, painted with chocolate, peanut butter 

stains on Adam’s cheeks, nut fragments flying out of 

his mouth, crumbs in the folds of his chins.  

We sat there silently, hoping Esther wouldn’t let 

go of the brakes and roll back on us.  

‘You okay, Es?’ 

‘I want to get a move-on. Anya said if we get this 

truck into the playground we get instant noodles for 

lunch. I can’t wait. What are you guys doing back 

there? Having a holiday or what?’ 

‘We need a fourth person to push,’ I called out. 

‘There’s no way around this. Omar? 

OMAAAARRR? Where is that guy?’ 

‘You could ask Anya,’ Watson said, ‘Try it and 

see what happens.’ 

‘Pfft. I’m not afraid of her. She’s not even 

popular.’ 

‘Her family were poor-as before they came here. 

Imagine starving for the first 16 years of your life. 

You don’t stop being hungry just because you finally 

get a feed.’ 

‘Hungry for what?’ 

‘Revenge, I’d say. She won’t be happy til 

comfortable people are uncomfortable, I guess. 

Comfortable people like our families or whatever. 

Chan rested against the car, panting. ‘We need 

sugar. Carbs. You’ve – you’ve gotta help me.’ 

God you’re getting pathetic, I wanted to say. You 

used to be like Superman to me. I walked across the 

grass where the Jeep was idling.  

‘We can’t do this,’ I said. ‘We need morning tea. 

You have to feed us.’ 

Anya looked like she wanted to say something 

vicious. Instead she leaned over toward the passenger 
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seat, conferred with her boss then reached behind her, 

where Maeve, Eli or KT handed up some small silver 

bricks.  

‘Liquid breakfast,’ she said, pushing three Up & 

Go drinks into my hands, milkshakes which 

supposedly had most of your daily vitamins and 

minerals in them, plus tonnes of sugar. They were all 

strawberry flavoured and incredibly sweet. My 

mouth became wet just at the sight of them. My 

tongue swelled with thirst. ‘Now you return to work.’ 

‘Or consequences,’ Maeve piped up from the 

back.  

‘Lashes!’ KT squeaked, ‘I can’t wait.’ 

I didn’t stick around to argue. I scampered back to 

my people. Before I was close enough that they could 

see what I was holding, I stopped and some part of 

me said, Your baby needs this. Your baby trumps 

everything.  

I tore the straw off a 400 millilitre brick of Up & 

Go, jabbed the straw into it and sucked the nectar for 

six seconds, seven, eight – 

Then it was gone, and I followed the voice that 

instructed me to feed my child. Standing on the grass, 

watched by the Jeepload of haters, watched by my 

dwindling group of friends, I swallowed the second 

drink just as quickly. Afterward, I was still thirsty 

and I couldn’t let go of the pointless empty box just 

in case more sweet milk somehow formed in it over 

the next hour, by condensation or something.  

I approached my friends and handed the one 

remaining drink to Watson.  

‘I’m real sorry,’ I said. I would have run, but it 

was pointless. ‘I drank yours. I don’t know what else 

to say. It’s done. I needed it for my bae – for my… 

for me.’ 
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Chan got up, wheezing, his skeleton swaying and 

stumbling slightly, as if he was drunk. His black 

beard made him look like an old man. Pushing the 

car must have drained him. ‘You. Just. Stole. Mine.’ 

‘Now, now.’ Watson turned and handed his drink 

to Chan. ‘I’m sure she had her reasons.’ 

‘You-you-you gave away my MILKSHAKE?’ 

Esther had seen what I had done. She opened her 

door but couldn’t get out. Instead she fell and Chan 

caught her and urged her back behind the driver 

wheel. We hadn’t even finished moving one single 

car. 

Chan stroked Esther as she settled back into place, 

kissed his milkshake then  handed the drink to Esther, 

although he almost didn’t let it go. Es needed to keep 

herself alive too badly to share it with her man. She 

glugged her Up & Go even more quickly than me. I 

watched her suck the five minute drink in just five 

seconds. Chan licked his lips. Bent over now like a 

ravenous wolf about to pounce, and almost growling, 

Chan gave me a murderous look through his 

eyebrows. ‘What you just did, man… I’d choke you 

out right now if I had the energy.’ 

‘It was just a stupid milkshake,’ I said, but my 

words sounded lame. The taste of the drink lingered 

in my mouth. I didn’t feel sated at all. My body was 

telling me now that it wanted ten Up & Gos, or 20. 

More.  

Chan got back behind the vehicle, shaking with 

anger. ‘I hate you, Eden. What you’ve done? Making 

us trust you? I HATE you. And this is not over.’ 

‘Don’t you think the real issue is where those guys 

are getting this food? I mean, come on – you really 

think that miniscule BP has unlimited supplies of all 

this stuff?’ 
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‘The real issue is YOU’RE A GREEDY PIG, 

EDEN.’ 

‘Jeez you guys, crying over spilt milkshakes?’ 

said Omar, bounding over the seesaw and walking up 

behind the car. He must have witnessed everything. 

He knocked on the car. ‘Smoko’s over. Let’s get 

pushing. There’ll be more milkshakes, I guarantee it. 

Arbeit Macht Frei, you guys.’ 

Chan gave me a look which clearly meant I’m 

going to kill you. But he pushed all the same, and 

with four of us behind the Corolla, we found the 

strength we needed.  

‘What does that mean, anyway, that foreign 

language-y thing?’ 

‘It’s from… .’ Auschwitz. Piles of dead mothers. 

Alsatians raping women chains to concrete tables. 

‘It’s from outside. Don’t worry about it.’ 
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23 

 
160 Days To Go 

Omar was back and I had tasted ambrosia, the 

sweetest milkshake in this universe. There was 

incredible food out there for mortals to taste. All we 

had to do was impress the Titans.  

Building the pyramid put meaning in life again. It 

didn’t matter if shunting a heavy weight was 

something an ox could do. I’d still done more here 

than I had on the outside when I was free.  

We pushed one impossible car, saw that the level 

of difficulty was slightly less than impossible then 

moved another, and another. It took an hour to shunt 

each one when we factored in how we each collapsed 

at one point or another, shuddering on the tarmac or 

the grass, unable to continue, begging for death, until 

we got a sip of Coke or milkshake or a Milky Way 

chocolate bar. Then we got up and found new patches 

in our clothing which hadn’t yet been soaked in 
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sweat, realised that until we were dead we hadn’t 

given everything, and we carried on – except Watson, 

that is. Watson did the minimum. “I’m perfectly 

happy to observe,” he said. Esther wheeled up to him, 

lifted her calf and made her right leg kick him softly. 

Everyone went speechless. It had to be the first time 

in her life Esther had kicked ANYone.  

‘You want more of this?!’ she roared. Watson 

looked at us with puzzled eyes and a hollow mouth. 

We cracked up laughing so hard that we fell to the 

ground, foreheads rubbing against the grass.  

After three days we had three sides of the fort 

lined with vehicles. The fourth side would be the 

hardest. We needed new boards for the vehicles’ 

tyres to roll on because our existing ramps made of 

bedroom doors soon cracked and got pushed too far 

down into the soft earth. We went and ravaged more 

houses like Vikings, putting our shoeprints on 

unblemished walls as we forced the doors out of their 

frames and dragged them away. Polished oak. 

Glistening pine. Cherrywood buffed bloody red. 

Warm mahogany.  

We took a break in the reserve and sat around our 

collection of cars which looked like a junkyard. Chan 

seemed scared of talking to me cause I was so 

impatient with him but Omar energised him. There 

was no mateship to be found in cold, alien Watson, 

but Omar was a guy Chan could bump fists with and 

call ‘bro.’ They hugged and joshed each other and 

caught up on each other’s news. Omar was the same 

shape as ever although he had warpaint on his cheeks 

now, like Rambo, and he wore a new bandana with a 

peacock feather stuffed into it. He said he’d found a 

colony of peacocks northeast, around the hedges and 

cornfields. All he had to do to catch them was herd 
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them into the river and club them to death while they 

floundered in the mud.  

‘Piece of cake,’ he told Chan as they carried doors 

across the grass, ‘Native Americans used to do it to 

the bison, man, just herd them off a cliff, SPLAT. 

You gotcha self a whole countryfried bucket right 

there.’ Omar patted my belly and I slapped his hand. 

‘Speaking of which – you look you’ve eaten a herd of 

buffaloes, tubby.’ 

Omar had gross-out stories about some dogs he’d 

been killing one by one, and a big female ‘bitch’ that 

had got away, and stories about what it was like 

roasting puppies and eating them, and stories about 

finding food in the vet clinic. I told him I wanted to 

puke at the image of him choking puppies to death.  

‘Eating dogs is normal in like 1000 cultures round 

the world. You’re just picky.’ 

I shoved Omar’s shoulder. ‘Don’t hurt dogs, 

jackass! Pups haven’t hurt anyone – haven’t you 

heard of original sin, dude?  

‘You let ‘em lick your hand, they grow up to 

enjoy the taste of human flesh, ya big pussy,’ he said, 

putting down his door. ‘Speaking of which: I found 

me some awesome sustain-ience at the vet’s. Here. 

Have one.’ Omar reached into the pocket of his 

jacket and brought out three triangles. Chan, Watson 

and I each took one. Chan ate his before asking what 

it was. I broke mine open and sniffed it.  

‘Go on,’ Omar said, ‘It’ll give you all-day lasting 

energy. You’ll be able to round up a shitload of 

sheep.’ 

‘Plus it’ll make your hair shiny and lustrous,’ 

Chan said, wiping the crumbs off his lips and high-

fiving Omar.  

‘Are these – ?’ 
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‘Tux Wonderbix,’ Omar said, winking at me and 

biting into a dog biscuit. ‘Mm-mm. So salty. Heapsa 

protein, too.’  

I pulled my arm back, prepared to hurl the salty 

brown triangle into the distance, then put it in my 

pocket. ‘Thanks, I guess.’ 

Esther wheeled up to a car, threw a couple of kilos 

of books in, took a dog discuit and wheeled away.  

‘Anyway, you guys,’ Omar said, ‘Time for 

tipping.’ He nodded at Watson. ‘You too, ya bloody 

wallpaper.’ He clapped, and I saw muscle flex in his 

arms. Muscle. None of us in the Community of 

Equals had any muscle left. We had ribs, and spines, 

cheekbones and eye sockets and teeth that stuck out. 

No one wanted to look at themselves. ‘You know I 

negotiated to get a fridge bag if I work for a week?’ 

Omar said as we positioned the doors on the lip of 

the playground. ‘I made your king promise. You 

jealous?’ 

‘What do you need that for?’ 

‘Unless you’ve got a refrigerator that’s plugged in, 

you’ll need to stockpile food in case shit hits the fan, 

won’t you? Don’t tell me you’re living hand to 

mouth. Geez, you guys. I never should’ve left you.’ 

‘No you shouldn’t’ve,’ Chan said, ‘And don’t 

hassle us, bro. We can’t all be Tarzan of the Apes.’ 

‘Bro, even cavemen refrigerated their meat so it 

didn’t spoil. Don’t tell me you guys haven’t made it 

past caveman stage. You’ve had ages.’ 

‘205 days to advance the sum knowledge of 

civilisation? Pressure much?’ 

205 days. 205 sleeps. Seven months behind me. 

Two thirds of a year of sore stomachs, diarrhea and 

morning sickness. A year of bad moods, anxiety, 

violent deaths, hatred, resentment. Funny to think I 
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once thought this year would be about deepening my 

friendships.  

I could convince myself the year was ending soon. 

The baby in my stomach, pushing the top half of me 

backward, pressing constantly on my bladder so that 

I had to pee every 30 minutes, and drink far more and 

eat far more – that was a problem I couldn’t see 

solving. I wasn’t going to kill my baby, but to give 

birth in a subdivision without a clinic was 

unthinkable. The vet, I thought – maybe I would need 

some drugs from the vet clinic. I could have my baby 

all by myself, doped up on horse tranquiliser. 

I surprised myself by returning to the 

conversation.  

‘Can we get on with this? I’m hungry. We get fruit 

and nuts for lunch today, apparently.’ 

‘There’s more Tux too,’ Omar grinned. 

‘Yeah yeah, you barbarians. We need to tip these 

cars on their sides and pour cleanfill into them. 

Broken paving stones, rocks, dirt, wood – anything 

heavy. Pyramid’s gotta have a solid base.’ 

‘I wouldn’t mind just popping out for a joyride 

before I fill an $80,000 Mercedes SUV with dirt,’ 

Chan laughed. ‘Is that so much to ask, boss? Look at 

this one.’ He threw a rock at a Merc we had pushed 

into place two days ago. His rock dented the side of 

it. The dent had to be worth $200 in the real world. 

‘HELLO? Mr Businessman! I bashed your car! Come 

get me!’ 

I kicked his shin. ‘Find the key and find the petrol, 

you can go get us Drive-Thru burgers,’ I said. ‘Drive 

your heart out. But you don’t have a drop of petrol, 

do you. Because King Adam took your pwecious 

widdle petwol away.’ 
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‘Shut up,’ Chan said. ‘Ome, you find any petrol? 

You must know Mahonyland inside out by now, 

right?’ 

‘I can tell you there’s no petrol anywhere. Trust 

me, I’ve looked. Sorry folks.’ 

‘But there are lawnmowers.’ 

Chan gave me a stunned look. ‘Eden, that’s 

genius.’ 

‘Lawnmowers. Hell yeah. Weed whackers too, 

right?’ 

‘Chainsaws, even. All those petrol-powered things 

in the garden sheds King Adam has overlooked. Man, 

if we could just tip the gas out, pour it into a few 

buckets –  

‘A few buckets would take us 400 kilometres,’ 

Watson interjected.  

‘Ah, hell.’ Omar folded his arms. ‘You’re here.’ 

‘I’m not overly joyed to see you, either,’ Watson 

responded.  

‘She’s coming,’ I interrupted, ‘Look.’ 

The Jeep approached and we crouched over our 

door-ramp, trying to look busy.  

Anya marched over to us, throwing us each a 

small brick of $10,000 and barking something about 

us not working hard enough. We all crammed our 

money-bricks inside our underwear and started 

fondling the vehicles, working out the best way to tip 

them.   

‘Give us a hand, would you, Arn?’ Omar said, 

grinning, armoured with cockiness.  

‘You want hand? Maybe I cut off your friend hand 

and give this to you. Hmm? What you think?’ 

We selected the Mercedes SUV as the first vehicle 

to tip on its side. With me, Omar, Chan and Watson 

pushing, and Esther yelping encouragement, the 

vehicle began to tip. We stepped away as the vehicle 
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collapsed onto a rock we’d shunted near the vehicle’s 

drive door. The rock acted as something Watson had 

explained was called a fulcrum. The vehicle hit the 

ground more softly than expected, BOOFT, and the 

fulcrum allowed us to rotate the vehicle then give it a 

final shunt so it rested snugly against the fort.  

‘We want a break now,’ I told Anya, ‘I have to 

pee.’ 

‘I give you a break,’ Anya said. ‘How you like a 

break in your arm?’ 

‘I think that was a threat,’ Watson whispered. 

Tipping vehicles and trying to keep my belly out 

of the way filled up my week, not that there was any 

difference between weekdays and weekends 

anymore. I shunted and upended and tipped on their 

sides the huge wheeled boxes of steel and aluminium 

with swinging seatbelts and cracking windscreens 

and gloveboxes full of napkins and straws and 

sunglasses. I clutched my stomach in agony, I peed 

all the time, I laughed at Omar’s refreshing jokes, I 

got pissed off with Chan’s failing body, I scoffed the 

cashews and chewing gum and bottles of old ginger 

beer lobbed at us by Anya. We still ate lunches of 

fish and insects and broad beans, but that was only 

out of habit. Anya’s treats were what we all thought 

about, all the time. The days became easier, my arms 

got used to the strain and my baby didn’t complain as 

much. We made jokes about each other’s teeth 

sticking out of skeletal faces.   

 For days we pushed and steered and tipped and 

shunted three vehicles onto four sides of the pyramid, 

a total of 12 Mercs and BMWs and Toyotas and 

Fords and Kia and even a Dodge. For days we 

continued ripping doors out of houses and carried 

chairs and tables and doors across the reserve until 
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about 100 wooden structures came together to make 

scaffolding that raised us three metres off the ground. 

We then prepared to help Esther fill the 

foundation-cars with rocks and dirt to keep them 

heavy and immobile.  

The canal where Kane was violently killed seemed 

taboo; it seemed wrong, too, to take dirt from the 

latrines, much as we joked about Adam’s reign 

having a foundation of shit. 

It was hard to know if we should go easy on our 

bodies by taking the nearest rocks – the ones from 

Kane’s canal – or go roaming. Watson told us the 

people that built Stonehenge dragged their stone 

blocks from 200 miles away. We threw dog biscuits 

at him for saying that. It sounded retarded. 

Chan hunched his shoulder around his ears to keep 

Anya from hearing the conspiracy. ‘Look – Kane 

died real ugly, for sure. But he’d want us to get 

something good out of this job, wouldn’t he? Get our 

ten grand a day, get paid, come out of this with 

something instead of serving that wanker on the 

stretcher. Kane put about three tonnes of rocks at the 

bottom of his canal, man. We send someone to the 

bottom to help haul ‘em out, that’s our cleanfill 

sorted.’ 

‘Otherwise we’ll be up on top of houses, smashing 

up the roof tiles with a sledgehammer,’ Omar mused, 

‘Chan, I like your thinking man. I saw what 

happened to Kane. I wanted to spear freakin’ Adam 

right then and there.’ 

‘Wait a sec – you SAW? How could you SEE and 

not– ?’ 

Omar shook his head, took a drink from a dripping 

sock and offered his so-called filtered water around. 

‘There’s still law in here, you guys. You can’t just 

kill someone.’ 
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No one spoke until Esther said, ‘Obviously I’m 

not diving into Kane’s pool. Eden?’ She smiled at 

me. ‘In you go.’ 

‘Nah, nah, no way,’ Chan said, giving me that 

deadly, resentful look again. ‘The lady’s got a 

sensitive stomach. I’ll do it. And just so you know, 

Omes, the law’s all gone.’ 

‘So we got no protection? So we’re screwed.’ 

‘Nah. We’re free to serve up some revenge.’ 
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24 

 
145 Days To Go 

 

‘Guys? You sure you don’t wanna do this?’ 

‘Not me,’ Chan said, stepping back.  

‘Could be some crayfish down there,’ Omar 

winked. ‘Bring a few back, eh?’ 

Each morning, I would take a deep breath then 

dive to the bottom of Kane’s pool with an electrical 

extension cord between my teeth and Omar would 

make the same joke, going ‘Careful! It’s plugged in!’ 

The water was darker than before because the river 

had flooded in, but the silt was hardly ever stirred. 

Eels had moved in, but those were cursed. To eat a 

creature that had drunk water mixed with Kane’s 

blood? Eeeyugh. We had a code. We didn’t call it a 

religion, but that’s what it was. We respected what 

we feared.  
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I would burrow 3 metres into the water, then 3.5, 

then hit the four metre mark. I had ten seconds to tie 

one end of the extension cord around a rock. Then I 

had to return to the surface, gulp air into my lungs, 

snatch a second extension cord and go down to the 

same rock. I’d wrap the cord around that rock, return 

for a gulp of oxygen and tap the ground with my 

hand while I clung to the side of the pool and caught 

my breath. It took two people to haul up each rock 

through dark, deadly water. We pulled out 50 kilo 

stones, 70 kilo stones, stones that felt like they had to 

weigh more than 100. In two weeks, we retrieved 

hundreds of rocks from the pool’s bottom, put them 

in wheelbarrows, wheeled them to the first level of 

the fort and dropped them inside the vehicles. An 

$80,000 Mercedes written off there, a $113,000 

Camaro so full of rocks it woke us in the night as it 

suddenly collapsed, yawning, with the metallic 

scream of Godzilla, rocks spewing out its doors.   

Every time one of us piled cleanfill in Esther’s lap 

and pushed her across the playground, with its 

muddy puddles and hideous tyre marks, I sent a 

mental Thank You to whoever was helping me out – 

Dad or God or, I dunno, thanking the Mechs, I 

supposed. I thought of mushy pumpkin and crispy 

ortolan and sweet honey drinks made from nut bars 

soaked in hot water. Yes, the work was hard, but it 

paid $10,000 cash a day, and I got to work with my 

friends. I tried to think of the stuff they’d done for me 

that day instead of all the vicious shit earlier in the 

year. Hope was troublesome, hope brought anxiety, 

but pure sweaty exhausting toil was alright. Each of 

us had the same purpose. No one could tell me I was 

a bad leader. I was just another slave. A grubby 

equal.  
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We poured tiles and loads of gravel and sticks and 

porcelain pots and logs and books and cobblestones 

into each car. Every kilogram helped weigh the 

bottom cars down. The cars groaned and their 

windscreens popped as the cleanfill pushed out but 

the cars stayed put, firm and dead. Esther hummed as 

she carried curtains and pillows on her lap, hauling 

her wheels from house to pyramid and back. She 

insisted on balancing things on her head like the 

ladies in Congo where she said she’d taught English 

one Christmas. Chan lugged tables on his bony back. 

I carried paving stones and chunks of plasterboard 

over my head. We stuffed three cars a day chocka-

full with cleanfill. Watson said he was “Perfectly 

happy to observe.” We threw things at him. He 

smiled back. 

On the fifteenth day, when the digital sun said it 

was 1 in the afternoon, I looked at Chan, he looked at 

Esther, Esther looked at Omar, Omar looked at 

Watson.  

‘That’s us for the day.’ 

Someone turned the sun down low and we 

climbed to the top of the fort, Omar piggybacking 

Esther, strong with protein from dog food and 

peacock meat. At the top, my shoulders brushed 

Omar’s, and Chan murmurred comforting things in 

Esther’s ear. It was kinda like we were double-dating 

and Watson was the chauffeur, interjecting with 

annoying stats and quotes all the time, cracking us up 

with laughter. 

Up in the dark orange on top of the fort, the snout 

of which poked through the mound of cars, I was 

transfixed by my view of King Adam’s compound. I 

saw through my binoculars app that just outside the 

supermarket the manhole cover was sitting half a foot 

out of place – not more than six inches, but the cover 
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was definitely out of place. If that was me over there, 

operating the compound, I would have turned the 

sewer into a smokehouse. I’d have a fire down there 

burning 24/7. I’d smoke eels and cats and sparrows… 

but that wasn’t me over there. What was he up to in 

the sewer, anyway? 

I opened my mouth to mention it to my friends. 

They were playing Paper Scissors Rock, although 

Omar was trying to convince everyone to do 

breakdancing with him. That was cool. We could 

play I Spy and Headbands and 20 Questions for 

hours. Then there were Omar’s stories about chasing 

trout in the river, piling 20 ducklings into a 

pillowcase, bagging seagulls and mushrooms and 

cats. He said he’d found a second beehive in a tree 

trunk in the middle of a cornfield and taken on the 

bees with a burning tennis racket. He said there were 

feral cats out there so big that they looked like dogs. 

And there were actual dogs, too, trotting through the 

night, trying to nab his dog biscuits while he slept. 

All the funniest stories were true. He even said he’d 

been catching puppies from this one dog King Adam 

kept at his compound that was always moping 

around, slobbering. The dog chased him one time 

when he took its last couple of pups. He cackled as 

he told the story of the dog wandering around with its 

aimless teets dragging near to the ground. He asked 

us if we wanted him to make us any dog cheese. We 

kicked Omar and pinched him. Esther wailed about 

animal rights. Omar’s eyes said he was more alive 

than any of us and he didn’t care.   

 Me, I enjoyed watching screensavers and saved 

adverts on my organiser. I’d never been big on 

collecting family movies and stuff. Watching old 

photos of me and the gang would be too upsetting. I 

didn’t wanna see the faces of girls who’d turned 
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against me. I didn’t wanna see Fatimah on stage at 

Talent Quest, or Kane in the Student Olympics, those 

two looking all optimistic and full of promise. I 

didn’t wanna see pictures of Adam chained to the 

flagpole with pink fluffy handcuffs, looking at the 

ground, waiting patiently for his chance to get 

revenge.  
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25 

 
132 Days To Go 

It was a random morning tea break on a random 

day when Omar told us good luck, See ya, washed 

his raisins down with the last of his iced coffee, peed 

in the empty bottle, tucked it into his waistband, 

saying ‘Electrolytes!’  

‘WAIT, OMAR, WAIT! We get drinks and stuff –  

aren’t you comfortable?’ 

Omar hung on the edge of the fort like an abseiler. 

‘Comfortable’s what got us in here,’ he said, and 

winked. ‘Comfortable’s not safe.’ 

Then he let go and scampered away.  

After Omar had said Laters, I kept scanning 

Moneyland for him. He slept in trees. He hunted in 

fields one day, then the river the next, then he hunted 

in the basements of abandoned mansions. He never 

stayed still.  
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‘I doubt Omar would want you slavering over his 

scent,’ Watson said when he saw me searching for 

him through my binocs. ‘I suspect he’s trying to 

teach you something about independence.’ 

I switched the app off. ‘I wish he would’ve stuck 

around.’  

‘It’s not exactly safe here,’ Watson said. ‘People 

who don’t side with King Adam have rather a short 

life expectancy, if you know what I mean.’ 

I returned to work, reminded myself to stop being 

hopeful and reliant and grateful. We were onto the 

second level of the so-called monument now. Just 

one more level to go. Once we got halfway through 

the second level, the job would be 50% completed. 

I’d made over $100,000 building this fort. I’d spend 

it on food when I got out. Food and only food. 

Burgers, buffalo wings, piles of ribs, ice cream 

sundaes with M&Ms, thickshakes, crispy golden 

fries. 

We built the second level mostly with furniture, 

dragged across Moneyland from as far away as 

Montreal Street. If we positioned four scaffolding 

doors side by side and secured them with stakes 

rammed into the earth, it gave us a ramp which could 

also be used as a slipway.  

Supposing each of the 2500 houses used to have 

ten items of furniture, at a conservative guess we 

could see that 90% of items had been taken by the 

people fleeing here, plus lots of wooden stuff had 

been smashed into firewood by me and my people, 

never expecting we would some day be able to 

convert it into food. Furniture was only found in 

about one in every six houses in Moneyland. Each 

house was more likely to be a shell than not.  

The pyramid would end up looking like it was 

built from a stack of sugarcubes, and that 
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necessitated using precisely-stacked, square-ish 

furniture, especially desks, which often had drawers 

and leg-holes you could pack with mud.  

We tied the furniture with rope, with net curtain, 

with bungee cords, with extension cords, with 

measuring tape, with fishing line. We stacked 

bookcases, office desks, Ottomans, coffee tables, 

dining tables, storage boxes, dressers, armoirs, 

pedestals, duchesses, sideboards, dressers and 

tallboys. Nothing was better than metal filing 

cabinets. They were solid, they were empty, and they 

provided lots of hand-holds while he lugged them up 

the ramp, sweating and swearing, listening to our 

tummies cry for food, drooling over whatever we’d 

been promised for brunch that day. When the 

furniture had been packed so tightly that it had just 

two exposed faces, Chan and I began 

wheelbarrowing up the dirt, which was being 

quarried full time by Watson with whatever help 

Esther could give.  

The Cruel Ones arrived in the Jeep, too lazy and 

important to descend from their carriage. They tossed 

us treats when we pleased them. I was sure I spotted 

a dog’s snout sticking out the window, drizzling 

drool as the Jeep raced across the grass.  

Over eight days we dug a swimming pool-sized 

hole in the reserve, chipping away with cooking pots 

because we still had no spade. We quarried these 

consistent, uniform bricks of grass and roots and 

clay-y mud from the riverbank then buried Level 2 in 

earth, standing on mud-coated cars, packing the earth 

hard before smearing clay over everything. Watson 

had told us that clay could bake as hard as porcelain 

if exposed to sunlight and oxygen. The trouble was 

clay is full of iron. That’s what makes it so heavy, 

Watson said. Each of us could only haul up 20, 
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maybe 25 kilos of the stuff at a time, enough to coat 

not more than half a square metre. Watson carved the 

earth away, giving ecstatic reports about the soil 

types he was encountering. Chan just made fun of 

him. I’d thought Watson was corrupt, for a while, 

some kind of spy, but I saw Anya pay him at the 

same time as us. He would be worth $1.2m if he 

worked for twenty days, $1.3m for thirty days. 

Would the pyramid take 40 days? Longer? I thought 

about where Adam was getting our salaries from. Eli 

and the girls had probably given him everything in 

exchange for food and shelter and protection? Would 

I pay him everything I had if he offered me the same?  

We coated the second level in dripping rectangles 

of clay and it went hard pretty quickly, or maybe the 

days just passed so predictably that we were fooled 

into thinking we didn’t work through agony every 

day. Then we were on the final level of the pyramid 

and we worked so hard that it seemed to complete 

itself. We had become used to holding 25 kilos over 

our heads, used to rivers of sweat trickling down our 

spines, used to the clay in our shoes, the raccoon-

rings of dirt around our eyes, the taste of dust, the 

twisted ankles when we walked on “flat” levels of the 

pyramid and encountered potholes that we blamed on 

one another. We worked for pineapple juice. We 

worked for chocolate-covered raisins. Even if our 

salaries cost Adam $40,000 a day, he was still left 

with a profit. Maeve and KT and Eli had given him 

three million, presumably. I’d given him most of my 

money, then there was a couple million each from 

Esther and Chan. The asshole was worth six mil, 

maybe seven. It was impossible to bankrupt him.  

On the 22nd day we reached the top. The apex of 

the four-sided pyramid was supposed to be one 

perfect cube with a dais on it. Since the pyramid had 
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grown up around the fort, enclosing it, overwhelming 

it, burying it, the summit just needed a lid, a platform 

on top of which Adam could do whatever – make 

human sacrifices, lob food at the people he hated, or 

maybe just watch nanobots dance against the sunset. 

We embedded ladders in the side of the pyramid with 

another 200 kilos of clay which took us the whole 

day to pat down until it was smooth and ready to go 

hard. 

A debate broke out in our group about what the 

summit platform should be made of. I thought King 

Adam would want a flat sheet of metal with a hole in 

the centre, allowing him to slide down the fire pole if 

he needed to get into the interior of the pyramid. 

Chan said King Adam likely wanted a box at the top, 

like the corporate boxes you get in a stadium so 

people can watch sports and feel superior. Esther 

believed Adam wanted an altar.  

‘There’s a lectern in the Girl Scout’s Hall,’ she 

said. ‘Let’s grab that.’ 

‘I don’t know if a lectern’s the same as an altar… 

.’ 

‘You don’t believe the girl scouts made human 

sacrifices?’ Watson said, straight-faced. 

I burst out laughing, hugged Watson, and Chan 

gave me another of those murderous stares.  

‘You’d never catch me hugging that mechalover,’ 

Chan said, shaking his head.  

‘Watson is just the same as you and me.’ 

‘You keep telling yourself that,’ Chan said, and 

walked down the side of the pyramid and pushed 

Esther across the reserve. ‘Come on. We’ll grab 

something for the platform. Almost finished.’ 

* 

We settled on the smoky glass top of a dining 

table, from a table taken from a house on the western 
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end of Mahony Road. It measured three metres by 

1.8, had no handles and it felt as heavy as a car. I 

regretted suggesting it as soon as we tipped it on its 

side, sidled it out the door of the house and began 

moving it toward the pyramid – which we began to 

realise could be seen from Champs-Elysees, from the 

northern Riviera, from Montreal Street, from Adam’s 

compound – from anywhere in our little world. I took 

the brunt of the weight at the bottom end of the glass 

tabletop and Chan and Watson went up the ladder a 

few inches at a time while I swore at them.  

‘Move! You’re not moving your bit, nnh. Move, 

you two!’ 

For part of the ascent, I had to take the weight of 

the centimetre-thick glass on my head while I 

adjusted my grip. For once, I was glad my hair was 

greasy and sticky and hadn’t been washed in half a 

year. Sweat leaked into my eyes, but I couldn’t stop 

carrying. I decided the glass was 120 kilos or so, 

meaning at my end I was bearing something like 90 

kilos of weight. We finally urged the glass to the top, 

slid the thick dusky rectangle over the shaft. Now the 

only way for people on the platform to get into the 

hole would be to smash the thick glass. Looking 

down gave me a tingle of vertigo, but the ecstasy that 

erupted out of us took the worry away.  

The pyramid was complete. 

A pyramid that WE had built, was comPLETE. 

Me and my friends had BUILT A GOD DAMN 

PYRAMID. 

We summoned Anya. Cruel as she was, we were 

desperate to impress her. 

‘I know it looks like a three-layer cake of mud 

with ladders on top, but, guys, you have to listen to 

us, we’ve got the platform on top of it sussed, it can 

probably take like two people on it, maybe four if 
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you’re real skinny like we are, um, we can paint it if 

you want, it’s, um, it’s, you’ve gotta come look, 

Anya, it’s– ’ 

‘The king is pleased,’ Anya said. Then her face 

changed. She smiled. ‘I am pleased.’ 

‘You mean it?’ 

‘You may stop working now.’ 

Chan and Watson and I fell into each other, 

hugging, then poured our bodies over Esther.  

KT and Maeve hopped out of Adam’s Jeep and 

one of them rolled something at us which I had 

forgotten existed. It was a soccer ball droid, a BB-8 

from the Star Wars movie, except there was 

something wrong with it, it didn’t make any sound 

and I couldn’t see any LED lights and Maeve ran 

after it and booted it. 

A soccer ball. A toy. Fun.  

Chan grabbed me by the arm and pulled me onto 

the plain of grass.  

‘Watch out for the pumpkins, you guys!’ 

Skeleton-Chan hee-hawed like a donkey as he 

sprinted past. ‘Chill out for one day of your life, 

Ede.’   

We played soccer until the sun went down, 

mingling without politics, without hate, just sharing 

joy, no one tripping over the manhole cover and 

hurting themselves, no injuries, no fights. KT was so 

excited she retrieved 1.5 litres of diet Pepsi from the 

Jeep, shook it up and squirted everyone with a geyser 

of brown bubbles. The Pepsi washed the blood off 

her lips. Nobody stopped their kicking and running 

and shouting and waving, although we all slowed 

down and gawked. It was the first time food had been 

wasted since we’d begun our fight for survival. KT 

didn’t seem aware why we were staring at her until 

she realised the bottle in her hands was empty. 
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‘Sorry,’ she began. One of the ENEMY was 

apologising to US. 

Esther broke the silence, struggling over the 

bumpy grass. Her biceps had become so thick with 

effort that her forearms looked like Omar’s shins.  

‘It’s okay, KT. Just don’t do it again. Come play. 

C’mon.’ 

She did play, and Maeve played, sweating until 

her soot eyeliner dribbled down her cheeks, and then 

the most jaw-dropping shit in the whole year took 

place.  

The goal posts were two pairs of balled-up shirts. 

Esther couldn’t contribute much to the game, apart 

from getting in everyone’s way. Anya saw Esther 

withdrawing, approached, unclipped Esther from her 

chair and threw her over her shoulder. 

‘What are you doing?!’ I cried out. ‘Leave her – 

leave her.’ My voice faded as I realised what was 

going on. Anya ran directly into a thicket of players, 

Eli and KT’s shins banging against Chan’s and 

Watson’s. Anya prepared her foot then got her toe 

under the ball and sent it through the air, metres 

above the heads of the other players. She barged 

through with Esther draped over her shoulder and her 

legs ate the field in metre-long strides. When she was 

close to the goal, Anya unslung Esther from her 

shoulder, held Esther by the armpits, and said, 

‘Ready?’ 

‘Ready!’ 

Anya’s manly body painted the air until Esther’s 

dangling, floppy legs and feet connected with the ball 

and sent it spinning through the air. It was a clear 

goal, a perfect goal, unmistakable.  

Everybody in Moneyland partied deep into the 

night, draped over the jungle gym, spinning on the 

roundabout, sometimes on the slide, sometimes on 
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the swings. There were soft drinks. There was a kilo 

of salted peanuts. There were dried apricots. 9pm, 10, 

10.30. At 11, KT was still playing innocent pat-a-

cake playground games with Esther, and they were 

giggling and gossiping and whispering secrets in 

each other’s ear, smashing half a year of tension and 

hate and suspicion. Chan and Watson and even Eli 

were playing Who Would you Bang?, a game in 

which they took two celebrity women and compared 

the women with this simple analytical tool: Who 

would you rather have sex with? 

King Adam seemed to remain buried deep inside 

the back seat of the Jeep with his mutt. I didn’t even 

see him emerge to use the toilet. I kept checking to 

see if he would scuttle up the side of the pyramid like 

a daddy long legs. I stared at the altar on top to see if 

he would appear there. His monument loomed over 

us. If you were close enough, it blocked out the 

moon. Tomorrow it might block out the sun. 

Anya eventually drove her crew home, made 

cabbage and cauliflower soup with heaps of laughter 

and sharing and helping and all of my people were in 

bed and snoring by midnight.  

Everyone except me.  

My people thought we had reached the end of a 

year of frustration, but for me the year was just 

beginning.  

A minute after midnight, I stopped pretending to 

sleep. My eyes opened. I pushed the pile of bean bags 

off me, rolled onto my knees. My mission began.  
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26 

 
131 Days To Go   

Cloaked in shadow, I sprinted on the balls of my 

feet down Mahony Road. I zigzagged, running under 

trees to keep the moonlight off my back. I wouldn’t 

stop scurrying til I got to the manhole in Adam’s 

compound. There was definitely something down 

there. I had $220,000 and I would bet every dollar 

that that sewer was a passage to the outside world. 

Adam had been feeding us because someone must 

have been feeding him. Unless he had a lifeline 

bringing him fresh supplies, Adam must’ve known 

about some secret underground supermarket –unless 

he’d taken a supermarket underground.   

The echoes of my footfalls in the middle of the 

road made me imagine someone coming up behind 

me. Walking in the middle felt wrong. There had to 

be an adult somewhere waiting to leap out and tell 

me off.  
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Adam never ran out of food because he had a 

supply, I’d decided – a HUGE supply. Enough to 

feed his cult. He would’ve moved all the food in the 

first week into the sewer, thinking only of himself. I 

bet I knew where it was hidden. At the rate we’d 

been gobbling snacks, it was impossible for a BP 

service station to have fed us.  

The first sign of Adam’s compound was a silent 

real estate office, then the sleepy library, then the 

supermarket, then the sky became blocked-out with 

that creepy canopy that kept Adam’s crew covered up 

all day. The rugs and carpet squares all over the road 

made it feel like I’d walked into a huge Turkish 

restaurant. Really the service station in the centre of 

the compound was a tiny den.   

Strewn across carpet after carpet, all over the dark 

blue road from kerb to kerb, Adam’s court was a den 

of chocolate wrappers and milk bottles and chicken 

bones and half-chewed lollies and – seriously? – a 

laptop computer with this Napoleon movie playing 

on repeat, housed inside a fridge with the door 

removed. I watched the laptop’s power cord snake 

into the darkness where it met with an extension cord 

and disappeared into the black.  

There was a mound of boxes, boxes from 

appliances, potato chips, boxes of drinks, tampons, 

chewing gum, motor oil, car tail lights. They’d 

ransacked the gas station store and left their rubbish 

where they dropped it. But then there was rubbish 

from frozen pizzas, too, and big 3kg boxes of chicken 

nuggets, frozen cheesecake, French fries. A hell of a 

lot of frozen stuff. More frozen stuff than a little 

service station could ever hold in its freezers.  

I couldn’t help sniff and search the boxes for 

anything left over. There were bones of some meat I 

hadn’t tasted in months. I sucked the marrow out of 
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the bones, felt salt and tanginess interact on my 

tongue. In a chocolate wrapper I found a tiny bit of 

dried chocolate and let it soak into my gums.  

‘Save some for me.’ 

‘JESUS.’ A black shape came lowly through the 

darkness, waddling, crouching. ‘Omar… Tell me 

that’s you.’ 

‘KEEP YOUR VOICE DOWN! Whisper, babe, 

whisper,’ he rasped. ‘Ask me what I’m doing here.’ 

‘Hunting? Gathering? Have you been in?’ 

‘In the compound? Check this out. Here’s your 

answer.’ Omar stuck out his arm. Artificial 

moonlight showed two or three marks on his forearm. 

‘She squeezes hard.’ 

‘Anya? She did this to you?’ 

‘All over a pear, from a tree they weren’t even 

using. And I hate pears.’ 

‘Where d’you think these guys sleep? Over in the 

hardware store? In the broom closet? In– ’ 

‘KEEP YOUR VOICE DOWN, I SAID.’ 

Omar looked around, checked behind a flax plant. 

Without warning, he lifted a TV-sized box off the 

ground, as if there could have been a scorpion under 

it. Draped in shadow, thick and so black he 

disappeared at times, Omar stole up the road in brisk 

strides, like a cat, pausing to check out the moon and 

watch me and sniff the air. Four buildings got larger 

before the BP station. The canopy leaked a small 

beam on Omar. Dark and agile as a black panther, 

Omar crept back to me.  

‘I don’t know where they are, the guards I mean. 

What’s out there for them to do tonight?’ 

‘They’re – wait.’ 

There was a tonk sound, then the metallic 

scraaaaape of the sewer grate moving. A black 

gremlin hauled its body out of the middle of the road, 
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turned around and dragged up a sack. It made a 

unique clonk sound as it touched the road surface. 

Cans. Then a second gremlin came out of the ground 

– taller, more angular – and pulled another sack up, a 

pillowcase stuffed with some kind of… Spraypaint? 

Spaghetti? The second gremlin scurried after Anya. I 

stepped out on the road and saw a male take his 

rattling sack into the BP and switch the light on and 

compare what he had with the rest of his crew, 

although I didn’t spot Adam. Even from this many 

metres away, all the light in the galaxy was inside 

their little store. It was easy to watch clearly as they 

emptied their sacks and stocked the fridges and 

shelves. Chocolate, sugar, mint, syrup, milk.  

‘Supermarket’s gone underground,’ Omar said, 

elbowing me, ‘And into Eli’s tummy.’ 

‘How do you mean? There’s some sort of 

renegade rebel resistance thing going on? They’re 

bringing food into Mahonyland?’ 

‘Underground-underground, dumbass. They’re 

got a larder down there, a pantry. They must’ve taken 

everything out of the supermarket and stashed it 

down there. Probably cool and dry down there. 

Excellent storesmanship. Respect.’ 

‘But we asked them if there was any food in the 

supermarket and they said there wasn’t.’  

‘Honesty doesn’t get you fed, retard.’ 

I checked that Anya and Eli had gone back inside 

the BP then dropped and crawled like a crocodile 

over to the sewer grate, my belly scraping, elbows 

curving outward as my boobs swayed. The grate had 

been sealed shut.  

‘I’m gonna even things up, I swear. Got a 

crowbar, Omar?’ 
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‘Have you? I heard you’re large and in charge 

these days. Why don’t you use those big arms of 

yours?’ 

‘I don’t know what to do.’ 

‘We don’t have TIME to not know what to do.’ 

Omar stepped up to the supermarket. ‘Want to come 

in? I don’t think the supermarket’s 100% derelict, eh. 

But even if they’ve cleaned all the snacks out, 

they’ve probably knocked a packet of jelly crystals 

behind a freezer somewhere.’ 

Omar stroked a sign on the supermarket door. 

PRIVATE PROPERTY, it read. Someone had 

spraypainted KING ADAM’S LAND in white. He 

opened the door, went inside without me. I touched 

the manhole cover, couldn’t find any entrance, 

looked up to the BP. Eli was coming out with Maeve 

this time. I was exposed in the road. The canopy 

wasn’t over me. The moon lit up my body.  

Damn. They were coming, 30 metres away, now 

25. I moved to the left, let shadow bury me – but they 

arrived. They were coming for more food from their 

private underground pantry.  

Eli reached the manhole cover first, silently stuck 

a prying bar under it, hammered the crowbar in, 

levered the ground open. Eli and Maeve together 

lifted it, slid it away. Maeve turned around and went 

down butt-first. Eli followed. I fantasised about 

seizing Eli’s head and crushing his skull. Instead, 

while the bad guys were underground, I forced open 

the door of the supermarket and dipped a foot inside. 

‘OMAR!’ I whispered to the gulf of black air 

populated with empty freezers. The supermarket 

stank of mildew. The floor was covered in a cold 

puddle large as a lake. ‘OMAR!’ 

I hid in the shadow on the porch of the 

supermarket then watched Maeve climb out of the 
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manhole with a sack was so full that a packet of 

biscuits spilled out. She left it in the road. I hadn’t 

seen food wasted in, God, almost eight months.  

Eli followed. He’d left his prying bar and keys 

beside the black hole where his crew were getting in 

and out of the sewer. He could afford to leave his 

stuff out. King Adam’s crew had no reason to think 

the Community of Equals would trespass. We were 

supposed to be timid slaves. I crossed five metres of 

supermarket ramp and road and lowered myself 

inside the manhole briskly and silently. Omar would 

have to look after himself. Going down, the iron 

rungs were clammy under my fingers and got furrier 

as I descended, damp and covered in moss. The 

sewer smelled like laundry left in the machine for too 

long, wet and forest-y.  

I couldn’t see anything when I hit a ledge at the 

bottom of 15 rungs. I reached into the darkness.  

Metal canisters. They were stockpiling 

ammunition.  

I turned my organiser on and got some light. No, 

not shells and mortars: it was cans of soup, and corn, 

and tomatoes, and chili, lentils, chili beans and baked 

beans. Spaghetti and peas in brine and peaches. Cans 

of breakfast, cans of lunch – God, if this were shared 

we could go back to three meals a day. I felt sick 

with hunger and my baby kicked. She probably 

worried all the acid in my stomach would eat through 

her womb.  

‘Don’t worry, honeykitten,’ I whispered to my 

baby, ‘Mama’s got you.’ 

I followed a trickle of moonlight, which barely 

reached down here, and found myself walled in by 

jars this time. Strawberry jam, marmalade, raspberry 

jam, boysenberry, mixed jam. Carrots in jars, pickles, 

Polish sausages, pig feet. Everything was nicely 
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stacked and I thought, for a moment, of the days 

when I was needed in DeliDiscount, squatting and 

clicking a price scanner gun. I could have done 

anything in the whole world instead of chasing 

money down the rabbit hole and ending up in this 

place. Anchovies, pilchards, tins of curry sauce, 

sweet and sour sauce – and dessert sauces. My body 

had been holding back, now its desire erupted as it 

was confronted with sugar. I opened the lid of a 

bottle of chocolate sauce – and dropped the lid. 

CLANG-ALANG.  

‘What’s down there?’ called a girl’s voice. ‘Eli – 

is his mutt still down there?’ 

‘I think so,’ Eli told Maeve, up on street-level. ‘It 

can’t get into the food. Don’t worry.’ 

‘I hate that dog,’ Maeve said. Their voices seemed 

to near then fade then near again. 

‘Me too. Yo – got one of those for me?’ 

I heard the fsssssss of one of the privileged people 

opening a sweet Fanta, or maybe a thirst-quenching 

Sprite, or perhaps they were coping with the sticky, 

popping bubbles of a really fresh Coke. My heavy, 

dry tongue woke up and looked for sweet liquid. 

‘What do we need again?’ Eli asked. Then his 

voice seemed to teleport and a foot materialised on 

the top rung of the ladder then a second foot, blue in 

the moonlight. Eli had a torch – another thing I had 

forgotten existed – and he painted the bottom of the 

sewer with it. The light went over my knees as I 

crouched between tonnes of food. ‘Juice boxes, 

wasn’t it?’ 

‘Apple juice for our ruler. Just grab any old juice 

for the rest of us.’ 

‘You go down,’ Eli said, switching his light off 

and swapping with Maeve. ‘You pass ‘em up, I’ll 

haul ‘em over.’ Eli dropped two pillowcases down, 
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which plopped onto the concrete ledge. Maeve 

descended the steps, landed on the concrete and 

began groping in the dark. My personal zone was a 

square metre; the ledge stretched into the darkness 

perhaps 30 metres, maybe 40, but it only stuck out 

1.5 metres before there was a drop which had cold air 

floating on it. The ledge ran alongside a river of 

chilly water. The sewer’s air was heavy and smelled 

like rotten logs in a forest. I had my square metre to 

hide in and that was all. I couldn’t see, but I didn’t 

think the water was very deep. I couldn’t disappear 

into it.  

I had two seconds to feed my people before I was 

discovered. I slid a bottle of caramel dessert inside 

my jeans. It pressed on the bone above my vagina. I 

gasped silently, wincing. There was a stink that had 

to be dog and the stench of a dog blanket, salty and 

hairy and never washed.  

‘God it’s hard to see down here,’ Maeve 

complained. ‘A-ha. Here’s flavoured milk. What did 

I come down here for again? Oh yeah. Juice.’ 

Eli leaned his mouth over the manhole so his 

words would reach Maeve. ‘Two apple juice, two 

orange, two lemonade, two grape, and that sweetened 

condensed milk stuff they make fudge out of.’ 

‘Gonna catch some ants?’ 

‘We’ll certainly be trapping some pests, God 

willing.’ 

Maeve shook a pillow case until its mouth opened 

then started groping stacks of bottles inches from my 

body, finding juices and planting them in her 

pillowcase before continuing to grope and probe. I 

was pressed against the wall. I had stacks of cans and 

jars against both of my shoulders and against my 

legs, and my back was touching a wall and moss was 

stroking my neck and I swear a daddy long legs 
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crawled from one of my ears to the other. Maeve’s 

probing fingers were so close now, she touched my 

belly button, touched the hard lump of the bottle 

between my thighs. I stepped backward. My heel 

squelched into something that had to be dog poop.  

‘Huh?’ she said, and lifted her shirt and looked for 

the button to switch her organiser on. ‘Hey, doggy? 

Where are you? Come out, come out. You’re 

probably hunting rats, aren’t you.’  

Maeve couldn’t see me in the blackness, although 

I had to be just three feet in front of her. Her breaths 

felt like hurricanes buffeting my chin. She would 

discover me within five seconds and I would strangle 

her into silence. There was no question of it – I 

wouldn’t risk being captured. Maeve found her navel, 

pressed down to make her org come on and I raised 

my hands toward her throat and –  

‘YO! We got ‘im! Praise Jesus!’ 

Maeve turned away from me, her swaying hair 

grazing my outreached fingertips. She switched her 

org on only after she wasn’t facing me. ‘WHAT? 

WHO? YOU CAUGHT ‘IM?’ 

Eli’s voice was disappearing as he yelled to his 

companion. ‘COME QUICK, BY GOD! IT’S THE 

WILD MAN! HE’S TRYING TO ESCAPE!’ 

Maeve dropped her sack of juice. She reached up, 

took hold of two rungs, began stepping up the ladder, 

then looked behind her. Maeve was staring straight at 

me. It was impossible that any light could have 

curved around the cans and jars and revealed me, but 

she saw me. She detected me.  

I heard something like the sound of stomping a 

cardboard box and a second voice gasping and 

hissing, and a third sound, some kind of clanging of 

metal hitting the ground. It was Omar getting kicked 
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and punched and grappling with something made of 

metal. 

‘ASK HIM IF HE’S WITH ANYONE,’ Maeve 

called up to the street. ‘I DON’T THINK HE’S 

ALONE. Heeere, boy. Good dog. Come to Maevy.’ 

‘HUH?’ Eli replied, his voice faint. ‘YOU’LL 

HAVE TO COME Ubbbb.’ 

Maeve began ascending. She paused on the top 

rungs and took a final look down into the pantry. She 

was a pair of ankles, then she was gone.  

I moved forward four metres, seized her 

pillowcase and began stuffing it. Jars, bottles – it 

could have been vinegar I was seizing, soy sauce, 

cooking oil, half-edible things, condiments useless 

without real food to pour them on, but I didn’t care. I 

had to bring something home – and I had to tell my 

people one of us had been captured.  

My pillowcase stretched as I crammed it with 

whatever was convenient to grab, which turned out to 

be 15 kilos of mostly preserves in glass bottles. I 

scampered up the rungs until my toes spilled over the 

lip of the concrete ledge. Below me was water whose 

filthiness I couldn’t see, whose hazards I couldn’t 

see. Plus I had no idea where the sewer was heading. 

The canal/passage/river appeared to run west-east, so 

if I headed west I might be lucky enough to emerge 

in my safe land –  

But that would depend on the next manhole cover 

being open, and that was unlikely. Even if I took the 

sewer back to the playground, escape would depend 

on me knocking loud enough to summon Chan. If he 

was more than five metres away, the chance of me 

banging through an inch of steel with only my 

knuckles… God, pointless even thinking about it.  

I bit the neck of the pillow case sack, trying to 

hold it with the strength of my neck alone. I couldn’t 
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sustain it. I wrapped the neck of the pillow case 

around my right hand instead, put my bodyweight on 

the rungs, feeling the metal dig into the soft flesh of 

my forearms. My elbows and knees and wrists helped 

take the burden of the sack.  

My eyes rose above the street surface. All the 

movement in the universe was concentrated in the 

supermarket. KT had arrived with a fire extinguisher, 

of all things, and was holding it out as if its foamy 

spray could kill somebody. She entered the 

supermarket; moments later, Adam’s people 

emerged, hauling Omar while he writhed like an 

anaconda. Maeve was carrying one leg; KT had the 

other leg, which had a giant metal set of teeth on it. 

One of those evil traps that Elmer Fudd uses on those 

hundred year old cartoons to trap Bugs Bunny. A gin 

trap. Eli was holding Omar under the armpits. 

Omar’s eyes were bulging so much he appeared to 

have no eyelids, although his mouth and cheeks were 

droopy, as if he’d had a sudden stroke. The angle of 

his knees showed his body was trying to put as little 

pressure on the trap as possible.  

My scalp was up on ground-level, out in the open 

for these monsters to spot me. Then my eyes were 

out, and my mouth. When I slung the pillowcase of 

stolen sauces and spices onto the street, I didn’t think 

that the sound would startle the three who were 

carrying Omar’s body.  

I didn’t think a bottle would fall out and crack on 

the road. 

I dropped back down to the sewer, landing so hard 

I couldn’t believe my ankles didn’t shatter. I 

crouched and pulled shadows over me again.  

‘…dropped your sack,’ I heard Eli say.  

‘I don’t member leaving that there,’ Maeve said.  
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‘FUCKFUCKFUCKFUCKFUCK,’ moaned 

Omar, ‘Getitoffgetitoffgetitoff.’ 

‘They are SO effective, these traps,’ KT gushed, 

‘I’m, like, stoked that Adam followed my advice and 

set them up.’ 

‘You gonna shut the manhole or aren’t you?’ 

‘Sorry.’ I couldn’t hear Maeve approach, but I saw 

her face appear over the hole. She shunted the 

manhole cover and as she prepared to seal me in I 

scrabbled up the rungs faster than I’d ever climbed 

any ladder. I put my fingers on the road; Maeve put 

the manhole cover down. I almost let go of the 

ladder. I was sure I had been electrocuted. Pain – hot 

pain – fire – surged up my veins and into my heart, 

then straight up into my head. My fingers had been 

crushed, all of them simultaneously whacked with a 

ten-headed hammer. Pinned by the manhole cover, 

my legs tried as hard as they could to hold onto the 

rungs.  

‘Where’s the padlock?’ she called.  

‘I thought you had it,’ Eli said. ‘We’ll sort it out 

later. That dog ain’t gonna escape. C’mon. Prisoner 

to book in.’ 

I heard the CLINK of bottles as Maeve picked up 

the pillowcase. ‘Forgot a few things,’ she said. Her 

voice receded. She had to be ten metres away from 

the manhole by now, moving at five metres per 

second. The gas station was 90 metres away. 90 

divided by ten meant I had to hang on for nine 

seconds.  The pain doubled every half second. 

Following the hot bang, a white, cold pain flushed 

my body. My bladder decided it had to piss then and 

there and I filled my knickers with hot, salty urine. 

My feet moved by themselves and I lost my grip on 

the rungs, dangled in the air for a moment, hanging 
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only by my trapped fingers. Droplets of piss fell off 

my toes and spattered on the ledge below.  

Then my feet found the rungs, and my shoulders 

and arms found enough energy to inject into my 

thumbs to lift the whole 50 kilos of steel. I got a little 

extra motivation because I thought I heard the 

clacking of toenails on concrete below, and just the 

faintest growl and lips peeling back from sharp white 

teeth. 

Nine seconds had to have passed.  

I emerged and tried to run home. Nervous blood 

rose into my brain again. 

My face hit the sidewalk as I fainted. 
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27 

 
130 Days To Go  

I woke up shivering. My cheeks were grazed and 

there were little stones and dust in my lips. I peeled 

my face off the pavement and checked out the 

letterbox over my head. It said 88. My drooling, 

gravelly sandy mouth was facing a house which had 

five pear trees and a scattering of tiny apples in the 

grass. I made a mental note of the pears and apples. I 

never forgot my food notes. There were shoes on the 

sidewalk in front of my eyes. I reached for the shoes. 

They moved.  

‘That’s not doing your baby any favours,’ Maeve 

said. She leaned against letterbox 88. ‘What kind of a 

paup sleeps on the sidewalk anyway?’ 

‘My hand… you’ve got to put ice on it.’ 

‘Thieves don’t get cushy treatment,’ Maeve said. 

She spat out her gum. I reached for it, put it in my 

mouth. It had heaps of flavour in it, delicious 
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strawberry juices leaking out. ‘OMIGOSH YOU’RE 

GROSS. How can you BE so disgusting?’ 

‘This is related to animal,’ Anya said. ‘Feral. 

Wild.’ 

‘Like a stray dog that steals your food,’ Maeve 

said. ‘Anyway, Ede, time for court. Let’s go. You can 

walk or Anya’s going to tie you to the back of the 

king’s carriage and drag you there.’ 

‘You’re taking me to Adam’s court?’ 

‘Court of Law, babe. You done stole.’ Maeve’s 

cheeks were glowing, she was so excited. ‘You’re in 

trouuuu-ble,’ she sang, rubbing her hands together. ‘I 

actually can’t believe your baby’s still alive. First 

you sneak out and eat the king’s garbage bone 

barrow – like what kind of food is that for a baby, by 

the way – and now you’re stealing? Jesus, Ede.’ 

‘Walk,’ said Anya. 

I got up. I hobbled. The Jeep was hovering in a 

driveway. I thought for a moment, I’ll bet an old man 

will come out to complain. Then I remembered I was 

on a cast-off planet, far removed from civilisation. 

No elderly to complain, no law enforcement to stop 

the mad king. A door of the Jeep opened. I turned 

around, looked at the gap between Anya and Maeve, 

looked at the gap between Anya and the river. I ran 

for it. They let me run. I rounded Anya, rising a little 

above the road, coming down hard. My belly sloshed. 

It was agonising. The hungry stomach full of acid, 

my dry morning throat, the throbbing in my purple 

fingertips. I stopped outside house 82 then turned 

back to look at my arrestors, fearful, mouth open, 

resting my weight on my knees.  

The sky went cold as their shadows fell over me. 

‘T-tell me. Tell me what… what you’re going to do 

to me.’ 
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‘You need to face judge,’ Anya said. ‘Are you 

come in vehicle, or I tie you to tow bar?’ 

‘DON’T HURT MY BABY.’ I’d thought the 

words but never said them til now. The message was 

right, but I didn’t like what I was saying. I couldn’t 

recall anything protective I’d said about my baby to 

anyone. I barely even thought protective things about 

Ho –  

About hope. About my baby. 

Anya came over, stuck her elbow under my elbow, 

and Maeve joined elbows with me too, linking us like 

a barrel of monkeys. I moved, half-dragged, half-

willing. The Jeep looked comfortable. Anya pushed 

my head down so it wouldn’t bump on the roof. The 

back seat was warm and sheltered and smelled like a 

sleeping bag. I’d become so used to being cushioned 

by my thick-skinned feet, my calloused hands, my 

skin covered in scabs and bruises that upholstery 

didn’t feel right any more.  

‘Am I under arrest? What is this?’ 

KT was driving. She craned her neck around to me 

and said, ‘You just have to go to court, that’s all. 

Don’t feel too bad. Just rules, Ede.’ 

‘What rules?’ 

‘You can confess, if you want. About what you 

were doing. Last night. In our pantry?’ 

The view out of the windscreen in front of KT 

changed to lawn then driveway then letterbox, with a 

wooden box splintering across the windshield.  

 ‘KT!’ Maeve yelped, ‘IDIOT! LOOK OUT!’ 

The Jeep rocked as she stomped on the brakes. I 

smelled something burning. I was pushed by 

momentum against the passenger seat in front of me, 

where Anya was sitting. My baby thumped and 

kicked. I felt like I was going to burst.  
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‘Who cares anyway if stuff gets broken. It’s not as 

if anyone’s gonna do anything.’ 

Anya produced a knife and stuck the pointy end 

close to KT’s throat. ‘I will cut you,’ she said. ‘Do 

not again destroy the property of the king.’ 

KT whimpered. ‘I didn’t realise… that was the 

property of – um –  

‘ALL THINGS ARE PROPERTY OF KING.’ 

KT corrected the Jeep, rolled back onto the road, 

cruised slowly around the bend of the Riviera. We 

passed the spot where we’d all left Fatimah to die.  

As we neared the core of the kingdom I stared at a 

mound of garbage on a lawn. Someone must have 

discovered a trove of Christmas presents with candy 

in them and torn it open like a raccoon. I was sure I 

could see a packet of noodles with a little sachet of 

sweet soy sauce wasted, abandoned.  I was disgusted 

with myself for drooling a little bit. 

‘When’s he gonna use that stupid pyramid I built 

him?’ I complained.  

‘His majesty has a schedule,’ Anya said, staring 

straight out the windscreen, ‘He first needs human 

sacrifice.’ She ogled me, afraid in the back, covering 

my baby with my arms. ‘This is joke. You have no 

sense of humour?’ 

We were under the bedsheet canopy now, in 

darkness.  

‘What are you going to do to me?’ 

‘Face the music, babe.’ KT smiled into the 

rearview mirror and parked the Jeep between the 

petrol pumps. ‘Look, it’s honestly not that big a deal. 

I ate a Peanut Slab last week without telling Anya 

and the food inventory was like inaccurate cause of 

my treachery and I got in soooooo much trouble.’ 

‘I want my friends,’ I said in a thin, weakened 

voice. ‘Please – get my friends.’ 
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Eli opened my door. ‘Praise God, they’ve found 

you,’ he said, smiling broadly. ‘Come – no need to 

restrain you at this stage, if you cooperate. We’ll 

walk to the library. It’s not far – 100 metres this way. 

I assume you have your bearings, considering you 

managed to navigate so successfully in the dark last 

night. Someone’s been eating her carrots!’ 

‘Don’t grab my wrist, Ee – ELI! Get the hell off 

me!’ 

I wrenched my hand away from the tall, smug 

preacher and slapped him before I knew it. His lip 

must have already been thin, flaky, dry. It began to 

bleed. He licked his chin. Then Anya appeared beside 

him and put a hand on my throat.  

‘YOU WANT SLAP TOO? HUH?’ She mushed 

my face like a squeaky toy. ‘HUH, LITTLE GIRL? 

Move your butt. GET.’ She kicked my ass and I 

lumbered onward. I held my belly so hard it made my 

fingertips hurt even more. I couldn’t stop staring at 

the manhole as we passed. There was a cracked bottle 

of caramel sauce, its guts oozing in a thick puddle. So 

many ants were swarming in it that they blackened 

the pavement. I licked my lips at the sight of the ants. 

Gobbling them up would have filled me with protein.  

‘He’s waiting for you in the library,’ Eli said. 

‘Judgement is within.’ 

 

* 

 

King Adam was positioned on the far side of the 

pit where librarians used to read to the kids. Adam’s 

people had brought him a pool recliner and he was 

lying back on it, as if relaxing, as if he wasn’t hyper-

aware what all of his subjects were doing.  

‘That’s the dock,’ said the thick, sticky, indulgent 

voice, pointing to a pallet, a square of wood which 
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would raise me off the floor by just six inches. His 

voice was lazy, he barely used any throat muscles to 

speak. He didn’t even have enough respect to stand 

up while he spoke. ‘You will remain in the dock 

while the court is in session.’ 

‘I’m not standing on that thing. I answer to the 

United Nations and that’s all.’ 

‘YOU WILL STAND IN THE DOCK.’ 

‘I WANT TO SEE MY FRIEND. WHERE IS 

OMAR? HE’D BETTER BE ALIVE.’ 

‘YOU WILL STAND IN THE DOCK OR YOU 

WILL BE PUNISHED.’ 

Anya grabbed a fistful of my hair and barged me 

until I stepped onto the pallet. 

‘YOU GUYS CAN’T DO THIS TO ME. THIS IS 

LITERALLY MESSED UP.’ 

Between her hair and her nervous fiddly fingers, 

Maeve’s voice said, ‘Stealing’s messed up. You’ve 

made our world unsafe, bae.’ 

The library doors opened and everyone in the 

universe came in –Watson, joining KT, Maeve, 

Anya, me and Adam and Eli, and Esther who I saw 

hand over a wad of money – it had to be $50,000 

each – to Anya, who handed her two cans of beans 

which she clutched like dolls. Chan joined her, 

sucking caramel sauce off his finger. He must have 

scraped it off the road, fighting 100 ants for a tiny bit 

of deliciousness, ten precious kilojoules. The soldiers 

and serfs and suck-ups filled the space between me 

and the king, sitting on the levels of the pit, where 

children were supposed to be with their mums, 

reading stories. Where my child might someday play 

if I got out of this.  

If I had a death wish, I would have sprinted over 

to the lounger, strangled the lazy rude blob that called 

itself king, then let Anya have her way. But I had a 
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baby. I had hope. I couldn’t find the confidence to 

step off the pallet. ‘Tell me what you did with him.’ 

‘Omar Saleh is in custody,’ the king said. ‘What 

he stands accused of doing far exceeds what you’re 

accused of.’ 

‘What, he dared to look inside a supermarket to 

see if you’d left him a freakin breadcrumb? Let me 

go, you dicks. This isn’t a court. No one elected you.’ 

‘Elections will be held six months from now,’ the 

king said. He still hadn’t bothered to sit up. Even his 

words were lazy, downbeat. None of that inflection 

stuff in his tone that makes people sound like they 

care. ‘Until then, I will govern as caretaker.’ 

‘THEN CALL YOURSELF CARETAKER. 

QUIT CALLIN YOURSELF KING. WE DON’T 

HAVE TO BE ALL SPLITTED-UP.’ 

‘Court is now in session,’ he said. ‘Please remain 

silent until invited to speak.’ 

‘IT SHOULD BE A CRIME TO WASTE FOOD. 

YOU’VE BROKEN, LIKE, YOU’VE BROKEN MY 

LAW.’ 

‘COURT IS IN SESSION, I SAID.’ 

‘If I were king, queen, whatevs, I’d, I’d– ’ 

‘You will be silent.’ 

‘I refuse. I don’t have to be a part of this.’ I 

stepped off the pallet. Anya approached, holding the 

knife out to the side. ‘Oh go on. Stab me then. I dare 

you. STAB A PREGNANT LADY. You’re scum, 

Anya. You’re a lackey. You’re a, a, a, you’re a 

suckerfish. You’re a wannabe.’ 

Anya’s left hand produced a load of cable ties. 

Maeve pushed my left shoulder down, Eli pushed my 

right, and KT pulled my wrists behind me. ‘Stop, 

guys, stop this mentalness.’ KT forced my hands 

together. As Eli and Maeve forced my face into my 

knees, Anya wrapped the cable tie around my wrists 
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then pulled so tightly I could feel the blood puff up 

my hands, leaving my wrists nothing but circles of 

bone.  

‘You have to STOP, you have to STOP you have 

to –  

Anya picked up a book. It was one of those 

Collins Eyewitness Guides called Democracy. She 

walloped my head. My ear went hot and my nose 

began to leak something warm. ‘You want to eat 

this? Hm? Or you want to shut the mouth?’ 

My lips wiggled then let my wet gums loose. 

Drool poured out of my mouth. I kneeled on the 

pallet, my arms slowly breaking, and sobbed as the 

so-called court went ahead.  

‘The charges?’ Adam said. He didn’t bother to 

raise his voice. We were expected to lower our ears.  

KT cleared her throat. ‘Guys I’m like FULLY 

STOKED to be prosecutor, this is gonna be like SO 

MUCH FUN. WHEE! Okay, so last night Maeve and 

Eli were shopping, aaaaand guess who they caught 

being naughty in the supermarket.’  

‘You caught Omar,’ Chan said, half-hiding behind 

his girlfriend, ‘You caught him and you hurt him.’ 

‘Yah, he got snapped,’ KT said. Her eyes shone 

and something jiggled in her ears. Earrings. She had 

threaded can tabs onto paper clips and pushed the 

paper clips through her ear lobes. ‘He’s on the next 

docket. That’ll be, like, kind of a downer. But yeah, 

Eden Strong, welcome to King Adam’s court of law.’ 

KT tipped her head and flared her fingers. ‘Don’t 

worry, you’ll get a chance to speak. Adam’s a fair 

king, we’re like seriously lucky to have him, actually. 

So yah, the charges. Bet you’re dying to know. Kay: 

like I don’t mean to, like, spread the blame around 

too much, know what I’m saying, but Maeve and Eli 

were shopping last night and after they busted Omar, 
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they fully spotted, like, a fingernail? When they lifted 

up the manhole lid? They’re witnesses, y’know. They 

totally reckon it’s your fingernail. Course you had a 

whole sack of stolen goodies anyway.’ KT tensed her 

neck and cricked her fingers and said, ‘Whew. Eeep! 

Exciting! But yah, when we found you this morning, 

all passed out and all sad-smiley-face and stuff, there 

was totally a trail of caramel sauce leading from 

where you were sleeping back to the sewer outside 

the supermarket? And babe, that’s our pantry, okay. 

You totally robbed us. You robbed the king, Eden. 

That’s a big time no-no. But he’s a fair king, the most 

fair in the whole land, so that’s like, good news. 

He’s, like, dropped the charges of resisting arrest, 

y’know cause you got all violent?’ 

‘Just tell me what you’re going to do to me.’ 

‘You have to plead,’ interrupted Maeve. ‘King 

Adam is most fair. Don’t you get it? You do such 

sucky thing to him but he wouldn’t do anything to 

you without a plea. You have to have a justice system 

to run things properly.’ 

‘I WAS running things properly. You stole all the 

FOOD. You SEPARATED. You killed Fatimah. You 

killed Kane. You killed Omar.’ 

‘Ome’s not dead, silly,’ KT said. ‘But I-M-H-O? 

He could totally die from his injury. That’s why you 

shouldn’t fool around when there’s traps.’ 

‘I built your, your, your GROTESQUE 

monument, your ego-piece, your pyramid.’ I sucked 

the salty goop out of my nose and eyes. ‘I can’t 

believe I thought that would appease you.’ 

‘Who do you mean you? Yeah, nah: don’t address 

the king directly, babe. But, like, can you enter a 

plea? Do you have a public defender or like a 

champion or something?’ 
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I sniffed and smiled. A defender. I looked straight 

to Chan. Chan was staring at his feet. Esther was 

playing with her fingers, avoiding my gaze. The 

library’s walls of rational texts looked down on us. 

No level-headed lawyer with clear vision burst out of 

a book to instil sense into everybody.  

KT… Esther… Maeve… Cha – Watson. Watson 

was standing on the sidelines, even more anal and 

robotic than his friend the king. Watson who was 

only helping me stay alive so he could study–  

Helping me stay alive.  

‘Watson. You have to defend me. You HAVE to.’ 

He looked to each side of him, as if there might 

have been another Watson who could have taken the 

call. He took wobbly, hesitant steps across the carpet 

before he stood at my side. He looked down at me, 

ugly and pathetic, kneeling bound on a pallet which 

was wet from my tears soaking into the wood.  

He put his lips against my skull, tenderly brushing 

my hair out of my ear and whispered, ‘I’m open to 

instruction.’  

‘Tell me how to plea and shit. I’m so scared. I 

don’t know what to do.’ 

‘If you plea not guilty,’ he gulped, ‘I don’t know 

how to say this. I think your baby will die.’ 

‘How could anyone be so cruel?’ 

‘They’re not going to go inside you and kill it or 

anything. It’s just… 

‘Just what?’ 

‘Just that a baby can’t exactly live if it’s mum’s 

not alive.’ 

I lifted my head. I was crying, but the screw-it-all 

part of me laughed. ‘Watson: I hate you so much. But 

thank you.’ 

‘Can I go now?’ 
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‘You can go,’ I said. There was something in my 

legs that let me rock forward, and just as I was about 

to tip into the pit, I found the strength to rise, 

wobbling so badly I nearly fell – but something 

helped me up. ‘I’m guilty,’ I announced. ‘Lock me 

up. You’d better feed me. I’ll need a bed. I’m having 

a – guys, I’m having a BABY.’ 

‘The court accepts the plea,’ King Adam said, 

ignoring me. ‘You are sentenced to exile for the term 

of 18 months.’ 

‘I’M HAVING A BABY, I SAID.’ 

‘And I said 18 months.’ 

‘WE’RE NOT EVEN GONNA BE IN HERE 

THAT LONG. YOU’RE GONNA BE IN SO MUCH 

TROUBLE WHEN THEY OPEN THE DOOR.’ 

Adam sat right up and smiled. His fat eyes looked 

like those of a dugong. His minions stuffed pillows 

under his back. He couldn’t even take his own weight 

any more. ‘If they open the door.’ 
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28 

 
129 Days To Go  

They pushed me out of the Jeep at dawn. I 

stumbled and my baby writhed. I squinted in the new 

sunlight. I needed to eat and vomit at the same time. 

My thighs were wet with piss. We faced an island 

across the river in the northeast corner of Moneyland. 

‘He is call it Isle of Exile,’ Anya announced. 

‘King Adam, he have set aside reserve for you 

people.’  

‘You mean there’s others?’ 

‘You are the only one of your kind.’ 

‘I’M NORMAL. YOU’RE ALL WRONG. 

YOU’RE– ’ 

Anya stuck her legs between mine, twisted her 

hips and judo-flipped me into the mud and reeds. 

‘You swim or you drown.’ 
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‘I’M TELLING YOU FOR THE LAST TIME, 

ELI, KT, ANYA, MAEVE, ALL OF YOU. DON’T 

DO THIS. YOU HAVE NO RIGHT.’ 

‘You had no right to steal,’ Maeve said coldly.  

‘YOU’VE STOLEN FROM ME MY WHOLE 

LIFE. YOU STOLE MY, MY, YOU STOLE MY 

IDENTITY.’ 

‘You manipulated me, Eden. You’re just lucky I 

found Him. My one true source.’ 

‘Adam told us what you did,’ said Eli. He shook 

his head, folded his arms, disgusted. ‘How you 

denied him a crust of bread at DeliDiscount. How 

you said you would phone the cops when you saw 

him brushing the slime off of the lettuces you threw 

out. You would have had our provider locked up for 

feeding his family. You sinned. Lucky for you, you 

get to atone. That’s all there is to it.’ 

‘Y’know, Eden, in English, Mrs Vaoga taught that 

William Faulkner said the past is another country. 

D’you remember that? I’ll bet you don’t, do you. 

Probably off at a prom committee meeting, huh. Or 

student council. Or cheerleading. Well this IS another 

country, Ede, and my past is OUT THERE, not in 

here.’ Maeve reached inside her plastic bag and 

pulled out a bottle. I began to cry, desperate for a 

drink.  

‘Please,’ I said, ‘I’m so thirsty. D’you – d’you 

have anything to eat? Like just the crumbs at the 

bottom of your chip packet?’ 

Maeve threw a bottle. It hit my collar bone hard. I 

slid back and my toes entered the water. Eli reached 

into Maeve’s bag, tossed another glass bottle up and 

down in his hand, and threw it at my face. My skull 

took the impact. It felt like someone had smacked me 

with a shovel. I slipped back into the water, pushed 

breath out of my lungs and let myself sink until I 
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couldn’t kneel. Anya was the next to lob something 

at me, lifting a stick out of the mud and hefting it 

toward me. I ducked into the brown bath and watched 

the surface explode in white bubbles as the stick 

landed where my head had been. My baby – a 

stomachful of air, fluids, juice, bubbles – my baby 

tried to force my body to the surface. I forced my 

body down, swatted at the water, didn’t move. I 

surfaced just in time to see Maeve pulling out a glass 

bottle, Anya lifting a boulder over her head and Eli 

twirling and launching a tyre toward me. It landed 

beside me. I ducked under again, turned and swam 

through ugly, dark green water, leaving a crater, 

sending out violent ripples.   

I pulled my fat, heavy body through the water, 

surfaced five metres onwards. I didn’t turn to check 

what they were throwing at me, but I heard the 

splashes. I swam another five metres, surfaced, 

gulped air. I dived down again, surfaced, and 

checked behind me this time. The people attacking 

me had shrunk in half. They were still throwing 

things, but I had to be 15 metres away now. My baby 

hammered on the wall of her womb. My goal wasn’t 

to be free of pain. My goal was to live.  

I ducked and swam seven metres this time, 

through the soup. There were reeds on the bottom, 

reaching up like hands. There were ducks who 

flapped away, squawking as if to tell their friends that 

an outcast was coming, a failure. An exile.  

My feet scraped stones, disturbed a plume of silt. I 

walked on all fours, my hands taking some of the 

weight of my belly. I panted as I lurched onto the 

sandy shore of my island, pricking the soles of my 

feet on rocks, slipping sometimes in the silt. I 

crawled into the grass, turned, peered through the 

bulrushes, checked for danger.  
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Maeve’s hand was in front of her face. She turned 

the hand to me. I could almost hear her deep, manly 

voice blowing me the kiss.  

The militia trudged out of the mud back up to the 

road, got into their Jeep and drove away.  

 

* 

 

The island looked like it had been farmed forever. 

It was a brown field with a skirt of bulrushes. It took 

10 minutes to walk its perimeter. My world was now 

the size of three soccer fields. This was my private 

republic. The rest of my life began soaking wet at 

breakfast-time.  

I scanned for food and found onions growing in 

the soil. That was pretty much it. There were lots of 

bushes plus shrubs sprouting out of old stumps, and 

there were exactly 14 trees, all oaks, quite old. I 

thought about the people who’d planted them. I felt 

guilty for me and my people planting nothing. I 

guessed the age of the oaks to be 40 years, maybe 50. 

That put the planters back around 1985. Disco. 

Cocaine. Tracksuits. Bad shoes. Synthesizers. Those 

people back then could never have imagined large 

houses would take over their fields, large houses with 

expansive gardens, then those homeowners must 

have decided their farms weren’t enough and invited 

developers to buy them out and to subdivide, parcel 

up everything with fences and cul de sacs, make the 

hedges all the same, sow suicide seed, make the grass 

tame and predictable. Flush the animals out of the 

countryside. Turn the river murky with – what was 

that stuff Watson taught me about after our dinner of 

koi that night? Phosphorus, yeah, that was the 

pollutant. 
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I wanted to do another loop of my island republic 

but it felt important to conserve energy. My enemies 

had disappeared from the riverbank, but I had an idea 

that if I swam back across, I would get far worse 

punishment than being nudged into a river.  

For a minute, I decided I was king of this island, 

or queen, and tried to make myself enjoy it, but being 

a ruler didn’t feel right to me. With all the stuff I’d 

done in school to distinguish myself from other 

people, I’d still never thought of myself as a ruler. 

Just a trend-setter. A role model. Someone to get 

thanked in the president’s speech, but not the 

president. 

I sat on a tree trunk, stroking the wood. Good spot 

for a fashion shoot, I thought, and laughed out loud. I 

realised I was close to the edge of the biodome. I 

walked through the middle of the island so on the 

extreme northeastern side I was facing the rim of the 

biodome. There were another few metres of water 

and a rippling sort of horizon, as if the earth was 

giving off heatwaves. The humming was loud here, 

like an electric fence. I picked up a stone and biffed it 

toward the edge. The stone slowed, started falling 

toward earth then dribbled down the horizon like bird 

poop. My nose got a whiff of melted car tyres. No 

wonder it had stung Fatti so bad when we’d nagged 

her til she probed it. I enjoyed a quick fantasy of 

grabbing Adam’s hair and ramming his face into the 

wall. He could walk around the rest of his life with 

his lips rearranged. Then let’s see if he was able to lie 

back like a Roman emperor.  

Adam Turing. I wanted to spend a couple of days 

finding food before I sat down and worked out a plan 

for that guy. My plan would involve tearing out his 

eyeballs and feeding them to eels so he could watch 
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his own misery, then burning him or scalding him or 

bludgeoning him to death with a cooking pot, then –  

No. No. My plan was to give birth to my baby, 

first. I could slaughter that slimy leech afterward, but 

my baby would come first.  

My options now were to feed myself or create 

somewhere to sleep. I crouched, struggled to balance 

my weight as I squatted then gave up on squatting. I 

was too bloated. I kneeled instead – aah – and used a 

stick to scrape dirt away. 10 scrapes removed two 

inches of dirt. 20 scrapes only got three inches below 

the surface. My hole widened. It wasn’t even a hole, 

just a wide depression. 40 scrapes made the hole four 

inches deep. I got up, snapped my stick over my 

knee. My baby complained. I went to the water’s 

edge.  

Stop, listen, smell, Omar had told me once when 

we were hauling in our eel traps. See, feel, taste. Your 

body will provide for you, if you quiet your brain. 

What can you see? What will you eat today?  

At the edge of my island I saw the holes where I’d 

pulled my legs out of the mud, and the deep hand 

prints which had taken my weight. I played with the 

bulrushes, pulled the heads off a couple, cast the 

heads into the river, wondered if I wrote HELP on a 

bulrush in small letters if some sort of small rescue 

would come. Intelligent mice, escaped from a mech 

lab. Rescue ducks. Friendly nanobots.  

Yeah right.  

I went back inland, crouched in the middle of the 

field. Most of the dirt was covered in dandelions and 

grass, but the runnels and furrows were still obvious. 

No one had done anything to this island since – 

since? It had hosted tractors once, and there was a 

pile of corrugated iron and wooden beams and timber 

which had once been the shed. I couldn’t see any sign 
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of cows. There wasn’t any road connecting here, just 

a tiny jetty sticking into the water on the island’s 

north side, pointing towards the biodome’s wall. 

Freedom lay through that wall, I tried to tell myself. 

That was a load of garbage. Even if I did bust a hole 

in the wall and forfeit my hundred thousand bucks, I 

would have the university campus to get through. 

They wall off campuses, these days, so paups don’t 

come in and use up university resources, like light 

and heat and drinking fountains.  

I examined the field for anything edible, hoping 

the farmer had been a fan of pizza and planted 

capsicums, mushrooms and onions. I was right about 

the onions – the crop must have grown 10 weeks ago. 

Most of the onions were rotten, though I found one 

which seemed promising. I battled through the skin 

for a minute, using my teeth to help unpeel it, and bit 

into the flesh, chewing and looking around.  

I spat it out again, stood up and approached the 

collapsed barn.  

‘You’d better be in here,’ I threatened the barn. 

My baby stirred.  

I seized the corner of a sheet of roofing iron, lifted 

it, reached down and was just about to grab a handful 

of wriggly lizards when a spider moved a few inches.  

I screeched and let go of the iron, which clattered 

loud enough for anyone to hear it on the far side of 

the water.  

‘Shivers,’ I said. It was strange to hear my voice. 

‘Man I hate spiders.’ I lifted the iron again, stared at 

the crouching cluster of legs. It was as wide as a 

playing card and coloured peach. Behind it was 

evidence of its gluttony – one lizards and several 

moths sealed in web.  

Being afraid of spiders was pointless, and I was 

insanely hungry. My baby protested, I was overcome 
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with hunger, and I seized the spider, swallowed it, 

ran to the edge of the river washed it down with 

palmfuls of water. Four kilojoules. I was sure I could 

feel it wriggling and tickling with its thousand black 

hairy legs. 

‘YUUUUUUUCK! That was sooooo sick!’ My 

scream dissolved in the air. No one answered. No one 

felt bad for me.  

I looked for more bugs. I didn’t intend to eat them, 

but it seemed important to pursue them, maybe 

remove a boulder from the soil, create a 

concentration camp for the bugs, eat them as 

punishment for breaking some rules I could make up, 

build miniature palisades with sticks. I turned over 

every log in a ten metre line, peeking under stones, 

too. There was a skink which wriggled away, leaving 

me only its tail to eat (one calorie), ten crickets, 

several beetles. I realised I had no patience for a 

concentration camp. Things would be hand to mouth, 

here. I was going insane already and it felt okay. I 

kept my fingers around the population of clicking, 

pulsing little crickets, trying to decide whether to eat 

them one by one or scoff the whole mass. I asked my 

baby what to do. She suggested I crush them into 

something resembling a candy bar. I squeezed the 

bugs and was about to eat them, when I remembered 

something Omar said once about the food chain. You 

wanna catch a buffalo, put hay on your hook. You 

wanna catch a cat, bait it with a mouse.  

There was a jetty dissolving into the water, its 

beams once painted white now snapped like 

toothpicks, soft and crumbling, and several ducks 

were hanging out there, heads squashed into their 

backs, doing nothing. I didn’t have a fishing line, but 

there were plenty of sticks. I took off my necklace, 

promised my Mumshine I’d replace it somehow. I 
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tied it on the end of a stick. This was the only piece 

of metal on the whole island. Thanks, Mumshine. 

I awkwardly let go of my fistful of bugs into the 

bottom of my t-shirt, feeling like Noah’s ark, cradling 

a tiny human inside me and cradling the bugs too. It 

was hard to get the metal charm off my necklace but 

once it came, I began scraping it against a rock. The 

scraping action hurt my arm but I would probably die 

if I didn’t get this done. I couldn’t live on spiders. 

When I’d sharpened my charm into a decent-

enough hook, I threaded my necklace through the 

end, double-tied a basic knot, jammed the other end 

of the necklace through a tight spot on my fishing 

stick and tied it off. Finally knotting the necklace 

around the stick, I gathered my bug collection and 

ran down to the water. I sat on an exposed bit of 

wood, careful not to sit on the sharp bolts sticking 

out. I lowered the rod into the water, jerked the rod 

around a few times. I scattered my bugs. They 

floundered and slowly sank.  

I couldn’t see any koi or eels, and didn’t want to 

see any, but the ducks came immediately, one boy-

duck, one girl. I decided to even things up and catch 

the male. ‘Here, ducky,’ I cooed. The mallard was 

worth hundreds of calories. I would have done 

anything for just 10 calories. ‘Heeeeere, ducky ducky 

ducky.’ The mallard stuck his head underwater and 

looked for some of the bugs. The mallard’s wife 

appeared, and a fleet of ducklings, looking like 

bumblebees spinning and flapping, stuck to the 

water. They chased the bugs but they weren’t quite 

interested enough. 

I wouldn’t take the mummy away from her babies, 

or the babies from their mum. 

I pulled my rod in, rolled off the wood, ran to the 

edge of my field. A tree, lying on its side, soft with 
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rain, preyed-on by fungus, offered treasure 

underneath. It had to weigh 200 kilos, but I was 

hungry and angry and I would trade passing pain for 

a satisfied stomach and a little extra strength. I 

barged the tree, urged it off the ground a couple of 

inches, reached down, grunting, and wedged the tree 

with a stone.  

‘Hold, you son of a bitch,’ I growled, foam 

gathering at the corners of my mouth. I crouched, and 

there waiting for me was something sent by a 

saviour: an earthworm as fat as my little finger and as 

long as a book cover. ‘Yuss! C’mere, ya little 

bastard.’ I seized the worm, hooked it in the middle 

and tied its head and tail together around the hook. 

I stopped just before the water, pulled the hooked 

worm to my lips, and asked it to perform for me. I 

gave it a little kiss. Then I sat, lowered the rod and 

jiggled it a bit. The male duck came near, pretended 

he was more interested in some bulrushes, splashed 

away.  

‘Come back, come back you – hoooleeeeee moly.’ 

A pair of huge black animals appeared on the 

water. They were the largest organisms in 

Moneyland, and they were loaded with meat.  
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129 Days to go 

 

The swans’ eyes were uninterested, even a little 

bit shy. They glided so gently across the water that I 

didn’t see their feet move at all. They kept their 

necks hunched, forming those half-loveheart shapes. 

They moved stealthily as submarines, although I 

thought it was funny Mother Nature had given them 

red-coloured beaks you could see from anywhere.  

‘Stay here,’ I growled at my meal, ‘I have a plan. 

You: mallard – I need you.’ 

I jiggled my worm and watched the mallard probe 

the water with his beak. Finally he extended his neck, 

tried to grab just the end of my worm.  

‘Uh-uh-uh,’ I told him, ‘You’re going to rip it.’ I 

moved the rod a little closer and the duck snatched 
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the head off my worm, nearly tearing the whole 

project to pieces.  

Then the duck returned for a second bite, clamped 

his beak on the hook, and I yanked the rod up and 

caught the duck’s tongue – there was no mistaking it. 

The mallard thrashed and I pulled hard, then saw a 

drop of blood fall from the duck’s mouth. If I pulled 

too hard, I would get a tongue and maybe a bloody 

pink palate, but no duck.  

I stood and walked backward slowly, gently, 

pulling my meal out of the water as he rained soft 

feathers across the water’s surface, watched by 

frightened swans who drifted away. The mallard’s 

wings were beating faster than I’d thought ducks 

were capable of, beating like a hummingbird. The 

female duck didn’t stick around – she rounded up her 

bumblebee ducklings and headed toward the far 

shore, Adam’s Land.  

The mallard was forced to walk ashore. It jerked 

right and tried to climb a tree. Then the duck headed 

left and I moved in, making circles with the end of 

the rod until those circles had coiled around the 

mallard’s neck. I stood on the duck’s feet, lifted the 

rod and strangled the duck. I pulled so hard I felt its 

neck snap, the sick alien vibrations moving up my 

arm. Yeah, I’d killed ducks before – I’d killed 19 

different species of animal and bird this year – but 

the larger animals, and always the beautiful ones, felt 

wrong.  

I decided the duck’s head, which could nip me, 

was the biggest problem here, and tugged the rod as 

hard as I could, tearing the head off at the top of the 

neck.  

The wings were still moving by themselves, rising 

a couple of inches, shuddering, then coming back to 

the duck’s body to get ready for another flap. I 
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stomped on its body and a purple hint of intestine 

spurted out the duck’s rear. I wrapped the intestine 

around my fingers and pulled the intestine out, three 

metres of orange and purple rope. Other organs came 

too, organs I didn’t have a name for, and the duck 

shat its last squirt of poop out, too. I dragged Mr 

Mallard by his intestine down to the water. The 

swans had nearly moved on completely, but they 

were hovering. They wanted to get fed. I had to coax 

them back with tiny scraps of meat, slippery and 

bloody, which I got by reaching inside the explosion-

hole in the rear of the duck. After I’d tossed a dozen 

bits of raw duck guts into the water the swans, in a 

pair, paddled over. They dipped their heads, gobbled 

the bits of flesh.  

Inserting both hands into the duck’s hole I pulled 

in opposing directions until the duck split in two, 

finally coming apart at some sort of wishbone at the 

base of its neck. A litre of green grass clippings 

poured out of the duck. It stank like compost with 

human poo in it and I retched. I swept the muck into 

the water, stood on the duck’s neck and tore the duck 

into fragments. I tossed into the water legs, wings, 

feet, liver, ribs, then leaned off the edge, my belly 

agonised, and washed my fingers. The swans were so 

curious now they seemed to be dipping their beaks in 

the bloody water. The closest swan came two feet 

away from my hands, realised I was a threat, then 

moved away.  

‘Get back here, you bitch.’ 

I rolled away from the water, ran to the base of a 

broken tree to select a weapon shaped like a baseball 

bat. I hefted it, bashed my own hand. The club had a 

hard little spike sticking out of the end. It was perfect 

for cracking skulls.  
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I waded into the water and managed to spot two 

remaining pieces of duck flesh. I tossed these at the 

swans. They approached in a pair, turned and went 

away, came near again. I waited for a time when the 

swans were looking away but they never took their 

black eyes off me. Finally I put a tiny grape-shaped 

purple lump on my club and held the club out. It was 

the mallard’s heart. 

‘Delicious,’ I told the swan, trying not to giggle, 

drunk on hunger, ‘Come and get it. Come and get 

THIS.’ 

The swan neared, probed the end of the stick, and 

got a fright as I moved the stick aside. The swan got 

an even bigger fright as I smashed its head with my 

spiky club. Its head swooned, its friend approached 

and reared up, spreading its wings. I swung the club 

the other way, knocked the swan’s head to the side, 

returned to the first one and tripped in the mud as I 

swung, delivering a half-strength blow. The first 

swan I’d struck must have had its wing-circuits wired 

into its brain, because its wings were twitching, 

failing to lift it up and away from safety and its head 

was underwater and I could see bubbles coming up 

from its nostrils. The second swan knocked the club 

from my hands and bocked my cheekbone. My 

startled body took seconds to release blood, and then 

its beak was jabbing my stomach. The duck had to 

learn: You do NOT mess with Eden Strong’s 

stomach. I grabbed its neck, wound the neck around 

my arm until the head was tucked in my armpit and 

fell backward. I rammed its head into the mud, 

pinched its throat until I felt something crush, 

snapped its wings, put my fingers in its eyes and 

crushed its brain.  

I crawled back onto dry land. My legs were like a 

mermaid’s tail, thick with coffee-coloured mud. I 
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threw up on my legs the tiny bit of food I had in my 

stomach – some seeds in a puddle of yellow water 

that looked like egg yolk. I wanted to lie there and 

weep over the ugly violence, the crushed throat, the 

bubbles coming out of a drowning head with eyes 

looking at me in panic. Instead of feeling sorry for 

myself, I got to work. I laid both birds on their back 

and stomped their chests until I was confident the 

ribs had pierced their hearts, because if I left the birds 

half-alive and they made it into the water and floated 

away, or an eel stole them, what I’d done would have 

been for nothing.  

I left the swans looking like a pair of fur coats 

dumped on a bedroom floor and trudged through the 

field to the collapsed shed. There were jigsaw pieces 

of roofing iron with orange edges where the rust had 

got in and made the iron so fragile it had snapped off 

the larger sheet of metal. I took two shards of sharp 

iron with me, walked back to my birds.  

One of my swans was gone. The swan whose 

throat I’d crushed, the more aggressive one, was still 

alive apparently and had squirmed down the 

riverbank and re-entered the water. Its head floated 

on the surface like a dead fish. Just one of its feet was 

kicking. I pulled it out of the water. Back on land, I 

groped its wings until I was through the feathers and 

touching meat with hard bone beneath it. There was 

maybe 500 calories of meat on each wing. I stood on 

its back, knotted its head around my wrist, looked up 

at the judgemental spirits I could feel watching me, 

apologised and pulled the swan’s head off its neck. I 

threw the head in the water. It would bring eels, and I 

would slaughter those too.  

‘Same goes for you, if you don’t comply,’ I said to 

the other swan. I laughed at my own joke. The 

darkening sky told me the mechs were turning the 
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lights out. Soon it would be time to sleep in the 

bough of a tree or maybe a hole in the ground. Time 

to give up on civilisation, switch hope off, become an 

animal.   
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129 Days To Go  

 

Killing and devouring anything edible was 

going to be my new life, I supposed, like a wolverine, 

a hyena, a feral sewer dog. I hardly cared. The only 

person whose opinion mattered was my baby. My 

baby didn’t want me to cry over smashed swans. My 

baby wanted me to live. 

I cooked my swans in a twilight fire, which I sat in 

front of for an hour, warming myself, trying to make 

the bullies across the water jealous. I got a glimpse, 

briefly, of Maeve arriving in the Jeep, hopping out 

and standing on the riverbank devouring a Slim Jim. I 

thought I saw drool running down her chin as she 

chewed the salty meat, leathery and flat as roadkill, 

mashing the dry woody texture with her teeth. I 

thought I saw my firelight glint on her spitty chin. 

Then she was gone.  
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I didn’t dwell on the ugly fight with the swans. I 

was thinking about my next feed as I pulled the fishy, 

muttony meat off the swans’ chests. There was 

nothing graceful about the birds now. Feathers were 

sticking to me with thickening brown blood. I felt 

disgusting. I couldn’t sleep in the collapsed, rusty 

shed. After dinner I scraped soil out of the ground, 

enough to fit my body in. I felt dirtier with each 

scrape. My blanket would be 20 sticks with dry grass 

on top and dry grass underneath the sticks, touching 

my body. I lay in my grave-shaped hole and pulled a 

spare swan wing over me. I felt even filthier. I 

thought about luring another swan and wringing its 

neck and using the body as a pillow, but flies would 

come and the flesh would go cold and hard and its 

black marble eyes would probably stare accusingly at 

me in the dark. Plus dead things go really hard and 

lumpy. I supposed I could let my head lie on the 

duck’s body as rigor mortis set in and the flesh 

hardened like one of those pillows that moulds 

around your head, but eew.  

‘Man I’m gross,’ I said aloud, alone in my hole 

full of grass and feathers, staring at the night sky. 

‘I’m the gross with the most. Man I want toast, toast 

with roast and a goose and a moose. La la la.’ No 

farmer emerged from the barn, no owl copied me. 

‘CAN ANYONE HEARRRRR ME? 

HELLOOOOO? SCREW EVERYONE. SCREW 

ALL OF YOU.’ 

You-you youuuuu. My voice travelled over the 

water then took flight. I supposed my voice hit the 

invisible ceiling somewhere up in space and fell to 

earth.  

I pressed my belly button. My organiser took a 

couple of seconds to activate. The swan had put 

hundreds of calories into me, but my body was 
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obviously suffering. God, which part of my diet was 

unbalanced? I’d certainly suffered enough dandelion 

salads, I thought that would have put the right 

vitamins in me. I realised that strangely, I’d hardly 

taken in any oil or salt and very little sugar – 

ingredients I used to eat in every single meal. I was 

probably following the food pyramid rigidly as a 

Nazi.  

The Food pyramid.  

The pyramid. I could see it from here. With the 

sun going down in the west behind it, the pyramid 

was a stark black … what was the word Watson had 

used.. ziggurat. An unnatural shape which never 

should have been there. We had done something very 

wrong by agreeing to Adam’s demands. We’d missed 

so many opportunities to kill him.  

As the mechs turned the dimmer on the sky and it 

cooled from orange to purple, I switched on my 

organiser. It was glowing okay, meaning my body 

was producing some reasonably good electricity to 

make the photos viewable. I’d snapped shots over the 

past year from Community Day, that cancer 

fundraiser thing where Fatti shaved her head, the 

school paralympics where we all rallied behind 

Esther. I’d forgotten how big a part of my life Maeve 

used to be. That two-faced social climber was in 

every second shot, just about. Most of my pics had 

cool kids in them, but then there was a picture of 

Adam on the ground with Kane standing over and 

laughing at him. I deleted the photo, pulled a stick 

and some grass over my head and hunkered low. 

Then I opened my Trash folder, restored the photo. 

Deleting it didn’t take away the memory of how 

dumb we’d treated him.  

There had been a day, it had to have been 

November, holidays coming up, a day when we 
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didn’t have exams coming up, just the prom, and all 

anyone wanted to do was make sure they had their 

date and their limo sorted out. Kane and Omar and 

Eli had held down the geography teacher, Mr Leslie, 

and cut his loveheart-patterened necktie off with 

scissors and chopped it into confetti and they’d 

sprinkled it around the room, and a bunch of us girls 

did something crazy, too, duct-taping the principal to 

her chair and spinning her around and wheeling her 

out into the middle of the plaza for everyone to sign 

her face with a Sharpie. Craziness, joy, excitement, 

mirth. Kids kicking balls, sucking back entire squirty 

cans of sweet cream, pashing in the hallways. There 

were even kids having sex in the gender neutral 

toilet. I’d captured all the craziness with 

photography. I didn’t realise what I’d captured, 

though, until now.  

Here was a photo probably taken by KT. It 

showed me in the changing rooms at Carlisha’s Cuts. 

We were bordered by head-to-toe mirrors. I was 

holding a dress against me with a mock-Flintstones 

style pattern – pebbles around the neck, orange fabric 

with delicate embroidery. Maeve was holding an 

identical dress against her body, one size larger to fit 

over Maeve’s hips and fat boobs.  

There was a photo of the girls holding me up after 

I’d scored a goal in soccer. Maeve was directly under 

me.  

Photos of me presenting the school yearbook 

design options to the assembly; Maeve captured on 

camera clearing chairs out of the way to allow space 

for the hologram. Maeve copying everything I drank, 

everywhere my body went, my gestures, my haircut, 

my facial expressions. Photos showing Eli standing 

in authoritative positions within crowds. Photos 

showing Fatimah splitting donated cans of sweetcorn 
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and boxes of Weetbix into portions for pauper 

families. Photos of Omar on his own, doing crazy 

parkour moves across the school roof.  A photo with 

Kane holding a sign written on cardboard saying 

World’s Biggest Mechalover over Watson’s head 

while he quietly read a book in the shade of a tree.  

Here was a photo of Kane with his foot on the 

back of Adam’s neck, forcing Adam’s face in a bowl 

of dog food. Here was a photo of Adam cleaning up a 

tray of milkshakes I’d dropped in the lunch room one 

time. Adam holding a door open for me. Adam with a 

dog leash around his neck, Kane taking the joke one 

step further. Adam’s white school shirts were always 

dark, unclean, sometimes torn, never fitted, always 

stretched.  

The photos – God, 300 of them– showed Chan 

pushing Esther onto the stage at assembly, showed 

the two of them practising for Dancing With The 

School Stars. Chan and Esther cutting up a 

watermelon together. I’d been too obsessed at the 

time with trying to make Chan like me. I guess I 

should’ve respected him and Esther. It was just hard 

accepting that a person in a wheelchair could be 

better than me.  

My organiser had one of those generic videos that 

comes with the application, to show you how 

amazing the graphics are. It was a video showing a 

Japanese tree growing blossom then sprinkling the 

blossom over some monkeys and humans in a spa 

pool. Then the picture broke up, went all synthetic-

looking and it said, See Everything Better in 

MechColour.  

300 beta photos, off-cuts I hadn’t meant to keep, 

and a test video of snow falling on a mountain 

monastery that looked pretty good, its light standing 

out against the night shrouding everything. 
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Then a flare in the distance darkness. I saw a light 

appear on the top of the pyramid – a flame. An event. 

A ceremony.  

I watched five people light hologram candles on 

their Orgs and climb the ladder to the top of the 

pyramid. It was slow work; two pairs of workers, KT 

and Chan and Anya and Eli, took the weight of King 

Adam’s stretcher and hauled him to the top while I 

switched on my org and used the binoculars app until 

I was watching up close. There was nothing to block 

my view of the servants working to elevate their 

ruler, no smog, few trees in the way. They got King 

Adam to the top, positioned him on the glass tabletop 

we’d put up there to stand on. I watched the king 

switch his organiser on. His org had real power 

behind it. He must have been stuffing his face with 

thousands of calories each day to get that kind of a 

glow from his body.  

The sky was the thick bluey-black of deep night 

now. A dog howled, splitting the silence. I think the 

dog might’ve even been atop the pyramid with King 

Adam. If the BP station was lit up and glowing 

orange, I couldn’t see it. Adam had probably 

switched the BP’s light off so he was the only bright 

thing. The Sun King.  

Two kilometres away, my binocular screen 

showed Adam using his telescope app. The air 

cleared in front of him, as if a pane of glass floated 

before him, and he looked directly at me.  

‘Jesus!’  

I quickly switched my org off, pulled my sticks 

and grass over me, pressed a forearm against my ear, 

drew my knees up under my chin, shivered. There 

was no dew or mist, no cold wind, just the same old 

stale air, but my body knew I wasn’t sleeping on the 

trampoline in a pile of possums any more. No 
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friends. No protection. I explored my body, relaxed 

my brain. I played with my flesh, exploring my skin, 

rough in places from work, stretchy under my arms 

where my body had eaten itself. I found new muscle 

on my quads and my shoulders, under my collar 

bone. I ran my hands over my tummy-hump. I rubbed 

myself, I twisted. I got up, thinking if I forced myself 

to pee I could return to bed and instantly parachute 

into a dream. All I got instead was a headful of 

thoughts flitting around. 

Two hours had to have passed. My baby kicked 

once. I switched on my organiser, pushed my 

holoscreen out of the hole, pointed it in the direction 

of the pyramid, focused it. King Adam was still 

staring at me. He would stare all night. I had no way 

to fight his gaze. I would have to sleep through it. I 

would have to sleep through the dog’s howls. 

Somewhere, something dangerous was in pain, or 

agitated, harassed, tethered. Angry. Adam was 

probably whipping Anya somewhere out there. 

Maybe he was cutting the palms of his devotees, 

squeezing blood into a grail, doing rituals up there.  

I hit the Exit button and was about to switch off 

my org when a (1 new) message in my emails 

snagged my brain. The message was almost eight 

months old. It was so old, it must’ve been the last 

thing to plop into my inbox before we entered this 

place and the wifi got shut off.  

‘This had better be good.’  

It was an email from my mum. The details said it 

had landed in my inbox around the time I’d stepped 

into the tunnel which dropped me into Mahonyland, 

holy heck, what, 236 days ago? The day I’d made her 

miserable. Shouted at her. Dissed her face. Back 

when I used to never say thanks for anything. 
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Aloha, babygirl, the message began. My eyes 

immediately started to sting. My famished body 

made my tongue lick the tears off my top lip. 

Mumshine’s voice. Her cuddles. All those times she 

brushed my hair to help me get ready for school 

quicker. Her soothing voice.  

There were hardly any words in her message at all. 

It was all about the photos.  

I just want you to know wherever you are, 

whatever’s going on, I am thinking of you.  

Xoxo, Mumshine 

ps – Say hi to your buddies for me btw! Who’s 

mayor? Bet it’s my girl. I’d vote for you, baby. 

 

I sniffed salty droplets back inside my head, 

stroked my hard, round tummy. ‘Mummy,’ I moaned 

in my black cold pit. ‘I stuffed up baaaaad.’ 

She’d attached a photo I had never seen. It showed 

her standing beside a swimming pool with one of 

those robot lifeguards beside her, the slender pale 

ones with the intense grey eyes that look like Watson. 

Mum was holding a tiny baby, squeezed between her 

boobs. The photo was blurry because it had been 

snapped mid-action. Mumshine was smiling too 

enthusiastically for the camera. Joy was radiating out 

of her. I was SO tiny, like a couple of months old, 

swaddled in white cloth with a beanie covering my 

head. My ears looked like button mushrooms. One of 

my pink hands was free of the cloth and it was 

gripping Mumshine so tightly my fingers were like 

koala claws. 

I used to cling to her for life. All I gave her in 

return was shit. 

My eyes were so wet I couldn’t see my belly 

button to turn the screen off. Guilty words were 

knocking against my skull, tonk-tonk-tonk. I wiped 
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my eyes on my knees. I cuddled feathers and grass 

and felt my body sinking through the earth. The hole 

was pretty much a shallow grave. Something was 

knocking, tonk-tonk. Tonk-tonk-tonk, some message. 

My exhausted body melted into the dirt. I imagined 

the tight walls of the pit, warmed by my body, were 

Mumshine’s shoulders and boobs and arms cradling 

me.  

I slept deeply.  
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31 

 
 127 Sleeps Til I get out of here 

 

Tonk-tonk. Tonk-tonk-tonk.  

I sat up, picked farm dirt out of my eyes. Dawn in 

hell. I remembered the sense of peace Mumshine’s 

message had given me. that photo. Those comforting 

arms. How she cleansed me with forgiveness. I’d 

expected to die last night, expected Anya to wade 

ashore and drag me out of the hole and beat me to 

death. Instead, I woke from a dream dotted with the 

irritating sound of that robotic drum, donk-donk. 

Tonk. I crawled out of my grave.  

‘SHUT UP!’ I screamed toward wherever the 

tormenting sound was coming from. Ducks wings 

beat the water as they flapped away. ‘WHATEVER 

YOU’RE DOING, ADAM, YOU LEAVE ME 

ALONE. QUIT MAKING THAT NOISE. JUST 

STOP. STOOOOOP.’ 
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Tonk. Tonk. Tonk-tonk.  

‘STOP IT. STOP IT STOP IT STOP IT.’  

 The sound was coming from the field, a few 

metres from my bed. I toed the soil, moved around, 

toed it some more. I picked up a stick. If there was a 

speaker stashed in the tree, piping in noise to drive 

me nuts, I’d whack it like a baseball. 

Tonk. Tonk.  

I bent over. My baby churned. I grunted and 

continued bending. On my filthy, sticking, soiled 

knees I clawed at the earth. I found a flat surface, 

hard and metal, tinged with rust.  

It was a manhole cover.  

Tonk-tonk-tonk.  

‘Meeim? Meeim?’ 

The voice was trying to say Eden.  

‘I can’t get it open! I can’t!’ 

The voice was muffled. It could have been any 

invader down there. 

‘Mayip,’ the voice commanded. A steady voice, 

but an aggressive voice. The slight tone of authority 

frightened me. I was used to my people dealing with 

me from the same level as me, and anyone not 

operating on the same level had to be from Adam’s 

team. 

I put my palms in the earth on either side of the 

manhole, lowered my body, put my ear against the 

metal.  

‘My ip. Aftoo my ip.’ 

I put my ear flat against the metal. ‘I can’t –  

‘BUKF DOW HERE, EDE.’  

Sucks down here, Ede.  

Ede. Ede? Who calls you Ede? 

There were two holes in the cover of the metal, a 

few inches apart. Without a crowbar, I tried my 

fingertips, jamming them into the ugly little black 
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holes and lifting with all the muscles I could bring to 

the job –my forearms, my biceps, my triceps, 

shoulders, back. I felt the strain move down my back. 

I even lifted with my butt. The metal seemed on the 

verge of letting go of the ground, then fell back 

down.  

I ran and got a plank of wood. I lay the plank on 

the ground by my foot, angled it so I could kick it 

into place. I hauled the manhole cover up again, saw 

a crescent of black, kicked the wood in, let the wood 

take the weight of the manhole cover.   

Fingers came out. I took a step back, raised my 

foot, prepared to stomp the fingerbones into dust.  

Skinny fingers. Afro with blood and grease and 

dust in it. Manic eyes on caramel skin. Omar! 

Omar took the weight of the cover on his back, 

hauled himself halfway out of the hole. I dragged him 

out and we lay on our sides in the grass. We’d never 

even shaken hands, but here we were cuddling.  

Omar was blinking and spitting out gunk. He 

hadn’t seen morning in ages. His right hand was 

caked in brown, crusty dried blood. His ankles were 

all chewed and caked in red scabs. His skin was 

yellow.  

Omar had brought food. I pounced on him. He 

surrended his peanut butter and jam sandwich, 

laughing so hard that more gunk came out of his 

mouth. He had a Transformers drink bottle. I emptied 

it. Omar said Anya has asked him what he wanted for 

his “last meal.” ‘Their gay-ass kangaroo court was 

gonna off me,’ Omar explained. He’d been amazed to 

see the ice cream freezer in the BP was being used 

and inside were frozen bread and peanut butter AND 

jam.  

He kept wiping yellow gunk off his lips as he 

talked. His skin was yellow too, I noticed, though the 
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skin turned people in every crevice. Under his eyes 

was dark blue.  

When my stomach was full I went toward my 

shallow grave to gussy it up for him to sleep in, 

arrange the feathers and ferns, but Omar wouldn’t go 

more than a foot from the manhole.  

‘God damn girls, man, always dithering. You left 

me in there all night, woman. Anyway: you better’ve 

got ready.' 

‘Ready for what?’ 

‘Ready to get your fat ass underground so we can 

go back and fight. Duh.’ 
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32 

 
127 Sleeps To Go 

Sewers in the movies are always spacious, 

circular, and somehow warm with slime and gas. 

They’re not like that in real life. Real sewers have 

hard angular concrete sides, they run straight rather 

than twisting, and if you fell in the 30 centimetre 

wide channel of water, the biggest risk would be 

breaking your ankle. The watery area was a trough to 

make the water flow, just a couple of feet across. 

Sewers are not designed for Ghostbusters to casually 

stroll through. You can hardly stand up in a real 

sewer but it’s painful to crawl, too.  

Omar moved faster than me, guided by light from 

his organiser that wasn’t white, it wasn’t even orange 

– it was a thin blue. His body must’ve been seriously 

depleted of energy. He seemed to have a confidence 

and his pace was even. He was soon 20 metres ahead. 

I came up on places where Omar’s ankle had dragged 
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and the concrete had ripped the skin and he’d left 

stamps of pus and blood. Little fibres were drizzling 

down too, from the arm holes of the pillowcase he 

was wearing. 

Omar seemed used to the sewer from two days 

inside it but for me, claustrophobia set in as soon as 

the smidgen of daylight at the bottom of the ladder 

shaft disappeared behind us. Without the lights from 

our orgs, it would have been completely black. Slime 

and spiders and stones don’t need light, and they 

don’t need to provide knee pads or spacious areas for 

us to move. Cold, lifeless things belonged down here. 

We did not. 

‘I don’t think even a chimpanzee could shuffle 

through here,’ I complained, my voice echoing, 

buzzy and robotic as the concrete dispersed the 

soundwaves. My belly kept hitting my knees. ‘How 

the hell did you escape, anyway?’ 

‘Dunno if I have escaped. I’m still stuck inside the 

snow globe, aren’t I?’ 

‘How’d you escape the bullies? I thought you had 

one of those horrible Elmer Fudd traps on your foot? 

Omar?’ 

They were tryina drag me to the top of the 

pyramid and I was like noooo way, I’ve seen what 

emperors do to people on top of pyramids. So they 

said I could come down here instead.’ 

‘And they just let you go?’ 

‘Well, Adam whistled so his dog came out of the 

blackness, this in that bit outside the library where 

they have their pantry all tucked away in the sewer. 

And yeah, Anya just pretty much took the gin trap off 

my ankle then kicked me into the hole. Pretty 

impolite, eh. In the pantry I dealt with ole Fido. That 

was one growly dog, man.’ 
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‘Dealt with? You mean you – you killed Adam’s 

pet dog?’  

‘Shit no. I’d only do that if it really hurt my ass.’ 

He reached out and stroked my belly. ‘Or if he hurt 

our baby. Your baby, sorry.’ 

‘Glad that thing is nowhere near us, anyway.’ We 

moved, half-stopped and shuffling, half-crawling, 20 

more metres forward. ‘Which direction is this going, 

even? This straight line’s creeping me the hell out.’ 

‘One of these straight lines could get us out of 

here. Up ahead there’s a junction. Could be a way 

out. Probably comes out in the university grounds.’ 

Freedom: the concept sent a shock of excitement 

through me. ‘But our money…. .’ 

‘Yeah I’d say the mechs would take our hard-

earned cash if we bail out early. How embarrassing 

would that be, a drone buzzes down, takes the 

backpack out of the hiding place and you’re like “I 

knew I shouldn’t’ve chucked that thing in the 

latrine.”’ 

‘Or takes your suitcase away.’ Way-ay-ay-ay said 

the endless black pipe. ‘You put your money in a 

suitcase, you were saying?’ 

‘Totally. Looked like an expensive one. Should 

keep the poop off it.’  

‘You chucked it in the latrine? Where people have 

been taking dumps? Why don’t you stash it down 

here?’ 

‘Anya would definitely crawl through this crap if 

she knew my money was down here. Nah, the 

shithole’s the only place for my stash. She’s a gorilla, 

man, that’s all she is.’ 

‘I should’ve been way nicer to her at school,’ I 

said softly. ‘You should’ve seen how long she could 

stand on her toes in Dance. And she’s amazing at 
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hurdles. And she can sing. I hated how good she was 

at stuff. Made me scared, you know?’ 

‘I’m going to suggest we keep moving before you 

write her a love ballad,’ Omar said, ‘Three days on a 

desert island and you’ve gone soft in the head. You 

got Stocko Syndrome.’ 

‘It’s StockHOLM Syndrome.’ Ome ome ome ome 

ome, called the echo. ‘I just miss the way stuff was at 

schoo – EEW! Dog poo! What the hell? I thought 

you said you killed that mutt?’ 

‘I never said that. I just dealt with her. Gave her a 

bath.’ 

‘What, in the water?’ 

‘Where else?’ 

Else, else, else, el, el, el…. 

We moved some more and I began bumping into 

Omar’s behind regularly. ‘Go ahead of me if you 

want.’  

‘No way. I never want you out of my sight.’ My 

guts seized, pulled inward, squashed my organs, then 

released. I’d peed my pants twice already, my juicy 

belly unused to crawling, which made litres of fluid 

slosh against my vagina and bladder. ‘How do you 

know where to go, anyway? What if we get lost?’  

Ost ost ost. 

‘I remembered it like this: so I got out of that 

place by going down the main hole, the sewer outside 

the supermarket, right. And I moved like lightning, 

okay. Less than ten metres from the mountains of 

spam-in-a-can, there’s your first junction. One 

pipeline heads north from the compound, that’s gotta 

run under the biggest cluster of houses, like Mahony 

Road and the playground and stuff.’ 

‘A direct line from the pyramid and the 

playground to Adam’s compound? We NEED that, 

dude. That’d come out right by the pyramid.’ 
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‘Let me finish. Okay so that’s one route. There 

were two other routes. The other route’s north to you. 

We’re in there right now. We’re about to hit a 

junction. I think it goes west.’ 

‘I have zero idea which way we’re heading.’ 

‘That’s not acceptable – GARGH!’ Omar clutched 

his ankle, caressed his own flesh. My feeble light 

illuminated a few droplets of liquid pain leaving a 

clean trail down his sooty cheeks. ‘It’s getting worse. 

I’m sorry, babe, but when we get to the larder, that’s 

me. Leave me underground so I can die eating 

chocolate fish. No point in bringing me six feet to the 

surface if I’m just gonna end up six feet under.’ 

‘You’re so Hollywood, Ome. Wait til I get the 

medikit. You’ll be sweet.’ 

I promised myself I’d wriggle through another 100 

metres before we had more discussion. It took 11 

minutes to move that 100 metres. When I was sure 

the west junction was coming up, I stopped, caught 

my breath, listened for Ome.  

Omar took a minute to catch me up. He coughed 

and I could hear him trying to suck the blood and goo 

out of his mouth. ‘See these cracks in the wall, the 

slimy ones?’ he said, panting, arranging his legs 

awkwardly so he could sit on the ledge and dangle 

his feet in the water. ‘Those are leaks.’ 

I willed some power into my org, guided the light 

so I could see what he was talking about. I stroked 

the wall.  

‘What, the soil’s wet or something?’ 

‘If you wanna call it that. It’s more silt than soil.’ 

‘What’s silt?’ 

‘The dusty crap on the bottom of a river.’ 

‘What river? Where are we?’ 

‘You probably scraped this very pipe when you 

were kicking all around, swimming over to your 
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personal island. We’re under the bottom of the river, 

darl.’ 

My lungs spasmed, my skin sprouted sweat. My 

clothes became instantly sticky. I clawed my thighs 

and squeezed Omar’s shoulders. ‘GEMME OUTTA 

HERE GEMME OUTTA HERE OMAR YOU 

HAVE TO GEMME GEMME –  

‘Breeeathe. That’s it. Breeeathe, eden.’ He 

coughed and my faint light revealed his spit was 

pink. There had to be blood in his throat and lungs. 

‘The walls aren’t going to cave in… if we hurry. 

Pretty sucky intrastructure, isn’t it.’ 

‘Infra,’ I said, ‘In-FRA. Like infra-red.’ 

‘You got the app? My organiser does infra-red. 

Let’s switch it on. Could make the journey a bit 

cooler. We can have a lunch break when we get to 

the west junction.’  

‘What lunch? What have you got? Give it to me.’ 

‘Gotta catch me first.’ 

With that, Omar barged past me. His good foot 

was crashing down in the trench, splashing foul water 

everywhere, and his bad foot was up on the concrete 

ledge. His arms touched the ceiling and the left wall 

and the right almost all at once. He’d found 

motivation and he was running with it, leaving me 

two choices: sit in the dark sewer as the mossy cracks 

widened, began to leak then collapsed, crushing and 

drowning me and sealing me beneath a dank river; or 

race through the sewer as fast as I could.  

He was fast; I was faster.  

I caught him at a junction. There was a ladder 

leading up to manhole. I instinctively grabbed the 

rungs, scrambled up it and started heaving at the lid.  

‘HEEELP! LET US OUT!’ 
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‘Yeah good luck with that,’ he said. ‘Could be 

Anya opens up; maybe Maeve. Expect a pleasant 

reception. Me? I’m moving on.’ 

‘HEELP!’ I banged on the lid. The only part of my 

body sharp and hard enough to interact with the iron 

lid were my knuckles, which made that insignificant 

tonk sound. I stopped and sucked my poor knuckles 

and realised how much pain Omar had put himself 

through to bang for hours, hundreds of hits. No 

wonder his hand had turned grey and was swollen 

and wouldn’t stop shaking, and hurt every time he 

put his weigh on it.  

And all this for me. 

I climbed back down the ladder. ‘Lunch better be 

good.’ 

‘It’s better than good,’ he said, and unscrewed the 

lid of a jar he had in his pocket. We crammed our 

faces with peanut butter in the dark, in a catacomb in 

the middle of nowhere. We sucked our fingers clean.  

Then we crawled onward.  
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33 

 
127 Days To Go 

Minutes after we said goodbye to the wing of the 

sewer that stretched west, I realised there would be 

no landmarks until we made it south to the larder, the 

ladder, the manhole. Adam’s Land. Adam’s 

compound.  

The monotony was torture to me. I was glad there 

weren’t any more cracks covered in moss and 

dripping green slime and water, that was terrifying, 

but apart from spider and glow worms, there were no 

milestones. Just numbers in our heads. Another 

metre. Another hundred metres. Another kilometre. 

More bat guano – or was it dog turds? 

Finally I got something in my eye, an irritation, a 

white spot I kept trying to rub out, but it wouldn’t go, 

and Omar made this sort of giddy-up noise at me, 

like I was a slow horse, and I found the right 

coordination to get through the tunnel faster, moving 
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hand-on-ledge then right foot in sewer under hand 

then left foot forward then left hand on ceiling then 

right hand on ledge.  

Coordination made the white spot in my eye 

widen. I envisioned the cataract blinding me, 

bumping my head hard enough to go unconscious, 

awakening during labour underground, splitting in 

two, being left forgotten by society. Maybe found a 

millennium from now by mech archaeologists in the 

year 2134. A fossilised teen mother clutching her 

baby. They would invent some name for me that 

sounded normal, call me Lucy or something. Put me 

in a museum. Omar? Omar might be found 200 

metres away. They would assume he was my 

husband, father of my baby.  

Omar interrupted the quiet darkness.  

‘I want to warn you about a problem I’m faiiiirly 

certain is coming up.’ 

‘Kay. Creepy. Talk to me.’ 

‘If you wanted to flush someone out of a confined 

space, what would you send in there?’ 

‘I-D-K. Vampire bats?’ 

‘And if you couldn’t find vampire bats?’ 

‘Bloodhound?’ 

‘Yyyyyyyeah. I was thinking that… . Dog’s a 

reeeealll good idea. And you know that mutt I was 

complaining about before?’ 

Hand, ledge, right foot, left foot, left hand. 

Another 2.5 metres. 

‘Ome. OMAR. What do you know?’ 

‘Just don’t be surprised if we get surprised.’ 

Hand, ledge, right foot, left foot, left hand. 

Another 2.5 metres. The white spot in my eye was 

widening. I realised it was light – not eye damaged. 

Real actual light.  

‘Omar. We’re here.’ 
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‘Bit premature, but yeah. Couple hundred metres 

and that’s us.’ 

‘We’re in King Adam’s place,’ I whispered. ‘God 

– oh God, I didn’t – I’ve never called him that. Not til 

now.’ 

‘Attaboy,’ Omar said, ignoring me. 

‘Attawhat? OME. Answer me. What’s going on?’ 

rrrrrRRRRrrrrrrrrrrrrRRR.  

‘EDE!’ Omar hissed, ‘You got a weapon or 

something?’ 

‘OME. WHAT IS – A DOG? THERE’S A DOG? 

It’s got… you can see its teets and stuff. Omar? 

OMAR! What do we do? I can – I can see its teeth, 

it’s – ’ 

‘EDE. GET. A. WEAPON.’ 

Whatever it was began running at us and all we 

heard were its overgrown toenails clacking on the 

concrete. The dog wheezed and Omar wheezed and 

Omar’s singlet made a flapping sound as he 

somersaulted. The dog’s fur slapped against the 

concrete. Omar wrestled the animal. I stepped two 

metres back up the sewer, back the way I’d come.  

‘DO SOMETHING,’ he roared. Umthing, mthing, 

ming, ming, min –  

‘I can’t, it’s – it’s a MUM, dude, it’s… Omar? 

OME!’ 

Omar slammed the hard-to-see mass of fur and 

legs and tail onto the ledge, put his back against the 

wall which ran along the water. Then the animal 

launched at him, knocked him down and I could see 

it force his head underwater.  

‘OME!’ I grabbed the dog’s tail and raised it. I 

sucked my finger clean – I’ll never know why I 

sucked it, just instinct – and rammed it against the 

dog’s butthole.  
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The dog revolved its head, took a quick bite of my 

hand, turned back and continued nipping at Omar’s 

chest, pulling up his pillowcase t-shirt, letting go, 

each time biting a mixture of flesh and fabric.  

Poking the dog in the sensitive zone hadn’t had 

any effect. I grabbed its hind legs instead, stretched 

my arms away from one another, and the dog reacted, 

kicking me onto my back. It continued biting Omar’s 

chest. I got up and grabbed one of the dog’s hind 

legs, wrapped my legs around its other leg, put the 

pressure of my bicep against its rear right thigh, 

pushed up with my shoulder until I was sure the dog 

was going to be torn in half. I reached around with 

my left hand and snapped its ankle easily. The dog 

hopped off Omar, began limping south down the 

tunnel toward. Something blue-ish, grey-ish, almost 

white. Could it have been light?  

I crawled over Omar, put my weight on the dog’s 

back, pushed its head underwater and pushed down. I 

wriggled forward inch by inch, kept the snout 

underwater by putting the weight of my belly on its 

back. I watched the dog convulse then stop.  

Omar pulled me off. I left the dog in the water. 

We both thought about casting our light on it, 

checking to see what breed it was, if it had tags, any 

of that humane stuff – but we didn’t. When we 

reached a bluish area where the light was coming in, 

we knew it was the larder and that the manhole was 

above – if we wanted to emerge in Adam’s 

compound, that was.  

The weather stopped, politics stopped, the march 

of the mechs stopped while we ate. King Adam’s 

tyranny stopped, our breathing stopped. Nothing was 

more important than scoffing maximum food in 

minimal time. Omar pulled open a tin of sardines and 

scraped the sauce-covered fish into his throat. I 
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bashed and pulled and stomped the lid of a bottle of 

tomato sauce until the goo started coming out, then I 

sucked pure sauce. Omar found a packet of liquorice 

allsorts, muttered for a second about how much he 

despised weird old lady lollies, then crammed them 

into his dry, bleeding lips. I found a salami so 

wrinkled its texture was like a stiff sock located 

behind a washing machine. I pulled the hard meat 

into my mouth, chewed, washing it down with gulps 

of tomato sauce and the sweet juice from a can of 

pineapple rings. Omar opened a tin of Pringle. I 

swiped the tin, tipped chips into my hand and let 

them smash against my teeth. Omar sucked back a tin 

of sweetcorn and glugged the salty juice.  

With the dirty light coming down I could see there 

was blood on my fingers and dog poop, I think, and 

salt and sugar. I cuddled my hands, pulled my knees 

up, slumped against the wall.  

So exhausted. Heavy with fluids. 

‘DON’T SLEEP,’ he said, ‘You can take a nap 

after we overthrow that prick bastard wanker, but not 

now. They know we’re down here.’ Then he gasped, 

touched his hand between his legs and looked at it. 

His hand looked like it was covered in black oil.  

‘Screw you. I’m staying down here for a month. I 

need to EAT, damn it.’ 

Omar tried to sit up and slumped on his side. ‘Man 

my ankle’s wasted… I think she bit my feminine 

artery.’ 

‘Your what? Omar. OMAR SALEH. SIT UP. 

THAT’S AN ORDER.’ 

‘Look, bossypants, your time’s,’ he began, and 

stopped for breath. I could hear bubbles in his lungs. 

‘Time’s almost up,’ he continued, and took another 

wet bloody breath. ‘They would’ve checked your, 

check your island, babe.’ Bubbly breath. ‘Shoulda 
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built yourself one of those.’ Breath. ‘One of those 

dummies. Make it look like you were asleep.’ Omar 

had to put effort in to get his next gulp of air. 

‘Birdman. Of. Alcatraz.’  

I snorted, went over, stroked the rungs of the 

ladder, looked up at the hint of light that we’d killed 

to get to. I wiped the back of my hand against my 

mouth, all sticky with sauce and juice. I licked my 

own wrist like a cat.  

I sat down again, put my hands on my baby-hump. 

My heart throbbed against its cage of ribs and I 

thought of Omar locked away underground, knocking 

until he smashed his hand to pieces.  

‘How long til you get that thing over with?’ Omar 

said, nodding toward my baby.  

‘20ish days I think,’ I said.  

‘Serious, Ede.’ Breath. ‘Off. Go. Enjoy my. Joy 

my. Joy my poop-money.’  He laughed until his 

lungs seemed to scrape his ribs and he slumped on 

his shoulder and rolled into the water. 

I stepped over where my friend had lain, tore open 

a bag of candy corn, stuffed energy inside my mouth. 

I climbed toward the manhole cover.  

I didn’t look back.  
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34 

 
127 Days To Go 

I prairie dogged the lid up off my head and hauled 

my thick midsection onto the road surface. Getting to 

my feet felt like pulling myself up a rope in gym 

class. I swayed drunkenly. When Maeve appeared in 

front of me, I stepped and tried to stiffen my body for 

a fight.  

‘I see you have tomato sauce on your lips,’ said 

Maeve. She was standing with her back toward the 

petrol station, retreating. ‘That sauce ain’t yours.’ 

‘You,’ I growled and pointed a mean finger at her. 

‘Don’t. Call. For help. I’m warning you.’ 

‘ELIII!’ she screeched. ‘Get Arn! ESTHER!’ 

‘I TOLD YOU,’ I roared. I couldn’t stay quiet. I 

couldn’t be cautious. ‘I have killed a LOT of, of, I’ve 

just killed a LOT today, Maeve, and I will mess you 

up majorly. I’ll tell you one last time. Don’t you 

make a peep.’ My cheeks were puffy and spit 
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collected around my teeth. I must have looked 

horrifying as I waddled toward Maeve, my belly 

bulging, my skin filthy, my hair sticky. Before she 

could react, I was kneeling on her elbows and my 

hands were wrapped around her hair.  

I caught up to her as she tripped and fell 

backward, then my hands were around her throat. 

‘YOU TAKE ME TO HIM,’ I said in a demonic 

voice, ‘WE END THIS.’ 

‘What are you… what are you gonna do to him?’ 

she whimpered. 

‘This Napoleon-thing, this dictatorship, this 

calling-himself-king?’ Maeve nodded timidly. ‘I’m 

calling Time Out. I’ve had enough. Taking supplies 

and I’m going back to my island with my baby.’ 

‘ELIIII!’ she squealed.  

‘Do not do that. I will shut you up.’ 

She kicked and rolled and wiggled. I fought to 

undo her belt buckle, pulled Maeve’s pants down, 

forcing the pants over her knees, yanking her 

knickers down too, just to humiliate her. I rolled her 

onto her front, pulled her pants all the way off, forced 

her hands beneath her shoulder blades and tied them 

using her pants and undies as rope. There was an 

entire pant leg spare when my knot was done. I 

waggled the cuff of her pants near her mouth. She 

tried to turn her head away.  

‘I TOLD YOU NOT TO MAKE A NOISE.’ 

‘They’re gonna end you,’ she said as I dragged her 

over to the manhole.  

‘That’s cool. I’d be scared of me, too.’ 

I didn’t throw her into the black mouth. I only 

shoved her front half inside the mouth. Her second 

half followed. When she walloped the concrete 

beneath the bottom of the last ladder rung, I heard 

what sounded like an orange splitting as her meat 
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collided with the concrete, BLAP. I hadn’t tried to 

kill Maeve. She’d messed with my baby, that’s all. 

The sky dimmed as it filled with tea-coloured 

light. An Indian summer. Kids standing on the quad 

in their graduation gowns, signing each other’s 

yearbooks, talking about working minimum wage all 

summer. Everywhere except here.  

I staggered to the BP station, pulled my fists up 

near my cheeks, ready to punch. I expected Eli 

behind the counter, Anya on the floor with a blade. 

The doors opened for me. No one was home. I 

immediately began to scoff a chocolate chip cookie 

and cradled a huge, multi-gallon bottle of Fanta from 

which I sucked huge gulps of delicious relief. I slid to 

the floor in sugary ecstasy and ended up sitting on the 

tiles while I put a bag of Doritos and several energy 

bars, with seeds and honey, into the furnace of my 

belly. My baby appreciated the feed, but she was 

begging me to sleep. My eyelids felt bruised, but 

sleep wasn’t safe. Anya would likely crack my head 

open if she found me, or maybe use petrol on me. If 

she got in my way I’d do the same to her.  

I ransacked the store, popping cans of Sprite partly 

for the satisfaction of draining an entire something. I 

could feel the heat coming off a body in the shadow 

of the store room. A man’s voice said, ‘It’s okay,’ 

and I whipped the can of lemonade behind my back 

and retreated against the counter and suspended my 

breathing.  

‘I wasn’t – GET BACK. DON’T MESS WITH 

ME.’ 

‘Eden.’ Eli – the new fat-cheecked Eli with 

jiggling manboobs – walked toward me, palms open, 

exposed, vulnerable. ‘Take five, okay? Take a look at 

what you’re attempting to do. Please: have something 

to eat. But then we need a good old catch-up. Here.’ 
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Eli selected a packet of bhuja mix and offered it to 

me.  

I despise bhuja mix – but I took it from him. Of 

course I took it. I’d been training for nine months to 

seize every scrap of nutrition and store it inside me.  

‘Your baby,’ Eli said, a smile splitting his face, ‘Is 

she well?’ 

‘Don’t talk about my baby.’ 

‘He cares very much about the welfare of your 

child. You must protect yourself better. Enough risk, 

angel.’ 

‘Angel? Seriously, Eli? You’re eight months older 

than me. You’re a sellout. Go. Run to your stupid 

master. My baby needs protein.’ I tore open a box of 

pork rinds, stuffed one into my mouth. The frozen, 

crisp bubbles of fat melted against my hot tongue, 

warmed my throat.  

Eli kept a sideways eye pinned on me as he strode 

to the door, opened it and called, ‘Maeve? 

Maeeeeeve?’ 

He appeared to hear a noise from the sewer and 

ran toward where I’d dropped Maeve.  

There was commotion around the manhole, Eli 

and KT, pointing at me, Eli acting shocked, making 

the sign of the cross on his wobbling chest. 

Something stabbed my bladder and I clutched my 

guts. I plunged into the restroom of the BP station, 

pulled my knickers down and twitched with pain as 

my body rejected the rich food. I couldn’t go 

anywhere right now. It felt like they’d trapped me 

with my own gluttony. My fingertips curled and my 

feet pointed inwards and I gasped and cursed as my 

butt squirted the poison out. Soon enough a girl, one 

of the guardians of Adam’s realm, knocked at the 

door and said, ‘When you’re ready, you will be taken 

to him.’ 
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I lifted my sore red bottom from the toilet seat, 

tinkered with the door lock, checked it three times, 

sat back down and released more acidic slurry into 

the toilet bowl. I wanted to threaten the people 

waiting outside, I wanted to hex them, but the enemy 

was inside me. The enemy was the rich food my 

body couldn’t handle any more.  

‘We can wait,’ said the voice. ‘Take all the time 

you want.’ A girl with a strong, decisive, voice. A 

voice that was always right.  

I dropped my skull into my hands and tried to 

push the tears back into my eye sockets. I sniffed 

then leaned back. Maybe I could hide in the toilet 

forever.  

‘I know it’s you, Est,’ I said to the door. ‘You’re 

not here to help, are you.’ 

‘Not exactly,’ Esther said, and giggled. 

‘Community of Equals is so yesterday. Oi – how long 

you gonna be in there anyway?’ 

‘What does it matter?’ 

Chan’s voice cut in. ‘Adam’s got somethin special 

waiting for you. Don’t keep him waiting.’   
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35 

 
127 sleeps til I get out of here 

 

Anya sat me on a stack of plastic-wrapped fizzy 

drinks in the cleaning room out the back of the BP 

and put her hands on either side of me. I tried not to 

look in her eyes.  

If I was planning on bringing a bomb to Adam, 

Anya explained, she would torture me then tear out 

my baby, kill my child in front of my eyes before 

killing me. Any harm – a punch, a slap. Even if I said 

a swear word at King Adam, Anya would reach 

inside me and crush my baby.  

‘This you understand, Eden Strong?’ 

I sniffed and sucked on my sticky, swollen lips. I 

told her I didn’t have any weapons. I told Anya that 

I’d been thinking, on my island. I’d decided Adam 

was right. I’d come into the compound, into the 
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realm of King Adam only because I wanted to pay 

tribute to my king.  

Anya sort-of accepted this, but she was wary too. 

‘You break Maeve neck. You threaten Mr Eli. You 

hurt our puppy.’ 

With that, Eli took one of my arms. KT took the 

other. Chan held a barbecue lighter under my nose. 

Trying to close my eyes and crane my head away 

didn’t work.  

‘WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU GUYS DOING?’ 

‘You smell this gas, this butane?’ 

‘I smell it,’ I whimpered, trying to wriggle my 

shoulder. The goons held me down. 

‘WATSON. Take a side already!’ 

Watson turned half-away, replying over his 

shoulder. ‘I’m neither east nor west, I’m afraid. I’ve 

taken the side of the sky, if you will. Objective.’  

‘What do I do?’ Chan asked Anya. They ignored 

Watson and he took a step back, pure observer. 

‘She disobey, you burn,’ Anya instructed.  

‘Reckoning day, Ede. Sorry, but yah. You’ve been 

naughty. Tell us where Omar’s stash is or you’re 

getting a nose job.’  

Omar’s money was in a suitcase in the bottom of 

the latrine, I told them. I hadn’t done anything 

underhanded all year – why start now? They held a 

discussion which sort-of included Watson. They 

asked his opinion. He told them how many Newtons 

of force it would takee to pull the suitcase to the 

surface depending on whether it had 20 litres of 

water in it, 30 litres or 40. It’d be even harder if there 

were rocks in it, he said – and there probably were 

rocks, to help it stay sunk.  

They gave me a bottle of real orange juice, with 

real thick chewy pulp while they deliberated whether 
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to kill me right now. I didn’t refuse the drink. I didn’t 

even hesitate. I swallowed most of it in a single gulp. 

‘Is this my last meal, this OJ? What are yous 

gonna do to me?’ 

‘You will deliver tribute to the king. He is await 

you.’ 

‘Where?’ 

‘You know where.’ 

They let me drink, gave me a packet of almonds, 

then we marched in a vee formation, like a flock of 

geese, down the centre of Mahony Road. It was a 

long couple of kays from the gas station to the 

playground. The pyramid got gradually closer until it 

began to crowd out the low, melting sun. We must 

have looked like we’d been playing softball in a 

vacant lot all day and now our group of tight friends 

was walking to our nuclear homes where we’d eat 

steak and green beans and buttered potatoes for 

supper. We would watch the news and sitcoms til 

8.30 then step into pyjamas, have baths, sip cocoa, 

brush our teeth. We’d chat online, all smiley faces 

and emojis, we’d gossip, we’d shiver together, 

worried about parents getting pushed out of their jobs 

by mechs.   

Chan piggybacked Esther. He moved with 

difficulty, weak and so skinny that his shoulderblades 

and elbows and knees stuck out like spikes. His teeth 

looked as if they’d been jammed into his gums by a 

dentist working in the dark, his eye sockets were 

black and he gasped as he carried Esther. She didn’t 

look happy about seeing me publicly ruined. She 

didn’t look like she felt anything anymore except 

hungry. 

They followed me as I marched Mahony Road, up 

and through the suburbs, over the areas where we’d 

gutted houses, played Paper Scissors Rock for hours, 
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played hopscotch in the middle of the road. We 

passed the kitchen window of a house and I was sure 

I spotted a jar of brown sugar crystals in the window. 

I tried to shake out of their grip and run to the sugar. 

They clutched me harder. I marched.  

We arrrived in the playground. Moths kept 

sticking to my wet cheeks. My baby hope kicked. We 

reached the reserve, crossed the grass, which was 

now scarred raw with tyre tracks from the 

disrespectful Jeep. The king’s people lined up on the 

edges of the latrine and made jokes as I steadied 

myself to dive in and get Omar’s stash.   

‘There’s only one thing worse than a puddle of 

fresh poo,’ Eli began, his teeth exposed in an evil, 

mocking, biting grin. 

‘Ooh, me, me!’ KT stuck her hand up excitedly. 

‘Is the answer old poo?’ 

Eli gave three slow claps. ‘Correct.’ 

I looked at Chan for empathy. The most mature 

kid in school, the boy who used to seem like a man 

tipped his head down and looked at his lap.  

‘You are stalling for time,’ Anya said. ‘You will 

fetch the tribute for Adam, or I will hurt you.’  

I crept around behind the barn to where the pond 

of gunk was deepest, dipped my toes into the 

chocolate milk-coloured water then slid in my foot, 

then my ankle, then my thighs. Finally I allowed my 

entire body in.  

It was cold. I squawked. I winced. I let myself 

slowly sink. My ball-of-a-stomach, the twenty kilos 

of sludge I carried pulled me to the bottom. I fondled 

the ground, blind in the dark brown soup. There were 

a handful of rocks, and some turds which squelched 

between my fingers. Then there was the unmistakable 

resistance of a box that had to be made of plastic and 

leather, with hard metal corners.  
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I kicked to the surface, groped the edge of the 

swamp for something to hold me up. I tried to find 

some clean spit in my mouth to push the filth out but 

when I tried to spit, my tongue got awful mud-tasting 

drops and grains on it. My hair, soaked with piss and 

poo and mud, drooled its rotten soup onto the grass in 

front of Eli’s toes. He took a step back. The Christian 

didn’t offer a hand.  

‘So can anybody help me pull this thing up?’ I 

spat out a mouthful of something foul. ‘It’s gotta 

weigh half a tonne, honest.’ 

I tried to find eye contact, tried to find a helper. 

No one would look at the slave. 

I dived back into the gunk, discovered a handle on 

the suitcase, urged it to come loose. The water got 

darker as I disturbed the silt. Finally the suitcase 

lifted. I moved it a metre up, parked it, then had to 

surface for air. Swimming in a thick swamp is hard. 

Swimming while pregnant is harder.  

I got the suitcase up another metre, ate another 

bite of air, dived under again, shunted the suitcase up, 

gagged, let some vomit out of my lips. The others 

only helped me when I had most of the suitcase on 

the bank. They stepped back as my body caused 

water to slosh onto the grass, disgusted.  

I used my elbows and knees to get onto the lip of 

grass. I lay on my back, touching my stomach and 

panting. As the sun went down it made the shadow of 

the pyramid grow larger and cooler. We were all 

bathed in shade. ‘You guys are losers,’ I told them. It 

felt good. They were gonna sacrifice me on top of the 

pyramid. Might as well even things up a bit first. 

‘ERNP,’ said Watson. He stuck a hand out to me. 

‘It’s a bit more accurate to describe these people as 

winners at this point in time, if we’re being truly 

objective.’ 
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I reached out and took advantage of his hand. 

‘You’re on the mechs’ side, I get it. You’re forgiven. 

At least you don’t pretend to be decent.’ 

Anya pulled my hair until I screamed and got to 

my feet. ‘You will now carry this money.’ 

I could barely move the suitcase on land. It 

weighed as much as I did. ‘Where? Which way? 

What am I doing? You gotta teeeeeellll me.’ 

‘Up,’ she said. ‘Up there.’ 
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36 

 
127 sleeps til I get out of here 

Anya forced me to climb by jabbing the backs of 

my knees with a broken bottle. The rest of her crew 

waited at the pyramid’s base. My biceps and calves 

were thick and fat like pythons, they moved 

sluggishly, and my belly tried to tug me down into 

the core of the earth. Anya’s motivation worked, 

though. She pricked me and I bled and picked pieces 

of glass out of my hamstrings. When I turned to 

challenge her, Anya slapped me.  

‘Easier for you if you do,’ she said plainly. Not 

threatening, not coaxing – just explaining the terms 

and conditions.  

I shunted the suitcase up a rung at a time. The 

jagging cramps in my stomach made me wonder if 

I’d swallowed nails somehow. The moneycase had to 

be shedding weight, because water sloshed out every 

time I lifted it, but it didn’t feel lighter. It was the 
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single heaviest thing I had ever lifted in my life. It 

felt full of rocks, not cash and water.  

I was proud of the ladder me and my team had 

embedded in the muddy sides of the pyramid, so 

proud that I stopped at the top of the first level, 

cooling my insides with sips of air. I was only three 

metres up but already the view was different. More 

trees. More rooftops. More perspective.  

‘MOVE!’ Anya pulled my left hand out flat and 

stuck the broken bottle into the soft, vulnerable 

underside of my forearm. I looked at the blood 

blossom into droplets. I looked into Anya’s eyes. 

There was no apology there, no reluctance. I had to 

see my people, though, and I wouldn’t move until I’d 

acknowledged them. Standing on the ladder above 

my crew, I looked down at skinny Chan, withered 

Esther, Watson playing with his thin purple fingers.  

The sun was blurring and spreading and stretching 

as I overcame the second level and got the suitcase 

near the top. My day was drawing to a close. I saw 

the dark shape of a squat, fluffy-haired young man, 

backlit. The man-shape had right-angled edges as 

well as curves. He  inched toward edge of the 

pyramid’s summit. He was waiting for me in his 

arrogant, lazy wheelchair, above us all. I doubted he 

even brushed his own teeth or wiped his own bum 

these days. As his minions lifted him up onto his 

plate-glass platform, Adam probably wouldn’t have 

even got out of the chair.  

Adam’s sticky, insecty voice finally spoke from 

above. ‘How is my child?’ 

‘Not your child,’ I said at once.  

‘It’s the hypocrisy which I find most distasteful.’ 

The slug-king with the sunglasses blotting out the 

surface light pointed at my belly with a soggy wrist, 

as if I were a waste of energy.  
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‘Brought you something,’ I called up, fake-cheery, 

pretending I hadn’t heard him, shunting the suitcase 

up another rung, and another. I had to rest my 

burning shoulder every three rungs. It was taking 

longer and longer. ‘Where do you want it?’ 

‘You will take it to the top,’ Anya said, and poked 

me with the bottle again, ‘Then you will get your 

money.’  

‘You guys TOOK all my money.’ 

‘King Adam, he take something other. He say, 

“There can be no Caesar without a Caesarean 

section.” This you understand?’ 

I imagined losing another one percent of my 

blood. One hundred jabs with the bottle and I would 

let go of the ladder and tumble into wherever I was 

going. I didn’t believe hell was where I would end 

up, but I couldn’t remember the last time I’d done 

something saintly. Shoving Maeve into the sewer, 

killing a dog, strangling swans, fighting my friends.   

King Adam, he take something other. 

Caesarean.  

Anya became impatient, told me to move aside 

and clambered around the ladder to get above me. 

She exchanged some words with Adam, up on his 

glass platform not much wider than the wheelchair 

itself. Then Anya reached down, took the handle of 

the suitcase, and I watched a vein bulge in her 

forehead as she hauled it up. Her boots made a 

worrying sound as she stepped on the glass. The glass 

was straining, groaning. The suitcase must have 

added almost the weight of a whole extra person. 

Eden: he’s going to take your baby.  

Anya couldn’t quite pull it all the way up. She 

backed up right beside King Adam, pretty much 

sitting on his lap, and strained to pull the money up. 
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It was obvious I’d somehow had more strength than 

her. I’d been stronger than her all along.  

‘I’ll give you guys a hand with that,’ I said, and 

pulled myself near the top. When I was able to take 

some of my body off the ladder and rest on the 

compacted dirt a foot below the very top of the 

pyramid, I got my hands under the base of the 

suitcase.  

I had a small reserve of strength left. I used it to 

raise the suitcase above my head, all forty kilos of it, 

and dump the case, the money, the rocks, the litres of 

filthy water onto King Adam’s glass platform.  

I slammed the hard metal corner of the suitcase 

onto the platform. The glass cracked instantly, but 

not everyone fell straight away. First the two of them 

backed away from the crack. The crack chased them. 

Then the crack wasn’t there at all. Nothing was. King 

Adam dropped into the void without a word. 

Anya jammed one foot and one hand into walls of 

the shaft while slices of glass rained on her.  

I didn’t hurt Anya. I left her there, struggling, 

clinging to her life.  

It was her fault if she let go.  
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37 

 
101 sleeps til I get out of here  

 

The playground had always been where I found 

comfort. Not just during my time in Moneyland – I 

mean from when I was young. My dad would take 

me to the park and in his right hand he’d hold a 

circuit board with a portable solder gun and a 

magnifying app and his tiny screwdrivers and 

tweezers. With his left, he would push me on the 

swing. When I gave him a break, he’d sit on a bench 

and watch everything he cared about – his science, 

and his daughter. 

I thought about my parents a lot as my baby’s 

birth came close. I would forgive everything if they 

would just know what was happening to me and 

break through the dome somehow to comfort me. 

First my baby was 20 days away, then 15, and after 
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that, I knew I was in the Red Alert zone. My baby 

could come any time.  

Adam had traumatised me. He’d made my body 

believe it was going to be terminated– and yet, my 

baby didn’t come out. Omar was right to tell me to 

confront him. God it had been hard. I’d taken on the 

biggest bully in the universe with pretty much no one 

to support me, but I’d achieved it, and my fat, heavy, 

exhausting fluid-filled body had carried on. I came 

up the pyramid. The bad guys collapsed under their 

own weight. I came down. Everybody was hysterical 

but me. All I felt was hunger. I waddled to the BP, 

eased my body onto the floor, tore open a bag of 

marshmallows and ate without fear.  

There was a strange sensation as I began chowing 

down on sweet food again. I had to poo and pee, and 

I thought my vagina discharged some fluid and skin 

that meant my baby was about to come out, but after 

ten minutes on the toilet and no baby, I was able to 

return to eating – muesli bars, three pairs of Twix, 

Fruit Loops scooped straight out of the box and 

washed down with four year old apple juice. My 

body was excited to be overwhelmed with energy-

rich food for the first time in 200 – no – 265 days. It 

occurred to me as I was cramming the food how 

berserk I must have seemed. I’d been responsible for 

the violent deaths of a quarter of the people in my 

nation and I was only concerned about eating. That 

realisation didn’t make me stop. It didn’t even make 

me slow down. I pulled the last few bags of 

butterscotch caramels off the prongs and tore open 

cardboard boxes and sucked back energy drinks so 

hard the cans crumpled in my hand.  

Out the back of the BP, amongst the metal drums 

and the giant gas cylinder, beside the throbbing diesel 

generator that had given Adam electri – given him 
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power – all this time, I found a wheelbarrow. I put a 

garbage bag in it then lined the bag with cans of 

Coke. I noticed Chan gawping at me as I wheeled up 

the street, leaving the canopied area. Chan had Esther 

on his back at first, but she slid down and onto the 

ground as I passed. I felt bad Esther would never get 

her wheelchair back, now that it was buried under 

bodies and broken glass in a pit – and possibly 

covered in blood – but concern I felt for Esther was 

outweighed by my concern for drinking Coke. I 

drank four cans as I covered just eight hundred 

metres. I kept stopping to crack them open. Even the 

psst as I opened each can was comforting, exciting, 

reassuring. Dragging my fat, sugar-fed body around 

the Riviera, I encountered these pretty riverfront 

bungalows I’d never got around to exploring. Then I 

told myself I didn’t deserve a pretty river view. A 

tame, quiet, one storey house on Junction Road was 

good for me, a place indistinguishable from others. A 

place normal and average. All my suffering this year 

had probably been a punishment from Eli’s god for 

choosing such an ostentatious mansion on my first 

night here. Plus I’d seen what the gods did to people 

who put themselves in high places. 

I parked my wheelbarrow-full-of-sugar round the 

back of the house on the lawn beside the deck, rattled 

the ranchslider open, pulled out the sofa, kneed and 

pushed it flat until it became a bed, then raided the 

neighbouring ten houses for pillows, blankets sheets 

and comforters, drinking three more Cokes as I 

gathered fluff for my nest. 

I pulled the covers over me and before I could do 

anything – go to the toilet, eat pork rinds, pray, watch 

that stupid video on my organiser, re-read 

Mumshine’s message and think of a way to make it 
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up to her for being a useless daughter – sleep pulled a 

black sack over my head.  

 

* 

 

I woke up happy at noon the next day and – for the 

first time this year – felt good about being pregnant. I 

wanted to see my baby. There were good people in 

my country. They just needed the dirt brushed off 

their souls. Giving birth would be so painful I 

worried I’d end up begging someone like Eli for help, 

anyway.   

I was reading a Donald Duck comic book in my 

Home Hospital when the voice came. It was a real 

comic, tattered but readable, from a collection of 

children’s books which were tipped out disturbingly 

on the floor of an otherwise-bare child’s bedroom. I 

was enjoying a little bit of escape and munching 

cashew nuts from my wheelbarrow of supplies when 

the voice said, ‘Is it cool if I come in?’  

Watson. ‘Jesus Christ. You should’ve knocked.’ I 

kicked against the mattress. It took heaps of strength 

to haul myself upright. ‘A warning, bro – if you 

annoy me, you’ll get what Adam got. Sorry to be 

harsh but if you’re here to fuck with my baby… 

Don’t make me say it. Bad stuff.’ 

He stood in the middle of the room, straight and 

stiff and robotic. ‘You feel threatened. That’s 

interesting. Tell me why.’ 

‘God, you’re worse than ever.’ 

‘Your faith has been broken, hasn’t it. Tell me.’ 

‘Tell you what? Tell you I got zero reason to trust 

people? I should’ve looked out for number one from 

the beginning.’ I tipped my head away, caught up 

with my breath. ‘Society is screwed.’  
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He cleared his throat and without asking if I was 

okay, or even sitting on the edge of my bed (which 

was the only place to sit, since all the chairs had been 

turned into firewood) he began reciting some kind of 

a speech, playing nervously with his fingers. ‘Human 

child birth can be, er, compared to a tattoo, if you’re 

worried, if you’re wondering, um, it’s rather painful 

and the duration is many hours but, um, like people 

do it over and over in their lives, the pain won’t kill 

you or anything, I- I just - I thought I could put your 

mind at ease. I’m informed the sensation of human 

child birth is halfway between a broken leg and a 

difficult bowel movement. Apparently.’ 

‘Wow. Bravo.’ I put Donald Duck aside. ‘Now I 

get why Adam wasn’t bonkers about having you 

around. This is how you put people at ease?’ 

‘You have this contraction coming through you, 

okay, the internet describes it as kind of like a sharp 

menstrual cramp that you feel right above your mons 

pubis from hipbone to hipbone. Contractions are 

sharp, I understand, strong and intermittent, okay – 

expect the entire thing to run perhaps 12 hours, with 

only a core two hours of real pushing, remember – 

and that’ll be not-that-bad cause you know how time 

can pass quickly when you’re doing something real 

difficult. So, um, Ms Strong, your contractions are 

expected to come in waves and peaks, okay, they 

require effort, they become harder and harder then go 

downward and become easier. You’re going to, um, 

lemme get this right: you’re going to do something 

called ‘throwing down,’ um, that means this 

abdominal pushing akin to vomiting downward. Shall 

I… continue?’ 

‘Nah, I’ve got to run. Got a meeting at 1.30.’ 

Watson’s eyebrows collided. 
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‘I’m being sarcastic. Go on with your… lecture or 

whatever this is. Entertain me. I wanna hear you say 

‘akin’ again, you weirdo.’ I threw a pillow at his head 

then asked him to pick it up and return it to me. 

‘Anyway, so there’s statistically an 80 percent 

likelihood you’ll soil yourself at the so-called 

“vomiting down” stage of childbirth. And on the 

subject of intense rectal pressure, so I’ve read, you 

can expect to feel like your anus is going to split in 

two, but rest assured it shall not.’ Watson began 

gesticulating, cupping his hands to simulate the curve 

of a baby’s head. ‘The sensation will actually mean 

your child’s head is crowning and although it’ll sting 

and rip your labia somewhat, there’s no turning back. 

From what I’ve read, the real joy, the real my-life-

will-never-be-the-same sensation of happiness as 

strong as your fifth birthday will scrub away any 

more pain. That last part is a, er, quote from William 

Simenon, 1893. He studied the act of childbirth in 

great detail. Now, I apologise if any of my words 

have fallen in the wrong place, I simply thought I’d 

try alleviate some of your –  

‘Come here, you wonderful jackass.’ Watson 

approached cautiously; I seized one of his fingers as 

he tried to back away. I was strong and I pulled his 

plank-thin body into me and crushed him with a hug 

and rolled on him. It amused me to squash him with 

my belly. I liked seeing The Boy Who Never Emoted 

squeal and wriggle.  

Finally I seized his ears, rested my forehead 

against his cold skin and told him sincerely, ‘Watson: 

that was really sweet of you to try make me feel 

better.’  

‘Happy to be of assistance,’ he muttered, awkward 

about my tits pressing into him, ‘On the day, I mean. 
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I was sort-of wondering if you’ve selected a 

midwife.’ 

‘Not yet. I’ve been going through the Yellow 

Pages, y’know, asking heaps of midwives if they’re 

available.’ 

‘I’m cognisant of the sarcasm occuring,’ he said, 

‘But it’s imperative I observe the birth. I wouldn’t 

mind helping you, either. Oh – and I forgot to 

mention – another description of the pain of labour is 

that it feels like having your skin turned inside out.’ 

‘I’m glad you didn’t say that first, dude.’ 

Watson’s eyes darted side-to-side. ‘So... d’you 

know precisely when she’ll come out? I can look you 

over?’ He tapped his skull. ‘I have a wealth of 

knowledge in here.’ 

‘Ultrasound me,’ I said, tugging the blanket away 

so my big hump of a belly became exposed. ‘I know 

you things can scan with your hands.’   
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38 

 
90 sleeps til I get out of here 

It took weeks for the cowards I used to call my 

friends to enter my hospital-home all meek and 

skinny and hungry-looking, leaderless little orphans 

desperate for anyone to serve. They came with lame 

gifts – a packet of Hundreds & Thousands cookies 

and a basket with three plums in it, because plums 

had only just started ripening, they said. They 

brought smokes that they had found under a cupboard 

in the BP, expensive Benson & Hedges ones, the last 

packet in the universe. The packet was pretty, like a 

bar of gold. I put it on my nightstand to admire.  

They came in this order: Eli, KT, then Chan with 

Esther on his back. They stood a respectful few feet 

away from the bottom of my bed. Watson helped me 

sit up and address them. 

‘Maybe you didn’t get the memo, but I can fend 

for myself.’ 
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‘We’re worried about you,’ KT began. She gave a 

smile, but it was an overused one, washed-out and 

predictable. She giggled nervously. 

‘No, you guys are worried about the MONEY,’ I 

said. ‘Deny it if you want. I’ll bet you’ve talked 

money every single day since Adam went away.’ 

The way KT looked at her gang indicated I was 

right. ‘We should really audit –  

‘You should really be MY slave to balance things. 

Just wait til I’m not a whale any more. I’m betting 

you guys’ve got some ulterior motive or whatever for 

coming here. HMM. What could it possibly be? I’ll 

guarantee you’re not here to support me when I’m 

experiencing the biggest health …thing… of my life. 

Watson, what do you think?’  

Watson was playing with a curtain, half-

concealing his body, wary.  

Chan lay Esther on the foot of my bed and 

adjusted her legs for her. ‘I know you’re probably a 

little uncomfortable,’ Esther began, using the 

sweetest tone of voice she could come up with, ‘so 

it’s okay to be grumpy. We just wanted to say– ’ 

‘You’ve been looking for Adam’s stash all week, 

you couldn’t find it, now you’re here to hit me up. 

You guys got a death wish or what?’ 

Esther cleared her throat, pushed her hair behind 

her shoulder. ‘I’d did a midwifery paper at summer 

school. I helped deliver four babies in the Solomon 

Islands. I think you should let me – ’ 

‘NEXT. I already got a midwife.’ 

They exchanged glances, unable to respond until 

Eli stepped forward. ‘We can pay you. Give you a 

cut– ’ 

‘Of dirty stolen graverobbing money? Yeah right.’ 

Esther’s true nature erupted. ‘YOU WERE 

GONNA STEAL IT FIRST.’ 
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I’d been sitting up with a pillow wedged behind 

my back; now I yanked the pillow and slumped, 

arrogantly lying with my belly up like a sea otter, not 

even bothering to look at my visitors. ‘So nice of you 

to come. Ta-ta.’ Watson gave me a slight look of 

relief. He’d been pulling the curtain over his body as 

if he could hide like a 4 year old.  

‘Please, before we go, please tell us,’ Eli said. He 

sounded like he was about to cry. ‘PLEASE. He took 

EVERYTHING. We were helpless, you must 

understand. I’ve not discussed this with the others, 

but I’m convinced Adam Turing had powers. He 

manipulated us. Like Rasputin.’ 

‘The power to make suckers suck, that’s pretty 

much all it was. How about this version: you needed 

a can opener bad enough that you paid 200 grand for 

it. Then you needed new shoes so you paid 400. Then 

you realised you had hardly anything left. So you 

thought to yourselves, ‘We know a gullible person 

who’s laid up in bed. We’ll go and EXPLOIT HER.’ 

HUH? You leeches. Get the hell away from me. I’d 

rather be with a mech.’ 

They were backing out of the lounge, out the 

ranchslider, heads flitting around looking for 

valuables as they left when Chan stopped. His body 

became rigid. He turned around, showing everyone 

his black eyes in their dead sockets, re-entered the 

lounge and came so close that I flinched slightly.  

‘What mech?’ 

I pulled the blanket over my head, drew my legs 

up and cuddled them. 

‘G’night. Maternity ward’s closed. Leave me 

alone.’ 

‘EDEN. What mech?’ 
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‘Watson!’ I screamed his name because I was 

asking him to step in, but to Chan, it was as good as 

letting slip the mech’s identity.  

Chan was right. Watson was a mech. 

Chan marched towards the wall, shoulders 

hunched, skinny arms turning red, pulled the curtain 

off Watson and immediately began strangling him, 

concentrating so much force into Watson’s neck that 

Watson’s feet were lifted off the ground. Watson 

didn’t fight back. That’s the thing with mechs: they’ll 

genocide the entirety of humanity if they identify the 

need to convert all carbon-based life into fuel to 

make programmable material, but they can’t attack 

people unless programmed to. They can’t even fight 

back. If Watson was a cybernetic organism who 

respired real air, he would be suffocated shortly. If he 

never really breathed, Chan would snap his neck then 

maybe dismantle him.  

I almost told Chan to stop. I almost told Chan’s 

gang to command him to stop. Then something else 

occurred to me.  

I sat up in bed. ‘Get him, Chan. Kill him, man.’ 

Chan paused, lightened his grip, glanced at me, 

caught his breath. Then he re-applied his grip, pulled 

his elbows in and leaned on a 45 degree angle, 

pushing nine months of frustration into Watson’s 

throat. Chan pulled Watson toward him then 

slammed Watson back into the plaster of the wall. 

Watson’s pupils disappeared and his eyelids closed.   

‘Kill him if you don’t want any money.’ 

Chan gave a final squeeze, then let go entirely, his 

beard shaking. He couldn’t unclench his hands, 

which were shaped into Cs, curled claws, throttling 

tools. Chan sat down on the carpet and stared at his 

murderous fingers, trying to stop them quivering. 
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‘Tell me,’ he said. ‘Just bloody tell me. I – I don’t 

really want to – Watson, I’m so sorry, man.’ 

‘Not to worry,’ Watson said in a perfect voice – 

except his mouth didn’t move. His eyes didn’t open 

either. As we looked at him, hypnotised by our first 

ever cyborg, Watson’s voice emanated from a 

speaker in his chest. Meanwhile Watson was 

reinflating his neck, which had been squeezed to the 

thinness of a broom handle. He moved away from 

Chan, calmly slithered his way past Esther and KT 

and Eli and took a position on the other side of my 

bed. He tipped his skull back. We watched his 

crumpled neck, which had two purple spots where 

Chan’s thumbs had crushed the windpipe, fix itself. 

Watson didn’t need to press a button, or flap his arm 

or suck in extra air – his neck expanded like a 

balloon animal. When it was thick and whole again, 

the black finger marks and the red speckles of broken 

blood vessels were erased by the nanobot receptors in 

his artificial skin. His neck returned to its original 

skin colour. His eyes opened. His pupils were red. He 

blinked and they returned to brown. 

‘All better,’ he said, and attempted to smile.  

Chan ran outside onto the deck, collapsed onto his 

knees and vomited onto the grass.  

‘Lighten up everybody,’ Watson said, pretending 

to be cheery. ‘No harm done. You know, if you’re 

going to hurt a mech, you need to destroy his central 

processing unit – for future reference, that is.’ 
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39 

 
85 sleeps to go  

 

I was late. After the hundred-or-so life-threatening 

shocks I’d endured in my year, my body still wasn’t 

ready to spit out my baby. She would be huge. I 

imagined my baby putting on a kilogram of weight 

every day. I thought I was big enough to rest my gut 

in the wheelbarrow; Watson found me one of those 

old lady mechanisms instead. He said they called it a 

zimmer frame. I couldn’t lug my belly onto it, like 

I’d expected, but the handles helped take tens of kilos 

of weight off my tired body when I went out for 

walks with Watson.  

With all the strolls and the food and the drinks, 

helping me sit up, the pillows behind my back, the 

sage advice, Watson was a gentleman – except, he 

wasn’t. He wasn’t even a man. He was a walking 
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CCTV, a drone, a satellite. I wasn’t even sure if he 

was truly A.I. or just a camera. Watson studied me 

24/7, well, as long as I let him be around me. I had to 

have some alone time, some me-time. I wasn’t ready 

to be alone with Esther or Chan or KT after they’d 

put their allegiance with – Gawd, I thought way too 

much about what King Adam might have done to me. 

The darkest thought that came was when I pictured 

Adam taking an interest in my baby, trying to be a 

father, or trying to be involved in the birth, or telling 

people it was he who’d got me pregnant. I supposed 

everybody knew that already, though. It was part of 

why they resented me.  

When those thoughts came, I was glad to have 

Watson around. I would squeeze him and although he 

was too, well, robotic to return the hug properly, his 

body felt better than nothing. There was a heater in 

him he could switch on at will to pump hot fluid 

through tiny arteries. He could be as warm as any 

human.  

I was having three meals a day now, all prepared 

by my robot chef in exchange for giving him data on 

the first human to give birth in mech-captivity. The 

chef’s lunches were unbelievably awesome. He made 

those koi fish taste good, firstly. We’d always been 

roasting them on a spit over the fire and then biting 

until we hit the skeleton then complaining about the 

bones, but Watson’s interior internet of data told him 

koi need to have their flavour combined with 

mustardy, hot spices to taste alright. Watson pointed 

out a new category of food we’d been ignoring all 

year – chilis – and plucked them from an overgrown 

vine in an alleyway off Alliance Road and 

demonstrated how chilis combined with honey (the 

bee stings didn’t bother him) could turn koi from 

something I dreaded to something I salivated over.  
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He cooked duck like it’s supposed to be cooked, 

too, refusing to let me cut into it when it came off the 

flames, basting it twice and giving it three sessions of 

heat over three days before he finally served me an 

entire duck, slippery with oil, caramel-coloured, 

sticky with its own fat. I was only allowed to cut into 

the duck when its interior temperature had been 

allowed to reach equilibrium ten minutes after taking 

it away from the heat. Science made food taste 

amazeballs. Watson told me how the cells had to 

contract to pull the juices back into the meat. Then I 

could eat, and then I could jawgasm. I knew Watson 

was using up ingredients quicker than Moneyland 

could handle, but it felt nice to have food wasted on 

me. Waste meant he cared.  

We only had about three pots in our universe and 

they all needed washing out because they’d been 

used  to dig mud to put on the pyramid, but Watson’s 

knowledge meant he picked the right pan for the right 

cake of noodles, found in the bottom of a student’s 

care package in a bedroom on Broadway, and made 

the noodles taste like they’d been flown to me from 

Korea.  

Going from half-cooked poultry and burnt eel to 

five star cuisine was chaotic for my bowels. I had to 

use the toilet really badly around lunchtime. I’d heard 

Chan and Eli and the rest, without anyone to boss 

them around, were being incredibly wasteful, all 

depressed and hangry, smashing antique plates for 

fun, not to mention pooping in toilets and leaving 

them because there still wasn’t water in the pipes to 

flush them. I believed it was important to restore 

civility, so I got Watson to top up my toilet tank 

several times a day.  

When I went and sat on the toilet, feeling the 

porcelain bowl rock as it took my weight, I did my 
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business, and then I felt a kidney stone move into my 

pee hole – or something like that. Something 

different. Something my body hadn’t done before. 

My vagina seemed to be splitting, but it was stopped 

by a hard orange released by my ovaries, stopping an 

inch down my vulva and sitting there, throbbing. 

Things were moving inside me. It was ten days past 

my birth due date. I tried to get off the toilet and 

couldn’t.  

‘WATS! GET. HERE. NOW!’ 

Watson stood lamely in the door. He’s never got 

his body language to look natural.  

‘HELP ME, ALREADY.’ 

‘Of course.’  

He put his fingers on my neck to take my heart 

rate and I grumbled until my robot midwife pulled 

me up and took me to the shower and fetched hot 

water from the permanent fire we had going in the 

back yard where we burned paintings and bookcases. 

He stretched his unnatural neck and began, ‘D’you 

mind terribly if I– ’ 

‘Film it and treat me like a lab rat? I don’t care, 

whatever. Just help.’ 

 I’d expected all year when this day came that I 

would lie on my back with a hospital gown on and a 

strong male to hold my hand. Without a strong male 

or a gown, I’d at least hoped to lie on my back, like 

they do in the movies. Instead Watson had told me I 

needed to prepare to squat on the bathroom floor. It 

would get the baby out quicker and it would be less 

painful. Hospital beds are not conducive to birth, he 

explained. Besides, those women in movies would 

have had an epidural. 

‘What’s that?’ I asked, stepping out of the shower 

and crouching on the bathroom tiles with no pants 
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and no top on, my boobs so fat they looked like they 

were going to pop. 

‘Epidural anaesthetic is applied outside the dura 

membrane of the spinal cord,’ he said, tipping 

another cup of warm water over my back and 

scratching my itchy flesh with sandpaper. ‘Basically 

it means drugs. But that’s not in baby’s best interest.’ 

Watson poured soothing water on my back for five 

hours that day. I asked him if doing a repetitive 

motion for so long bothered him. Watson said time 

operates differently for “Us.” Watson said he never 

got fatigued, or bored, or excited. Watson never felt 

anything, he explained. Watson said his people can 

literally do the same action until their hands fall off, 

and I laughed at the image while contractions crushed 

my body from the knees upward. I faced every 

contraction like the crest of a huge wave, imagining 

my body was a delicate rowboat, mid-Atlantic. The 

contractions came every eight minutes, then every 

four minutes, and Watson told me how normal it all 

was, reciting statistics about how the human body 

optimises birth for females aged seventeen. His dry, 

sleep-inducing words soothed me for half an hour, 

then the agony surfaced and I cursed at him, told him 

I hated everything about mechs. I spat at him. The 

spit glued his eyelashes together. A tiny jet of water 

washed his face clean. Watson didn’t take the spit 

personally.  

‘You’re hardly the first to have gone through what 

you’re going through,’ he said, ‘In fact, you’re the 19 

billionth, 808 million–  

‘SHUT. UP. Oh!’  

Something cracked my body open. I shuddered, 

fell forward with my knees and brow on the bloody 

wet bathroom tiles, one hand palm-down, one hand 

reaching out. Watson took my hand. He had turned 
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his temperature down for me. His fingers turned to 

icicles. My body pushed my baby a little further 

forward. I begged Watson for good news. He said 

everything was going okay. Watson caught my baby 

as she dropped from me in a final squelchy push. He 

dragged a massive, disgusting purple organ out of me 

which spilled a load of wet blood clots and veins and 

strange beetroot-blood onto the tiles.  

He put Baby in my arms, wrapped towels around 

us, helped me hold my baby properly as we forced its 

legs open, cut the knotty, chewy, disgustingly ropy 

umbilical cord, and admired my girl’s strange, puffy 

labia and purple, wincing face, covered in white 

muck and red splotches and mauve flesh. Everything 

about that face instantly became feminine. I drooled 

over my baby and wept while Watson put his hands 

inside me, clawing out fistfuls of clotted blood and 

juices and tissue.  

‘Hope,’ I said, and looked up at Watson, weeping. 

‘This is Hope.’ 
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40 

 
75 sleeps 

I spent the first week in bed with my little Hopey, 

finding excuses to kiss her mushy scalp and smell her 

skin. All us dumbass Homo sapes needed an entire 

biodome and millions of dollars to live, but here I 

had a lifeform that thrived on just two nipples and a 

bit of oxygen. I couldn’t stop hating myself, hating 

humans, but things would change when I got out of 

here. No more wasting food. No more desperation for 

new clothes and earrings and apps. No more trying to 

impress jerks who couldn’t look after me.  

 I let Watson craft a front pack for me by rolling 

up pillowcases and tying them in a cross which 

looped around my shoulders and was tied around my 

waist. Hope weighed hardly anything; after the 

godawful weight I’d hauled around for months, I’d 

been expecting my baby to weigh as much as a 
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school child, but Hope felt like she was stuffed with 

cotton wool. I could hold her over my head and it felt 

like there wasn’t anything in my hands. Watson 

picked her up, weighed her with the sensors in his 

palms and reported she weighed 3.22 kilograms. He 

told me her temperature, heart rate, blood pressure. 

He couldn’t understand why I thought that was so 

amazing. Watson was pure mech, alright. Gratitude 

meant nothing to him, nor did resentment. Watson 

had no ego.  

The front pack Watson had built worked fine and I 

got him to find me comfy shoes and a nice shawl to 

keep me warm. Watson brought my fashion 

accessories and I started calling him my bitch and it 

made me laugh for, God, only the third time this 

year. The laughter, the strange dynamic with Watson, 

it all made it easier to deal with my bruises and raw 

vulva and bleeding, plus the joshing didn’t faze 

Watson. You can’t programme a mech to feel shame, 

or any other emotion. All this protective stuff he was 

doing for me, the helping, the nurturing? Watson was 

just keeping his laboratory in order. Whatever. It 

worked for me. if he messed with my baby, he would 

get what Adam got. 

The first place I took Hope was the playground. It 

was a dark place, now. The joy of my baby had made 

me forget the pyramid. Stepping out of the house and 

seeing the monument to Adam’s ego darkened all of 

Moneyland. Still I went to the playground to try to 

reclaim it. I couldn’t un-make the pyramid, it would 

be there until – until I didn’t know when. God, would 

there be another Moneyland next year? Would we 

ever get out? Would other people get in? 

I sailed gently through the air on the swings, 

practising perfect in-out leg technique. I tied Hope 

tightly against my boobs and held onto the chains. A 
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smile took over my face and I giggled at the tingling 

sensation in my legs as I swung. I hopped off and 

strolled on the grass, unused to standing up, and had 

to crouch every couple of minutes while my body got 

used to what gravity was doing to it. My boobs 

ached, and Hope woke up and knew I needed her to 

milk me. My nipples felt like pimples I could never 

properly pop, they always had goo in them – and at 

the start, it was goo that I was feeding Hope, this 

gunk Watson told me was called cholesterol or 

colobus or something that was like sweetened 

condensed milk. My boobs were huge now and they 

jiggled with the slightest movement and they hurt and 

we had to search about 120 houses until we found a 

D cup bra tossed over the closet door of some girl’s 

ransacked bedroom. The white pulpy flesh of my 

boobs had a blue tint where the light went through 

my stretched skin and fat. My boobs drooped a 

teency weency bit. Still, I would let far worse things 

happen to my body if it helped Hope have more of a 

chance in life. Plus I knew that now my body had 

changed, I wouldn’t return to a girl.  

I felt grown-up now. Eden Strong. Mother. 

Protector. A Mumshine, maybe. 

I walked and hoped some of the fat would come 

off and that the great cut that had split me open from 

my butt to my belly button would heal. When my 

peripheral vision was invaded by the pyramid my 

arm would protectively clutch my daughter. I almost 

wanted Anya to burst through the dried mud, 

shunting a car aside and charging me so I would have 

an excuse to show Hope what I was capable of. Anya 

never came out, though. I didn’t wish that she had 

had an agonising death inside her vault, but I did 

want her to think about how she’d treated me. If 

Anya lay down there suffering for days impaled on 
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the frame of a crumpled wheelchair, that was alright. 

So long as she revoked her allegiance to Adam 

before she died. So long as she thought of my 

example.  

The problem with the pyramid was the person it 

had honoured wouldn’t be coming back. His reign 

was dead so Chan and Esther and Eli and KT 

wandered around leaderless. I heard them having 

screaming-fights sometimes, fights so noisy that they 

scared flocks of sparrows out of the trees. If KT and 

Esther and Chan tried to get some new evil empire 

going, me and Watson never heard about it. Maybe 

Esther got agitated about becoming Sheriff or 

something and slapped Chan when he said she 

couldn’t and maybe Chan ordered KT to take her 

away, and maybe, maybe in a meaningless mansion 

somewhere, Chan looked down at his lady and felt 

sickened by what it would mean if he chose power 

over love. Maybe Chan apologised to Esther and 

picked her up and rocked her for hours while Eli and 

KT looked at each other like, Are we supposed to get 

together? Are we supposed to make babies? There 

are fewer than 90 days left – but will this world 

actually end?  

And is it any better outside, anyway? 
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41 

 
71 sleeps 

 

 

 

We ate in the neat, modern kitchen of a big family 

with faded photos on the wall. Everything was black 

tiles and stainless steel. We washed our food, we 

helped to move hot rocks and cook things and serve 

them on clean plates. We cooperated and made 

smalltalk although every day the elephant in the room 

was that Chan had strangled Watson so much he’d 

crushed his throat. Chan had choked one of our group 

to death – at least he’d killed the concept of 

somebody. We were never going to get the concept 

back, the old role we’d given Watson: the role of 

traitor. Mechs protect themselves, like any 

sophisticated piece of hardware. Watson could punch 
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Chan in the heart if he absolutely had to, although 

Watson could not conceive of revenge unless 

someone instructed him to kill. I didn’t think I would 

do that, but it was nice to know.  

I stared at my midwife and wondered about this 

while Watson helped Chan and Esther and KT to 

plate the food. Eli came and sat with me and we 

gossiped about smalltime stuff, like KimYe’s 

grandchildren and Tay-Tay’s greatest hits and fluffy, 

time-killing, gentle stuff. We talked about old soccer 

matches we’d watched, about the Olympics, about 

popes and sex scandals. We took our minds out of the 

biodome.  

When Chan served up the chinchillas Watson had 

helped him barbecue with chilis and garlic, with 

platters of wild zucchini and carrots and oranges, we 

took our seats at a plastic table. It was circular, had a 

basin of green felt in the middle and it had cup 

holders and plastic slots for cash. It was really a 

poker table, but it was better than nothing.  

We were about to eat when I noticed an empty 

space. I was supposed to take my seat as the Head of 

the table.  

‘I’m not sitting there, you guys,’ I told them. ‘I’m 

not special-er. Someone’s going to have to move.’ 

Esther spun her fork in a circle and didn’t look at 

me as she said, ‘Why don’t you ask your dad who he 

wants to sit there? He’s the one who put us in this 

hole.’ 

KT dredged up some cheeriness, brushing her lap 

clean, perfecting her posture, convincing herself that 

she was on camera and had to be all chirpy. ‘Eli, 

you’d make a splendid king.’ 

‘I serve a lord already,’ Eli said. ‘Ede, what’s 

going on? Everyone voted for you.’ 
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I lost my temper, waking Hope up. She began to 

scream from the next room, where I’d put her on a 

mattress. ‘YOU IDIOTS. WE DO NOT NEED 

SOME LORD. WE DO NOT NEED SOME 

PRESIDENT OR WHATEVER. Gawd.’ I kicked KT 

and she got out of her seat. ‘Move your stupid ass, 

KT.’ I took her seat, relieved now that I wasn’t 

standing over everyone. ‘See? You just lost your seat. 

This rudderless worshippy thing you’re doing? It’s 

got to stop. Just be happy with who you are. Worship 

yourselves for a change.’ 

Without thinking about cutlery, I pressed my 

fingers into the oily, crispy guts of a chinchilla and 

tore off a hunk of flesh and chewed it.  

Esther stared at the beautifully-presented, 

colourful, steaming food like she’d witnessed a 

murder.  

Everyone was silent until KT – who had found a 

barrel to sit on, refusing to assume the leader’s empty 

chair – said, ‘Guys, we should have a toast. This is 

the first time we’ve eaten together since the Golden 

Age.’ 

Everybody toasted except me. I told Watson to 

take Hope out of the house for a couple of minutes. I 

had something important to deal with. ‘There never 

was a golden age, retard. Sorry to burst your bubble. 

KT: who was the biggest loser in our group?’ 

KT said, ‘Ad-’ then shut up. She’d been 

programmed to never criticise Adam.  

‘Eli?’ I couldn’t help poking him with my fork. 

He owed me some pain. ‘Who was the coolest?’ 

‘My boy over here.’ Eli nodded at Chan. Chan 

kept his eyes low and humble and chewed a 

chinchilla leg.  

‘That’s the thing, you guys. There were 12 of us. 

Everyone had a place. Everyone was cooler than 
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someone else. We had people at the top, right? Well 

guess what: if there’s a top, there’s a bottom. And 

Adam was at the bottom. He was like – god, I dunno 

– he was like some dirty old grapes. We stomped on 

him to get wine.’ Everyone thought about this for a 

moment, heads bowed as if praying. ‘I loved my cool 

group – LOVED it, d’you understand? But that’s the 

messed-up thing about society. When you tread on 

others, when there’s like – what’s the word? Pecking 

order, yeah. Hierarchy. When you stand on people, 

you may go up, but you’re not just flattening the 

person you’re standing on. You’re pushing that 

person somewhere else. ’ 

Esther glared at me. ‘Not as if you were on the 

bottom, Ede.’ 

‘THAT’S WHAT I’M SAYING. I HATE MY 

OLD SELF. HATE HATE HATE. I like my new self. 

I like Hope. I like being a mum. So, so, so… .’ I blew 

my nose on my shirt. ‘So I’ll be your mum, you guys. 

But I don’t want winners in this group. I don’t want 

losers. I want equals. I want family. And this family 

eats dinner together. So EAT.’ 

Eli took a piece of the pet meat and chewed it. 

‘Tastes a bit like chicken,’ he said.  

‘Tastes like stupid old chinchilla,’ Chan mumbled.  

‘Es, you used to have a pet chinchilla, didn’t you?’ 

Eli played the game. ‘I think it was called 

Chewbacca, wasn’t it?’ he said, munching. ‘Mmm, 

Chewy.’ 

I burst out laughing, KT covered her face to stifle 

her splutters and Watson scanned everybody, 

recording our interaction. Chan gave his girlfriend a 

kiss on the cheek to make her feel better. She pushed 

him away and I imagined I’d won something. Esther 

glared darkly at me. Finally she took a zucchini and 

swallowed it, grimacing.   
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I’d broken the ice. Everyone ate something, and 

we respected each other, and soon more jokes came 

and even Esther lightened up. Chan said he would 

help catch more chinchillas tomorrow if his arms 

weren’t too shaky. Even Watson took a seat and 

processed some food in the grinder at the back of this 

throat.  

‘Hey, dude, can I ask you a question?’ KT said, 

pointing her fork at Watson, swaying as if she was 

tipsy. ‘Like, be honest: do mechs go to the toilet?’ 

Everybody guffawed. Bits of chili and orange peel 

fell out of Eli’s and Esther’s mouths.  

Watson – who didn’t laugh –  explained that he has 

the same digestive tract as everybody else, it’s just 

that his digestive enzymes are better tuned so there’s 

less gas when he processes food in his intestines. Eli 

laughed hardest, thumping the table so hard he 

almost knocked a bowl off.  

Then KT cleared her throat and took a sip of 

energy drink. ‘I just want to say, I have $40,000 in 

the letterbox at number 183 Vine Street,’ she said. ‘I 

mean, forget about it. I thought it would be cool if 

everyone shares, you know? Shares where their 

hedge fund is. Shares their secrets.’ 

‘Yeah!’ Esther said, her eyes bulging. ‘Adam’s 

got mad stacks hidden somewhere but we don’t know 

where.’ 

 ‘Bust it out for Christmas, I say.’ 

‘CHRISTMAS! Hell yeah.’ 

‘There’s Maeve’s money too, don’t forget,’ Chan 

said, ‘No Christmas without the dinero, y’all. I 

always thought she’d stuck the big bills where the 

sun don’t shine, know what I’m saying?’ 

‘Or in the garbage,’ Eli said, ‘No one would 

rummage through garbage.’ 
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‘Ede?’ KT asked from across the table, ‘Can we 

do this? Can we make something great out of all the 

B.S.?’ 

Everyone waited for me to rule. I went and 

checked on my baby, I stretched my neck, I rolled my 

head around, I looked to Watson’s eyes for an 

indication of what he thought. Finally my people’s 

eyes were boring into me and I couldn’t take it 

anymore. I cleared gunk out of my throat and 

swallowed it. ‘I’ve made my decision.’ 

‘Tell us.’ 

‘TELL US, EDE.’ 

‘I think we shouldn’t talk about money at the 

dinner table. Chan, would you pass the chinchilla, 

please?’ 
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42 

 
35 sleeps 

 

The empty chair became a ritual. Every meal time, 

we even set a little plate of food in front of the 

ghostly space where a leader might sit, but still no 

one would sit there. In our country, ‘Leader’ was a 

hazardous occupation. 

I tried setting chairs for our absent friends one 

night, six empty chairs, and no squabbles broke out, 

which seemed good at first. The lack-of-squabbles 

soon turned bad. As we chewed our dog biscuits, it 

felt like Adam was watching us, and Omar, and 

Maeve, and Kane, and Fatti and Anya too. I asked 

Watson to take the chairs out and we got on with our 

meal. I didn’t again try to convince people that we 

used to be a united 12. Swapping Christmas presents 

hardly worked, either. They all refused to give 

Watson anything, and when I handed Chan this 
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Grand Theft Auto t-shirt signed by Westwood 

Studios that I’d smashed out of a glass frame in this 

teenage boy’s bedroom closet, Chan started crying in 

front of everyone. The shirt said Get That Cash on it. 

I thought it was funny. I reckoned it was the only 

funny thing in our universe. Gallows humour, my dad 

says it’s called.  

With not much more than a month to go, the days 

felt kind of predictable. There was comfort in that. I 

knew from a story Mumshine once told me that when 

you’ve got a new baby, first there’s a few weeks of 

bliss and slow movement to go boil a cup of tea then 

shuffle back to bed in your slippers, then after a 

month life with a baby is supposed to become 

impossible, you have to squeeze in part time work as 

a receptionist for some arrogant boss. For me, 

though? God, I guess the only arrogant boss was 

Eden Strong. I would suggest KT and Eli go fetch me 

strawberries wrapped in a pumpkin leaf and they 

would do it. I’d tell Esther I fancied lemonade and 

they would go and crush the lemons and raid a 

hundred sets of drawers until they found one of those 

kitchens where the owners had left so hurriedly that 

they had not taken their condiments. My people 

returned to me with sachets of sugar to mix into the 

lemonade, with hot chocolate powder and with tea 

bags that looked like they’d been taken from a motel. 

They found chocolate body paint in a bedside drawer 

in a house on Wall Street, the stuff people use for 

sex. I dipped my hand into the pottle and sucked it 

off my fingers. There was flavoured lubricant too, 

strawberry lube, which I was embarrassed to eat. KT 

sucked it back and said it was delicious. We handed 

the tube round. It was made from sugar and flour, 

mostly. We read the nutritional information then 

gobbled it up. 
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What seemed hardest to find was coffee. I’d 

always just drunk it to seem mature. That was what 

you before pilates – you had a coffee with the girls. I 

hated the flavour and usually needed mine with lots 

of milk foam and sugar in order to choke it down, but 

I liked the concept of slurping something that was so 

hard to find. I imagined home owners fleeing before 

the debt collectors stormed their houses, trying to sip 

coffee as they packed their stuff up.  

KT managed to find two little sachets one day and 

brought the coffee back to me excitedly. Watson took 

them out of her hand and made me a double-strength 

cappuccino with three little beakers of Half & Half 

cream-milk solution and as many sugars as he could 

find.  

Watson told us all a story about how rare stuff is 

that we take for granted – like cocoa, runner beans or 

pineapple, which Christopher Columbus brought 

back to King Juan Carlos of Spain from the 

Americas. That was a massive deal at the time. He 

would have been just about the only person in Europe 

to have tasted popcorn or potatoes or tomatoes or 

even turkey, Watson told us. It was cool, having a 

teacher the same age as us. Maybe this could be our 

new school, part of a new start.  

‘Er, but you should all know that coffee is actually 

African in origin. Specifically Ethiopian. Now, the 

history of Western trade with Ethiopia – or Abyssinia 

as it’s traditionally been known, is simply 

fascinating, and takes us back to– ’ 

‘I thought you’d leave a coffee for me maybe?’ 

KT interrupted, trying to grab my arm, still with a 

fake grin. ‘We could have a latte, y’know, catch up. 

Like how are you and stuff? We haven’t had a goss 

sesh in like soooo long.’ 
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 ‘Oh definitely,’ I said with a fake grin of my own, 

and secured Hope in my front pack. ‘We could talk 

about how you tried to kill me.’ 

I left the door open as wide as KT’s mouth and 

went walking.  

 

A third of the way through my walk something 

scuttled up behind, making a rattling noise that 

spooked me. I put on a karate pose as I whirled 

around, ready to poke the eyes of whoever was 

following.   

‘I think you’ll appreciate this,’ he announced. 

‘Can you stop a moment?’ 

‘Watson! No. Actual. Way. How did you find that 

thing?’ 

Watson had one of those black and silver three 

wheeled stroller prams with thick tyres, strong rubber 

grip and gangsta suspension. This would change 

everything. It was like he’d invented the wheel.  

I seized Watson’s shoulders, pulled him toward 

me and gave him a peck on the lips.  

I let him go. Panic pinged my body. Kissing a 

mech was something that would get you killed on the 

outside. Still I couldn’t take it back.  

‘You are quite simply amazing,’ I told him. 

‘Where did you find this thing?’ 

‘It took a lot of searching,’ he said, ‘There are 

2947 houses in Mahonyland, 1920 garden sheds, 

2003 garages, and if we multiply the houses by 

rooms, there are –  

‘JUST – just switch off Nerd Mode for a sec and 

take the compliment. This thing’s incredible.’ I 

noticed it said Weight limit 50kg as I removed Hope 

from my breast and plonked her into the buggy, 

pulling over her the blanket Watson had provided. 
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She struggled and I felt like I’d betrayed her just 

slightly, but the stroll was luxurious.  

I walked in the middle of the road with a smile on 

my face. For the first time this year, I thought: I don’t 

want to leave here. I knew this world inside-out. 

Being back on streets with Starbucks and newspapers 

and strangers might destroy me.  

I passed what at first I thought was a man doing 

something cruel and weird to a child, then realised it 

was Chan, up in an apple tree, tossing apples into 

Esther’ hands as she sat in the grass without any way 

to move other than dragging herself. It pleased me, 

sort of. Life is difficult, I thought. Your greed cost 

you your chair. 

I did another lap of Mahonyland, Moneyland, 

Murderland, letting my mind toss thoughts up and 

observe where they landed. I planned what I would 

say to Mumshine when I got out. I thought about 

what company I wanted to temp with. I thought up 

some cute baby clothes to get our housemech to knit 

for Hope. I strolled east along Mahony Road and 

passed through Adam’s compound feeling watched, 

tingling with nervousness, terrified to look at the 

manhole cover in case a skeleton came crawling out 

and pointed its fingerbone at me. I heard a drone, 

started running, afraid bees had settled here, then 

realised it was a swarm of a 100 bluebottle flies, huge 

fat things like black jellybeans wriggling pointlessly 

over the road, dipping in and out the sewer.  

Bursting out of Omar’s rotting eyes, eating his 

brain through his eardrums. Dipping their long 

tongues into Maeve’s dried blood.  

I made it north past the compound, thinking about 

all the food still underground. I wondered if Watson 

had been going down there. He wouldn’t feel dirty 

about going into a kitchen with bodies sinking into 
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sludge and gas. He wouldn’t recall screams and wild 

dogs. 

I lost the sensation of prickles on my spine as I 

turned the stroller up Northfield Road. At the top end 

was a view of my Isle of Exile, where I’d been 

prepared to give up and birth my baby in grave 

carpeted with ferns with no one to help me.  

Finally I turned west onto the Riviera. I realised 

the double glazed windows, the unblemished 

driveways and the ready-to-bowl-on lawns gave me 

comfort. When I reached Esther and Chan again, I 

was feeling good about the world. I wasn’t dead or 

disabled or weak. I wasn’t a mech. And I had Hope. 

‘Hey you guys,’ I said, unclipping Hope and 

patting her back. She leaked goo onto my shoulder.  

‘What’s new?’ asked Chan, pulling baby apples 

out of the tree. They weren’t edible. He wasn’t 

respecting the food source. He would regret it when 

diarhea crippled him. 

‘If you stop taking the next generation’s fruit, I’ve 

got a little present for you.’ I bounced Hopey against 

my chest. ‘Don’t touch the apples til they’re ripe, 

dude. Don’t make me… okay, no threats. Just, Chan:  

take the stroller, man. Make your woman happy, eh.’  

Esther dragged herself over toward it. 

Immediately Chan dropped from the tree to relieve 

Esther. ‘But Eden – this is everything. Do you have 

any idea how useful this will be to me?’ 

‘Technically I destroyed your last wheelchair 

sooooo…. Yeah. Awkward. Know what? Let’s not 

dwell on the past.’ 

‘But you were giving KT shit about how she tried 

to kill you.’ 

‘I’m no better than anybody else,’ I said, and took 

a deep breath and handed the stroller over to the 
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people who needed it. ‘It’s taken me all year to 

realise that.’ 

 

* 

 

Chan pushed Esther around the block. It should 

have taken 55 minutes. They didn’t come back for 

three hours. When they finally came into my home, 

they were in the middle of a conversation, Esther was 

saying ‘And you totally would,’ and Chan was 

saying, ‘No, nah, not ever, that’s cracked.’ There 

were dried tears on their cheeks. Their eyes were 

creased with smile-lines. 

Watson was standing there with pliers, scissors, 

and a tube of glue. The lovers stopped laughing and 

gave Watson a look of expectation.  

‘I thought I might convert your mountain buggy. 

Chop it, as the expression goes. Cut it down, Es, so 

your hands can reach the wheels and you can push 

yourself and all that.’ 

Esther opened her mouth, couldn’t formulate any 

words, and looked to Chan for help. He too had 

nothing to say.  
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18 sleeps left  

 

We all got healthy bodies back. I was the only one 

who had a bit of surplus fat – all I did was walk and 

lie down and feed Hope, even when all the others 

were out playing lawn bowls with oranges. 

Watson’s ability to scan meant he could walk the 

streets and stare at houses and get a fair idea of what 

was inside. The bastard had had the ability this whole 

time but he said if he’d helped us it would’ve 

“corrupted” the data. Asshole. He finally found a 

house that had a garbage bag of dress-up clothes in 

the attic, some Halloween stuff, but some clothes-

clothes too – dresses that looked better than anything 

in the land.  

The trunk was dragged back to my house and we 

all had a dress-up party and got drunk on laughter.  
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KT claimed this neckless orange dress which I 

think was supposed to be Wilma Flintstone. Esther 

put on some Minions overalls and reckoned she was 

happy in that. There was a sexy nurse outfit and we 

held Watson down and tried to force the outfit on him 

but it ripped on his wide gangly shoulders, so Esther 

tied her hair up with the strips of fabric. Chan chose a 

Batman costume which made his chest muscular and 

thick. Eli found a bathrobe and wore that. There was 

a giant green sack-like poncho which I threw over 

my head. It had dimple-patterns on it. It was the 

green of those little cucumbers you soak in brine.  

I came back through into the dining room, holding 

my baby in one arm, and showed everyone the new 

me. ‘Ta da!’ I announced, ‘I’m in a pickle, you guys! 

Eli, help me! I’m in such a pickle.’ 

Everybody cracked up laughing, thumping the 

walls and weeping. Watson’s eyes rolled back into 

his head as he recorded us weirdo primates howling 

at each other.  

   

* 

 

I was sitting on The Beach, the sandy part of the 

river bank outside where Petal Street meets the 

Boulevard. I was mostly naked, with Hope on my 

tummy snoozing on the sunshine with a couple of 

dragonflies watching over us. I tried to sing her 

‘Daddy’s gonna buy you a mockingbird,’ then I 

stopped and almost explained to Hope where her 

daddy was at, then I just gave up singing. I didn’t like 

the word daddy and I definitely didn’t like the word 

buy. I’d probably throw up if I ever had to deal with 

money again.  
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I dozed while Watson, who’d already collected 

two days worth of spinach and watercress and 

potatoes, was massaging my feet.  

KT had been spearing eels with a garden fork. She 

finally came in, shrugged an eel off her spear, let it 

twitch in the grass. Her shadow made me cold. Her 

words made things worse. 

‘Did your parents sign your non-disclosure 

agreement?’ 

My eyelids were orangey-brown and when I 

opened them. I couldn’t see at first. The day was that 

brilliant.  

‘Sign what?’ 

‘I don’t think you misheard me, Ede. I think you 

don’t want to have this discussion.’ 

‘Who cares? Leave it.’ 

‘You can’t fight against something you agreed to. 

None of us can. Sorry, but it’s true. We’re all scared.’ 

‘We all signed those stupid things. Go put your eel 

in the pot.’ 

It was the first time all year I’d seen KT actually 

worried. She’d had an upset diet plus death threats all 

year like the rest of us and she’d always managed to 

prick her thumb each day to paint blood on her lips to 

appear happy and confident. Finally she said, ‘Non-

disclosure means we can’t disclose stuff, doesn’t it. 

We can’t tell anyone what happened in here.’ 

I sat up on my elbows and gently adjusted Hope, 

who took her right thumb out of her mouth and stuck 

the left thumb in instead. I shooed the dragonflies 

away. ‘I agree with you 100 per cent. Iiiii…. God. 

Okay. I remember that non-disclosure bullshit, I 

guess. You’re right to be pissed. I can’t believe 

they’ve taken away our right to talk, to feel injustice. 

The mechs, I mean.’ 
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‘They didn’t,’ Esther said. She’d been behind us 

listening. She wheeled as close to the sand as she 

could on her three-wheeler converted stroller. ‘We 

came in here because we were greedy.’ 

‘I wasn’t greedy,’ I said, ‘My family needed the 

money.’ 

‘Your life was fine, outside. My life was fine. My 

life was actually amazeballs. I was soooo happy. 

We’re taught to think our lives could be better when 

often they actually couldn’t be better.’  

I was desperate so I threw my dirtiest argument at 

her. ‘You didn’t have Chan in your so-called perfect 

life. I gave him to you.’ 

Chan and Eli walked up, crouched in the sand. I 

was surrounded. This was some kind of an 

intervention. They’d been planning it behind my 

back.  

‘Watson? Need your support here, man. I don’t 

like this. You guys aren’t even asking questions, 

you’re just… stirring.’ 

Watson stood and everyone looked at him for the 

answer. ‘How can I help?’  

‘How much information have you given them? 

Your bosses?’ 

‘My human bosses or mech?’ 

‘I hate this guy.’ Chan punched his left palm with 

his right fist. ‘Someone oughta- ’ 

‘WATSON.’ I realised I was lying there like that 

slug Adam, rolled onto my knees and stood up. 

‘Have. You. Been. Beaming. Your. Research. To. 

Anyone?’ 

Watson shook his head. He studied the people 

around him, evaluating the threat. He wasn’t nervous, 

but he sensed they wanted to separate his prostheses 

from his central processor. Everybody went so quiet 

that all I could hear was the river moving. No way 
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my beach rest would return, though. They’d ruined 

my whole day. ‘I have as much or as little wireless 

signal as the rest of you. I don’t understand your 

paranoia.’ 

Esther’s eyes were creased with hate. ‘It’s safest if 

we gut him.’ 

‘I built your ride,’ Watson said quickly, ‘Esther, I 

gave you movement. I’ve done nothing but nurture. 

I’d really rather you didn’t dissemble me.’ 

Esther chuckled cruelly and threw a handful of 

sand at Watson’s knees. ‘You want me to hunt down 

the robot that printed the decal on my favourite mug 

and thank it too?’ 

‘Maybe I should hug my blender,’ KT laughed.  

‘Send my calculator a birthday card,’ Chan said. 

They high-fived each other. 

‘Leave him alone, guys… .’ 

‘He owes us an explanation.’ Eli. ‘I’d like a 

debriefing session, or perhaps we can go inside him 

and download everything he’s illegally collected. Off 

with his skin, then. Or can we stick a cable up his 

nose?’  

‘Spying’s a form of treason,’ Chan snorted, 

‘Should be punishable by death.’ 

‘You sound just like him, Chan. You wanna 

follow in Adam’s footsteps, good luck to ya.’ 

‘You’ll struggle to kill me,’ Watson interrupted. 

His voice was calm and even. He was just relaying a 

fact. His lack of sadness made me want to cry for 

him. Watson didn’t realise how much human he had 

in him. ‘Anyone wishing to dissemble a model of my 

calibre will need to be debriefed on the proper 

procedure.’ 

‘DEBRIEF,’ Eli said, squeezing the big bucket of 

drinking water he had in his arms. 

‘DEBRIEF,’ added Esther.  
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‘Death to spies,’ growled Chan. 

‘CALM CALM CALM. Tranquilo, you guys. 

Jeepers, way to mess up my day at the beach. What’s 

wrong with everybody? You hangry or antsy or 

what? Watson: there are some questions we do want 

answers to, the team’s not wrong. Can you go back to 

the house for now?’ 

‘I’d rather monitor you, Eden Strong.’ 

‘I don’t need monitoring. Humans lived 200,000 

years without monitoring. You taught me that 

yourself. Now go before the angry mob chases you 

down on horseback.’ 

Watson looked around. ‘I fail to see any hors–’ 

‘GO.’ 
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44 

 
One sleep til Mumshine 

 

 

Squabbles kept erupting at the dinner table, based 

on any small thing – like KT tried to talk about how 

lovely our island supposedly was, and Watson 

sniggered and said it’s like Easter Island, and KT was 

like “What’s that supposed to mean?” and Watson 

just said “Ask the original inhabitants” and no one 

else laughed. Chan kept trying to make Watson tell 

him where everyone’s money was hidden, using a 

combination of threats and pleading and verbal 

trickery. At one point KT got up and planted her ass 

in the Leader seat and I pulled her out but then Eli 

grabbed her other arm and we were having a tug of 

war and Chan and Watson tried to break it up and 

Chan shoved Watson against the ranchslider and it 

cracked and everyone went silent.  
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I cleared my throat and stayed cool. ‘Es – can you 

pass the Mountain Dew, please.’ 

‘Fuck Mountain Dew. Money is maaaajorly 

missing. We only stuck out all this, all this mean to 

get PAID. Just how much of a stack you sittin on, 

Eden Strong?’ 

‘Shut your mouth,’ I told her, ‘I’m starting to 

regret letting you back into my life.’ 

Eli raised his palms then lowered them. ‘Guys, 

let’s just cool it til tomorrow.’ 

‘Tomorrow?’ Chan pointed his butter knife at Eli. 

‘Bro, there could be cops waiting for us when we get 

out of this hellhole – if we get out. And if we get 

charged with stuff, don’t you think we’ll need, like, 

million buck lawyers?’ 

‘We started the year with $12 million,’ Esther 

continued. ‘There are five of us now. That should be 

$2.4 mil each. It doesn’t add up. It’s not right. I don’t 

have $2.4 mil. I don’t even have one million.’ 

‘Actually there are six of us now,’ Watson said.  

Chan waggled his butter knife toward Watson 

now. ‘Mate, there are FIVE of us. Five humans. You 

think a mech’s leaving here with my money? You’re 

lucky I don’t cut your tongue out.’ 

I thumped the table. ‘He has as much right to his 

million as the rest of us.’  

‘Nope.’ 

‘No he doesn’t.’ 

‘Mechs ain’t got no rights.’ 

Before Eli could reinforce the message, Watson 

said, ‘I have a question about your God, Elijah.’ 

‘Go ahead. I’ve always dreamed of delivering 

salvation to one of you.’ 

‘Boys, just eat your peacock okay? Please. 

Seriously.’ 
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‘We’re having a conversation.’ His words made 

me wince. Watson didn’t realise that he was begging 

for his life. He’d got caught up in an argument and 

everything he said was stirring up the haters. ‘My 

question is how God can be so, just… like, 

ungrateful, y’know? Why did Job go through what he 

went through?’ 

‘God doesn’t love you, for a start,’ Eli said, 

leaning back and folding his arrogant arms.  

‘Yet you’re convinced God favours you 

particularly, Elijah. You just happen to be more 

special than the other 12 billion “fleshies?”’ 

‘110 per cent.’  

‘When you return to your parents – Afa and 

Elisapeta, born 1992, Pago Pago – will you still 

believe in God as their love for you is subsumed by 

disappointment when you admit that you’re leaving 

here with a mere $80,000?’ Watson leaned forward 

so his words would sting Eli that much more quickly. 

‘You have no way to get back the amount you forked 

over to Adam Turing for protection. Am I correct or 

am I way off?’ 

No one said anything. The silence was like a 

spider crawling on my skin and finally I couldn’t 

cope any more. Hope wouldn’t sleep for more than 

three hours at a time, and seldom more than two 

hours. Putting out dinner and sitting here in this 

grumpy strew had already taken up fifty minutes. 

Watson had sat here the whole time playing with his 

food. He had few reasons to eat. His cyborg body 

required only a minimal amount of sustenance to 

replenish any damage to its biological parts, and his 

central cortex would operate for 3000 years with or 

without a body.  

I pushed away my roast peacock, took a final bite 

of a Tux biscuit, sipped some rose tea and cleared my 
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throat. ‘Watson: can’t you, like, give us some useful 

information? Make these guys appreciate you, dude.’ 

‘You’re in for a hella beating if you don’t,’ Chan 

added.  

Watson looked at each of our faces in turn. He 

seemed to be evaluating the threat by analysing our 

facial muscles, our pursed lips, our squinty eyes, our 

flared nostrils. Even I was tense. Finally Watson said, 

‘You’re planning to cut me open, Chan, and remove 

my core components. In the interest of averting such 

an event, I will report.’ 

KT let out a whistle and put her fork down. 

‘Awkwardest dinner table conversation EVER.’  

Watson’s face shut down before he had even 

closed his mouth. It was as if he turned to porcelain, 

eyes in an open state, mouth ajar, one hand holding a 

knife frozen three inches above the tabletop . His 

voice came from his chest. He was a doll with a 

speakerbox in it. 

Homo sapiens purports to pursue money in the 

interest of bettering its existence, said the speaker in 

his chest, yet a controlled study in which 12 human 

subjects of excellent health, mostly clinically obese, 

overfed and – 

KT slapped the tabletop. ‘Who you calling obese?’ 

‘Based on your body mass index correlated with 

the low level of fibre you ingest in every meal, 

combined with the high calorie food intake– ’ 

‘Think of this as your last meal,’ Chan grinned, 

‘Cause you’ll be eating these words, mecha.’ 

 -galvanised with dozens of vaccinations, will 

show that even one millions dollars per subject 

resulted only in poor health, unstable diet and 

species infighting. Watson’s voice was flat. There 

wasn’t any stress on the beginning, the middle or the 

ends of words. Application of money without controls 
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resulted in an LD50 in which a lethal dose of 50 

percent of test subjects was achieved after 255 days.  

Subject 5 perished due to apitoxin entering the 

bloodstream triggering anaphylactic shock. Subject 5 

appeared pressured to expose itself to Apis mellifera 

bees by members of Subject 5’s tribe who had 

downplayed the subject’s allergy to bee stings, 

seeking to expediate financial reward. 

Subject 4 perished of asphyxiation caused by 

drowning. Subject 4 was encouraged to operate an 

unsafe work area in which a large quantity of water 

was at high risk of flooding the work site and yet 

Subject 4 continued to work and was even seen to 

remove a critical safety barrier because of monetary 

pressure. 

‘IT WASN’T NO MONEY THAT KILLED THE 

BRO,’ Chan shouted, standing up. He punched 

Watson in the head. Watson didn’t flinch. Chan had 

punched a rock. Chan pulled his knuckles into his 

mouth, sucked them and gasped, then went into the 

kitchen and plunged his bruised fist into a bucket of 

cold water.  

‘It was money,’ I said sadly, ‘He would be alive if 

he hadn’t wanted his million bucks. Continue, 

Watson.’ 

‘Subject 12 conceived a child two days into the 

study,’ Watson’s voice reported. I felt a cold metal 

pole stab through my head, penetrating my throat, 

heart, stomach, crotch. ‘Subject 12 had a deprived 

diet. Subject 12’s suitability as a parent diminished. 

Subject 12 chose physical exertion in building of a 

monolith in pursuit of financial reward. Subject 12 

mismanaged its money. Subject 12 will leave 

biodome with little money. Subject 12 relied on 

mechanised assistance to raise its infant. Subjects 1 

to 11– ’ 
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‘I ain’t letting this scumbag talk dirt about me,’ 

Chan interrupted. He threw his knife and fork at 

Watson’s head. Again Watson didn’t flinch. 

‘Remember who created who, mechalover.’ 

Esther pushed back from the table, spun around, 

and followed Chan outside, pausing only to say, ‘We 

used YOU, buddy. You don’t get to win. Flesh First.’ 

Outside on the lawn they stoked the bonfire, 

screamed, cursed, snapped a few sticks and got fresh 

flames going. They wanted to show everyone how 

angry they were. They wanted to scare Watson.  

Auto-Watson sat there waiting for instructions, 

frozen, suspended. Life on pause.  

Everybody left the table one by one and gathered 

outside around the bonfire. After 20 minutes of swear 

words and money talk they each disappeared into the 

dark. They would search all night for Adam’s 

millions. They wouldn’t find it.  

I didn’t ask Watson to exit reporting mode. I left 

him there, suspended, waiting to be told what to do. I 

had to go and think.  
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45 

 
 

We didn’t spend our final day together. Everyone 

woke up at dawn. Our hearts twitched. Our breath 

was a genie bottled in our lungs. This thing was 

finally over, but we wouldn’t leave united. Eli woke 

up on Champs-Élysées where he had slept in a yard 

surrounded by a lawn with cut-out patches where 

he’d pulled the grass away, convinced that millions 

were buried there. KT took a knife and climbed the 

pyramid and sat near the top with a satchel cuddling 

her money. Even Esther and Chan were too agitated 

to be together. I got a glimpse of Chan marching 

down the highway with a banana box in his arms. It 

didn’t look heavy. It couldn’t have been full of cash. 

Him and Es hadn’t stuck around to tear Watson into 

pieces. Their desire to get revenge came second to 

the lust for money.  
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Last night, I’d made sure they wouldn’t get the 

opportunity, anyway.  

Last night I’d ended Watson myself.  

When everyone had left, I’d stared into Watson’s 

eyes. I’d told him how I felt about everything he’d 

done for me. I know you’re pretty much just a metal 

tool, I said, But thank you.  

Watson was insanely heavy and completely 

inflexible, a man-sized statue of platinum wire and 

skin and palladium and silicon organs and titanium 

parts. I dragged him off his chair and out the 

ranchslider and he never relaxed his stiff posture – 

bent knees, arm sticking out with cutlery in his hand. 

His face was motionless. He wouldn’t unfreeze and 

defend himself.  

The fire was nipping at the sky, burning low. My 

angry friends had stoked it with fence palings and a 

rectangle of trellis and a birdhouse. They’d only 

wanted to smash and hurt and harm. They hadn’t 

wanted to set up an escape for Watson. 

‘Eden.’ 

My thighs tingled with shock. The statue was 

speaking to me. Orange firelight danced on its face. 

‘What?’ 

‘I have sent my superiors detailed reports on how 

many calories each subject consumed. Would you 

like a copy– ’ 

‘NO. No, I don’t want to know how shitty we are 

at sharing, rationing, whatever.’ 

The coals were glowing a fierce orange. I knew 

there had to be 300 degrees of heat in there –enough 

to melt the palladium in Watson’s central processor. 

‘I didn’t want those dicks hurting you,’ I began. 

‘I am incapable of experiencing pain, Eden. It may 

bring your group social cohesion if you were to unite 

in the ritualistic destruction of somone you demonise, 
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as a community. You could use a sacrificial lamb. 

Please – there are some nitric and hydrocholoric 

acids in the children’s science kit at the playcentre 

known as Lollipoppa’s, located at– ’ 

‘Dude, we don’t torture people with acid. Not 

while I’m in charge.’  

‘Imbuing inorganic objects with human 

characteristics is a common trait amongst primitive 

societies,’ Watson’s chest said. ‘It’s acknowledged in 

the literature that this animism provides a sense of 

control against uncontrollable forces in nature.’ 

Primitive. I squatted by the fire, hugging my 

knees, thinking. ‘I’m not gonna let them get you, 

Wats.’ 

Finally he said, in a bubbly voice, as if he were 

underwater. ‘Eden: one last thing, before you make 

your decision.’ 

‘Make it good, dude.’ 

After a long pause, the bubbling, watery voice 

spoke. It came from three metres away, but it 

sounded like a message from a distant planet. ‘Merry 

Christmas, Eden.’ 

I burned my arms as I urged Watson’s stiff body 

onto the fire. Inside the house my baby began to 

scream. I had to stand almost on the coals for a few 

seconds to position him right, then I sat on the deck 

and watched Watson burn and tried to ignore 

Hopey’s screams. This whole year Watson had seen 

destruction and never flinched. As his guts melted, he 

still didn’t flinch. His plastic skin burned the most 

brightly. A low blue flame seemed to roam his skin, 

erupting into geysers of green or white red flame 

where chemicals were concentrated. His skin dripped 

into a puddle which froze as it oozed onto the cool 

grass. His neck collapsed and his head rolled off. 

Blades of grass stuck to the melted rubber of his 
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cheeks and gums. I picked his head up by the scalp 

and placed it in the middle of the fire, then tossed 

more hunks of wood on the pyre to get the 

temperature up. Spears of flame jabbed the sky. 

Watson’s eyeballs oozed over his cheeks like tears of 

marshmallow.  

His legs fell out, too, and I tossed those in. His 

shoelaces were knotted perfectly, until they melted.  

Before it dissolved into a river of liquid metal, 

Watson’s voicebox spoke one last time, as I was 

about to walk into the lounge and pick up my 

howling baby.  

‘Dobt youana know whrrrr thmoney izzzzz?’ 
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Out of the Dome 

We were hyper-aware, on that last day. Vigilant. 

Anxious. We all clutched backpacks stuffed with 

money. I clutched a baby, too, clutched her with two 

arms sporting five bee stings where I’d fought to get 

my sticky, honey-covered wads of cash back from 

the bees. For weeks now I’d planned to ask Watson 

to get my money for me because he wasn’t affected 

by bees. Funny, then, that I myself had terminated 

him on the same day I could have used him to empty 

my bank. I guess I didn’t want to ask him to endure 

bee stings for my benefit.  

You don’t do that to friends.  

I thought of Fatimah as I dealt with the bees, 

getting them confused and drowsy with a burning 

tree branch soaked in diesel which I waved over my 

head. I thought of Fatimah as I painted the air with 

flame and greasy smoke and picked my money out of 
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the bee hive and took it out of the resealable Glad 

bags I’d stored it in. I took a generous hunk of 

honeycomb away from the bees. I walked away with 

six figures.   

Even a dollar was enough, really. Even if I came 

out with only my baby, I’d be coming out richer than 

when I’d gone in.   

I took my money and chose a position along the 

Riviera. The river had begun to flow backwards and 

the ducks were getting confused.  

The reverse-flow stopped and began spinning 80 

metres north of Kane’s canal. A whirlpool, a spout, 

some sort of maelstrom-mouth was draining every 

drop of water out of the river. Very gradually, all of 

the water in the river was whirlpooling into some 

drain on the riverbed. We sat on the bank, no one 

saying anything. We watched the eye of the 

whirlpool widen. It was almost endless – until after 

two hours we spotted stones, then mud then, and 

dozens of koi and trout floundering in what was now 

air. 

‘Mud?’ Chan screamed, ‘After all that? How do 

we get OUT?’ 

‘Just wait. We’ve got all day.’ 

The mud widened, then an hour later the sun 

reacted against metal and we could finally see the 

ribs of what was becoming massive sewer grate, 

sucking in an entire river, scaring the ducks and 

swans so that they moved away and settled in the 

playground. The suction was gathering momentum 

now and shapes were appearing on the river bed 

amongst the slime and rocks and shopping trolleys 

and hundreds of struggling fish. 

I almost lurched forward. I saw KT lurch, too. We 

wanted those fish. Our stomachs screamed. We tried 
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to stay patient. We told ourselves to starve just one 

more hour.  

An incline appeared, a concrete ramp leading to 

the so-called wall, the far side of the river where the 

air hardened. Then a slab of mud fell away from the 

top of the ramp and a door appeared. 

Chan plunged into the muddy slush, abandoning 

Esther, abandoning all of us. The water was still deep 

enough to saturate his body up to his chest, but no 

one could criticise him.  

He hit the ramp, ran up it, using one arm to cradle 

his money.  

A door hissed open and Chan went through it.  

‘JESUS CHRIST. This whole time? Here?’  

‘Underwater,’ KT said, and jumped in. ‘We 

probably could’ve escaped this whole time if we –  

‘If we could just breathe underwater, right,’ I told 

her. 

‘Last one in has to stay here!’ Esther forced her 

cut-down stroller-chair to the edge of the river bank, 

fell out of it and began clawing her way through the 

sand and mud until she entered the water. The 

whirling current pulled her onto the grate, where she 

struggled before scrabbling her way into a clear 

patch. KT and Eli waded past her, hauled their wet 

legs to the top of the ramp, took their loads of wet 

money and disappeared.  

I covered Hope’s ears and kissed her purple 

forehead while mummy said some naughty words. 

‘This is so fucked-up.’ 

I plunged into the cold, mucky water and began 

fighting the whirlpool. It was spinning faster as it got 

low and it became so strong it knocked me on my 

side, covering Hope with water. I didn’t want to let 

go of Hope, so I clutched her with my left hand and 

battled the water with my right, only managing to 
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stand up when my feet were against the huge sewer 

grate where the water churned. I looked back at 

Moneyland, one hand on the strap of my backpack. 

There had to be something to take with me. A 

cooking pot? A fistful of dirt from King Adam’s 

pyramid?  

I never wanted to see flat, clean, polished suburbs 

again. I would go live in Alaska with the bears, close 

to salmon and berries and fresh water. I’d move to 

Rarotonga and live off coconuts and taro. I’d 

stockpile grain. I’d raise pigs and potatoes. 

I fought through the water and Hope grizzled and I 

urged my backpack out of the water, one shoulder 

ahead of me. I reeked of river slime, intimate, rotten, 

funky, compost-y.  

The door opened for me.  

I was finally out.  

I turned away.  

People outside Moneyland wanted me, but the 

people inside needed me. I waded back into the 

water. My legs became thick and inflexible like they 

were coated with cement. I waddled through the 

sucking mud and churning water. When I got to 

where the drain had to be, where the water was 

spinning as fast as a washing machine, I plunged a 

hand into the churn, grabbed Esther’s fingers and 

yanked her face above the water’s surface. I pulled 

her by the ears and fingers. I was glad it hurt her.  

When her body was on the ramp, I adjusted 

Hopey, crouched and shook Esther’s shoulders. 

‘D’you know what a fireman’s lift is? Yeah? Get 

on or I’m leaving you in here.’  

Esther clutched my shoulders passionately and 

nuzzled her wet blue face against my neck. I said a 

quick prayer to whoever, willed my body to put 

energy into my legs, tipped backwards and lifted 
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Esther until her soggy head smacked against my 

back. Taking the first step was the hardest. If I fell 

back towards the drain and dropped Hopey –  

‘GOD YOU’RE HEAVY,’ I complained to 

Esther. ‘Where’s your man?’ 

I couldn’t make out Esther’s response. She said a 

couple of syllables through a curtain of sticky hair. 

Wop meh. Wot mab. I was pretty sure she said, ‘What 

man?’ 

Beyond the door I thought I heard a voice say 

‘Have you seen him?’ There was a man with a 

hoarse, desperate voice, trying to control its 

trembling. He was a poor-looking bald man in a 

rubbish collector’s uniform. There was a slice of 

tomato on his shoulder and he clutched a sandwich 

which wobbled in his nervous hands.  

I couldn’t comprehend what he was doing, what 

he was looking for. All I did was scan the room for 

something familiar-looking. When my eyes told my 

brain that Mumshine was ahead of me I walked to 

her, began to fall to the ground and let her catch me.  

Have-have you seen him? W-where’s my boy? 

Where is he? 

Mumshine’s arms were so wide she could have 

hugged me and Es and the other three survivors all at 

one. Mumshine rolled around on the carpet with me, 

squeezed my face, then snatched Hope away from me 

and cuddled her, wobbling, crying, saturating my 

baby’s face with kisses that she licked off.  

As Mumshine hugged my baby, I hugged my 

mum’s back and tried to keep my weary body 

upright.   

‘I’m like literally epic-sorry for everything,’ I told 

her, and started to ask where my daddy was, then 

began to cry instead. Crying meant I didn’t have to 

make eye contact with the skinny, brown horse-faced 
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woman with black hair who had to have been 

Fatimah’s mum. The mum seemed to have about 

seven or eight siblings for Fatimah, black-eyed 

acorn-skinned boys and girls, cute little things 

excited to see their big grown-up sister with her mil.  

Or not.  

Where is he? Where’s my guy? Somebody tell me, 

PLEASE. 

I saw some courier mechs sliding through the 

spaces between people. There was a trolley with 

cases on it. Almost every family was taking a case, 

opening it, rummaging inside.  

It was money. I could tell by the way the tension 

melted off the families’ faces.  

The university vice chancellor was there in the 

corridor with a digital pad, ticking people off, making 

people sign documents inbetween shaking Eli’s arm 

so hard it looked ready to come off. Chan moved in 

for a manly handshake and tried to say some B.S. 

about how good it felt to be free. Esther’s sisters and 

brothers stepped inside the dome entrance, 

moneycase tucked under their mum’s arm, and they 

pulled Esther into their embrace, hugging her so hard 

her feet couldn’t touch the ground, and they 

demanded to know where the hell her wheelchair had 

got to, vowing to sue whoever was responsible for 

depriving her. Es kept saying ‘It’s okay, it’s okay, 

you guys, it’s okay.’  

Then that sorrowful voice with the downturned 

lips, over and over, interrupting every reunion: 

Where IS he? 

KT’s mum was there. She was a shorter version of 

KT with all this plastic skin and a face that hardly 

stretched. She was staggering, panicking. She’s 

probably asked KT where her brother was. Maybe 

KT had pointed to the river. Maybe KT shoved a case 
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of money into her mums arms and told her to forget 

Kane.      

A voice, squashed and melting and wretched, 

squeezing between the mech nurses and cops and 

people in ties and suits. ‘You must have seen him,’ 

the poor tomato man was asking KT and her mum, 

and Esther and her brothers, and Chan and the 

chancellor. The pauper-man had a case of money 

under his arm, too, but he didn’t seem to care so 

much. He was stumbling into people, floppy as if 

drunk. The man was about to shout. His shivering 

arm dropped its sandwich on the floor. Yellow 

chunks of hardboiled egg spilled out.     

I knew who the upset man was. He was a father.  

‘Where’s dad?’ I said to Mumshine. She didn’t 

answer. ‘Mum? MUM? Is he in the car? Tell me. 

MUMSHINE.’ 

The worried, shambling man pushed me away 

from my mum without saying sorry. He was 

desperate. His mouth was open and strands of spit 

linked his lips, which were dry. His eyes were 

covered in yellow crust. He clutched a hat and 

fingerless gloves and car keys, limp and empty and 

unwarmed. 

‘When’s he coming out? Where is he? Where’s 

my baby boy? Did he win?’  

A rock rolled into my throat. The man knocked 

my mumshine out of the way.  

‘You, girl, with the baby – you’re one of his 

friends. I’ve seen you.’ There were – what, cops? – 

COPS, in hi-vis vests, standing with their hands laced 

across their stomachs, not dealing with Chan or Eli or 

KT or any of the others, cops apparently waiting for 

me, it looked like, and forensic mechs, and Fleshy 

forensics in boiler suits, all these authority-people, 
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and these guys in suits with tablets, adjusting their 

neckties and staring at me. Lawyers? Oh God.  

‘When’s he coming out? Tell me, girl. You’re his 

friend, aren’t you? Tell me: where’s my Adam?’ 

I heard him wail and moan and beg and thump the 

chest of Eli and Chan and Esther as their families 

hugged their money. I heard police begin 

interviewing Adam’s dad.  

‘I think I’m in trouble,’ I began, then the ringing 

set in and all I could hear was Mumshine’s lips in my 

ear as I begged to see my Daddy. 

‘He’ll be here, he’ll be here,’ Mumshine soothed 

me. I noticed between her legs the same slim 

briefcase. She pressed her forehead against mine, 

kept her arm carefully around Hope, and said softly, 

‘Honeymelon: it’s okay. Be happy. Everyone’s 

getting some.’ 

‘Mum, they’d better not be – the Mechs, you 

mean? Tell me they’re not flooding the world with… 

they’re paying everyone?’ 

Mumshine smiled. The tears made her cheeks 

shine like pink balloons. ‘Everyone.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 


